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Prologue
(2782 C.D.)

T

he man stared in horror as the head of the black dragon came
closer. The sheer size of the being was hard to comprehend and
its imposing presence seemed to suck away all the hope and light

from the world. Its black scales were like large shields. The spread out wings
blocked the sun and made the sky seem like a black, leathery blanket. The horns
of the dragon were like huge, spiralling trees that crowned the majesty of its
horror. As the dragons jaws opened the man found himself wondering whether
the wagons he had back home would fit in the beings mouth with one bite.
The horror that had petrified him was broken when one of his comrades
ran into him, just barely pushing them both away from the dragons closing jaws.
The air current caused by the close encounter blew up sand and pushed the man
and his companion further away.
“Remember why we are here! We can not lose you or the sword before the
sealing is done!” his companion yelled at him before standing up and running
towards the dragon.
The man stood up and looked around him. The black lizard seemed to fill
the entire valley they were in. He saw the small figures by the dragons body trying
to hit it with swords and arrows. He shook his head. Such weapons would not
hurt the dragon in any way. He tightened his grip on the sword in his hand. It
was the only weapon they had to fight the nightmare before them.
He ran towards the centre of the valley, doing his best to avoid the dragons
attention. As he looked around to the edge of the valley and the hills that
surrounded it, he was relieved to see the priests were in position. Some had
already began the rite.
The man struck down a cultist with one fell swoop of the sword, barely
slowing down his pace. He had no time for such conflicts. Two hundred paces.
One hundred. There! The centre of the valley.
He looked around to ensure his own safety. His companions seemed to be
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doing a good job of keeping the cultists busy and the dragons attention was
drawn to a fire elemental that had been summoned. He knew the elemental would
provide only a temporary reprieve and as he thought of that, the dragon breathed
out a deadly, dark mist, that engulfed the elemental being. Even such a being
would not survive and he noted with sadness that some of his companions were
caught in the mist as well. All that would be left of them would be their bones.
He shook his head and struck the sword deep into the ground. He grabbed
the sun shaped pommel and knelt.
“Loriel, grant us your strength. Your brother must be stopped,” the man
muttered in a silent voice before starting the official rite. He could only hope the
priests were doing their part.
To his relief he began to feel the energies gather not only from his own
efforts, but from those of the other priests. The energies started to become visible
to the naked eye as they swirled and gathered around the grounded sword in a
dance of blue, red, brown and white light.
The dragons head snapped around and its gaze focused on the sword and
the man knelt behind it. It let out a thunderous roar that seemed to shake the
very ground and darted towards what it deemed to be the greatest threat to it.
The man raised his gaze, only to close his eyes from the horror that was
headed for him. He doubled his efforts to finish the rite in time for he knew death
would be upon him if he did not. To his relief he felt the last bits of energy settle
in their place. He rose from his knees and faced the approaching dragon with a
steady gaze.
“Deremoth!” the man shouted in a voice filled with strength. “Your time is
at an end!” With those words, the man released the energies.
A multicoloured beam of light shot out from the pommel of the sword and
struck the dragon. The mighty lizard shrieked in anger. It tried to move away
from the beam, but its movements were slowed down and ultimately stopped by a
crystal like casing that was slowly but surely engulfing its entire body.
Realizing it had lost for now, the dragon laughed. It was a horrible sound
that would haunt the survivors until the end of their days.
“You think you have won?” the lizard asked mockingly. “You have merely
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delayed the..” The last words were never heard as the crystal like casing snapped
shut around the dragons mighty jaw. Encased in its prison the mighty being still
managed to invoke a last rush of power. It shattered the valley floor.
The earth shook, tossing anyone still in the valley to the ground. A deep
rumble could be heard from deep beneath and then, the world seemed to explode.
Rock, men, the sword used for the sealing – all were thrown in the air, some
never to be found.
The ground beneath the imprisoned dragon gave in. The mighty beast fell,
splashing down in a basin of molten rock. The lava spewed upwards. For days the
ground shook, fell and rose. When it all ended, where there once had been a
valley, there was now an ash spewing volcano.
Moroth's Tooth had been born.
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Part One
Risings
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Chapter 1
(3085 C.D.)

A

lonely roe deer grazed at the sunlight bathed clearing. A small
breeze swayed the tree branches, filling the air with the rustling
of the leaves. Summer was at its prime and nature was

blooming. The birds were hurrying around to gather food for their fledglings, their
singing and chirping creating a concert of voices. The grass covering the clearing
was thick and long and the occasional patches of silver grass and flowers added
bright spots of colour to all the greenness.
A young elf sneaked to the edge of the clearing and observed the roe closely
from behind a bush. The elf’s green cape, pants and tunic blended with the forest
almost seamlessly, but failed to hide the feminine figure of the elf. Only the
golden brown locks of hair that had slipped from under the capes hood showed
against the forests greenness.
The roe had not noticed her. Nala went through her father's teachings in
her head and looked around for the best path to approach the roe. She soon
noticed a path — sheltered by thick patches of hay and covered by thick moss —
that seemed to be easily passable. A small breeze blew across the clearing, from
the roe towards Nala. She quickly secured the sword and dagger that hung from
her belt and made sure they wouldn’t accidentally cause a rustle. The young elf
nodded to herself and slowly and silently started sneaking from the bush towards
the roe.
The path she had chosen offered her cover and led her over soft patches of
moss that would silence her footsteps. Her movement was so silent that the
voices of the forest drowned out any small noises she made. A gust of wind threw
back the hood of her cape and revealed her long, golden brown hair and the
delicate face that was so typical of elves. The high cheekbones, pointed ears,
narrow face, all trade marks of an elf. Nala pushed a lock of hair behind her
pointed ears and looked at the roe with her almond shaped, greenblue eyes. The
animal had not noticed her and continued its grazing.
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The roe was only five feet away when Nala stepped astray on a dry twig. The
loud snap alerted the roe. It quickly raised its head, noticed Nala and ran off to
the shelter provided by the surrounding forest. The young elf was left at the
clearing to curse her bad luck.
At the opposite edge of the clearing an older elf let out a small chuckle.
There was no denying the girl was skilled for her age, but she still suffered from
the lack of concentration and observation skills. The young elf was only
approaching her fortieth birthday and was still considered to be a child by her
own kind, but the older elf knew she was already moving better than many
experienced forest guardians.
The older elf stepped out into the clearing and walked to Nala who was still
looking after the roe.
”What went wrong?” the older elf asked carelessly.
The young elf quickly spun towards the voice. She had not heard a single
sound as the master guardian had walked to her. Granted, it could have been the
fact that she was so focused on the roe, but she found it more likely that there
had simply been nothing for her to hear. She knew the skills of her teacher were
still far above hers.
“I was below the wind, just like you’ve told me so many times, and moved
like you have taught me. I observed the ground before me, but I still didn’t see the
twig.” The young elf looked at her father a bit frustrated. Her father still looked
young, despite being several hundreds of years old. His long brown hair was tied
behind his head in a ponytail and his brown eyes were lively and gave him an
image of cheerfulness. ”I should have succeeded. I was so close that I could have
touched the roe with my fingertips.”
”And that’s why you failed,” her father said. ”Your mind was on the roe
instead of your next step.” Ameter put his hand on her daughters shoulder and
gave her an encouraging squeeze. He was almost a foot taller than her. ”You’re
still young and your mind wanders. You’ll succeed, once your mind has settled
down and you’ve had more practice.”
”But I was so close,” Nala complained.
Ameter laughed and wrapped his hand around Nala's shoulder. ”Patience
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my little lily, patience. Come, it’s almost dinner time and you know how your
mother hates it when we’re late.”
”Next time I will succeed,” said Nala as she pulled up the hood of her cape
and ran off. Even when running she made so little noise that Ameter could barely
hear her. He shook his head. How skilled would his daughter become? Sneaking
and moving quietly were not the only things she was good at. She could hold her
own against many a warrior in a sword fight, even though fighting with a long
sword and a dagger was hard to learn. Still, nature magic was where Nala shone
the brightest and had already surpassed her father. Though Ameter had to admit
magic was not one of his strong points. That was the realm of his wife, Kyla, and
under her guidance Nala would grow to be strong. How good would she be after
an additional twenty years of training? Ameter shook his head wondering and ran
after his daughter, towards the edge of the forest and the warm meal that was
waiting.
Nala ran through the forest in an experienced manner and at a fast pace.
The route was familiar to her and she knew where a fallen tree would block the
path and where the ground was treacherously soft. The forest was her backyard
and she had tended to it and defended it against trespassers for twenty years
now.
The elves were a race with a very close relationship to nature, a
relationship that bordered on being one where the elves could not live on without
their forests. What ever forest one might enter in Balaria, it was very likely one
would encounter elves taking care of it. Officially, the various kingdoms of Balaria
accepted this practice and it had been going on for nearly a millennium. Not only
because the elves kept away evil creatures, such as orcs, but they kept the forests
in goods shape and filled with game. The kingdoms of Balaria didn’t need to
worry about patrolling the forests and could afford to put their soldiers where
they were more needed.
Unofficially, there were elements that did not look upon the forest
guardians in such a positive manner. Some said the elves were there simply to
expand the elven kingdom and to take away the forests from the humans.
Sometimes villagers living close to a forest got riled up and struck out against the
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elves who lived in the forest. Usually the attacks ended up with a few wounded,
but some times casualties occurred on both sides.
Nalas family lived in a forest in the northern part of the kingdom of Ramyn.
The nearest city, Cerena, was to the south, twenty versts away. In the east, the
forest was limited to the lake Cerena and in the west, the hills of Wroth created a
barrier between the forest and the kingdoms of Wroth and Ramyn. In the north, a
small slice of plains separated the forest from the mountains of Karan.
Nala's family weren’t the only elves in the forest, even though it was a fairly
small one. An experienced woodsman could travel through in a few days. Still,
several families of forest guardians lived there, guarding and tending to the forest
with their magic and swords.
The forest guardians lived in small and isolated family communities and
rarely saw others. Usually an emergency — like an attack from a large orc tribe —
was required for the families to get together. They did hold monthly meetings to
discuss matters regarding the forest, but those were usually limited in attendance
to the heads of each family. The forest guardians were accustomed to such an
way of life, even though it was very different from the normal life of an elf.
Cerena's Forest, as people called it, was a peaceful area. Attacks from orcs
and goblins were rare and those that occurred were small in numbers. Nala and
her family – which consisted of only herself and her mother and father – had
plenty of time to tend to the forest and as such it was in good shape. The trees
were thick and strong and the forest floor was filled with lush undergrowth. In
many places, a thick layer of moss covered the ground and in other places large
ferns and may apples filled the ground. In the fall, the forest floor was filled with
a golden brown and orange carpet as the trees let their leaves fall in anticipation
for the coming winter. In the winter, the snow bent the tree branches, forming
natural arches over the many paths that went through the forest. Now, at the
prime of summer, the tree branches formed one thick green canopy. The forest
floor was filled with fern, flowers and thick moss that was still moist from the
nights dew.
Nala jumped over a fallen tree trunk and looked behind her. She smiled as
she saw her father following right behind her. Today she would not lose to the old
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man. The two often had a contest which one would reach their elf tree first. Most
of the time the winner was Nala's father, he did have centuries of experience of
moving in the forest, but sometimes Nala took the longer straw. After failing to
touch the roe, she had decided today would be one of those days.
She took one more look behind herself and jumped off from the mossy
path. Even though the path was much easier to run on than the wild forest, it
wasn’t the most direct way. Nala's running was fast and light and she quietly
hummed a spell. Persuaded by her magic, the low hanging branches gave way as
she passed them.
On an earlier exploration trip Nala had found an almost completely
overgrown path which would lead her well ahead of her father. A jump over a
small brook, a small dash through an area covered by young birches and the
path was before her. Nala smiled and increased her speed.
A hare ran off before Nala, scared off by her. She only caught a glimpse of it
with an apologizing expression on her face before it disappeared into the forest.
The distraction made her trip on a moss covered branch, but she managed to
maintain her balance and continue ahead.
A sound coming from the forest made Nala stop. She wasn’t sure what it
was. The bird singing had turned into warning chirps and she could hear
something that didn’t belong in the forests normal sounds and that something
was making a lot of noise. Silently, Nala started to make her way towards the
source of the noise. She sneaked through bushes and the forests thick
undergrowth and soon got the cause of the noise in her sight. She could observe
the cause from the shelter of a thick bush.
A man dressed in a grey robe was cursing loudly and trying to pull his robe
free from a thorn bush. Nala had not seen a human in flesh and blood before so
she took her time in relishing the man. He was clearly old. The wrinkles on his
hands and the white hair and beard told that much. His long beard was tangled
and several burrs were caught in it, making it look even more bedraggled. Even
though the man was old, his posture was straight, making him an impressing
sight. Nala figured the man was at least six feet tall, almost a foot taller than her.
Nala was short grown for an elf, but on the other hand, the man was tall even on
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the human's scale. On the ground, besides the man, laid a wooden staff.
“By Herides, who created this vile plant?” the man cursed in the human
language and pulled his robe from the thorn bush. All he managed to do was
create a large tear in the robe. Nala knew the human language as her mother had
taught it to her so she knew what the man was saying. She pondered how she
should regard the odd old timer as she watched the man’s fight against the thorn
bush.
“Hahaa!” the man yelled out victoriously as his robe tore away from the
bush. The yell quickly turned into a surprised scream as the man lost his balance
and fell to the ground.
Nala noticed her chance had come as the man fell to the ground. She
quickly pulled her sword out and ran out of the bushes in which she had been
hiding. Before the old man had could react, Nala's sword was pointing at his
throat.
Not looking too surprised, the man observed the elf who had appeared
before him. She was beautiful by any standards. Her long goldenbrown hair
framed her delicate face, her skin was tanned by sunlight and her greenblue
eyes had a warm inner light in them. The man let his gaze wander downwards
and noted to himself that the elf before him was definitely a woman. The man
looked at the staff that was laying on the ground next to him, but gave up on the
though as the tip of Nala’s sword pressed against his skin.
The man coughed nervously and looked Nala in the eyes. “Why such a
hostile greeting?” The man’s voice was steady and deep.
Nala tilted her head and looked at the man a bit closer. The white hair and
beard made the man look older than he was. His brown eyes were not those of an
old man, but a young one – lively, full of wander lust – yet there was some hidden
wisdom in them.
“You’re a long way from the traditional routes, old man.” Nala spoke the
human language with a barely noticeable dialect. “It’s suspicious and dangerous
at the same time. Even though we elves look after this forest there are still
dangerous animals here.”
“Quite, quite..” the old man nodded and smiled disarmingly, “but I’m just
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an harmless old man who has lost his way. Is that sword really necessary?”
Nala hesitated, but she didn’t see the old man posing any sort of threat so
she lowered her sword. Faster than she thought possible, the old man grabbed
the staff from the ground and swiped Nala off her feet. Nala was fast, but not fast
enough to soften the fall and it almost pushed the air out of her lungs. She
ignored the pain in her back and managed to be on her feet at the same time as
the old man and she still had her sword in her right hand.
“Hmm..so you do have some skill after all” said the man and swung his
sturdy staff with ease and skill.
“I have more skill than you, old man.” stated Nala and dodged the staff that
was swung at her head. Nala attacked, making a series of stabs and broad
swings. However, the wooden staff was always there to block her strikes. Nala
soon realized that the old man wasn’t as helpless as she had thought and began
to wonder how she should handle the situation. She didn’t want to harm the old
times as he hadn’t exactly done anything wrong.
A stiff strike hitting her left arm woke her from her thoughts and made her
jump backwards a bit surprised. The old man shook his head.
“This is no time to be thinking how you’ll do you hair tomorrow, girly.” The
man gave added weight to his words by making a series of strikes that forced
Nala on the defence.
Nala blocked a strike from the above with her sword and could just barely
move her sword to block another strike made with the other end of the staff. The
old timer was skilled at using the wooden weapon and faster than Nala could
react, he turned the staff and landed a blow to her side. She blocked another
strike with her sword, but it was clear she was at a disadvantage. The two
continued to exchange blows: being constantly on the defence was eating at
Nala's patience. As the man swung his staff again, she noticed a weakness in his
defences. It was risky, but it would end the fight. She smiled and prepared for the
attack.
A suitable opportunity soon presented itself and Nala made a strike aimed
high, towards the old timers head. As she had expected, the old timer raised his
staff high to block the strike. Both of the man’s arms were up so a perfect
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opportunity presented itself to Nala for her to take the risk. She quickly took a
step forward and passed under the man’s arms. She took her dagger from her
belt and held the blade against the man’s throat. The old timer froze and dropped
his staff. He sighed. “You’ve certainly trained her well, Ameter,” the man said in a
loud voice.
Nala was surprised to see her father step to view from the very same
bushes she herself had been hiding in.
“I see you’ve met Skander,” her father said. She let her dagger fall from the
man's throat and put it back on her belt. She took a step back, away from the
man.
“He’s an old friend,” Nala's father continued, “From the times your mother
and I were still wandering around the world, looking for treasures and
adventures. Be glad he only used his staff. Had he used his magic, you’d be
finding yourself in a lot worse situation.”
Skander winked at Nala and pulled a red rose from his sleeve and offered it
to Nala with a deep bow. “Skander Joligan, at you service, my lady. It is a
pleasure to meet you, Nala Temera.”
Ameter laughed a bit as he saw Nala's confusion. “Come. We will soon be in
hot water for being this late for dinner.”
Nala's father put his hand on Skander’s shoulder and the two started
walking away, talking to each other cheerfully. Nala looked after the odd couple
with a baffled look on her face. The red rose was still in her hands.
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Chapter 2

N

ala arrived at the clearing that housed her home right behind
her father and Skander. A small spring and a brook that flowed
deep into the woods offered a fresh water supply for the family.

A large tree grew at the centre of the clearing, rising several hundred feet above
the ground and it’s trunk nearing the size of an fairly large house. The huge
branches and thick foliage created a green roof over the clearing centre and cast a
large shadow over parts of the clearing. The trees trunk had a door in it and
several windows. As Nala looked up towards the foliage, she could see several
more windows up the tree. For an Elf Tree, the tree was fairly small, but it could
offer a comfortable living space to Nala and her family.
Elf Trees were grown and moulded by magic to provide homes for the elves.
The size of Elf Trees varied greatly, but the largest competed with even the forts
built by the dwarves. Nala's mother and father had grown their own tree when
they arrived in the forest of Cerena. After many years of patient magic use and
caring, the tree had grown big enough to live in. The seed of each new tree came
from the Mother Tree that was located at the centre of the Great Forest, at the
heart of the Elven kingdom.
According to a thousands of years old elven legend, the seed of the Mother
Tree was given to the first elven king, Aren Tenera, by the goddess Loriel. The
elves had held Loriel close to their hearts ever since and worshipped her as the
goddess of nature. Due to the magical nature of the trees, there were many
legends associated with them and they were used for many things. Though rare,
even swords were known to be made from Elf Trees, as the tree could be moulded
to be as hard as steel, but much lighter.
Nala hurried forward and entered the tree right after Ameter and Skander.
The large room behind the door was bright and it filled almost the whole tree
trunks width. A round table, that seemed to appear straight from the tree itself,
dominated the centre of the room. The table's surface was smooth and shined as
if it had been polished for years. The circle shaped bench surrounding the table
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seemed to appear straight from the tree, much like the table. On the left side of
the door, a staircase started. It circled the whole room, slowly leading upwards.
The engravings decorating the staircase gave it an elegant look and made the
room seem much more alive. On the right, beneath the staircase, there was a
fireplace with a small fire burning in it. Even though the fireplace was made out
of wood, like everything else in the house, the flames didn’t even create a black
stain on the surface beneath it. In front of the fireplace, there was a small table
and some comfortable looking chairs in a circle.
Opposite to the door from which Nala had entered there was another door.
A flickering light shone from there and a sound of kettles clattering could be
heard. Nala's mother appeared from the door with a steaming pot in her hands,
which she set down on the large table.
“Skander. How long has it been since we last saw each other?” said Kyla
without looking too surprised at the guests arrival. She was rarely surprised or
caught off guard. Nala had inherited the colour of her hair from Kyla, among
many other things. Kylas eyes were greenblue and she was a bit taller than Nala.
Her body build was different from Nalas. She wasn’t as muscular and she looked
to be more used to holding books in her hands rather than a sword.
“Must be closer to ten years,” smiled Skander, “been busy, you see.”
“Too busy. You’ve lost weight and you look tired. I’m going to have to fatten
you up again.” Kyla walked around the large table to give Skander a friendly hug.
“Welcome, old friend.”
She broke the hug and took a closer look at her old friend. The man had
grown older and there were new wrinkles on his face and there was something in
his eyes that had not been there before. Still, she could see the same old and
familiar inner flame in them.
“Fatten me up?” asked Skander jokingly. “Surely there is not enough food
in this entire forest to accomplish that!”
Kyla let out a laugh and was soon joined in it by Nala and Ameter. “Come.
Sit down. The food is ready,” she said and walked back into the kitchen to fetch
more steaming and good smelling pots and pans.
Nala took her sword and dagger from her belt and placed them on a rack
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on the right side of the door. She then joined the rest of her family and Skander
by the large table. Nalas mother was an excellent cook. The stew in the steaming
pot was delicious, the boiled vegetables were cooked just right, so they were a bit
hard in the middle, but soft on the outside and the freshly baked bread was soft
and just warm enough to slowly melt the butter spread on it.
Skander provided the entertainment during the meal by telling stories and
reminiscing the past adventures he had had with Nala's parents. Nala listened to
the stories of her parents with fascination. She was hearing many of them for the
first time in her life. The story of her father and an unfortunate encounter with a
bear that resulted in a lost salmon and several scars for her father had her
laughing until tears rolled from her eyes.
As the pots and pans started to be empty of food and the darkness of the
night was creeping upon the forest, the four moved to sit in front of the fireplace.
Ameter dug up a small barrel of elven wine from his secret stash and Skander
happily helped him empty it. Nala sipped the wine from her cup with many
thoughts and questions running through her mind. With boosted courage from
the elven wine, she dared to ask some of the questions on her mind.
“Skander, how old exactly are you? You talked of times when my mother
and father met, but that was nearly seventy years ago. You were a grown man
even then, but you don’t look that old.”
“How old?” the man laughed. “You have no idea how often I get asked that
very question. I never respond, but since it is you who asks the question, I’ll
make an exception. I was born when Fender the third was the emperor of
Ramyn,” the old man pondered for a bit, as if counting years. “I guess that makes
me about two hundred and forty years old.”
Nala looked doubtful, “How is that possible? Humans don’t live that long.”
After a bit of hesitation she added, “Do they?”
Skander grinned and winked at Nala, “Ordinary humans don’t, but I’m not
an ordinary human. I’m the high master of one of the Five Towers of Magic. It
would take a long time to explain it all, but the evening is too nice for
philosophical and theological debate, so I’ll simplify the matter. You could say
that Death and I have a sort of an arrangement. I don’t meddle in his affairs and
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he doesn’t meddle in mine.”
Nalas eyes widened, “So you’re immortal?”
Skander laughed, “Not quite, but close enough.”
Nala was somewhat unsatisfied with the answer, but she let the issue rest.
It was clear she was not going to get a better answer. Instead, she moved on to
ask a question on something that had sparked her interest in Skander's answer.
“What are the Five Towers of Magic?”
A bit surprised, Skander looked at Nala's parents, “Haven’t you taught her
anything besides using a sword?”
Kyla smiled and sipped some wine from her wooden cup, “She’s young. It is
important to know how to walk before you can think about where you’re going.
She can take care of herself and she knows how to move in the forest. What more
does a young forest guardian need to know?”
Skander shook his head and sighed, “Elves. Always protecting their young
ones from the outside world. All right, I’ll tell you.” The man took a comfortable
position in his chair and refilled his empty wine cup. “The Five Towers of Magic is
an academy situated in the city of Ramyn. As the name suggest, there are five
towers, one for each kind of magic. Earth, Fire, Air, Water and Free magic. The
afore mentioned four are forms of magic that are tied to their elements. A Fire
magician can’t raise a wall of stone out of the ground and an Air magician can’t
summon a water elemental. There are quite a few of those who are skilled in
using one or more of these elemental forms of magic, but those who can control
Free magic are rare.”
The man looked at Nala who was listening intently, “Free magic is a whole
other chapter compared to the elemental ones as it is not tied to any specific
element. The power comes from within the caster as well as around him, from the
scattered energies left over from the times of creation and the elements that
surround and make up the world. A skilled Free magician can command all four
elements and do things no one of the elemental magicians can do.”
The expression of wonderment Nala had on her face made Skander smile.
Never had she thought such powers to be possible. Noticing Skander's smile, she
sipped her wine to hide her face behind the wooden cup.
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Skander grinned, understanding the young elf's emotions, “But I seem to
have strayed from the original question. What was I talking about? Oh, yes..the
Five towers of Magic. Each tower has a high master who looks after matters
regarding the tower and makes decisions regarding the teachings and so forth.
I’m the high master of the Tower of Free magic, but personally, I hate all that
paper work.”
The old man chuckled to himself for a bit, “I can imagine how the other
high masters are tearing off their hair because I decided to make this trip. Now
they’ll have to do my work too. In fact, one of them happened to walk into the
room while I was in the middle of casting the transportation spell.” Skander burst
out laughing, “He distracted me and that’s why I was in the middle of the forest
instead of appearing in front of this tree.” The man laughed at something that
could have easily gotten him killed. He could have materialized inside a tree and
that would have been the end of him. The three elves just shook their heads.
Skander's laughter slowly died down as he saw no one else was amused.
Clearing his throat, he continued “Anyway, The Tower of Free magic only has a
small number of students compared to the other towers, but it’s still one of the
most prestigious of the towers. The purpose of the towers is to gather students
who are skilled in the arts of magic from all over Balaria to study and experiment
with various magic. Commonly, one might call the towers a school for magicians
though the term elementalist is more suitable for the four elemental towers.”
Nala though about what was said for a moment and soon realized
something, “You said there were five forms of magic, but I myself know nature
magic. Does that not mean there are six forms of magic?”
Skander chuckled and asked, “And what is nature made out of?
Nala looked a bit baffled at the obvious question, “Trees, animals,
rocks..everything we see around us.”
Skander nodded, “And at their basics, what are all those things made of?”
Nala began to understand what Skander was getting at, “What you are
trying to say is that nature magic is nothing more than a combination of the
elements?”
“Ah, you are not a hopeless case after all,” Skander said with a smile.
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“But do not all elves know nature magic? Does that mean we can control all
the elements? And does that not make us odd in that we can control all the
elements?” Nala asked.
“The elves have great affinity to the elements of earth, air and water and
control of those elements is what enables much of what the magic of nature is
about, though there is some free magic involved as well. Nature magic is not
about forcing the elements to do what you wish, but more about persuading them
to do so. This lends to the form a relative ease of achieving simple, non
destructive feats, but makes greater feats a much harder task.”
Nala knew from her own experience this to be true. The magic she wielded
was more akin to negotiating with the nature around her to do what she wanted
and forcing rarely lead to success. Simple tasks were easy to cause, such as the
spell she had used earlier that day to make an easier path through the forest, but
greater things were often difficult and time consuming to accomplish. Intrigued,
she focused again on listening to Skander.
“Very few elves have great ability at handling the element of fire and even
fewer have the mindset to forcefully bend the elements to their will when needed
to achieve greater feats. Those few who have that potential are sent to study
under the leadership of skilful masters in the Mother Tree. I believe your mother
is one such person.”
Nala looked at her mother a bit surprised. Kyla smiled at her, “You did not
think I had learned all I know simply from my parents? Most of what I know,
most of the books I have, I received during my time at the Mother Tree.”
“I always thought your parents did all the teaching,” Nala mumbled and felt
embarrassed and confused. Her knowledge of the world outside of the forest of
Cerena was limited. Truthfully, she had never left the forest and her parents had
never told her much. Then again, she had never asked much as the forest and
her studies had kept her mind and body busy. She had, of course, been to the
edge of the forest and watched the view before her, but she had never ventured
far from the cover of the trees. There was much she did not know of even her own
kind.
Kyla noticed the frustrated look on her daughters face and guessed what
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the girl was thinking, “Nala, you’ve been brought up like a forest guardian should
be brought up. The secrets of the forest are the most important things for a
guardian to know. You know a lot about forests and how to care for them, but
you do not yet know everything. Still, maybe it is time for you to get to know the
world outside this forest.”
Nala's father smiled at his young daughter and made a suggestion,
“Skander here is one of the most knowledgeable people about this world. Why
don’t you take advantage of the situation?”
Nala gave Skander a pleading look, causing the man to grin widely, “My
dear girl, ask me what ever you want and I shall answer to the best of my
abilities.”
Nala smiled happily and spent a moment thinking, “What is the world like?
I mean, what is out there? I know that Cerena is a couple of days journey to the
south of here, but what comes beyond that?”
Skander slowly poured some more wine into his cup before starting, “The
outside world is divided into kingdoms, empires and various alliances. It is
important to understand that, because the relations between two nations aren’t
always friendly and that can cause some problems to a traveller. Cerena and this
forest are a part of the empire of Ramyn. In the north, the empire is limited to the
mountain range of Karan and the Dwarven kingdom that controls it. They simply
call their kingdom Karan. In the east, the limit is the ocean, though beyond the
ocean, there is the continent of Meledor. In the west, the empire is limited to the
kingdom of Wroth. The border is fairly close to this forest, right in the middle of
the hills that are west from here. In the south, the empire has a joint border with
Wroth and the kingdom of Voroth. There the border goes along the forest of
Gerum. These days there is peace between the empire of Ramyn and the
kingdoms of Wroth and Voroth. Centuries ago, the areas of the two kingdoms
belonged to the Ramyn empire. The secession was far from peaceful, but it was a
long time ago and over the generations relations have improved. But I’m
wandering off from the original topic again..where was I?”
“You were talking about the different kingdoms and empires,” Ameter
kindly reminded the old man.
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“Ah..yes, quite. These three nations are mainly inhabited by humans. There
certainly are members of other races in them, but they are a minority. South of
Voroth lies the kingdoms of Garachi, Seren, Das and Geshe,” Skander paused for
a moment. “I really should have a map for you to get a better picture of it all.”
Ameter stood up and removed the wine barrel from the table, “Why not
create one, then?” he asked Skander.
“Ah, yes, splendid idea,” the old timer said as he stood up and took on a
look of concentration. Nala could feel the energies slowly gather to him, she even
felt the tree itself respond to the man's prompts. Small bumps began to appear on
the tables smooth surface, soon growing in size and shape to create small
mountains. Nala watched in ave as the vast mountain ranges took form, followed
by tiny trees which soon made up entire miniature forests. Parts of the table were
left lower, indicating lakes and rivers to complete the miniature map. Nala stood
up from her chair to inspect the wonderful map closer.
Skander inspected the map as well, along with Nala's parents. He nodded
in approval, “That should do.”
“Still the sculptor I see,” said Kyla dryly.
Skander shrugged his shoulders, “It is a skill not easily forgotten.”
Nala's father nodded in approval at the map.
“Now then. Let us see where we are,” Skander said and examined the map.
“We are here,” he said after a while and pointed at a small forest near the edge of
the map. The forest was nestled next to a small lake and there were miniature
hills surrounding it all along it's western and southern edges. To the north there
was a mountain range right before the map was cut off by the edge of the table.
Nala looked on curiously.
“Cerena is here,” Skander continued and moved his finger south to point at
the mouth of the river than flowed from the lake. Nala noticed she could actually
see tiny buildings on the map to indicate there was a city there.
Skander continued south with his finger until he arrived at an island in the
middle of a river, “And here is Ramyn.”
“It's huge,” Nala said as she focused on what Skander was pointing at.
Indeed, even on the miniature map the city sprawled out to cover a huge area and
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was clearly visible. Cerena seemed minuscule compared to it.
“It is the largest city in this part of the world,” Ameter interjected.
“A city built of cold stones..not a place for elves,” said Kyla, clearly not
appreciating the city at all.
Skander ignored the snub at his home city, “To the west is Wroth,” his
finger gliding along the river to where it met the lake Ramyn, “and beyond it is
The Great Forest, home of the elves.”
Nala had to admit the forest lived up to it's name. The miniature trees that
began at the edge of the lake seemed to continue on forever to the south. Taking a
wider view of the map she realized the forest covered nearly a quarter of the entire
area the map presented. Even with the map before her she found it hard to grasp
the vastness of it.
Skander continued to move his finger south from Wroth and stopped after
what would be a journey of hundreds of versts if undertaken in reality, “Here is
Voroth nestled next to the lake that has received its name from this very city. Still
further south are the kingdoms of Garachi, Seren, Das and Geshe,” Skander
pointed out each city and kingdom as he mentioned the name.
Nala measured the map, trying to figure out the proportions to the real
word. She realized that a trip to Geshe would be measured in months instead of
weeks or days. All of this made her home forest shrink in size in her mind as she
began to realize how vast the world beyond it truly was.
Skander continued his explanation, “Though the kingdoms and cities I
have mentioned are mainly inhabited by humans, they differ from each other
vastly. The people of the Ramyn empire are mainly peaceful and highly educated.
The people of Geshe occupy themselves with mining gold from the mountains of
their kingdom and jealously guarding those riches. Seren is famous for its fast
and durable ships and skilled seamen.”
Feeling his mouth dry from all the talking Skander took a sip of the wine
before pondering, “Much like we mould our environment, the environment
moulds us. The inhabitants of each kingdom have over generations adjusted to
the demands of their main livelihood, so it is fairly easy to say from what kingdom
a person is. Of course, there are other distinctive differences, such as skin
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colour.”
Realizing that if he continued to explain everything in such detail they
would not be done in days, Skander decided to limit the talks to things that
would serve to perhaps save the young elf's life should she venture outside the
safety of her home forest, “The northwest part of the land is controlled by
barbarians.” He explained and pointed to the large lowlands between the
mountains and the Sea of Zereth, “They are a savage lot and looting raids to the
southern nations are a favourite pass time for them. If you ever have to venture
out to the world, you should be careful not to stray in to their lands. Your very
life might depend on it as the barbarians are weary of races other than
humans..and there are some tribes who even eat those who stray in to their lands
uninvited,” he gave Nala a stern gaze to put weight to his words.
The young elf simply nodded, not really knowing how to react to such
revelations. She knew the world outside was not as safe as the forest she lived in
and that bad things happened, but she had never though there would be things
of such disgusting nature lurking there. The mere thought made her tense up.
“Do not scare her too much or she will never leave this forest,” Kyla said
softly as Ameter poured some more wine to Nala's cup. Her soft voice seemed to
have a soothing effect on her daughter and she relaxed again.
“I would rather she is slightly scared now than dead later,” Skander
retorted with a wry smile. Content that Nala had taken his words seriously, he
continued and pointed to the map, “In a valley west of The Great Forest,
surrounded by the mountain range, lays the kingdom of the trolls, Dasrak. Do
you know what trolls are like?” Skander asked Nala, who shook her head.
“I’m not surprised,” said Skander and stroked his beard, “They are a rare
sight outside their own kingdom. They are human like creatures, though they’re
much larger. They can grow to be up to eight feet tall and their body is covered in
a fine, but scarce fur. They have pointy ears, large pointy noses and some might
have large tusk like corner teeth.”
“They sound dangerous,” said Nala.
Nala's parents chuckled along with Skander, who reassured the young elf,
“Despite their appearance they are not monsters, though they still try to avoid
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other races. Just never anger one or you’ll be in more trouble you can handle.
The troll wars pounded that into humanity’s mind. They’re fierce fighters and
they have a strange ability that allows them to heal fast and even regrow lost
limbs.” Skander sipped some of his wine, “If you meet a troll, do so with an open
mind. Do not let the appearance fool you.”
Nala nodded with gleaming eyes. Though the world seemed to have many
dangers to it she could barely wait for a chance to explore and see it all for
herself.
“Final words of caution for you,” said Skander to Nala and pointed to two
places on the map. A large mountain near the kingdom of the trolls and to an
area north of Wroth. “The mountain, called Moroth's Tooth, and the Swamp of
Gereth. No kingdom has claimed these two places as their own. Monsters and
other creatures of the dark and evil inclination rule these places with an grip that
has not been able to be broken by the humans or any other well meaning race.
Few people who venture to these locations ever return and the most that has
been found of those unfortunate souls are a few severed limbs. You would do well
to avoid these places at all cost.”
“Alright, that should be enough scaring for one evening,” said Kyla and
waved her hand, causing the marvellous map to slowly sink back into the table,
leaving behind only the smooth surface that had been there before. The
expression of Nala's face grew sour for she had hoped to examine the map further
still.
Skanders face grew darker as he sat back down to his chair and emptied
his wine cup with a single gulp. It was already dark outside and the moon was
starting its climb towards the sky. “Talk of these dark places has reminded me of
why I came here. To bring you news..and to warn you.”
Kyla and Ameter looked at each other and then at Skander, “What do you
mean?” Nalas father asked.
“I know that the forest guardians live a secluded life and seldom hear of
events that happen in the outside world. You seldom hear of even your own kind
or other guardians.” Skander looked at Nala who was still in a world of her own,
thinking about the new world that had opened before her. He seemed to ponder
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whether to continue or not.
“It is alright. What ever news you have, you can tell in front of her,” Ameter
said.
Skander sighed, “Very well. During the last few weeks, I’ve heard news of
forest guardians being killed in a very brutal manner.” The room was filled with
silence. Ameter and Kyla looked calm, but the expression on Nalas face was a bit
fearful as she was drawn from her thoughts back to reality.
Skander continued with a worry filled voice, “At first I thought it was just
rumours or the ordinary peasant conflict gone bad or that it was the doing of a
large orc tribe. Then I heard what happened in the forest of Kabros. As you know,
that particular forest is located in the middle of the border between Voroth and
Garachi. Several guardian families were found dead inside their Elf Tree homes.
Worse yet, on each wall an image was painted in the blood of the slain.” Skander
licked his lips. “It was the sign of Deremoth.”
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Chapter 3

K

yla and Ameter looked a bit stunned at hearing the name of an
god they thought long dead, or at least forgotten. Nala had heard
vague stories and legends of Deremoth and the cult  the

followers called themselves Blades  that followed him. Deremoth was the
brother of Loriel, but when Loriel chose to give the seed of the Mother Tree to the
elves Deremoth grew jealous, and ultimately became vengeful. Where Loriel was
the goddess of life and nature, Deremoth was the god of death and unnatural
forces. Deremoth hated elves as they were so close to nature and Loriel, and,
indeed, he blamed them for stealing Loriel from him.
Centuries ago, the followers of Deremoth were powerful and had significant
influence in many of the human kingdoms. They incited hatred towards elves and
that eventually almost lead to a war between the elves and many of the human
kingdoms. Fortunately, a few sound minded men and women remained and they
revealed the true plan of the cultists, which was to destroy everything natural
and allow Deremoth to walk among the living. The cult was eradicated by the
enraged human rulers and over time Deremoth sunk into oblivion.
“Are you certain? How can that be?” Ameter asked. “The cult surrounding
Deremoth was destroyed long ago and, indeed, it is believed even Deremoth
himself had been destroyed.”
“As certain as I can be of anything. You can not kill a god,” Skander said,
“You can kill his followers and reduce his influence, but you can not kill him, so
he will still be alive in the plane of the gods, waiting for his opportunity.”
“So someone has began to reassemble the cult around him to revive his
strength? Loriel help us..” Ameter made a sign to thwart evil.
“You have brought grave news indeed, Skander,” said Kyla with a sorrowful
voice. “This is not something we should keep to ourselves. We must warn the
others in this forest and even the elves living in the Elven kingdom.”
Ameter nodded in agreement, “I will send out a call for the council to meet
first thing in the morning. Skander, will you join me in the meeting and tell the
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news?”
Skander nodded, “Certainly, old friend.”
“Can I come too?” Nala asked, not really caring about the council meeting
at all.
Kyla looked at Nala with a knowing smile, “You're hoping to see Tydian,
aren't you?”
Nala looked a bit uneasy and Skander asked, “Who's this Tydian fellow
then?”
“He's a boy, about Nalas age. She has her eyes set on him.” Kyla
responded.
“Mother!” Nala exclaimed and blushed. The tension in the room seemed to
lighten up.
Skander laughed and looked at Nala knowingly, adding to her discomfort,
“Young love is a beautiful thing.” The man even winked at Nala.
Nala stood up, her face glowing red, “It is late. I will go get some sleep.” She
walked to the stairs and started making her way up. When she reached the point
where the stair went above the fireplace she heard her father call her. Nala
peaked over the railing and saw Ameter looking up.
“We leave early, so make sure you wake up in time.” Ever since she was a
child, Nala had slept long and deeply and had trouble waking up in the morning.
She was the kind that would turn her back on the sun shining through the
window and pull a blanket over her head just so she could sleep ten more
minutes.
Nala smiled, “So I can come?”
Her father nodded, “Yes, you can come.”
Nala was happy to hear she could go. She made her way up the stairs to
the second floor of the elven tree and down the corridor to her room. The
staircase continued its circular rise towards the third floor and above.
The first door on the left led to the guest room and the first door on the
right lead to Nala's parents room. The second door on the left lead to a training
room. Nala and her father often trained their fighting skills there during the
winter. The second door on the right lead to Nala's mothers study room and
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library. Bookshelves filled the room and there were piles of books even on the
floor. Many of them were about nature magic and various other nature related
topics, but some were history books. The third door on the left, the last door in
the corridor, lead to Nala's room.
Nala opened the door to her room and stepped in. The moonlight shone in
from the window on the right and illuminated Nala's desk and the bookshelf on
the left side of the door. Her bed and wardrobe were further into the room, in a
darker corner. Nala sat by her desk and lit an oil lamp. Though the matters
discussed had been serious, Nala was excited as she had learned many new
things and tomorrow she would get to go to a council meeting. She would get to
meet Tydian. Nala sighed and looked out the window at the moon. She spent
some time just staring out the window before changing into her nightgown and
slipping under her bed sheets.







Nala woke up to a knock on her door. The room was still dim as she rubbed
her sleepy eyes. She heard her fathers voice from behind the door, “Nala, it's time
to wake up if you want to come with us.”
“I'm awake. I'll be right down,” she responded and crawled out from the
bed. Silently cursing to herself for over sleeping, she quickly dressed herself in a
green tunic and trousers and gave her hair a quick brush.
As she walked downstairs, she could see Skander and her parents were
already sitting by the table enjoying breakfast. There was some left over stew from
last night as well as bread. There were also freshly picked Shujian berries that
were typical for the season and were just starting to reach their prime. The red
berries were round, around the size of the end of ones thumb, and they were
sweet and juicy on the inside. Nala sat next to her father and made sure she got
her share of the berries.
“The meeting call has been sent out,” Ameter said, “The word should have
reached everyone by now.”
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Forest Guardians used animals – mainly birds – to deliver messages to
each other. The animals themselves formed a network that could deliver
messages from one side of the forest to the other in a matter of hours.
“Where do you hold these meetings?” Skander asked.
Ameter smiled mysteriously, “You'll see once we get there, my friend. You'll
see.”
Skander looked a bit disappointed, but he shrugged it off quickly and
finished his breakfast along with the rest who had gathered around the table.
Ameter, Nala and Skander prepared themselves for the walk to the meeting place,
while Kyla cleaned the table and washed the pots and pans. Nala fastened her
sword and dagger around her waist, as did Ameter, and Skander grabbed his
staff. The three walked out the door into the morning sunshine.
Ameter led the way as they made their way north, towards the centre of the
forest. He knew the paths and the fastest routes so they made good time with
little effort. The morning mist had left behind its moistness and the thick moss
patches they had to walk over made their feet wet. Skander complained loudly
about it, while the two elves just shrugged their shoulders and smiled at him.
This, of course, made him complain even more and throw in remarks about crazy
elves. The mood between the three was easy going and cheerful.
“Is the meeting place much further?” Skander asked after a while.
“It's not far,” Ameter answered and brushed aside a low hanging tree
branch. “In fact, we're here.”
The three stepped into a clearing that bathed in sunlight. Thick forest
surrounded it, making it hard to find if you didn't know what you were looking
for. There were large tree stumps all over the clearing and in the centre, there was
a taller stump that looked almost like podium. Thick and long grass covered the
rest of the clearing, almost hiding some of the stumps.
Ameter walked to one of the tree stumps that was fairly close to the large
podium like stump in the centre and motioned Nala and Skander to come next to
him. As he stepped onto the stump, he explained to Skander.
“This clearing was made by the orcs that inhabited this forest before we
elves drove them away. We've kept it like this as a reminder for us as to why we're
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here. It is not a happy place for us elves, but the things we discuss here are
seldom happy either, so it fits.” Ameter looked around with an sorrowful
expression on his face. He then continued.
“Each guardian family of this forest has its own stump. The closer your
stump is to the podium, the longer you've been in the forest and thus the more
your word weights in on issues. The meeting is run by an elected elder and he
resides over the meeting from that podium. He hands out speech turns and
maintains order.”
Ameter looked up to see two elves walk over to one of the stumps. He
greeted them with a wave of his hand. The two elves waved back, but they
remained on their stump talking to each other. Ameter looked at Nala and
Skander who were looking over at the two elves.
“You should leave the talking to me. I'll present the main points and ask
that they listen to your story, Skander. The elder might initially refuse to listen to
an outsider like you, but I'm sure he'll listen once I explain who you are. They
know of the towers and they'll certainly listen to one of the towers High Masters.”
Ameter looked around himself and saw that more elves had appeared in the
clearing. Nala looked around too, hoping for Tydian to appear. Though the
bantering last night had embarrassed her a bit, they had been right. She had her
eyes set on Tydian.
Tydian was a few years older than Nala and his family had been in the
forest almost a century longer than Nala's, thus they held a higher rank within
the forest guardians. The ranking of each family didn't really influence marriage
or any other social aspects of life as it was strictly restricted to when a meeting
was

held.
Nala and Tydian were very close. It was an unspoken agreement between

Nalas and Tydians families that the two would marry once they reached the right
age and the two youngsters didn't really have anything against that. Tydian made
Nala feel at ease and made her laugh. They always had fun together and as they
roamed the forest and made discoveries, a mutual feeling of affection had grown
between the two. The forest guardian elves weren't particularly strict about what
youngsters did while they were alone. After all, such feelings and actions were
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completely natural and the elves held nature in high regard.
“Nala!” She turned around to see Tydian, waving his hand and walking
towards her. He was dressed in a green cape, tunic and trousers and he was
carrying a bow in his hands. His sword was fastened around his waist. Nala gave
her father a pleading look.
Ameter nodded and smiled, “Go on. You already know what this is about.
You don't have to stay here. Go, enjoy the day with Tydian.”
Nala gave her father a quick hug and rushed to meet Tydian. The two
hugged and as they parted, Nala looked closely at the man before her. Tydian was
almost a heads length taller than Nala and he had his long, brown hair tied in a
ponytail. His pointed ears were clearly visible and the smile on his face made his
otherwise narrow and cold face look warm. He was handsome in his own way, a
way that Nala found herself liking. Tydian looked at Nala with his green eyes with
a curious expression on his face.
“It's good to see you, Nala.”
Nala smiled, “I figured you'd be here so I harassed my father into taking me
with him.”
Tydian laughed and looked the way Ameter and Skander were. He was
surprised to see a human standing next to Nala's father, “Your fathers message
was a bit cryptic. Why was this meeting called? Why is there a human here?”
Grabbing the youngsters hand, Nala said, “Come with me and I'll tell you.
Or would you prefer staying here listening to the council talking about it for
hours?”
“Do you even have to ask?” said Tydian with a smile.
The two left the clearing just as the elder climbed on to the podium and
called the meeting to start. As they wandered through the forest, Nala told
everything she knew to Tydian. He listened with an concerned expression on his
face. They didn't speak much after Nala had finished her explanation. They didn't
want to dwell on such dark thoughts when they had a whole day to spend
together in peace.
Nala led the way and Tydian followed her. They had been in these parts of
the forest before and Tydian knew where he was being led. He smiled as the small
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moss covered clearing came to view. There was a clear watered pond there and
the surrounding moss made the ground soft, almost like a natural bed. The
sunshine that hit the clearing kept the water in the pond pleasantly warm. They
had discovered the clearing by accident on one of their expeditions and had
visited it quite often since then.
“A fine spot to spend the day,” Tydian said and looked at Nala with a sly
smile. She returned the smile and began undoing her sword belt.
“Come on. Lets go for a swim.”
Tydian barely managed to get his trousers undone before Nala was already
naked and in the water.
“You're slow!” she shouted to Tydian from the water.
“I'll show you slow!” Tydian shouted back and quickly finished taking off
his clothes. With a short sprint and a high jump, he landed in the water creating
a big splash that drenched Nala completely. He surfaced with a big smile on his
face. Nala looked at him with a disgruntled expression on her face. She splashed
some water on Tydian and began to swim away. Tydian followed her and soon
caught up with her. The air was soon filled with the noise of splashing water and
two laughing and screaming voices.
Panting, Nala climbed onto the soft moss covered shore. The sunshine
warmed her and began to slowly dry off her naked body. Tydian swam to shore
and laid down on his side, next to Nala. He looked at the sunbathing young
woman with a smile. Her small and firm breasts fit her slender body well and the
muscles on her body were well shaped, but didn't diminish her feminine looks.
Tydian couldn't help himself as he extended his hand and started to gently caress
Nalas body, teasing the young woman with his fingers as he drove away beads of
water from her flat stomach. Soon the two found themselves embracing each
other and exchanging passionate kisses. The passion swept over the two as they
made love on the soft moss bed.
Tydian gently stroked Nalas hair and occasionally caressed the tips of her
ears. He knew the tips of her ears were a soft spot for her and the right sort of
touch made her shiver with pleasure. The two laid naked on the ground,
embracing each other, cooling down from the moments of passion they had
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shared. Nala rose to give Tydian a gentle kiss on the lips.
“I wish we could be like this more often,” Nala sighed and pressed her head
against Tydians chest.
“A few years and we can be,” Tydian said, “You'll be old enough to marry
then.”
“Two years is too long..” Nala muttered languidly and made Tydian laugh.
“Once it is made official that we are to marry, this is the place we should
start fostering our tree,” Tydian said and Nala could not agree more. The clearing
was their special place and would serve well as a home.
It was customary that elven marriages were declared publicly at least a
year beforehand, more often several years. At that time the couple received a seed
for an elf tree and were expected to plant it and tend to it through the crucial
early years that were the most vulnerable time for it. During that time the tree
bonded with its future residents, stapling them into its very fibres. In the rare
cases that the marriage did not happen, the tree died, because in the early years
it was not capable of surviving without the effort of both its masters.
“The children will enjoy the pond,” said Nala teasingly, knowing Tydian had
not planned that far ahead.
“Children?” asked Tydian with slight worry in his voice. “How many are you
planning on?”
Nala smiled wryly, gently nibbled Tydian's ear and whispered, “At least
two.”
The young man sighed in relief, “I worried you would be wanting at least
five.”
Nala straddled Tydian, who was laying on his back, and pressed her hands
against his chest, “And if I wanted five?” she asked in a demanding voice.
Tydian grabbed her hands and pulled her closer, “I would not deny such
blessings from us,” he said before pulling the young maiden close enough to kiss
her passionately. Her soft breasts pressed against him and the two felt their
passions flare again.
Just then they heard the sound of a horn in the distance. The meeting had
ended. A protesting groan escaped both their lips, but they realized they had no
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choice but to return. The two quickly got dressed, though they managed to sneak
a few kisses in between, and made themselves presentable looking again. They
then hurried back towards the meeting area. When they arrived, most of the elves
had already left, but Ameter was there as was Tydian's father.
“Ah, there you are,” Ameter said, “We were starting to wonder where you
two had gone.” He raised an eyebrow for despite the young couples best efforts,
they looked to be dressed in a hurry and their hair was in a mess compared to
earlier that day.
Nala blushed a bit and both Ameter and Tydian's father laughed.
“What has the council decided?” Tydian asked. He looked around a bit.
“And where is that human who was here?” Nala looked around too, but could not
see

Skander.
“We talked for quite a bit. Many didn't believe what I was saying until

Skander spoke and presented his evidence,” Ameter explained, “The council
listened to him after they knew who he was. They even gave him the duty of
delivering our message to the Elven Kingdom. That is why he is not here. He
already left to deliver the message.”
Nala felt a bit down for not getting to say goodbye to the old man. She had
started to like him despite everything.
“The council decided to forward the information to the Elven Kingdom,”
Ameter continued, “and also decided to make some preparations, in case we
should get such visitor in our forest.”
“Will the Elven Kingdom allow a human enter the lands?” Tydian asked.
The borders of the kingdom were closely guarded and even though the kingdom
was not closed to other races they often found it difficult to enter none the less.
“They know who Skander is. They'll let him pass,” Ameter said.
“I fear dark times are ahead of us,” Tydian's father said. Ameter only
nodded in response.
“How about you join us for dinner? It has been too long since we last talked
about certain things,” Ameter made a sly look at Nala and Tydian and made them
both feel a bit uneasy.
“That is an excellent idea, Ameter,” Tydian's father responded and the four
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started to make their way back towards Nala's familys elf tree.
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Chapter 4

S

kander had returned from the Elven Kingdom to bring news that
the kingdom would keep an watchful eye over all the forests and
that they would send out men to find out more about the

incidents that had been reported. He had then returned to his duties in the Five
Towers of Magic. Since then, no further incidents had been reported.
The relationship of Nala and Tydian was made official that autumn. The
marriage date was set two years away to allow more time for their elf tree to grow
for they could not plant the seed until spring. The two met more often and found
the prospect of a future life together ever more appealing. Continuing her
training, Nala found herself growing in skill at a pace that surprised even her
parents. As the winds became colder and winter was but a few steps away, Nala
completed the task her father had set her on that very summer. The first sign the
roe had of her was her touch on its back.
The winter following Skanders visit was harsh with snow banks that were
as deep as Nala was tall. The massive amount of snow made tending to trees
difficult and many a old tree in the forest fell under the crushing weight of the
snow and stormy winds. The elves had done the best they could to preserve as
many as they could, but even they could not fight the full might of nature.
In the spring Nala and Tydian planted their seed at the pond they so loved.
Tending to the sapling was almost all they did that spring and summer. It took
much of their energy, but they still found the strength to take part in the
occasional patrol, though more often they chose to spend that strength tending to
each others needs.
The winter that followed put their sapling and the strength of their
commitment to the test. It was a less harsh winter than the previous one and
much to their relief the spring showed the fledgling elf tree to be in good condition
and well on its way to becoming as strong tree. This left both of them with more
time for other activities as summer came around and the day of their wedding
loomed only a few short months away.
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Nala sat on the large tree branch and observed the ground below her. Her
green and brown clothing made her blend seamlessly into the foliage. She
listened carefully and she could soon hear noises coming her way. Dry twigs
breaking and leaves rustling indicated there was a large group heading her way.
She had been patrolling the forest when she had stumbled upon a camp
left behind by a large group. There had been several camp fires and by her
estimate at least fifty beings had been in the camp. Following them had proven to
be easy as they did very little to hide their trail. It hadn't taken her long to catch
up to them and circle around them to the get ahead so she could choose a spot
for herself from which to observe the visitors.
Nala felt her blood boil as the first of the creatures appeared from the
bushes and walked under the tree she was hiding in. Orcs, her mind screamed.
She watched with disdain as several of the green skinned brutes walked by. Their
faces were pig like, but they also had tusk like corner teeth appearing from their
mouth, making them look even more fierce. Nala noted that they were equipped
with swords, axes and several had leather armour on them. They were much
more better equipped than the average orc tribe. Two orcs walked by, carrying a
wild boar that was tied to a wooden pole they carried between them. She counted
seventy orcs in total as they walked by her, not realizing they were being
observed.
Nala followed the orcs until they stopped at a small clearing. She hid in the
tree branches. It seemed like they were going to set up camp and feast on the
wild boar. She felt uneasy as there was clearly something different about these
orcs. Normally they would have hurried to get out of the forest, but these seemed
to be in no hurry to leave. Nala shook her head to disregard the feeling. They're
orcs and must be killed no matter what, she told herself.
She let out chirping sounds that any inexperienced one would pass off as a
birds singing. In reality it was not a sound any bird would make, but rather an
signal for elves. She listened and heard similar sounds coming from the distance.
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The word had been sent out and it would soon reach other elves, informing them
of her location and of the threat she had found. The orcs continued to set up
camp, completely unaware of what was happening in the forest around them.
Nala could soon spot the first signs of other elves gathering around the
clearing. She was startled as Tydian silently appeared next to her.
“Orcs, eh? This'll be fun,” whispered Tydian, sounding quite excited and
pleased. He had his sword fastened around his waist and Nala could see the
leather armour under his green cape.
Nala decided to disregard the remark and whispered back, “How many have
come?”
“Fifteen, including us. There should be enough of us.”
Nala nodded, “Still, something doesn't feel right to me. The orcs are acting
strangely.”
Tydian glanced over at the orcs, who were getting ready to start a fire to
roast the wild boar. He looked around intently, searching for anything out of the
ordinary. “They're orcs,” he finally said, “be they normal or abnormal, we have to
get rid of them. That is Loriel's wish.”
Nala could not argue against his logic, even though she still felt uneasy.
“Standard tactic?” she asked and Tydian nodded. Nala let out another chirping
sound, though it was different from her previous one.
Thirteen orcs fell as arrows struck them. None of them got up. The orc
camp fell into chaos as they started to realize what was happening.

Another

thirteen orcs fell to arrows fired by the elves, though this time some managed to
avoid fatal hits. Nala unsheathed her sword and dagger and dropped down from
the tree branches and ran towards the nearest orc. Tydian followed closely behind
with sword in hand.
The first orc Nala encountered tried to hit her with an overhead swing of its
sword. Nala didn't even stop as she blocked the hit with her sword and stabbed
the orc in the neck with her dagger. It went down suffocating in its own blood.
Nala could see the other elves running out of the forest to join the fight and she
smiled. Another orc fell in front of her, this time to a stab from her sword.
The orcs were disorganized and in chaos after the salvo of arrows and the
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elves took full advantage of it. They killed off the orcs one by one before they
could form any meaningful resistance. Even though there were still three orcs for
each elf, the elves training and skill with their weapons was far superior to what
the orcs had. Nala and Tydian formed an deadly combination as their movements
complimented each other perfectly. Soon they found the last of the orcs had fallen
and the battle was over.
Nala wiped her sword clean on the fallen orcs tattered clothes. Tydian
walked to her with a grin on his face. His clothes had some blood on them, but
none of it seemed to be his.
“Loriel will thank us for getting rid of these abominations. I can't deny that,
at times, it is an exceptional pleasure to serve her wishes.”
Nala laughed, “One might tend to feel a bit worried that you enjoyed this so
much.” She got a more serious look on her face and asked, “How did we fare?”
“A few minor wounds.” Tydian responded and then a smile lit his face,
“Eleria lost that long hair she so likes. One orc had the misfortune of cutting a
large chunk of it and as certain as the sun rises, she made the wretched thing
pay for it.”
Nala sneered, “Better her hair than her head.”
The two started to walk towards the other elves, talking and laughing. The
smile on Nalas face died as Tydian suddenly jerked backwards and stopped
talking. As she looked at him, she noticed the black arrow that had struck his
chest. The world seemed to slow down in Nalas eyes as another black arrow
struck Tydian. A trickle of blood started to run down from the side of his mouth
as he started to fall down. The scream that escaped Nala's lips was filled with
sorrow and terror. The man she was to marry in only a few short months fell
before her to the ground never to get up again.
The other elves at the clearing heard her scream and started to look for
their weapons, but few got the chance to unsheathe them. Black hooded figures
appeared seemingly out of thin air, often behind the elves so they could run the
elves through with their swords. Those who avoided that fate were tired from the
battle with the orcs and couldn't really put up much of a fight against the dark
hooded figures. They fought valiantly against the aggressor, but the hooded
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figures were skilled and rested and they had superior numbers over the elves. It
was a short battle – though a slaughter might have been a more appropriate word
to describe it.
Nala was kneeling next to the fallen Tydian and cradled him in her arms.
As she looked at him through her tear hazed eyes, she saw that life had escaped
from his eyes and she knew her loved one was lost. She didn't hear the fighting
that was going on around her. All she saw was her beloved Tydian's body in her
arms. She finally looked around herself as the sounds of fighting ceased, but she
only saw a dark hooded figure above her until darkness ensued.







As Nala came to, the first thing she noticed was the pain in the back of her
head. Slowly, she opened her eyes and saw that she was back at her family's
home. She tried to move, but found herself next to the fireplace with her hands
tied above her head by a thick rope which was tied tightly to the railing poles of
the stairs on the other end. Her feet barely touched the floor.
“You're finally awake, I see,” said a deep male voice with an odd accent to
his elvish.
Nala focused on the dark hooded figure that was sitting by the table. The
dark hood hid his face and his clothing was very loose, not revealing much of his
body build. As the man stood up, Nala noted that he was a bit taller than she
was. She also noticed the other figures in the room and counted a total of ten.
“Where is the Sun Blade?” the hooded man asked.
“The what?” Nala asked, not really knowing what the man was talking
about. Her voice was a bit croaky and she had to fight to keep the tears from
coming again.
The man stepped closer to Nala, so close his unpleasant smell reached her,
“The Sun Blade, where is it? I know your father once possessed it!” His voice was
passionate, as if nothing in the world meant more than the answer to the
question.
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Nala shook her head and looked down, tired and dismayed by the loss of
Tydian. She didn't have the will or strength to fight, “I don't know. My father
never mentioned it.”
The man sighed, “Are you going to be as stubborn as your father was? And
your mother?”
Nala's head snapped back up and she looked at the man, “What have you
done to them?” she yelled. Her scream was met by a dark laughter from the man.
“They turned out to be useless to me, so I killed them,” the man turned
back to the table behind him and grabbed something. As he turned around he
held in his right hand the severed head of Nala's father and in his left the head of
her mother. Their dead eyes peered at Nala, causing bile to rise to her throat. A
feeling of surrealism rushed over her.
The man bounced the head of Nala's mother, as if it was talking, and
mimicked a female voice, “Please, please, I beg you. We know nothing. Spare us!”
The man spat at the head and threw both of them over his shoulder as he
stepped closer to Nala, the disgusting thud of the heads hitting the floor covered
by his hate filled words, “You elves. Killing you just doesn't seem enough. You
need to be broken, defiled and then erased from the very books of history.”
Having recovered from the initial shock of seeing her parents dead, Nala let
out an anguished scream and mustered her strength. She managed to pull
herself upwards enough to deliver a kick to the chest of the man standing in front
of her. The man stumbled backwards and looked for support from one of the
figures standing close by. As he did that, he accidentally pulled back the hood of
one of them and revealed his face. Nala only saw the face for a moment, but she
knew she'd remember it. The brown hair, bearded jaw, broken nose that had not
healed properly, wide forehead, she'd remember them all.
The man she had kicked regained his balance and looked like he didn't
really mind the kick. The man whose hood had been pulled down stepped next to
him and said in a low voice, “She saw my face. We must kill her.”
“Of course we will, but before that I will need to visit her mind,” said the
man who was clearly in charge of the situation.
“Who are you? Why are you doing this?” Nala shouted in a voice filled with
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grief and anger and tried to keep away the rest of the hooded figures by kicking
around, but they soon had her completely tied up so she couldn't move at all.
“Who are we?” the man Nala had kicked asked. “We are the Blades and I
am Derian, the first disciple of Deremoth. As to why, well, it is not for you to
know. All you need to know is where the Sun Blade is.”
“But I don't know where it is or even what it is!” Nala yelled in desperation,
realizing she would not get out alive.
“We'll see about that soon enough,” the man muttered in a cold voice and
stepped in front of Nala. He placed his thumbs on Nala's forehead and seemed to
focus and mumbled words Nala could not make out. Having received training in
nature magic, she could feel the dark energies and forces gathering inside the
man. Then the pain hit her. It was as if the man's thumbs were sinking inside her
head. She could feel the man's mind probe and violate her mind, pulling out all
her memories and disregarding them when they weren't useful. Nala's whole body
shook and she screamed as the probing continued. In her mind she could see the
many fond memories she had about her mother, father and Tydian. Her whole
life, everything she had heard, said and done, flashed before her eyes and she
knew Derian was watching. The private moments she had had with Tydian
brought tears back into her eyes, as did the many memories of her parents.
As the probing stopped, Nala slumped down and relied on the ropes to keep
her up. She was breathing heavily, sobbing and was barely conscious. Derian
didn't seem to be affected in any way by the effort.
“She is useless to us. Kill her,” Derian said and walked out the door.
One of the hooded figures stepped next to Nala and drove his sword
through her stomach. She let out a pitiful moan. The figure pulled out the sword
and laughed.
“She'll die slowly, like every elf should.”
The figures started to leave and soon Nala was alone in the Elf tree home
she had shared with her parents for many decades. The stomach wound was
bleeding and Nala could already feel her strength escape. The darkness soon over
took her vision and she fell unconscious.
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Chapter 5

D

erian sighed as he sat down on his softly cushioned chair. The
room was well lit and the decorations, fine carpets and other
treasures, were clearly visible, no doubt intentionally to

impress any visitors. The large desk in front of Derian was filled with parchments
and other papers. Tall stacks of books towered on each side of the table. The floor
was filled with various items and it was quite hard to even find a clear route to
where Derian sat. There were rare statues from Meledor, piles upon piles of books
and scrolls from Mandor and even the skull of an Yeti from the northern
mountains.
He had sighed because all the efforts of the past few years to find the Sun
Blade had gone to waste. The elves had proven to be of no use and even the
swords former master had resisted all attempts to pry the information from his
mind.
“I need that sword,” Derian muttered, sounding frustrated. “It's the key to
unlocking our faith.”
It had taken Derian years of research to find out what was needed to once
again bring his master to the world. He had had to travel all around Balaria to
find the texts he needed. He had killed people, lied, deceived, bribed, done
anything and everything to gain the information. He had visited the great library
of Mandor and found bits and pieces of ancient texts and vague references. He
had followed those faint leads and they had lead him to the elves and, finally, to
Ameter Temera, the former master of the Sun Blade.
The sword had come to Ameter's possession during his adventurous youth,
but he had proven stubborn and no information could be gotten from him. His
wife and daughter proved to be equally useless. He must have given the sword
away, but to whom? Derian sighed out of frustration. A knock on the door
interrupted his brooding thoughts.
“Come in!” he shouted and the door opened. One of his lackeys entered,
looking a bit scared, but excited at the same time. He was dressed in the black
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cloak the members of the group always wore. The man bowed humbly.
“Yes, what is it?” Derian asked impatiently.
“Master, we believe we have found the Sun Blade.”
Derian took a sharp breath out of surprise, but quickly calmed down, “Are
you certain?”
“Our contact is very certain of it. He has been investigating the place for
months and he is one of our most trustworthy operatives.”
Derian nodded, “At the very least this should be worth investigating. Where
is he working? Who has the sword?”
“That is the biggest obstacle. He is in Ramyn, in the Five Towers of
Magic..and it is Skander, the master of the Fifth Tower, who has the sword.”
Derian felt his heart sink. Of all the places and of all the people, it had to
be there and with him! He cursed out loud and stood up and started to pace
around the room. It took him a while to calm down. Slowly, a wicked smile
appeared on his face.
“No matter. This is the perfect opportunity to put our new troops to the test
and to show the world that we are back. Skander will regret the day he took hold
of that sword!”







Nala floated through what seemed to be a green haze. Sorrow and anger
gripped her heart and she felt the need to struggle against what she was headed
for. She knew she was dead and that her body was being absorbed by the elf tree
she had died in. Each elf had their home tree into which they would be placed
after death. The tree would then absorb the dead body along with its spirit. The
oldest of trees would have literally hundreds of spirits in it, all of which could be
summoned by the remaining family members to share thoughts with. Though
such a summoning was considered only in the greatest of needs as disturbing the
spirits was considered a great offence towards them. But Nala found herself not
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ready for a life of peaceful existence with her relatives. She wanted revenge.
Suddenly she felt a warm embrace around herself. The feeling that came
over her was much like that of when her own mother had held her in her arms
when she was a small child. She could feel her head press against something soft
and she could feel the gentle embrace she had been pulled into calm herself and
ease the anger.
A soft voice echoed inside Nala's consciousness, “My poor child, how you've
had to endure.” She recognized the voice immediately even though it was the first
time she was hearing it. The goddess Loriel had come for her.
The voice of the goddess continued, “The followers of Deremoth are on the
move again and you are far from being their first victim, but you, you have the
spirit. You have the anger and grudge needed to stop Deremoth and his followers.
Deep down, you also hold other emotions, love for your parents, your husband to
be and me. You must remember those feelings and let them act as an barrier to
the anger burning inside of you.”
“Why me? Why my parents?” Nala found herself asking in her mind.
Though no words came out of her being, the soft voice still answered.
“The Sun Blade. It once belonged to your father and that is what led those
men to him, you, and the rest of the elves of your forest. Fortunately your father
had already given up the sword. Deremoth's followers need it to revive him and to
bring him back to this world. They must be stopped as the world will spiral into
war if he returns and the elves will be the ones to suffer the most. You have seen
what his followers did to your loved ones, yet they are only an shadow of what
Deremoth will try to do to the elven race. That sword must no fall into their
hands.”
“How am I supposed to stop them?” Nala asked, frustrated in the
knowledge that her own powers were far from being up to the task, “How am I
supposed to find the sword single handedly when they can not find it with all of
Deremoth's followers?”
The soft voice of the goddess comforted her, “You will not be alone, Nala.
There will be friends that will join you on your journey. I will watch over you and
if you choose to accept this purpose for your new life, I will give you the
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knowledge and power you need in order to fight Deremoth's followers.”
“New life?” Nala found herself feeling a bit confused and uncertain what
was being offered.
“Yes, a new life,” the goddess said sternly, “Make no mistake, you did die,
but death is reversible. I am offering you the opportunity to become something
only a few elves before you have become.” The goddess paused to give weight to
the question posed to the young elf, “Nala Temera, will you become my Guardian
Spirit?”
Nala couldn't help but feel a chilling coldness as she heard the words.
There had been only four elves in the thousands of years of recorded elven history
that had attained the title and powers of a Guardian Spirit. All of them had been
men and they all had done great deeds to protect the elves. It had been over 500
years since the last Guardian Spirit helped end the Troll Wars at the expense of
his own life. They never led an easy life and most of their time went by travelling
around the lands, solving problems and conflicts that affected elves. The
responsibility of such an position to be shouldered by a young elven maid might
prove too much. However, the thought of being able to revenge her parents and
Tydian's deaths outweighed Nala's doubts.
“Goddess Loriel, I've already served you my whole life. I would be happy to
do so for another life time,” Nala responded to the question with joy in her heart.
As soon as Nala had thought of the words images began to flash before her
eyes. She saw the actions of past Guardian Spirits, how they lived and died, their
powers and weaknesses and what they had felt. The amount of information was
so staggering Nala couldn't remember what the previous image had been before a
new one flashed before her. Her breathing became heavier and she began feeling
pain as the experiences of many lifetimes passed into her. She screamed out in
agony. Then, as suddenly as the flow had began, it stopped. She felt the gentle
embrace again and the soft voice of the goddess in her head.
“Go now. Return to the world and seek out those who look to harm us.”
“Yes, goddess,” Nala replied in her thoughts and began to float away, back
to her mortal being.
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Nala began to slowly regain consciousness. As her vision cleared she looked
around carefully. She was still pinned to the wall, but not by a rope. Roots from
the tree were holding her to the wall. They had dug under her skin and she could
see them crossing like a second set of veins or some parasitic worms. She noticed
her skin had gotten a brownish tint to it, making her skin almost the same colour
as the wood was. Her stomach wound seemed to have healed and even though
the roots dug into her in several places, there was no pain.
The room seemed to be in the same state as when she lost consciousness.
She looked around the room for the remains of her parents, but their heads were
not there. The room she saw had the roots and branches from the tree spread
over everything.
An elf tree was much more than a home for the elves. It was tied to their
families, their heritage and their death. Nala knew the tree had absorbed the
remains of her parents and that they were now a part of it. As she looked around
she realized the tree had consumed just about everything in the room. Gone were
her mothers pans and pots that had been on the table, gone were her mothers
sword and dagger that had been on the stand by the door.
Slowly, the roots and strands began to withdraw from under her skin and
lower her towards the floor. As more of her became exposed from under the roots,
Nala fully noticed that there was no mark left of the sword wound in her stomach.
The touch of the floor felt cold against her skin as she slumped down on it.
For a long time she could do nothing by lie on the floor, crying over the loss of her
entire life. The sorrow she felt at that time seemed overwhelming and the happy
memories of the place were like waves trying to drown her. The anxiety built up
inside her and finally got her to move. With unsteady feet she made her way to
the door. She felt a need for open space, something that didn't feel so confining.
Nala stumbled outside, feeling weak and hungry. She stood in front of the
door for a moment, wiping tears from her eyes. It seemed to be midday and it was
an cloudy day, but there were some cracks in the clouds that let spots of sunlight
form. Nala saw one such spot by the small spring that was close to the tree and
felt an urge to go to it. With unsteady feet, she walked to the spring.
As she stepped into the sunlight she fell to her knees, her whole body
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tensing up in pleasure. It was like thousands of small hands were caressing her
in the most pleasurable ways possible. It was like the most intimate moments she
had experienced in Tydian's hands. Her breathing became faster and she let out a
small moan of pleasure. She collapsed to the ground on her back and writhed on
the ground for what seemed to her to be like an eternity filled with pleasure. She
felt her strength return, her hunger vanish and very slowly the intense feeling of
pleasure began to subside.
After regaining control of her body and gathering herself, she crawled to the
spring. She gasped as she saw her reflection on the water. Her hair had turned
from golden brown into a lush green, much like the leaves on the elf tree, and
grown in length by several inches. Her skin was a darker brown, much closer now
to the bark of the tree she had been bonded into moments earlier. The green in
her eyes had grown more dominant and a deeper tone. She watched her reflection
in amazement. What had happened to her? Was this part of the powers the
goddess had promised her?
She pondered the situation and felt a memory being tugged. It was vague,
but she realized that similar things had happened to the previous Guardian
Spirits. They had bonded with elf trees and in return gained powers, but it had
also made them more than mere elves. They had become a part of the tree they
had bonded with and were tied to its fate. It was an double edged blessing as, as
much as the trees needed sunlight and water to live, so did the Guardian Spirits.
Without sunlight their powers would slowly wane and eventually vanish until
sunlight was available once more. The good part was that sunlight would also
provide her with nutrition and lessen the need to eat. She could get by for
months with very little if only sunlight was available.
Nala shook her head. It was so much in so little time. She cupped her
hands and sprinkled some water on her face before drinking. The cool water
further revitalized her and she felt less tired, less weak. After drinking her fill she
leaned back in the spot of sunlight and enjoyed the lights touch on her skin. She
tried her best to keep her mind empty of what needed to be done, but was unable
to do so. She knew there were still elven bodies on the field they had been
ambushed on. It would be a lot of work, but Nala knew she had to do it. The
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bodies needed to be placed in the trees the elves had lived in so that their spirits
could properly move on. Finally, she was forced to move when a cloud moved to
block the spot of sun she had been bathing in.
Reluctantly Nala stepped back inside the home that now seemed more like
an cold tomb to her. The roots and branches still covered the room and seemed to
be there to stay. Nala made a quick stop in the kitchen and found a piece of
bread still laying around. Gratefully she took it with her and nibbled on it as she
made her way upstairs to her room. The roots had not grown in the upper levels
and the rooms there seemed to be as they had always been. She quickly found
clean clothes for herself , the usual combination of green and brown tunic and
trousers, but as she entered the training room to take a weapon with her, she
found none. She knew there should have been swords there, daggers and all sorts
of other weapons, but they were all gone.
She stopped to consider this for a moment as it seemed almost everything
made of metal had disappeared from the house. There was a memory that she felt
offered an answer, but it eluded her attempts to bring it to focus. It was an
frustrating situation for her as she had many questions and felt several memories
that would offer her answers, but they all eluded her attempts to bring the
memory forward. Focusing hard on any single memory brought it closer, but it
also made her head hurt quite quickly. It was almost as if the time was not yet
right for her to know these things. Loriel must have had a reason for making the
memories like this. Finally she just shook her head, went back to her room and
grabbed a green cape and went downstairs and out the door.
Looking up she figured she still had enough time to begin the grim work
she had ahead of her. She took a last bite out of the bread she had found and put
the rest in the small pouch hanging from her belt. She then headed for the
clearing the orcs had been defeated on.
The crows were fast at work when she arrived. A black swarm of them rose
up to the sky, frightened away by her arrival. Nala knew the course of nature and
that very little was wasted by the forest. Everything, even the dead, served to keep
the cycle running. Still, it pained her to see the community she had been a part of
decimated so. The fact that the bodies were still there told her no one else was
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left. If someone else had been alive, the bodies would have certainly been moved
already. She walked through the field looking for Tydian's body, holding back
tears that had been shed too many times already.
The sight of a familiar sword grip pointed her to the right body and she
knelt next to her loved one. The crows had been busy and the once so handsome
face of Tydian was nothing but a mask from the depths of hell. It broke Nala to
see him like this and the tears began to flow again. Wiping her tears away, she
stood up. She need to build a stretcher so she could move the bodies back to
their homes. There were birches with sufficiently strong branches nearby that
seemed suitable for the task so Nala grabbed Tydians sword with the intent to
use it to cut the branches off. As soon as she grabbed the sword, she dropped it
with a sound of disgust.
The sword had felt cold and lifeless, almost as if she had grabbed a severed
arm instead of an sword. It made her spine shiver. She grabbed the sword again,
hoping the feeling would be different, but the same coldness shot up her arm.
Nala bit her tongue and forced herself to hold onto the sword long enough that
she could cut down the branches she needed. As soon as she was done she
dropped the sword with a sigh of relief.
“Loriel, what have you made me into?” she cried out in a voice of
desperation. “How am I to revenge if I can not even hold a sword in my hands for
more than mere moments?” Nala pondered the situations as she tied together the
birch branches with her cape and strands of bark.
She knew the previous Guardian Spirits had handled weapons of steel with
no problems. From what she had just endured, she knew it would be out of the
question for her. Her hand felt numb and getting her fingers to function normally
took effort. She shook her head in frustration. One more mystery in her new form
of being. Satisfied that the stretcher she had built would be strong enough, she
carefully rolled Tydian's body onto it and placed his sword on his chest. She then
dragged the stretcher behind her as she began to make her way to Tydian's family
tree.
On her way back she visited the clearing they had planned to be the place
for their home. The elf tree sapling they had planted there had lost its green and
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was quickly withering away. Once a strong symbol of the love Nala and Tydian
had felt for each other could now not survive for the bonds had been broken by
the death of Tydian. The clearing, once a place of warmth and love for Nala, now
seemed lifeless and uninviting so she continued on quickly.
It took Nala four days to move all the bodies. There were families where
only one member had been on the field, but when Nala came to their home trees
she knew no one had been saved. She found small children slain in the middle of
play with the same brutality as the parents. The invisible men had been thorough
in their murderous spree.
Every time she had all the members of a family properly placed in the tree,
she would seal it with an simple spell that could be opened by any relative of the
family. Every time she came back to the clearing the crows had returned to
continue their feast. Perhaps they realized it would soon be no more. She slept in
the tree branches, not wanting to face the pain that waited at her home tree, but
as the amount of bodies went down, she realized she would have to face that
place once more. She had had time to think about what to do during the days
spent moving the bodies and she really knew only one person who to go to
outside the forest. She needed to go to Ramyn to meet Skander. He would likely
have at least a direction he could point her to and in any event he would likely
want to hear what had happened in the forest and to his old time friend.
Nala stood at the clearing and looked at the tree that had been her home
for the past decades. It did not look the same any more. Gone was the warmth
she would usually feel while watching the place. She realized much of that had to
do with the fact that she knew the delicious smell of her mothers cooking would
no longer greet her when she opened the door. No longer would there be the
training sessions with her father in the training room. She was alone. All she had
was revenge and for that she needed some supplies from the tree. She had
survived the past four days with the bread she had taken and with the sunlight
and water, but she knew she needed more for the journey to Ramyn. She had
found an usable bow and a quiver with some arrows as she moved the bodies, so
she was not completely unarmed and could hunt to survive. What she needed
were clothes and other supplies a traveller would need.
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She opened the door and entered the house. To her surprise the roots and
branches that had filled the room were now gone. The room was much like it
would normally have been. She half expected to hear the pots cackling in the
kitchen as her mother cooked, but it was a sound she would only hear in her
memories. What would have usually been a warm feeling of being home now
turned into an cold in her stomach that urged her to get out quickly.
Nala climbed the stairs up to her room and started packing. She had a
travellers bag in her cabinet and she now filled it with clothes. As she thought
about the coming journey she realized she would need something to cover her
appearance with. A young lone elf would be gathering attention already, but she
had the additional burden of her new hair and skin colour which both would
attract too much attention. Remembering the green cloak her father had, she
went to her parents room. The cloak had a hood that would hide her face quite
well since it was made for a larger person than she was.
It was difficult to ignore the feelings her parents room and the items there
brought to surface. The brush on her mothers dressing table brought back the
fond memories of her mother brushing her hair while telling her stories and
teachings. Nala took the brush in her hand and held it tight. It was made of
simple wood and boar bristle, but the carvings on it gave it a classier look. A dark
determination filled her and without even realizing it she put the brush in her bag
and continued to look for the cloak.
She found the cloak hanging far back in her parents closet. She
immediately tried it on and pulled the hood up. She was certain it would cover
her entire face. It was a bit long and dragged on the ground, but that she could
easily fix with a few thorns from the bushes outside. As she looked through the
closet she also found a pair of gloves that would hide the unusual colour of her
skin when worn with a long sleeved tunic. She believed that clothes wise she now
had everything she needed. There was still a piece of rope she hoped had survived
in the training room so she went there.
The last time she had been there all the weapons had been gone. This time
there were two weapons she had never seen before on the rack. Nala walked to
the weapons and gently touched the finely crafted wooden scabbards. The wood
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was a dark ebony in colour and there were elven runes scribed on them. One was
a long sword and the other looked to be a short sword. The scabbard and the hilt
of the swords were so finely crafted that she could not tell if there really was a
sword inside the scabbard.
She took the long sword in her hand and pulled it out of its sheath. Out
came a light brown, wooden blade. She swung it around a few times to get a feel
for it and found it to be extremely light, but still it seemed sturdy enough to cut
like anything made of steel. As she tested the blade she found it to be sharp
enough to cause a cut on her finger even with a very slight touch. She pulled the
shorter sword out as well and found a blade of similar colour and quality as its
bigger brother. Taking both weapons in his hands she made a few moves and
found she could fight with them just as well as her old metal blades. She
suddenly stopped her testing. She had heard a faint whisper. She honed her
hearing and waited.
“Nala!” There it was. Faint as a summer breeze, but still somehow familiar.
“Nala!” The voice grew stronger and tears swelled up in Nalas eyes as she
recognized the voice.
“Mother?” she whispered in a voice that broke down.
“Nala!” came another whisper with a different voice. This voice she also
recognized.
“Father?” she whispered again. “Where are you? Are you together with
mother?”
The two voices seemed to unite in their answer that echoed strongly in
Nalas mind, “We are here, beloved daughter.”
“But..how?”
“Loriel told us of the path that has fallen on you, our dear daughter. She
offered us the opportunity to walk this path with you. We could not refuse such
an opportunity. What you hold in your hands is a link to this tree and our spirits
that reside within it. Your father the long sword, your mother the short sword.
When you hold them in your hands, we can communicate with you.”
“So..I am not alone,” Nala thought with relief.
Her parents seemed to laugh, but it was a warm laugh that made her feel
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better, “Of course not. Did Loriel not tell you you would not be alone? You should
not doubt the goddesses word.” The reprimand was said in the same tone as her
mother always used when she had done something bad, like sneaked a few
cookies out of the kitchen before dinner. “Inside this tree we are free to talk to
you as much as we want to, but the further away you travel from here the harder
it becomes for us to send our thoughts through these swords. We won't be able to
talk to you all day nor know everything you do. We will, however, try to help you
when ever you need it with our words.”
A tear rolled down Nalas cheek as she realized the enormous gift she had
been given. She had not completely lost her parents.
“We will have time to talk more, but now you must hurry on,” herp arents
voices echoed in her mind, “Your plan to go meet Skander is the right one. Go to
our room and look into the right side drawer of the dressing table. You'll find a
small pouch with gold coins in it. You will need those on the journey. Move fast
but quietly for there will be dangers ahead.”
Nala nodded a sheathed both of the swords. She glanced at the elven runes
again and realized what they meant. The long sword had her fathers name carved
into the scabbard and the short sword had her mothers name. She carefully
fastened the two swords around her waist, realizing they were the most precious
things she now had.
Just like the combined voice of her parents had told her, she found a
pouch of coins in the drawer. She counted that there was almost one hundred
and fifty of Ramyns imperial gold coins in the pouch. It was certainly enough to
buy what ever she needed on the journey, though she had to wonder where her
parents had gotten such an amount. The forest guardians had little use for
money, but even Nala knew that she could buy several good horses with the gold,
not to mention the cheaper commodities such as food and lodging. She hid the
pouch in one of the pocket of her new cloak and went back to the training room
to get the rope she had gone to find in the first place. Adding that to her travelling
bag, she swung it over her shoulder and went downstairs.
The sun was still high as she stepped outside so she figured there was still
time to move today. She closed the door behind her and took a few steps back.
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Concentrating, she gathered the fine threads of magic around her and started to
weave them into a spell. She realized something had changed in her magic as
well. Before, it would take her a lot of effort to persuade the elements to respond
to her appeals. Now, she almost had to fight back the energies that gathered, so
anxious they were to help her.
As she began to release the energy, the door before her started to meld into
the tree. She looked up and was happy to see the same thing happening to the
windows above. Soon, there was nothing left to indicate that there was anything
but an normal tree before her. She had sealed the tree much in the same manner
as she had done with the tree homes of the fallen elves. To protect them from any
unwanted intruders.
Satisfied that the spell had done its work, she adjusted the bow and quiver
she had over shoulder, made sure the swords were tightly fastened and grabbed
the travellers bag from her feet. Then she headed south towards Cerena to leave
the forest for the first time in her life.
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Chapter 6

T

he sound of crushing bones drowned under the voice of the crowd
exploding to cheers. The large blade of the twohanded sword
seemed to cleave its way through the man's shoulder and down to

his groin with as much ease as an axe would split a dry piece of wood. Gareth
grunted as he kicked the corpse from his sword and rested it against his shoulder
with ease – despite the sword being sixty inches long and weighing nearly eight
pounds due to its wider than normal blade. The crowd in the arena was still going
wild with thunderous roars and chants of his name. He spat on the corpse before
him and turned to face the four remaining men.
The men stood there – seemingly stunned – with weapons in their hands.
Gareth could see the fear in their eyes as they witnessed what had happened to
the first man who had come at him. Being slightly over seven feet tall, Gareth
stood there, dwarfing the men before him. The fact that he had muscles in his
arms like he had been a blacksmith all of his forty years of life and very little
softness in his body, made the size difference seem even bigger. He wore brown
leather pants, but his upper body was left bare for the arena fights. His wide
chest was covered in unusually thick black hair as were his arms.
Some might have mistaken him for a full blooded troll, but his face was
that of an normal man. His nose was well formed and fit his face and the brown
eyes confirmed with their shape he was no troll. A thick black beard covered
much of his face and his black hair was long enough to reach his neck and cover
his slightly pointed ears. As halfhuman and halftroll, Gareth seemed to have
inherited the troll features in moderation. His skin lacked the greenish colour
that was common for trolls and his jaw was not the sharp triangle shape. He
grinned at the men, exposing his slightly larger than normal lower corner teeth
which gave his grin a certain cruelty that any full blooded human would lack.
One of the men dropped his sword as he fell to his knees to vomit out the
meagre meal the guards must have given him before sending him out to meet his
death. The crowd of the arena burst out laughing at the man's miserable state.
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This was justice as it was handed out at the grand arena of Ramyn. The men
before Gareth had committed severe enough crimes to warrant a death penalty
and were now facing that sentence with him as the executioner. In most places
the men would have simply been hanged, but the empire of Ramyn had its own
sense of justice and executions were treated as entertainment for the people in
the form of fights to the death at the arena. Thousands of spectators arrived from
all around the city to see convicts face death at the hands of skilled warriors or
wild beasts and monsters captured from all around the world.
The arena could hold nearly sixty thousand people and today it was almost
full. It was the first day of the seventh month and that meant a large market day
in the city of Ramyn. Many people were at the arena to enjoy the show before
heading to buy the imports many merchants had reserved specially for this day.
The central arena where Gareth was standing was elliptical in shape and nearly
three hundred feet long and two hundred feet wide. A fine sand covered the thick
wooden floor, providing an good foundation for the sword fights as well as horse
races that were occasionally part of the performance.
There were trap doors that opened ramps to the dungeons below the floor
so the wild animals and monsters could be safely released to the arena. A fifteen
foot tall wall separated the central arena from the crowd and their seats. There
were special seats around the arena for the empress and other notable people of
the city. The spectators seats rose row by row until they almost reached the
height of the one hundred and eighty foot tall outer wall. Built out of white
marble and decorated with pillars so finely crafted even a dwarf would find it hard
to find something to criticize, the arena truly was an impressive structure.
Gareth took the sword from his shoulder and – with one hand – held it out
and pointed it at the men before him.
“So, which one of you is next?” Gareths voice was deep – so deep that a god
of thunder would envy him – but it had a softness to it that left you surprised
that such a voice could come out of someone like him. None of the men made a
move, except the man who had vomited before. He vomited again – or at least
tried to, but his stomach was already empty so all he managed were dry gags that
made his muscles cramp. “Why don't I make it easy for you. You can stand there
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and let me kill you one by one..” Gareth paused for a bit to let the words sink into
the minds of the men, “or you can all come at me together and hope one of you
gets lucky and lands a deadly blow on me. Then you can hope the crowd finds
mercy for you and you are shipped off to the mines instead of being fed to the
beasts below us. I can assure you that no matter what you choose, my sword will
provide a quicker death than the beasts.”
The men looked at each other and seemed to reach a wordless consensus.
The three who were still standing charged at Gareth, leaving the ill feeling one
behind. The men were dressed in rags, they were dirty and all around looked like
someone had dragged them behind their horses in pouring rain and muddy
roads. It was also clear none of them had much experience in wielding a sword.
Gareth took his sword in both hands and swung it broad side first at the
charging men. Ending the fight too quickly would not please the crowd and
pleasing the crowd was what he was getting paid for.
He caught one of them in the side, sending him stumbling at the man
running next to him and causing both of them to stumble and fall to the ground.
The third man continued his charge, sword held like he was charging with a
spear in hand, ready to impale the large man before him. Gareth stepped to the
side at the last moment, away from the sword and grabbed the wrist of the man
as he came close and began to squeeze. He could hear bones grinding against
each other and the man screamed in pain and dropped his sword.

Using the

momentum of the man to his benefit, Gareth continued to hold on to his wrist
and began to swing him around, back towards his companions.
It was the swing that saved Gareth as he felt sharp pain on his side. He
could feel metal grinding against his rib bone. He continued to swing the man
around and clobbered the fourth man with his companion. Apparently he had not
been so sick after all and had found the strength to lift his sword and run close
enough to land a hit on Gareth. Luckily the angle of the hit had meant the sword
had been stopped by Gareths ribs, earning only a long gash to his side that was
not much of an danger for him.
The two men he had knocked down with the swing of his sword were back
up again, ready to face Gareth. He didn't let the wound on his side distract him
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and took up a stance to face the men. He let them men close and then quickly
charged at one of them.
Instinctively, the man raised his sword above his head, just as Gareth had
hoped, and left his body exposed. A strong kick to the stomach sent the man
stumbling backwards on to his two companions who were trying to get up. His
arrival made a further mess of their attempts to join the fight. Gareth quickly
raised his sword to parry the attack of the remaining man. It was not an even
match and with ease, Gareth forced his opponents sword high up then changed
the grip on his sword and lunged the sword tip first through the man’s throat. It
was an quick death, but a showy one that the crowd appreciated with cheers as
blood continued to spew from the gruesome wound.
Deciding it was time to end the show, Gareth turned to face his three
remaining opponents. Two of them had gotten up, but one was still on the
ground. He made a quick move towards them and swung his sword in a broad
arc, forcing back the two men who were on their feet. He then took a step forward
and thrust his sword down with both hands. The blade struck through the heart
of the man on the ground and ended his life to the crowds cheers. Before the two
remaining men could react, Gareth pulled his sword free, took a few steps
forward and swung his sword. One of the men managed to raise his sword to
block, but it barely slowed the course of the sword. It continued on and lobbed
the man's head from his shoulders.
The other man had been quick enough to crouch and avoid the big blade as
it continued on its path, but he was not quick enough to react to Gareth
changing the swords course. He lifted it up high above his head and swung down.
The crowd went wild as the remaining convict was cleaved in half much like the
first one. Gareth raised his sword and pointed it at the sky, taking in the
customary cheers of approval from the crowd. He then walked away from the
arena floor to the gladiators quarters that were located on the west side of the
arena.







Gareth sighed as he reached the privacy of the room he had been assigned
for the day. The cheers of the crowd were muffled, but still audible enough that it
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was clear someone had met his fate at the hands of something or someone. The
room was small with only a table and a chair in it. There was a bowl of water and
clean cloths on the table.
Gareth set his sword on the table and sat in the chair despite it being a bit
too low for him to be comfortable on it. He dipped a piece of cloth in the water
and wiped the dried blood from the wound on his side. The wound itself had
already almost completely healed. Only a bright red scar indicated there had been
a wound and even that would be gone in a day. While he had not inherited the
full regeneration abilities that trolls had, small wounds would heal very quickly. A
severed arm would pose little problem for a full blooded troll as the arm would
fully grow back in a week or so, but Gareths abilities were beyond such feats. He
had once almost lost his arm and it had taken months to heal, though any
normal human would have certainly lost the arm.
“Fast healing as always, I see.” Gareth recognized the voice and hearing it
did not make him happy. He turned around to look at the rat faced man he knew
would be standing there. He was of stout build and average height for a human.
His brown hair was in tangles and unclean. Judging by the state of his clothes
and the dirt on his skin it must have been months since the man had had a
proper wash. The smell that lingered to his nose seemed to further support that
conclusion.
“Greetings, Dayr,” said Gareth to the man who was responsible for the
gladiators of the arena. He was the man who hired the free agents like Gareth
and he was also the man who supervised the less willing gladiators and their
participation in the arenas activities.
“Fine showing once again. The crowd is always pleased to see you even if
your performances are short. Try playing with the convicts a bit more to prolong
the entertainment.” The man stopped to scratch his head which led to white
flakes falling to his shoulders, “You really should consider my offer of signing up
full time as an gladiator. A bit of training in the art of drama and you would be
magnificent. Lots of gold to be made for someone like you.” The smile Dayr gave
Gareth tried to be encouraging, but to him it looked more like the smile a dragon
would give to the rest of the thieves trying to steal its treasure after eating one of
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their companions. He half expected to see something dead hanging between the
man's yellow teeth, but luck was on his side today.
“You always make the offer and as always my answer is the same.” Gareth
didn't really enjoy the arena shows. The only reason he occasionally did them was
a desperate need for money. He was a sword for hire and sometimes the arena
was the only job available. He needed to eat just like everyone else and the pay
for free agents was surprisingly good. He figured that at least he offered some
men a quicker death than they would otherwise get.
Dayr shrugged his shoulders, “Can't blame a man for trying, can you?” He
threw a pouch on the table with a clink of the coins inside it. “Four gold per man,
as promised. Twenty gold in total.”
Gareth nodded, “Thanks.”
If Dayr had a single good quality to him it was that he could be trusted to
deliver on his promises. Their business was concluded so Dayr left the room, no
doubt to see to it that the less enthusiastic showmen of the arena were shoved to
their fate. Gareth finished cleaning the dried blood from his side and then
cleaned the blood off his sword. He dug a clean, plain, brown tunic from the bag
he had stashed under the table and put it on. He put the sword in its scabbard
and fastened it to his back, threw on a cloak from the bag and fastened the coin
pouch to his belt. He then threw the bag over his shoulder and headed out of the
arena.
He stepped from the dark coolness of the arenas stone rooms into to the
bright sunshine of the open market square and looked up at the fake sky. He
couldn't really tell the sky was an illusion as it seemed just like the real one, but
he knew it was the work of magic.
Ramyn was no ordinary city. It was built in the middle of an large river and
it had a northern and southern part of the city on both shores. What was truly
magnificent was the middle island, which had two underground levels to it, a
level above the ground and two levels that seemingly floated on the sky above it.
In reality there were cleverly concealed stone pillars holding the upper
levels a float as well as magic. The bottoms of the floating layers had a fake sky
cast on them to keep the people below from feeling uncomfortable with the
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floating mass of rock above them. There were tunnels that led under the river to
the northern and southern shores cities and those passages were mainly used by
caravans and people who couldn't afford the ferries that also transported people
and goods to the central island.
In the distance Gareth could see a stone disc rise to the sky with a carriage
and horses on it. He looked on as it seemingly disappeared up into the sky. This
was how people and goods were transported to the upper levels. A stone disc
controlled by air elementalists was lifted through a hole in the rock above.
The middle layer was reserved mostly for nobility and their estates and the
upper most layer consisted entirely of the imperial palace and the buildings
needed to house the bureaucrats that kept even the smallest of wheels turning in
the empires benefit. The layer Gareth was on had the arena, the big marketplace
and other shops. It was the place where most of the commerce in the city took
place and provided housing for merchants as well as inns for travellers. The
layers below were mostly inhabited by the commoners, though as they enjoyed a
similar fake sky above them and an intricate system of air conduits it was
difficult to tell it was actually underground.
Much of the levels below the nobles and imperial palace had buildings
constructed of grey stone. The nobles level had more white marble and other finer
stones used in the buildings. The buildings had multiple stories, the highest
reaching six or seven stories high.
Looking up from the ground level revealed a maze of side walks, ramps and
delicate stone bridges that criss crossed above to connect stories to each other
and building clusters to each other. Truly, Ramyn was a city of layers even when
it came to buildings and streets.
The buildings were packed into clusters and each cluster had alleys
separating buildings from each other. There were larger roads between each
cluster and the biggest road was called the Arc as it went around the entire
island. Four roads branched from the Arc towards the centre of the city, one from
each point of the compass. They met up in the city centre which was a large
market area and also the place where the arena was found.
Gareth took a moment to observe the market bustle before him. The noise
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of hackling and people talking and laughing almost rivalled the cheers of the
arenas crowd. There was an air of easiness and light heartedness about this day.
There were merchants from all around, selling the most common of things, such
as fresh fish, bread and clothes and boots, and then there were those who were
selling fine jewellery from Mandor, highest quality silk from beyond the seas and
further.
On a day like this there were not many things one could not find on the
market and that showed as Gareth could see numerous nobles in their colourful
silk clothes perusing through merchants offerings. Usually they would have
simply sent their servants to do their bidding, but this was a day to make finds
that even a noble could not resist. There were commoners around as well, looking
for more mundane purchases. Kids were running around the market laughing
and shouting, occasionally stopping to look at a street performer or a stall that
sold sweets.
This contrast always amazed Gareth even though he had lived in the city
for almost a decade. Not more than a few feet away there were men fighting for
their lives and dying in all sorts of horrible ways, the crowd cheering on the
carnage, enjoying the sight of blood and guts, but outside the arena walls the
people seemed just as open, kind, and worry free as any other people he had
seen. It seemed that the people of Ramyn had grown with similar layers to their
personalities as their city had. The darkness and cruelty in their ways was
obscured by the very real illusion that their normal life cast upon it.
Gareth headed west, towards his favourite tavern that stood at the corner
of the marketplace and the northern main road. Despite the gory day, he felt
hungry. The people of the market gave him way, some out of respect for
recognizing him from the arena fights, some simply persuaded by his imposing
stature and the large sword strapped to his back. Sometimes he worried he was
losing his sense of morale, much like the citizens of the city, or that he was
growing numb to the way the unfortunate got treated in the city.
The arena was far from the only cruelty imposed on them. Slavery was
common and the nobility and wealthy merchants had plenty of them. It was not
uncommon for an unsuspecting exotic visitor to the city to end up in servitude to
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some noble, though the city guard did do its best to prevent such occurrences to
preserve the city’s image in they eyes of foreigners. After all, the city depended on
trade and

if too many people vanished to slavery the merchants would start

avoiding Ramyn.
The new empress had made great efforts to abolish some of these practices,
but she was fighting centuries of tradition and behaviour and that had proven to
be a tall task for even an empress to topple for she had to consider the reactions
of the nobility and the common people or she risked a rebellion, or even more
likely, a poisoned meal.
Being on the ground level gave the inn a clear advantage on market days
such as these and Gareth expected the place to be full. The higher levels had
such establishments as well, but they were less likely to attract as much
customers since they would possibly have to climb several ramps to find them.
The sign of the tavern was painted black and was shaped like the head of an bull.
The horns were painted white, except for the tips that had a red colour on them.
A fitting sign for the place was called The Bull's Head.
The owner had been known for his bull fights in the arena until he had
retired to the quieter life of an innkeeper after one of the large animals had
caught him with its horns and dragged him around the arena. The injuries had
left him unable to walk properly.
The smell of freshly baked bread, dried herbs and cooked meat greeted
Gareth as he opened the door. The Bull's Head was tidy inside, with tables spaced
evenly and a large fireplace that had enough room to roast an entire pig in it
dominated the left side of the room. A long counter dominated the right wall and
behind it were shelves filled with barrels and bottles, containing beer and wine
from all over the world. A bard had set up in the small stage in the far right
corner, filling the room with the melody of his lute and a baritone voice that sang
of the glorious battles Ramyns armies had seen in the troll wars. Most of the
tables were taken by workers stopping by for a quick meal before continuing their
workday, but there were a few wealthy looking merchants there as well, no doubt
taking a break from perusing through the markets offerings.
“Gareth! Survived another day at the arena I see.” The large man behind
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the counter smiled and raised his hand in greeting. At over six feet and three
inches tall the man was one of the few who did not look tiny next to Gareth,
though age was beginning to bend his back.
“I did, but no doubt the crowd would have been more entertained by Riligh
the Bull taming yet another beast.” Gareth raised his hand in greeting and
examined the man. Riligh had grown a comfortable sized stomach on himself
since retiring, but Gareth knew the grip of his hand was still strong. Shades of
grey were slowly creeping to his beard and brown hair, telling of his growing age.
His face had gotten rounder, but his jaw retained its defiant stance and his
broken nose stood out from his face like a dwarf in a fine ladies dress. Wrinkles
had started to appear around his eyes, but they were as lively as in his young
days, although behind them one could see a toughness that only a lifetime of
hardship would bring. Riligh was one of the few people Gareth would call a friend
in this city of decadence and he shared much of his views on the people who lived
there.
“Hah! What they call bulls these days wouldn't have passed for even a calf
in my days. Crippled as I am, it would still not be a challenge worth my time.”
Gareth smiled at the old timers huffing, though he did not doubt the truth in his
words. He leaned against the counter and threw a gold coin on it.
“What are you offering today, my friend?”
“You're in luck. I just took a fresh batch of breads from the oven. There's
also cheese, honey and a thick stew available.”
“Any meat in the stew?”
Riligh took on an offended look and spurted out, “You know better than to
ask something like that.” Of course, Gareth knew. The innkeeper took pride in
that his foods were always high quality and if there was meat to be put in them,
there would be plenty of it.
“Well, give me a portion of everything and a tankard of that beer from
Karan.” Riligh limped to a barrel behind him and filled a tankard. He put the
foaming mug on the counter and grabbed Gareths coin.
“You'll be getting a few more beers with this coin. I'll have one of the girls
bring the food to your table.”
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Gareth sipped his beer and nodded. “Thank you, friend.”
Finding a table proved no trouble and he was happy to be able to take the
sword from his back and set it by the table. The corner table also had the benefit
of allowing him to rest his back against the wall. He didn't have to wait long for
the waitress to bring the food to him.
The tray had a steaming bowl full of stew, several thick slices of bread from
a dark loaf, a small cup of honey and a fair chunk of Wrothian cheese. Taking the
wooden spoon, he tasted the brown stew and found it be some of the best Rilight
had ever made. He could make out at least onions, carrots, rutabaga and fairly
sized chunks of meat that were so tender they seemed to melt away in his mouth.
Gareth drizzled some honey on a still warm slice of bread and topped it off with
an hefty slice of the cheese. Feeling his spirits go up in the face of such an feast,
he bit down on the bread and leaned back to enjoy the bards singing.







Skander sighed as he set down the report from his hands. He rubbed his
eyes, trying to lessen the strain the hours of reading had caused. Sunlight lit his
study through the large window behind his desk. The walls were covered in
bookshelves that had an impressive collection of books burdening them. There
were three chairs in front of Skanders desk, giving his occasional quests a
comfortable seating as they discussed matters with the master of the tower of
Free Magic. Perhaps the most impressive furniture in the room was his desk.
Seemingly carved out of a single, large block of polished oak, it had plenty of
room for piles upon piles of books and papers, while still leaving room for
working. There were several drawers that allowed for the storage of various small
items. The side facing any visitor of the room had an intricate carving of two
dragons entwined in a deathly embrace.
An ever deeper worry was taking seat in Skander's mind. For the past two
years he had kept an close eye on the cult of Deremoth and what he had learned
was concerning. Their recruitment of new members had become more aggressive
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as of late and their ideas had begun to take seat in smaller villages that already
had tense relations with the elves. There was an increasing number of reports
about small skirmishes between elves and the cultists, though they tended to be
minor and many dismissed them as nothing more than usual disputes on forest
usage rights. Also worrying was the increasing number of cultists in the
bureaucracy and other positions where they held sway over influential nobles and
other figures of power.
So far Skander was confident he had managed to keep the five towers of
magic free of the cultists, but how long would that last? While those who studied
the arts were generally well educated and cared more about progressing their
skills in magic than about conflicts over faith or race, there were many young
students who could fall for the cults lures. The danger a skilled elementalist
posed was great indeed and Skander was determined not to let any of his current
students fall on the dark path the cult would surely take them on.
The only comfort he could find was that at least the Sun Blade was safe in
a hidden compartment of his desk. His old friend had entrusted it to him two
years ago when he visited their forest to bring the news of increased cult activity.
Skander had been reluctant to accept the blade, but he could not deny the
wisdom of hiding it in a safer place, a place less prone to the prying eyes of the
cultists.
He took another report in hand and read it through. Throughout his years
of travelling and hunting for knowledge Skander had managed to put together an
impressive network of informants and contacts. If he put all of his resources to
work, few things would be able to escape his reach. The report in his hand
outlined the cults recent activities in the city of Ramyn, even revealing the
identity of some of the local members.
Skander leaned back in his chair and slowly stroked his beard. A plan
quickly formed in his mind and he stood up from behind his desk. He looked out
the window to determine the time.
The view offered to him was at the same level as the imperial palaces
highest towers, but unlike them, his tower rose up all the way from the river
below like a huge, grey stalagmite. The base of the tower was wide and offered
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much room for lecture halls and for test grounds for spells, but as it grew in
height the width began to shrink and at the top the width was just enough to
allow for the rooms Skander had there.
He knew the person he was looking for would be enjoying a well deserved
meal in a few hours time. Just enough time for Skander to walk there. Going to
his bedroom, he changed into less conspicuous clothes than the robe of the tower
master. A simple brown tunic and pants made him look like any other old timer
off enjoying what the market had to offer. On his way out he grabbed a small
pouch of coins from a drawer in his desk.
The top floor of the tower was reserved completely for him so he had the
luxury of a large study as well as an extra bedroom and a chamber reserved
solely for experiments. Many of the low ranking students had to share rooms with
others and the luckier ones would have a single room all for themselves.
The hallway outside Skanders quarters was empty. Instead of stairs there
was simply a round hole in the floor, large enough to fit several people through.
He waited for some time and a stone disc rose to the hole. The shimmering shape
of an air elemental appeared above it. Its large hands were holding the disc while
the rest of it floated above it. It had a human face though it was only for show as
the elemental could easily take any shape it wanted.
Skander stepped onto the disc, “The entrance hall.”
With a slight breeze that made the sleeves of his tunic flutter, the disc
began lowering down the round, slightly angled shaft and past the levels below.
The tower had several such shafts and discs, but this was the only one that went
all the way to the top of the tower. The massive height and width of the tower
made stairs inconvenient and, considering the age of some of the towers
inhabitants, would certainly cause a few fatalities now and then. The elemental
powered discs had proven a convenient and trustworthy system for moving within
the towers.
The elemental was tied to the disc and there were wards that would inform
it when ever a person was looking to use its services. Because the elemental
beings used were young the servitude was not forever and once a year the
elemental beings would be set free and new ones were summoned to take their
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place. Had they been tied to the service too long, they would grow too powerful to
maintain the control needed for operating the discs.
Passing by the floors, Skander could see students and masters going about
their business. Some on their way to lectures, some openly debating matters in
the halls, some carrying supplies for their next experiment. The past two years
had brought a surprisingly large number of new students to the tower of free
magic and it showed in the hallways as new students hurried along. There were
some elves, even a troll, but mostly the students were human for the other races
had their own places where to study the art.
The disc slowed down, eventually coming to a complete stop. Skander
stepped off it and almost immediately the elemental began floating it back up to
carry others in need.
The entrance hall was a large, open area with five large doors. On the east
side were two doors that led to the bridges to the towers of Air and Earth and the
west side had doors to the towers of Fire and Water. The stone bridges that led to
the other towers were the only way in to them. The towers were placed much like
the number five on a dice, the tower of free magic serving as the central point.
On the north wall was the largest of the doors, leading to the central island
of the city of Ramyn. The room was not on the ground level so the bridge to the
city actually ended at an watchtower on the city walls. This left ample room below
for even the largest of ships that traversed the river to pass under.
There were several first and second year students in the hall, ready to give
assistance and serve as a guide to anyone needing it. It was part of their
responsibilities and helped build some of the basic skills needed to perform their
future duties. There were also dozens of people in the hall that were simply
waiting for someone to arrive or were already on their way to another tower to
meet someone. Some were already leaving having finished their business in the
towers. Feats of magic were quite sought after and as such the older students
and masters earned an decent income filling their clients requests.
Skander headed for the large door leading to the city of Ramyn, but was
halted by a shout from the crowd.
“Master Joligan!”
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He sighed. It seemed it was nearly impossible for him to leave the tower
without someone always noticing it and stopping him for a chat. Skander turned
to look at the young man who had shouted his name and was making his way
through the hall to him. The young man was in his early twenties with an clean
shaven, well shaped jaw, brown hair and eyes. He wore a plain, worn down brown
tunic, but still gave out an impression of a trustworthy and contemplating young
man. Skander knew the man quite well. His name was Cheid and he was an
accomplished student of the Free magic tower and Skander had to admit that if
he kept pace he could go on to accomplish great things, perhaps even become the
headmaster of the tower.
“Young master Cheid. I see you are returning from the market,” said
Skander.
The young man nodded with an boyish smile and patted the large pouch
fastened to his belt, “And many a good find I made. I know I am late for our study
session because of it and for that I apologize.”
Skander felt a bit ashamed that he had forgotten all about his promise to
personally tutor the youngster in the theory of portal travel, but it seemed there
were always ten things he was supposed to be doing at the same time. Though
portal travel was still very much on a theoretical level, it seemed to promise the
ability to instantly travel to where ever the caster wished, safely. Unlike the
personal transport spells in use today, it also seemed to promise the ability of
more than one person to travel in such a way, perhaps even entire caravans of
wagons and horses. Experiments had been made, but no one had yet achieved a
trustworthy result. It was no wonder it fascinated a capable young man like
Cheid.
“It is quite all right. It would seem something urgent has come up that I
need to tend to immediately, so I will have to tutor you another time. Perhaps
tomorrow,” said Skander in an apologetic voice.
There was a look of disappointment on Cheids face, but it was quickly
hidden behind an understanding smile, “Of course, master.”
Skander squeezed the youngsters shoulder encouragingly, “Go to the
library and find a book called Portal Travel – A Theory by Enah Tiafech. Study it
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carefully and you'll be more ready for tomorrows tutoring session than you were
today.”
Having received something to do, Cheid was not much into delaying
Skander further and quickly excused himself so he could go dig through the
massive library. Skander continued on towards the city.
The wind blew up the river and the stone bridge that crossed it did not
provide much shelter from it. Below, the river continued its calm flow. Much like
an old donkey, it was an slow and steady pace, but at times the old stubbornness
would pop up and the flow would turn into a raging torrent. To the east, the
southern docks were clearly visible, with many boats and ferries dotting the
brown surface of the river. Further east the sails of an big ocean faring ship could
be seen as it made its way up the river to the docks of Ramyn, the furthest inland
any such ship could make it on the river.
Skander hurried across the bridge to the watchtower on the other side. The
guards there didn't do any checks on people leaving the towers so he had no
problems getting through and over to the nearest walkway. It took him three
ramps to get to ground level and to the wider street below. A short walk to the
north led him to the souther part of the Arc, which he headed east on. The towers
and their entrance was almost at the western most tip of the island so the walk to
the central market was long and the crowd that the day had brought to the city
further slowed the pace. Reaching the market took Skander longer than he had
though and he hoped it was not too late to find who he was looking for as he
headed for the Bull's Head.
He was greeted with the buzz only a tavern could produce. It had the
unique warmness to it that came about when people had warm food and good
drinks to enjoy and the company of friends to top it off. In the background the
bards lute harmonized itself with the buzz and created a unique song that would
only be heard here and now.
Skander looked around the room and it didn't take long for him to spot the
huge man in the corner table. It was no surprise to him the man was alone.
Gareth wasn't one to attract strangers to himself in these situations and as
Skander sat down opposite to the man the eyeing he received from Gareth was
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almost enough to drive even him away.
“What do you want, Skander?” Gareth asked coldly.
“Is that any way to greet a friend?” Skander asked with an innocent smile.
Gareth grunted, “Friends don't send friends to an tunnel filled with giant,
poisonous spiders and tell them there's nothing to worry about in there.”
Waving to a waitress to bring him some wine, Skander seemed to ignore
what Gareth said, “Hmm..what? Oh, are you still on about the spiders? That was
years ago, you're sitting here without a scratch on you and the gold you got from
that job was more than amble. What are you complaining about when everything
turned out fine?”
“It's not so much the job than it is the fact that you didn't tell me
everything there was to know,” Gareth responded with a calm voice, though it
was becoming more obvious this was just an ritual the two went through on
many a occasion.
Skander shrugged his shoulders, “How was I supposed to know there'd be
giant spiders in the escape tunnel of an merchants manor?”
“You'd think the fact the man is known to deal with exotic, poisonous
animals would have been some sort of an clue.”
Skander waved his hand dismissively, “You wouldn't have gone in had I
told you about the spiders. You went in and came out without a scratch so I don't
see what the problem is.”
“I hate spiders,” Gareth said as he gulped down the last of the beer in his
tankard. He had a wide grin on his face as he lowered the tankard.
Skander chuckled and said with an resigned voice, “Fine. The next time I'll
make sure to inform you if I think there might be spiders involved in the job.”
“That's all I ask for,” Gareth responded solemnly.
“Speaking of jobs, I have one for you,” said Skander in a hushed voice.
Gareth leaned forward, allowing for a more private exchange of words. “How
much do you know of Deremoth and his cult?” Skander asked the large man.
“Very little. Only that Deremoth and his followers were killed centuries ago
when they tried to start a war between humans and elves,” Gareth looked a bit
puzzled as to why he was asked such a thing.
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Skander shook his head, “You can't kill a god, but at the same time they
are limited in how they can manifest themselves in our world. Centuries ago
Deremoth had found a way to use a black dragon as a vessel for his being. The
nature of the dragon allowed him to bring significant amounts of himself to our
world and pose a very real threat to the other gods as well as elves, humans and
other beings who occupy this world. In the end his followers were defeated and
the dragon he used was sealed away, along with a significant portion of Deremoth
himself. This lead to his power being weakened to the point of being almost non
existent, but..” Skander stopped as the waitress brought him his wine. He gave
her a few silver coins and sipped the wine before continuing. “But, there was still
power in him. There were still his followers left over. They've been dormant for a
long, long time, but now they have began moving again.”
Gareth pondered what he was hearing. The consequences of an evil god like
Deremoth rising again painted before him a world he found unpleasant. The
prospect of Deremoth returning to finish what he had started spelled certain
death for many who would otherwise live out their lives in peace. It would shatter
the relative peace that currently existed between the various kingdoms.
“I take it this has something to do with the job you were talking about?”
Gareth asked the old man before him.
Skander nodded and looked intently at Gareth, “In recent years the cult of
Deremoth has risen in numbers and has began taking action. They've killed some
forest guardians in the smaller forests and they've told lies in the smaller villages
to incite hatred towards the elves. This has caused a few incidents between the
elves and such villages. Today, I received a report that contained some names of
the cultist operating right here in Ramyn. What I would like from you, is that you
follow them and see if you can find out what they are planning to do here.”
Gareth shook his head and spread his arms, “I'm not exactly the
inconspicuous type. How am I to follow men who no doubt take great care not to
be revealed?”
“Ah, but you already know one of them,” Skander said triumphantly, “I
believe Dayr from the arena is known to you?”
Gareths heart sank as he heard the name and realized what the job would
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involve, “I know him,” he said quietly.
Skander noticed the change in his friends posture and voice, “I take it it is
not a pleasant relationship?”
“I do not like him. He is as lowly a man as one can be,” Gareth responded
with an voice that left no room to doubt the truthfulness of his words, “Dayr
however is interested in me. Every time I take an odd job at the arena he tries to
hire me as an regular.”
Gareth sighed, “I suppose now I will have to take him up on his offer.”
Skander nodded, “I have a suspicion he is using the arena to recruit
followers for the cult, men who have no heart and know how to use their
weapons. If he has shown interest in you then getting closer to him should prove
easier.”
Gareth had to agree with Skanders assessment, albeit reluctantly. The two
talked about the plans details for a while longer as well as Gareths compensation
before parting ways. Gareth was left alone at his table again so he ordered some
more ale, figuring it might help drown the feeling of disgust that he was starting
to feel towards tomorrow and what he had to do.
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Chapter 7

N

ala made good time in her travel through the forest, but the
need to hunt for food forced her to make camp early that day on
a small clearing surrounded by birches and alders. Scavenging

through the forest she found some berries to tide her through the night and the
trap she set caught a rabbit. She slowly roasted the thin slices of rabbit over a
small fire, essentially drying the meat so it would stay edible for a few days. She
knew the faster she got to Ramyn to meet Skander the better.
During the day she had been busy keeping up the fast pace, but as the sun
began to set and darkness crept to the small clearing like a cat ambushing its
prey, she found herself needing answers that had earlier been put aside. Cross
legged, she sat before the small fire, enjoying its warmth, and laid her two swords
on her lap. She grabbed both by the hilt and concentrated to call her parents
spirits. It did not take long for her parents presence to flow to the swords and
their thoughts to reach out to meet hers, but even after only a short walk away
from the tree she could tell it was more difficult for her parents to come to her
call.
“You said there would be time to talk later. Now seems like a good time,”
said Nala in her thoughts with a feeling that such explanations should have come
to her along time ago.
“What is it you wish to know?” the voice of her mother echoed in her mind.
Hearing her voice gave Nala a warm feeling even now. She knew there would be
times when she'd find consolation in her voice as well as her fathers.
“What is the Sun Blade? Why is it so important?” the questions shot from
Nala's mind like an arrow from a bow. She sensed the hesitation in her parents
minds, but she waited patiently, realizing this was an issue of great consequence.
“You know the story of Deremoth being sealed away,” the voice of Nala's
mother explained, “What is often not told in detail is how it was done. Deremoth
had taken over a black dragon. Finally, after many battles and many death s, he
and his followers were driven to an valley in the mountain range surrounding the
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troll kingdom. It took ten of the most powerful priests of the realm to complete
the seal. As a key, they used the Sun Blade.”
“Why is it not properly guarded? Why was it here, in fathers possession?”
asked Nala, feeling it absurd that such an important item was laying around at
the house of a meagre forest guardian instead of being sealed in the vaults of the
elven kingdom.
“The sword was lost when the seal was completed” answered her father.
“The forces involved in the sealing were so immense that the ground split and
released molten rock. That valley, that volcano, is now known as Moroth's Tooth.”
Her fathers voice grew almost sombre, “Few survived from that valley, even fewer
who recalled what had happened to the sword. Inside that volcano lays the
dragon, sealed away with what Deremoth had infused of himself into it and the
sword is what can release him and that beast.”
“But why was it here?” Nala persisted.
“The power of the eruption threw the sword far away and it travelled even
further in the hands of those who did not know what it was,” continued Nala's
father, “It was pure chance that I, your mother and the group we were travelling
with, happened upon it on one of our adventures.”
“Why did you not take it to the elven kingdom for safe keeping?” Nala
inquired.
“We did!” the frustration in her father's voice was clear as day, “It was the
decision of the High Council that it was safer to let the sword remain lost and in
the hands of someone who would not draw too much attention, than to store it in
a vault under heavy guard.”
Nala could see the logic behind the decision. Vaults attracted attention no
matter what and even a heavily guarded one could fall victim to a skilled thief.
That would have left the sword truly lost again, instead of being hidden in a place
where few thieves would even give it a second look.
“So it was entrusted upon us by the council and we kept it hidden,” Nala's
father continued the story, “Until two years ago when Skander brought the news
of the attacks. It was then that I entrusted the sword to him so he might look
after it. No doubt the High Council gave him their blessing to hold the sword
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when he visited the elven kingdom to deliver our message.”
Nala looked into the crackling fire as she pondered the situation. Very few
would have known that her father had the sword. How, then, did the cult find out
about it? Surely it was not written in any books they might have access to. The
only conclusion she could come to was that a member of the High Council had
revealed the information to someone they should not have, be it intentionally or
inadvertently. The thought of it being on purpose was an unsettling one. She
could sense the same feeling of doubt from her parents.
Nala sighed and reached to throw a piece of wood on the fire. It was an
matter that was well out of her hands and she certainly had more immediate
concerns. Grabbing the hilt of both swords once more, she posed another
question for her parents, “How do I get to Ramyn the fastest?”
“Go to Cerena. An old companion of ours is there and he will help you,” her
mother answered, “His name is Rilus Mailhunter and he is quite a well known
merchant in the city. You should have no trouble finding him.”
“Is he human? How do you know him?” Nala had to ask for she was finding
it difficult to accept that her parents had such extensive a network of convenient
friends. Her parents sensed that she needed better answers to satisfy her curious
mind.
“When we were younger we used to explore the world in a group that had
ten members in it,” Nala's father explained with a voice full of longing for the
happier days, “We explored caves, ruins of old cities, we dispatched groups of
monsters that bothered the smaller villages. Five – no, I suppose with me and
your mother gone it is now three – survive to this day.” Her father had to stop for
a moment, his voice revealing the emotions that would have no doubt forced tears
had he been more than a thought.
Nala's mother stepped in to continue the tale, “You already know Skander.
Rilus was but a young dwarf when he joined us. No doubt he is still in good
health and he will do what ever he can to assist you once he finds out you are our
daughter.”
“What of the other two?”, asked Nala, wanting to know more.
“Perhaps those are tales for another time,” came a response from her
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mother with an tired voice.
To Nalas surprise she was also starting to feel very tired and she could feel
a headache slowly creeping upon her. She had not realized that communicating
with her parents in this manner would take a toll on herself as well. She could
sense that the same was starting to be true for her parents as well.
“Thank you for the answers,” she said to her parents, “I think we are all in
need of rest now.”
“Call us again if you need more,” her mother said before her spirit slipped
away.
Nala set her swords aside and threw a few more pieces of wood in the fire.
She ate some of the cooked rabbit meat and left the rest near the fire for the night
so they would be properly dried in the morning.
She felt lonely as she rolled out her blanket on the ground by the fire and
propped her bag as an pillow. She set the two swords close to her so she could
rest her arm over them as she slept. It seemed to bring her a measure of comfort
and security that she sorely needed as she laid down to sleep, though the simple
spell she had cast around the camp would keep away the more dangerous
animals and warn her of other, more sinister beings that might approach.







Nala woke up early in the morning. Her sleep had been restless that night,
tormented by nightmares of what had happened. Her mood was glum as she
broke camp and started her journey towards the edge of the forest.
It took her half a day to reach the edge of the forest, but the sight of the
green rolling hills and open sky lifted her spirit. She pulled back the hood of her
cape and took off the gloves so she could enjoy as much of the sunshine as
possible. The feeling was less intense than the first time she had bathed in
sunlight, but it still made her feel better all around. A slight breeze fluttered her
hair and made the long grass of the hills bend in waves, making it look like a sea
of green.
She took her heading to the south knowing that she would eventually come
across the river that separated her from the city of Cerena. While the hills offered
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little to slow down her pace, they did still slow her down enough for it to be dark
long before she could see the river.
As she walked, she held one hand on the hilt of one of the swords to
converse with her parents. She found that talking to one at a time was much
more manageable than talking to both at the same time. It was something she
could easily do while walking and did not strain her that much.
She learnt of the two remaining members of the group her parents had
adventured with in their youth. One was now a member of the elven high council,
a renowned priest of Loriel. The other had made the curious choice of venturing
to the seas. An elf sailing the seas of the world was a rare sight indeed.
Nala set up camp in between the hills and enjoyed some dried rabbit meat
and berries for supper before taking a well earned rest from the walking. The life
of a forest guardian had prepared her well, but even so, walking an entire day
with little rest took a toll on her, especially among the hills that were unfamiliar
terrain for her. She was more used to trekking on flat ground rather than
constant hills of up and down.
It took her half a day to reach the river the following day. She could see the
outlines of the city across it and it made her feel better knowing that one stage of
her journey was close to complete. With the help of her parents, she found a
shallow place to cross the river. There were flat stones there that made walking
easy. Clearly it was a man made crossing point. While the river was quite small in
width, it was deep and crossing it without such an spot would have proved
difficult for her.
It was early afternoon when the city of Cerena came into clear view.







As Nala approached the gates of Cerena she could not help but admire the
sight. The tall stone wall that surrounded the city offered ample protection
against the less welcome visitors and the mighty wooden doors at the gate would
stand up to even the mightiest of battering rams. Having not been to the city
before she had no idea where to start looking for Rilus, so she gathered her
courage and approach one of the guards that were standing at the gate.
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“Excuse me, where might I find a merchant called Rilus Mailhunter?” asked
Nala.
The young guard looked at the small, cloak covered figure before him. He
could not see her face nor much of anything else of her, but the sound of her
voice clearly identified her as an elf. An unusual visitor to be sure, but not one to
raise suspicion, “Walk straight down this street until you reach the market
square. His shop has a very distinct sign, a two bladed battle axe. You can not
miss it.”
Nala thanked the guard and walked through the gates. Nothing could have
prepared her for the city. There were so many people! Never had she seen such a
crowd bustling about their daily chores. The rows of wood and stone buildings
seemed imposing to someone who had lived her entire life in the open wilderness.
Despite all the people around her, she could not help the feeling that the city felt
much less alive than the forest she had grown up in.
No one seemed to notice her as she walked down the beaten dirt street
towards the market square. All the while she looked around herself, trying to
absorb as much of the city to her memory as she could. It was intriguing to her to
see how the humans lived in such large communities and while at first everything
looked to be chaotic, there was order in what the people were doing, going from
shop to shop, crafting goods to sell and other looking to buy them.
The market square left her breathless. Even though Cerena was far from
the wonders of many other cities, the market still offered an impressive range of
goods and exotic items. Though for Nala even many of the mundane items were
exotic. As she walked around the market she had to remind herself what she was
here for and focused on looking for the battle axe sign.
The guard had been right. The sign was quite prominent on the side of a
building. The ground floor of the building was built from solid stone, but the floor
above it was made of wood that was stained a dark brown. There were intricate
decorations on the eaves that gave the building a very homely and welcoming
look. Nala opened the heavy wooden door and stepped inside.
The room she stepped into seemed to cover most of the first floor and was
filled with racks of weapons. Even after a quick glance Nala saw several weapons
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she had never seen before or even heard of and those that she knew seemed to be
of high quality. There were fine armours on display as well, chain mails, even a
full plate armour. She walked further into the store, admiring the collection. She
noticed many of the blades had distinct patterns in them, much like grains in
wooden planks or ripples in water.
“Wootz steel that is. Ain't no finer steel. Can I help ye pick one out?” came a
question in an accent Nala had to push herself to understand. The dwarf had
appeared behind her unnoticed and the voice made Nala spun around quickly to
regard the speaker. He was a foot shorter than her, with a long, red beard that
disappeared under a belt that was struggling to keep back the well fed gut of the
dwarf. His hair was of similar red, his nose much like a potato and green eyes
that eyed Nala with an intensity that made her feel uncomfortable.
“I am looking for Rilus Mailhunter,” said Nala. The sound of her voice made
the dwarfs eyes widen in surprise. Clearly he had not been expecting an elf.
The dwarf nodded, “Ye've found me. What can I do fer ye?”
Nala pulled back the hood of her cape, revealing the green tint of her hair
and the darkened skin. If the dwarf was more surprised than at hearing her
voice, he did not show it. “I am Nala Temera, the daughter of Ameter and Kyla. I
need your help.”
The dwarf examined her closely for a moment before a wide smile appeared
on his face, “Aye, ye've got yer parents in ye. How are mah old friends?”
Nala had expected the question, but still the expression on her face grew
sorrowful, “They are dead,” she said quietly. “Everyone in the forest is dead.”
The dwarf looked as if a wild boar had ploughed over him. The expression
soon turned into one of sorrow. Nala could swear she even saw a tear in the
corner of the dwarfs eye. “Best ye come to the back an' tell me all 'bout it, young
one,” said the dwarf in a glum voice.
The back room Rilus led Nala into was a kitchen with a small table with
room enough for four people. On the left there was a stove with pots and kettles
neatly strung to the wall above it. Dried herbs hung low from the ceiling, creating
a smell that brought Nala right back to her mothers kitchen. A pot of hot water
sat on the edge of the stove. To the right there was a staircase that led to the floor
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above and the wall opposite from the door had the back door, a small cupboard
and a window that let in enough light to illuminate the room adequately.
Nala sat down beside the table while the dwarf hurried around, sprinkling
some herbs into the pot of hot water and putting a cup in front of Nala. They were
both silent until the dwarf poured some herb tea into both of their cups and sat
down himself. Nala then told the story of what had happened to his family and to
the other elves of the forest. She told how the goddess Loriel had touched her and
how her parents had come back to her.
Rilus listened to the story with an expression that might as well have been
carved out of stone. Dwarves were not the kind to show emotion easily, but
hearing the fate of his long time friends truly put his ability to maintain that
façade to test. When the young elf presented the swords that had their spirit tied
to them, he could not help but marvel how fine the blades were. Even he could
feel a tingle at his fingertips as he caressed the wooden blades. Realizing he was
being drawn towards emotions he did not wish to show at the moment, he
coughed to hide it.
“By the hammer,” was all the dwarf could say for a while. The two sat in
silence for a good time, neither really wanting to break the others thoughts.
“Well, me thinks this calls fer something stronger 'an tea,” said Rilus as
both of their cups were empty of the tea. He stood up and went to the cupboard
and dug out a bottle of clear liquid. He poured an ample amount of it for himself,
but gave Nala only enough for one gulp.
“Can't have ye being drunk fer the rest o' the day,” he winked at her. He
raised his cup in salute, “Fer yer parents. Ain't no finer couple ever been, no finer
friends!”
The dwarf gulped down the liquid in one go and wiped his mouth with an
satisfied sigh. Nala drank her own portion in a similar manner, though as the
foul tasting liquid burned its way down her throat, she could only cough and try
to wipe the tears from her eyes.
Rilus chuckled, “Dwarwen moonshine. Ain't nothing like it elsewhere!”
Nala struggled to subdue the coughing, but managed to say under her
breath, “The world be thankful for that.”
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“Ye said ye needed me help. What can I do fer ye?” the dwarf asked in a
serious tone.
Having regained control of herself, Nala responded, “I need to get to Ramyn
to see Skander. My parents told me you would be able to help.”
“Skander?” Rilus asked, raising an eyebrow, “Aye, he'll look after ye.” He
ran his fingers through his long beard before continuing, “I've got a caravan
leaving fer Ramyn tomorrow. Finest weapons from this side of the world. I'll have
ye join 'em. Ye'll get to Ramyn fast and safely.”
Nala nodded, “Thank you. There are some small things I need as well. I
have money..just..don't know the places in this city.”
The dwarf stroked his beard, “Ye'll find Brandon to be a fair man. His shop
be right down the street towards the harbour. He'll be able to sell ye most
anything ye need.”
Nala hesitated, not really knowing how much she could ask of the dwarf
who had already promised her so much. This did not escape the dwarfs keen eye.
“Ye'll be welcome to spend the night here. Me quest room has been empty
fer too long.”
“Thank you,” said Nala with a smile on her face. It was a genuine smile, the
kind she had not been able to enjoy for what seemed like an eternity. She rushed
to give the dwarf a long hug. How could she ever repay the kindness she was
being shown by the gruff dwarf?
Rilus felt a slight blush sneak on his cheeks. He gently broke the hug and
turned away, “Off ye go! Get yer supplies an' see the city. Ye better get used to it
lest Ramyn over whelm ye.”
Despite the surly tone of his voice, Nala smiled again at the dwarf. She had
already figured out the dwarfs true nature and would not be fooled by his
attempts to cover it. She left her travellers pack in the dwarfs kitchen and made
sure she had the pouch of coins with her. She then happily went to explore the
city, anxious to quench her thirst for learning more of how life was there.







Nala sat down at the corner table and observed the room. There were few
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free tables and the waitresses were busy filling orders and avoiding the roaming
hands of the more enthusiastic – and intoxicated – clientèle. She found such
behaviour quite odd. Any elf would have made it crystal clear that such touches
were unwelcome, but the human waitresses seemed to put up with it with the
patience of a mother cat. Some even seemed to encourage it.
It had been easy to find the shop Rilus had directed her to and she had
indeed found everything she needed there. She now had rations that would stay
edible for months. She had even picked up a few new pieces of clothing just in
case. In the end she had bought so much that she could not carry it all herself
while exploring the city so she had arranged to have the items delivered to
Riluses house. She had then spent the rest of the day wandering the city, trying
to get used to the environment that was so radically different.
Now, she had found her way to a small tavern to rest her feet and to have
something to drink. She felt relatively safe there because all weapons were left in
the care of the large bouncer who guarded the entrance. Though her wooden
weapons had passed since the bouncer did not consider them any more
dangerous than a fist. He really should inspect some things more closely, Nala
thought.
Even after a day spent wandering the streets she was still wary of the
crowded places. Growing up she barely saw other elves much less beings of other
races, so seeing the variety of humans, dwarves and halflings was an elating
experience for her. Nothing, however, made her forget to keep the hood of her
cape deep over her face, even though even that seemed to gather a few curious
looks from the people around her.
In silence, she sipped the wine she had bought before taking a seat and
observed the bustle of the large room. She heard fragments of conversations with
her sensitive ears, mostly mundane stuff about someone dying, rumours from
further away lands and gossip about the noteworthy people of the city. Some of
the more juicier gossip was enough to make her blush.
She withdrew deeper into the corner as a couple of men sat down to the
table next to her. Then she heard the voice of one of them. She carefully peered
from under her hood to confirm her suspicion. She saw the beard, the broken
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nose, the wide forehead. It took every bit of her self control not to jump up and
thrust her sword in the throat of the man. He had been there! He was one of the
Blades.
“Too bad you joined a few days too late. You missed quite a delightful
expedition to the forest up north,” the man said to his companion in a hushed
voice, but still loud enough for Nala to hear.
His companion chuckled, “I heard. From what I've been told you did quite a
number on those elves.”
“They got what they deserved. You should have seen our leader deal with
two of the elves.” The man had a measure of reverence in his voice that one might
find in a devout priests sermon, “He took his time with those two. By the time we
were ready to behead them, they were nothing more than a whimpering pile of
flesh.” The man grinned, “Then we got to show their severed heads to their
daughter!”
Both men burst out in a loud laugh while Nala struggled not to rush to the
table and cut down both men. They were talking about her parents! How dare
they! But she knew that starting a fight inside the tavern would get her into
trouble she might not be able to get out of. This was not the place for settling
such matters.
She had no stomach to listen to any more of their boasting so she stood up
and walked out, doing her best not to attract the attention of the two men,
though it seemed unnecessary as they were engrossed by the tales of their deeds.
She found a shadowy place across the tavern to keep an eye on the door. They
would come out eventually. They would be alone. Then they would die.
Nala had to wait hours for the two to come out. When they did, they were
clearly somewhat drunk, but she could not miss the fact both had weapons on
them. The one with the broken nose had a sword and his companion a nasty
looking axe.
She stalked after the two as they wobbled along the street. They were quite
noisy so Nala did not worry that they would hear her following them, especially
since her movements were as silent as a cats. There were no dry twigs to step on
in the beaten dirt of the city streets.
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The streets grew narrower and darker as the two made their way to where
ever they were going. In her rage Nala did not really care where they were headed.
What she needed was an opportunity to conduct her business with the two men
in peace.
As the men turned to an dark alley, she figured now was her chance. She
drew her swords and rushed to the alley. The men were about halfway down the
alley when they heard Nala call out to them. There was room for two people to
stand next to each other in the alley so it offered plenty of room to fight, but did
not allow for easy surround of any one person.
The men turned around, their smiles widening when they saw the small
figure standing before them. The smiles grew even wider as she pulled back the
hood of her cape, revealing her slightly green hair and elven face.
“Well, well..what do we have here?” asked the man with the broken nose as
he went for his sword. His companion reached for his axe.
“A little fun to end the evening?” the companion pondered.
“The fun will be all mine,” said Nala in a cold voice. She could feel her
parents spirits tugging at her to stop and run away, but the rage she felt swept
away their attempts to reason with her. “You killed my parents. You killed my
kin. You'll have no mercy from me.”
The men looked at each other, slightly baffled at her outburst, but then
burst out laughing, “What are you going to do with your wooden swords? Hope
we die of splinters?”
Nala ignored their mocking laughter. She felt the men needed to know why
they were going to die or else there would be little purpose for what she was
doing. She explained in a calm voice, “You tied me to the wall and put a sword in
my gut. You paraded the heads of my parents before me. For that, I am here to
exact revenge on you and all your companions.”
This cut the laughter of the two men, and the broken nosed one peered at
Nala more closely. “It can't be..” he mumbled. “You should be dead!”
Now it was her turn to laugh, though it was a joyless and cold laugh, “I
should, but here I am.” She started towards the two men, “Come then, let us
dance.”
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The men hesitated. They had not expected to meet an elf on the streets of
the city, let alone one that was supposed to be dead. But they were members of
the Blades, they had received training and the hatred they felt for elves well
rivalled the rage Nala felt towards them. They were both ready when the first
blows came from Nala. They were surprised the wooden swords sent out a similar
ring a metal blade would and they realized this would be a serious fight. The elf
was skilled for even against the two working together, her blades were always
there to block the attacks and even managed to push on the offensive at times.
The fight continued on quite evenly for a time, but the two on one
advantage began to play its part as time went on. Holes began to appear in Nala's
defences and the men were quick to exploit them. She had to use both her sword
to block the overhead swing of the axe which allowed the swordsman to make a
quick swing at her side. She could not stop it. She expected to feel the pain of the
sword cutting into her flesh, but much to everyone’s surprise the sword let out a
thud – much like if it had hit a tree trunk – when it hit her side.
A memory was tugged inside Nala. In her mind she saw the other Guardian
Spirits take similar blows and push on. She knew what had happened. The
bonding with the Elf Tree had given her skin the same properties as the bark of
an Elf Tree would have, albeit to a lesser degree. It would take more than a sloppy
swing of a sword to cause her serious harm.
The pain from the hit was negligible and Nala was the quicker to recover.
She rolled her swords, deflecting the axe to the side. This caught the sword
wielding man by surprise for he had expected the hit he had scored to end the
fight. His surprise was even more complete when Nala lunged forward and sank
the longer blade into his gut.
“How does it feel?” asked Nala as she pulled the blade free. The man
staggered backwards. His sword dropped from his hand as he moved to press the
gaping wound.
His companion roared and pressed on with a mighty swing of his axe. Nala
stepped back, hoping to avoid the swing for she knew she was not in a position to
put up a strong enough stance to block it. The blade tore through her tunic and
scraped her stomach, leaving behind a red stripe. She realized that her skin
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would offer little protection against a weapon that was designed to fell trees, yet
she knew that she would now be busy keeping her insides from falling out had
her skin not been as tough as it was.
Nala grinned as she blocked the latest attack towards her. She found
herself enjoying the situation, despite everything that had happened and that the
outcome of the fight still looked uncertain. There was a certain amount of joy and
freedom to be found in simply being lost in the heat of the moment; not having to
care for anything else but the fluid of ones motion and the dance of the swords.
She could see that swinging the heavy axe was starting to take a toll on the
man. Beads of sweat ran down his face and judging by how furiously the man
blinked his eyes, they were starting to hamper his vision. On the other hand,
Nala found herself feeling as fresh as before the fight had began. Keeping her light
swords in motion did not require much effort from her well trained body.
The axe swings began to lose their power and speed, allowing Nala to press
on. It was not long before she had the opportunity to step forward, under the
mans arms, and embed her long sword in his gut and slit his throat with her
shorter sword. The man slumped to the ground, blood flowing profusely from his
throat. He tried to utter his last words, but all that was produced were a few
bloody bubbles.
Nala cleaned her swords in her victims tunic, slipped the longer one into its
scabbard and turned to the other man. He was still alive, resting against the side
of a building. He watched in horror as Nala walked to him. He began to say
something, but Nala knelt down and pressed a finger against his lips, the slight
green glow of her eyes making it clear no words from him were welcome.
“The mistake you made was not to stay and finish your job. You simply
assumed you had succeeded.” Her voice was cold and emotionless as she
continued, “I will not make the same mistake with any of you.”
Slowly, she cut his throat with her short sword and watched as the last
signs of life left his body.
She quickly cleaned the sword and slipped it in its scabbard. Examining
her wounds revealed them to be minor since even the bleeding had already
stopped. She lifted her hood back up and hurried away from the alley, back to
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Riluses shop.
She could only hope no one had seen her murder the two men. The city
guard would not be so understanding about such matters. Nala knew her actions
to be questionable even if justified, but was this not why Loriel had come to her?
To exact revenge and put a stop to the rise of the cult. Though upon further
thinking she had to admit it might have been wiser to simply follow the men to
see if they would have led her to more of the cultists. She shrugged her shoulders
as she walked through the dimly lit streets. Too late to change what had
happened.
Rilus was still awake, sharpening an axe, when Nala entered the kitchen
through the back door. Had he stayed up late to ensure she returned safely? Nala
could not help but feel appreciations for the care the dwarf was showing towards
her.
Rilus eyed her tattered clothes and the blood splatters, “Got yerself in a
spot of trouble?”
“Just a couple of drunks who got too friendly,” said Nala dismissively.
Rilus nodded. He knew her parents would have taught her enough to
handle most troubles that would come her way, and after being touched by Loriel
in such a way he was even more certain she would be safe within the city. Still,
he had found he could not fall asleep before seeing her return safely.
“The supplies ye bought were delivered. I put them in the quest room I
prepared for ye.”
Nala gave the dwarf a smile of thanks, “I think it is time I got some sleep.”
“Good night,” said Rilus and continued sharpening the axe.
Nala climbed upstairs to the room she had been given. She found the
supplies neatly laid out on the human sized bed. She took a moment to pack
them for tomorrow before stripping away the tattered clothes she wore. She again
inspected the wounds from the fight and found there was no need to clean or
dress them. There would be a nasty red stripe where the hits had landed for a few
days, but other than that, she looked to have survived without much damage.
With a sigh of relief, she climbed under the blanket and laid her head on
the soft pillow. Tomorrow would bring an early awakening and she found no
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trouble in falling asleep after such an eventful day.







Rilus watched after the caravan as it departed with the young elf as its
newest member. He shook his head. He had heard of the two bodies that were
found in an alley. He had little doubt who was responsible, but at the same time
he could understand her actions quite well. He knew the men had been a part of
the cult and figured Nala must have found that out somehow. What worried him
was that she would act as rashly in Ramyn and elsewhere. It was a path that
would lead her to more trouble than she or anyone else could handle alone.
The dwarf hurried back to his shop and climbed all the way up to the attic.
There were a few caged pigeons there and a small table with a quill and some ink
and small pieces of paper. He sat down and wrote a quick message.
He rolled the message and took one of the pigeon from its cage. It had a
small container strapped to its leg and Rilus stuffed the message to it.
“Fly fast, me friend,” he said to the pigeon. “Skander must know what is
headed his way.”
He opened the small window that let in the morning light and let loose the
bird. It should reach Ramyn a day before the caravan would.
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Chapter 8

“S

hit on you and your taste in women!” roared the bald, brute
looking man. He had enough iron ring piercings on his face
to make a large dagger out of them. “I've seen pigs that are

more attractive!”

“That's because you are a pig,” came a reply that made the entire table
burst out in laughter, save for Gareth who was clutching his cards so hard his
knuckles had turned white
“Even a pig knows not to fuck a scrawny little elf. They've got higher
standards than you!” replied the bald man.
The gladiators in the arena were not known for their subtlety, but even
Gareth was surprised at their language use. They put even the most hardened
sailors to shame. He frowned at the three men at the table and drank from his
mug of ale. Three of Dayr's finest. Just the sort of people he needed to get close to
and he had spent the past week doing just that.
People knew the bald man as Monster Dunn and he did indeed have the
features that made him look like something out of a tale meant to scare children.
Despite days spent training under the sun, his skin was as white as a bakers.
The piercings gave him an even more fierce look that was not diminished by his
size. Not as tall as Gareth by any means, but still large for any human and in
muscles he did not lose to any. He was a powerful man known for ending the
fights by ripping his opponents to shreds with bare hands. That was the true
source of his nickname.
Then there was Obsidian. He was a striking contrast to Monster Dunn. His
skin was as dark as night and he was more of a slender build than the Monster.
A man of average height, but his well toned muscles made him look as nimble as
a panther. His long, black, curly hair framed his stern looking face. The dance of
his curved blade was a crowd favourite. It had sliced many people into suitable
pieces for the lions to eat.
Last but not least was Bloody Carrigan. He seemed out of place among the
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muscular hulks at the table. He was tall with a boyish face, but thin as a slice of
butter. He seemed to be as comfortable with his body as a young man in the
midst of a growth spurt. All in all one would not expect to see such a man among
the most feared men of the arena, but there he was and he had well deserved that
spot. The speed of his blades more than made up his lack of strength and his
style left his victims full of small wounds that slowly but surely mounted up to
their demise.
It was all very dramatic right up to the names of the gladiators, but that
was the way of the arena. It was not about enacting punishment to criminals. No,
it was about drama. Entertainment for the people.
“What about you, new guy?” Gareth looked up from his cards to meet the
gaze of the Monster. “Would you have liked to wrestle a bit with that elf between
the blankets?”
He knew who they were talking about. An exotic and pretty looking one,
clothed in the finest of silks. She had visited the arena today in the company of
one of the nobles who was looking to hire men for a private showing. Gareth had
to admit he wouldn't have minded sharing his bed with such a fine looking
woman, but he needed to play his part among these men.
“I think you run your mouth too much about something that everyone
knows the answer to,” Gareth frowned at the Monster. “We'll all need the long age
of the elves if you keep talking instead of playing the cards. It's your turn.”
The Monster blinked in surprise and then smiled in his wicked style, “Not
much of a talker, is he?” he asked the men around the table.
“Sure ain't, but you'd better play your turn before he cleaves you in half
with that big knife if his!” replied Carrigan, clearly sharing Gareths wish for the
game to move on.
“All right, all right!” the Monster snapped, examined his cards again and
threw in a few more coins. “I'm in.”
Silence fell over the table, save for the occasional shuffling of cards and
coins being thrown on the table. Gareth sighed in relief. The less they talked the
better in his mind. Though the success of his mission needed these men to
blather as much as possible. It was clear to Gareth now that Dayr and the three
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of his finest were a part of the cult. Since his arrival they had not done anything
nefarious, but he had caught fragment of conversations here and there that
confirmed a lot of his suspicions. They were laying low, clearly interested in
simply growing their numbers for now.
They had looked on Gareth with suspicion at first, but he had managed to
work past that, even convincing them that he was no friend of the elves. That he
did no care much who he killed and why. As long as there was money in it.
The card game continued and it did not seem to be Gareth's lucky day. He
was losing quite a bit of coins, but the more he lost the more the other players
seemed to like him. Everyone likes a loser when it comes to card games. The
three continued to chat away in their less than flattering manner about elves and
other things while Gareth remained silent, simply listening to what was being
said.
The chatter stopped as Dayr stepped into the room, as dirty and disgusting
as ever. He seemed anxious and a bit annoyed to see Gareth sitting at the table.
Clearly, something was up, something he could not share while Gareth was there.
“How's the game, lads?” asked Dayr.
“I'm losing my shirt,” grunted Gareth and threw his cards on the table.
“Best to give up before I lose my pants as well.”
He stood up and strapped his sword to his back.
“Don't forget tomorrow,” reminded Dayr.
“How could I forget?” asked Gareth as he walked out. He knew the part he'd
been planned for in the upcoming event. Playing the part of the troll king in the
show that depicted the utter slaughter their first attack against the humans
caused. A fitting role for him, Dayr had figured.
The cool evening air hit him as he walked out of the arena. He did not head
home, but rather found a concealed spot with a good view of the nearest exit from
the room he had come from. It was a long wait, but his instinct had been right.
Three familiar figures stepped out on the street and headed on towards the north
dock with a purpose. Gareth followed them, but kept a safe distance to keep from
being noticed.
Even as the evening darkness crept to the streets, Ramyn was buzzing with
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life, though it was a different kind of life from the daylight. Gone was the façade
of the civilized city of the day. The craftsmen and merchants were replaced with
shadier types; whores, throat cutters, thieves and drunkards. There were groups
of friends going from tavern to tavern, laughing and shouting. They provided
Gareth with much needed noise to cover the fact he was shadowing the men
before him.
The gladiators slipped to a quieter alley. They stopped entirely, apparently
to have a final conversation among the darkness of the towering buildings. Their
voices echoed audibly from the narrow alley so Gareth hid behind a corner and
listened in.
“You got the money?” asked Monster.
“I've got it,” came the reply from Carrigan, “but I don't see why we have to
do this turd of a job.”
“We do it because Dayr told us to and Dayr got told to do it by Derian,”
came the stern reply from Obsidian.
Gareth made note of the name mentioned. Not one to be thrown around
over light matters. Something serious was about to take place.
“A lot of risk for one elf,” said Carrigan. His voice revealed the doubt he was
having.
“Ain't no ordinary elf this one. Very high among the elves power structure.
Kill her and we'll send a firm message.” Monster's voice was calm, but a certain
degree of excitement could be heard in it.
“And think what it will do for our reputation within the Blades,” added
Obsidian, sounding eager to take on what dark work they had ahead of them.
“Still, going to the nobles level this time of the night. Tricky business. Lots
of patrols there.” Carrigan seemed bent on not going forward and tried to find
every excuse not to. Gareth did not believe it was because he had some moral
issues about what they were doing, but more a worry whether they would be
caught and punished for it.
“You worry too much.” Monster's voice was beginning to show irritation.
“Some of the guards at the transport disc are members of the Blades. The rest
can be bribed with the gold we have. We go in, gut that elf and her guards like the
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pigs they are and come back.”
Elf? Gareth had to wonder whether they were talking about the one that
had visited the arena today. She certainly had looked to be above the ordinary
class, but how were they going to get to her? She was the guest of a noble and
would certainly have guards of her own. They must know something, information
from someone on the inside.
“You make it sound so easy,” the sarcasm dripping from Carrigans voice
could have drowned an entire village.
“What's the matter, oh Bloody one? The elves stolen your balls?” Obsidian's
mocking voice echoed from the alley.
“Go fuck a chicken!” shouted Carrigan, perhaps louder than he intended,
but no one on the street took note of it.
“Shut it!” hissed Monster. “We're doing this and if you want to keep your
head on your shoulders you'll stop your whining.”
There was a long silence that no doubt involved lots of glaring and fondling
of weapons. Gareth began to worry they had left, but then the talk started again.
“Alright,” conceded Carrigan. “But how do we find her? Dayr kicked me and
Obsidian out of the room so I assume he told you the plan?”
“Her host has a servant that is a member of the Blades. We got information
from him that she would be out tonight and return late. We have the route she'll
take so a simple ambush will do the job,” explained Monster.
“Where will we ambush her? How many guards will she have?” asked
Obsidian.
“Four guards. Should pose no problem for us,” there was a certain air of
arrogance in Monsters voice, though Gareth had to admit the three men could
easily handle even eight guards if need be. “We'll ambush her at the corner of
Galdory street and Pomillion park.”
Gareth knew the place they were talking about. It was a good place for an
ambush. There were lots of trees and bushes in the park to hide in and it was an
area of the level where patrols were infrequent.
“Well, what are we waiting for then?” asked Obsidian. “Lets get this over
with and go back to playing cards.”
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Gareth heard footsteps as the men walked away. He quickly followed,
minding his distance. He had little trouble following them to the transport disc.
The transport disc station was a small fortress in its own right. A stone wall
of fifteen feet in height surrounded the area with watch towers that climbed even
higher than that and a gate that seemed to be built to withstand the wrath of
gods themselves. It was no surprise that the place was heavily guarded as it
provided one of the few ways to the upper levels. Should anyone manage to
invade the city, holding the transport point would be of vital importance.
On top of that, access to the upper levels was strictly regulated, especially
during the night. To get to the level where the imperial palace was one needed an
signed pass that the guards would always check for. Some industrious people
had tried to forge the pass, but so far all they had accomplished was a last, free
visit to the arena. While access to the nobles levels was less strictly regulated,
especially during the day when a constant stream of workers, servants and
visitors travelled between the levels, at night a pass was needed to gain access.
Gareth looked on as the three gladiators talked with the guards. He saw the
gleam of gold coins in the torch light as they exchanged hands. Soon the three
men stepped inside the small fortress and Gareth could only watch as they rose
to the sky on the floating disc. Their torch light soon disappeared as the disc rose
higher and entered the tunnel leading to the upper level.
“Dammit,” mumbled Gareth. With a resigned sight he dug out an silver
pendant from his pocket and put it around his neck. It carried the symbol of the
master of the tower of Free Magic. Skander had given it to him to ensure free
mobility for him throughout the city, but he hesitated to use it, especially so soon
after three men had bribed their way through the gate.
On a personal level he did not want to get associated with Skander too
openly as that would limit his usefulness. There was such a thing as being too
well known. In this situation he could however not find any other way to follow
the three men.
Having seen the disc descent back down Gareth walked up to the gate. He
tried to look as casual as possible, like he was there on normal business and not
after three men who were about to commit murder.
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“Halt!” shouted the guard. “What is your business here at this hour?”
Gareth showed the guard the pendant, “I am here on the business of the
tower master.”
The guard eyed the pendant, clearly recognizing it for what it was, but
seeming reluctant to let him pass. This was a member of the Blades. Gareth
made note of his face so he could later be identified.
Finally the guard nodded, “You may pass. Open the gate!”
The mighty gate swung open with a creak and Gareth walked through. The
disc took up most of the space inside the fortress, but there was a small barracks
building there as well with ample room for the forty or so soldiers that usually
guarded the place. Another, smaller building, was reserved for the elementalists
that operated the disc. One of them stepped out of the building and grabbed a lit
torch as Gareth approached the disc.
“Busy night, isn't it?” the elementalist asked Gareth. He was a man in his
fifties and dressed in a decent quality blue tunic. An unusual colour.
“Never a moment of rest in the service of a tower master,” grunted Gareth
in response.
The elementalist chuckled, “Those bastards know how to squeeze the juices
out of a man.”
They stepped onto the disc. Gareth never much liked travelling on the
discs. There was something in the knowledge that there was nothing but empty
air between you and the hard ground below. The elementalist handed the torch to
Gareth.
“Keep away from the edges,” he advised Gareth with a wry smile. “Wouldn't
want you falling down.”
“I'll keep that in mind.” Gareth shuffled to the middle of the disc.
The elementalist took on a look of concentration and soon the disc rose up
to the sky. It was a gentle rise and Gareth could barely feel anything to indicate
he was climbing towards the sky. Only indication were the lights of the city below
that slowly but steadily grew smaller. Gareth looked up to see the starry sky
come closer and closer. He knew it was an illusion and only because of that did
the stars seem to come closer. He knew the real sky was still far, far above him.
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He saw the black hole in the sky. He tensed as the disc entered it. The lights of
the city disappeared and all that was left was darkness, save for the meagre light
the torch he was holding provided. He could see the dark stone walls all around
him. It was an oppressing feeling to go through the mass of stone in such a way
and he breathed out a sigh of relief when the disc slowly hovered to a stop under
the fake sky of the imperial layer.
There was a similar fortress surrounding the disc area at the nobles layer
of the city, but it had two walls to it. One to hold in those who arrived on the disc
and one to hold out people from outside. Ramyn was well prepared for an
invasion, though no one could remember the last time anyone had tried such a
mad idea.
Gareth bid farewell to the elementalist and hurried through the gates
without paying much attention to the guards there. He hid the pendant in his
pocket once more. No reason to keep it out in the open now. He feared the three
gladiators had gained too much of an lead so he hurried to where they said they
would arrange their ambush.
The nobles layer was remarkably different from the levels below. Instead of
tall, huddled up buildings, there were large walled estates that reached barely
two or three stories high. There were no streets beyond the ground level which
offered an unobstructed view of the fake sky above. Trees and other plants could
be seen beyond the walls of the estates, indicating the presence of lush gardens.
Even the streets were occasionally lined with trees and bushes and for the most
part there was ample lighting that left few if any dark corners for anyone to hide
in. There were no shouting drunkards or whores on the streets. It was calm and
quiet apart from a few parties that could be heard from some of the walled
estates.
Gareth paid little attention to the wonders around him. He was more
focused on avoiding any patrols that he might stumble upon. He hurried along as
best he could, hoping to make it in time. As he got close to where the ambush
had been planned he knew he was too late. A scream echoed on the street, a
scream of a female. Gareth reached the street corner and peaked around it. The
sight made him freeze.
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Three guards lay dead on the ground. Carrigan was toying with the last one
in his usual style. The guard had several bloody cuts on him and it was clear his
demise was near. Monster had a hold on the struggling female elf while Obsidian
was busy throwing a rope over a tree branch that hung over the street. There was
a noose on the end of the rope and Monster was quick to grab it and slip it
around the neck of the elf. Obsidian pulled the rope, raising the female from the
ground. She struggled to loosen the rope to be able to breathe. Monster reached
for something in his pocket.
“Deremoth curse you,” Gareth heard him say as he pressed the object on
the elf's forehead. Whisks of smoke rose from it and she tried to cry out, but the
rope around her neck muffled the sound.
Obsidian had safely fastened the rope and came up next to Monster. The
two exchanged words and then Monster ripped off the silk clothes of the elf,
revealing her milky white skin and slender figure. In any other circumstances
Gareth might have found the sight of her body exciting, but now all it did was
cause the knot in his stomach to tighten. Obsidian drew out his curved blade and
slowly carved a path from her chest down to her stomach. She writhed and
shivered as the blade cut through her flesh and let out the blood inside. Finally
Monster sunk his hand inside her and pulled out her insides. The only mercy was
that the elf had lost consciousness by then and was probably dead already.
Even Gareth found it hard to watch. His hands were clenched in fists and
his finger nails dug into his palms. He turned away from the sight and leaned
back against the wall. Not unlike a butcher killing pigs, he thought. What could
he do now? It was too late to help the elves, and even if he did intervene he
doubted he could best all three of the men by himself. Best he could do was get
away with the information he had. He heard the three men laugh and their
footsteps as they moved away from the scene. The fourth guard must have finally
fallen.
Gareth peeked around the corner. The street was empty save for the five
bodies. He walked over to examine the scene more closely. He noted the burn
mark on the females forehead. The sign of Deremoth and the Blades. There would
be no doubt on who was behind this attack. They were done hiding it seemed.
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This was the announcement of their return. Shivers ran down his spine. If this
was the beginning, how bad would things get in the end?
The sound of running footsteps woke Gareth from his thoughts.
“Dammit!”
A patrol had heard the screams and was headed straight for it. They
rounded the corner just as Gareth began to run away.
“After him!” came a shout after a moment of stunned silence as the men of
the patrol took in the scene of pure massacre in front of them. The chase was on.
Gareth had began running on pure reflex, but he soon realized the chances
for escape were low, almost nonexistent. They would close the gates at the
transfer points as soon as possible and then he would be trapped on this layer.
The patrols would sweep the streets, search every nook and cranny until he was
found. They had him dead and he knew it. His only consolation was that there
was a possibility that they would find the three gladiators as well.
He caressed the pendant in his pocket. That was his only chance. He took
it out and slipped it around his neck and stopped running. The men of the patrol
soon caught up to him and surrounded him. Their faces were grim, some pale
from the sight they had witnessed.
“I am in the service of Skander Joligan, master of the Tower of Free Magic. I
demand you take me to him.” Gareth tried to sound convincing and calm, give the
impression he had done nothing wrong. It seemed the patrol men were not in the
mood to listen to him. They approached with caution, wooden clubs in hand.
At least they haven't drawn their swords, Gareth thought.
“Now, now..there's no need for violence here. I surrender willingly,” he tried
to assure the men. They did not listen.
Though Gareth was a big man, even he could be overwhelmed, especially
since he did not fight back. The club hits kept on landing him well after vision
had escaped his eyes.







“It's simply not possible!” complained Cheid as he flipped through the
pages of the thick book. The room was brightly lit for the dwindling sunlight
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offered little in the way of illumination and deciphering the complex formulas
scribbled on the books pages could certainly not be done in poor lighting.
“Why do you say that?” inquired Skander from behind his desk. He eyed
the young man with interest. Few knew the truth about him, few knew his real
family name. Most simply knew him as Cheid and he was happy to keep things
that way. His family name was not exactly in high regard. The old emperor had
made certain of that after their failure.
“There is no way anyone can gather enough energy to accomplish a large
enough buildup to cause a rift of sufficient size,” replied the young man and
rubbed his eyes. It had been a long day so far with a lot of thinking required. He
was running low on energy and enthusiasm after an entire day of nothing but
failed idea after another.
Skander leaned back in his chair, “The world does not stay still. It evolves,
new ideas bring forth progress. There was a time when there was no such thing
as magic. It was the efforts of bright men that brought about the discovery of how
to make use of the elemental forces. There was a time when no free magic was
known, but the passion for discovery led us to it. Who is to say there is not yet
something left to discover in the world of magic?” The old man leaned forward on
his desk and directed an intent gaze at the young man sitting in front of him,
“Young, bright men like you are the ones who will lead us forward.”
Hearing such an compliment from the master made Cheid beam with pride
and joy, but it did nothing to disperse the doubt in his mind over whether it could
be accomplished or not. The key to portal travel seemed as elusive as the key to a
princesses chamber door.
“Certainly there is still progress to be made,” the young man admitted, “but
the energy that is required to open a sufficiently large portal is far beyond what
any single person could ever hope to muster.”
“So you will need more than one person,” offered Skander. “It would not be
the first feat to require that.”
“Even then, the coordination needed would be next to impossible to
achieve.” Cheid shook his head, “No. What is needed is some sort of mechanism
that can store the energy, or gather it on its own. But building such a thing..” his
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voice trailed off as he pondered a further problem that had popped up in his
mind. “Even if one was able to gather the needed energy, there would still be the
problem of how you determine where the portal leads to. You can't use the same
mechanism you use in the personal transportation spell. The connection to the
destination is not strong enough to anchor the portal long enough.”
“If it was an easy problem to solve we would not be pondering it now,”
consoled Skander. “And certainly we are not expected to solve it tonight.”
“You are right, of course,” conceded Cheid.
There was a knock on the door. Skander frowned. Who dared disturb him
this late? “Yes! Enter!”
The door opened and one of the younger apprentices entered. The man
looked somewhat scared to be entering the room at this hour and his eyes darted
around nervously.
“What is it?” demanded Skander.
“Master, there is..er..” mumbled the apprentice.
“Out with it before it's morning.”
“Well..the city guard is here to see you. They brought a man with them who
was carrying a pendant with your mark on it. They say he demanded to see you.”
Skander raised an eyebrow. Few had such a pendant and he had a feeling
he knew who it was this time. “Show them in then.”
“Yes, right away master.” The apprentice bowed and left the room.
Cheid stood up with his book with the intent to follow the apprentice to give
the tower master privacy to handle the matter, but Skander waved him to sit
back down.
“Stay,” said Skander. “I think you will find this interesting and I believe it is
time you were brought in on some matters.”
Cheid could only nod in response and wonder what he was being pulled
into, though he figured the trust his master was showing him was well worth
anything that would come.
The apprentice returned with a captain of the guard, three guards and the
biggest man Cheid had ever seen. The room seemed much smaller as he
straightened up from having had to bend down to step through the doorway. He
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noted the two guards flanking the man were eyeing their prisoner nervously
despite the strong chains around his wrists. He also noted some bruises on the
big mans face that were on the mend. The third guard struggled along with the
largest sword the young man had seen. The guard was happy to set the sword
leaning against the wall by the door. This should prove interesting indeed,
thought Cheid.
“Master Joligan,” greeted the captain. “This man claims to be in your
service. Is this correct?”
“It is,” replied Skander.
“Are you aware that he was seen fleeing from a scene of a crime?”
“Was he now?” The master raised an eyebrow.
“A most gruesome sight,” continued the captain, “Five murdered. Elves no
less, one of great importance and a guest of a most prominent noble.”
The frown on Skander's face made Cheid swallow. Never during the years of
studying under him had he seen the old man with such an expression. Those
elves must have been important indeed.
“That is grave news indeed,” replied Skander in a steady voice. “However, I
can assure you that my associate had nothing to do with it. You may release him
into my custody.”
The captain blinked, as if the thought of releasing the man had never
crossed his mind, “But..sir, we have yet to fully question him..”
Skander waved his hand dismissively, “I will provide you with a full report
in the morning.”
“Er..that would be problemat..”
“Come now, captain.” Skander cut off his objection. His voice was slowly
reaching the tone that implied further arguments would be a bad idea. “Am I not
trustworthy enough?”
“Er..”
“I would hate to wake the Magistrate over something like this. You know
how grumpy he can be, don't you?”
“Er..well, no.”
“Oh? Well, I can tell you, you wouldn't want to meet him like that. Better off
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not bothering him, right?”
“Er..right?”
“Good! It's settled then.” Skander smiled widely while the captain looked
uncertain whether he had agreed to anything. “If you'll let my friend over there
free the apprentice will show you out.”
For a moment the captain stood there looking baffled, but then he
motioned for the guards to open the shackles and free the big man. The captain
saluted and left, the three guards and the apprentice in tow.
The big man rubbed his wrists. They'd put the shackles on extra tight. He
poked the loose tooth in his mouth with his tongue. Still wobbled a bit, but he
figured it would be firmly rooted by morning. Lucky he hadn't spat out the thing.
Growing a new one would have taken significant time.
“Thanks,” he grunted to Skander.
“Don't thank me yet, Gareth,” replied Skander and motioned for the big
man to take a seat. “You haven't met my apprentice yet, have you? His name is
Cheid.”
“Huh? Apprentice? Didn't know you had one.” Gareth looked at the man
sitting in the chair next to him. He nodded and received in reply a grin mixed
with nervousness and fear.
“It is not a widely known arrangement,” said Skander.
“Bit jumpy, isn't he?” asked Gareth as he eyed the nervous young man.
“You'd scare the wits out of the brightest of men at first glimpse,” said
Skander in a dry voice. “Now tell me what happened.”
“With him here?”
“Yes. It's time he was brought in on this.”
Gareth shrugged his shoulders and began to recount the events of the
gruesome night. As the story progressed Cheid began to realize what he was
being pulled into. He did not like what he was being told and could see the
problems and dangers that would be headed his way.
“Damn them,” muttered Skander as Gareth finished his story. “The elf they
killed was a member of their ruling council. They certainly accomplished their
goal of announcing their return to the world by killing her.”
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“We could tell the city guard what we know and let them handle the
situation,” suggested Cheid. He was still uncertain why Skander had chosen to
bring him in on this.
“No, not yet.” Skander eyed the two men before him. “Those blundering
fools would just drive them back underground. We need to continue keeping an
eye on them. We need to find the one they called Derian. He is the head that
needs to be chopped off.”
“Right then,” Gareth rose to his feet. “I've got somewhere I need to be in the
morning. Maybe I can still catch some sleep.”
Skander nodded. “I'll handle the city guard. You continue your work at the
arena.”
The big man strapped the sword to his back and left the room. Cheid
sighed in relief. There was something about that man that just unnerved him.
“Don't worry about Gareth. He may look like a brute, but he is one of the
better men I know,” said Skander in an effort to calm his apprentice.
“Why?” asked Cheid.
“Why what?”
“Why did you bring me in on this?”
Skander scratched his beard, “I suppose I'm finding myself in need of good
men. You heard his story. What they did tonight is only the beginning. I know
you to be a man who would not just sit by and watch them lay waste to
everything that has been built so far.”
Am I really that kind of a man, Cheid asked himself. As he thought about it
he knew the masters words to be true. He could not sit by and watch.
“I will do what I can to help.”
“Good!” Skander smiled. “It is getting late. You should try to get some sleep
and we'll talk more tomorrow.”
Cheid nodded. He was tired indeed, though he doubted whether he could
get any sleep after what had been revealed to him. He closed the door behind him
as he left Skander's rooms. The old man was still sitting behind his desk and had
began to shift through a pile of papers on his desk. Did he ever sleep, wondered
Cheid as he stepped on to the transport disc.
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Chapter 9

T

he rain made everything seem a dull grey. It created a veil that
limited vision so you could barely see from one end of the caravan
to the other.

Nala sighed.
It wasn't so much the rain, or the sore muscles from riding for the first
time, that had her feeling glum, though the wet clothes that chafed at her skin
did not help. Even through her tightly wrapped cloak the water had seeped in and
trenched her all over.
No, it was the lack of sunlight that was getting to her. Since entering
Cerena she had not had time or the opportunity to be in the sunlight for any
extended period of time, let alone without having had to cover herself in clothes.
Even after only two days she could feel her strength waning, her mood swinging
towards melancholy. She could only hope tomorrow would provide her with an
opportunity to bathe in the sunlight.
Her first day with the caravan was nearing an end. She had been largely
left alone, though she did receive some curious looks from the men in the
caravan. To them, there was an air of mystery around her and save for a few
glimpses, none of them had seen her without the heavy cloak, deep hood and
gloves. They did not bother her though, most probably because of Rilus. These
were his hired men and they knew there would be hell to pay if she did not arrive
safely in Ramyn.
They set up camp by the muddy road as darkness fell. It came earlier than
usual due to the thick clouds and the slight drizzle of rain that still poured from
the sky. She watched as the members of the caravan were busy with their chores.
Tents were being erected, fires made, food prepared, guard shifts handed out.
Nala stretched herself, trying to loosen muscles she did not know she had.
“First time riding?”
She turned around to see the leader of the caravan. He was a gentle looking
man with grey hair and a beard, only a palms width taller than Nala and built
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like a rickety fence.
“Is it that obvious?” asked Nala.
The man chuckled. “Don't you worry. You'll get used to it soon enough.”
“I hope so,” muttered Nala under the cover of her hood. She had no wish to
spend more days torturing herself on the back of the horse, though she had to
admit the journey seemed to progress faster with the beast.
“I've told them to set up your tent some way from the others.” The man
pointed to a place under a few trees, just at the root of a small hill. It was barely
outside the light of the nearest camp fire. “I doubt there will be any problems
during the night. This is a very safe road.”
“I just hope this rain stops,” said Nala as she looked to the grey sky. A bit
of sunlight was exactly what she needed.
The man peered at the sky, “I reckon we'll have clear skies tomorrow.”
“You say it with such confidence.”
“Of course. My mother could tell rain coming two days beforehand. I ain't
claiming to be as good as her, but I know what the weather will be tomorrow, that
much I can tell you.”
“I hope you're right,” said Nala. She dragged her belongings from the back
of the horse and made her way to the tent that had been set up for her. She
tossed her belongings inside and walked on to the top of the small hill.
The view did not reveal anything new to her. The same grass plain as far as
she could see in the growing darkness, with an occasional small hill or a small
copse. She turned around to look down the road. It slithered through the green
grass like a long, brown snake. In the rain and darkness it all seemed so
depressing. Her hands went to her swords for comfort.
Ever since the incident in Cerena her parents had left her alone. She could
sense their disapproval at her actions and did not wish to confront them about it
just yet. She did believe her actions were justified, if not perhaps the wisest. Even
so, just setting her hands at the hilts of the swords dispelled some of the
darkness that was taking over her mind.
She found herself wondering what she would do once she reached Ramyn.
Finding Skander should not prove too difficult a task, after all, he was a well
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known figure and from what she had heard, the towers of magic were not hard to
miss. But would he help her? Of that she was not so certain, despite what Rilus
had said. He would not turn her away completely, of that she had no doubts, but
would he help her in finding those responsible for what had happened in her
home forest? Could she even ask such a thing of him? Ask him to take on the
dangers involved?
A shout woke her from the thoughts. The rain had stopped. She looked to
the camp fires and saw a man waving to her. Food was ready.
She made her way down to the fires and found a bowl full of steaming
vegetables and pieces of meat. A slice of bread and some cheese was waiting for
her as well. Compared to the dried rabbit meat she had eaten on her way to
Cerena, the offering seemed luxurious and she was more than happy to eat it.
The warm food made her feel better. It drove away the worst of the cold of the rain
and the wet clothes.
As the food was consumed, the caravan leader brought out a lute. Soon the
twang of its strings filled the air with an melody full of warmth and joy. One of
the younger men in the caravan began to sing in a clear alto voice. Nala leaned
back against the wheel of one of the wagons and let herself relax and enjoy the
performance. It seemed like forever since she last had the opportunity to just sit
and enjoy something so fully.
To her mind the moment passed too soon. The members of the caravan
began to put out their bedrolls and settle down for the night. Nala made her way
to her tent and peeled off the wet clothes. She tried to arrange them so they'd dry
at least a bit for the next day, but more than likely she'd be left with damp
clothes in any case. At least the tent was dry as was her bedroll. She soon found
herself fast asleep wrapped in the warm blanket.







Nala woke early in the morning. She peeked out of her tent and found no
one else awake. The first rays of sunlight were making their way over the small
hill behind her. Sunlight!
She hurried to put on a dry set of clothes from her backpack and wrapped
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the still damp cloak around herself. Ensuring she did not wake anyone else, she
made her way on top of the hill. The other side of it was already bathed in bright
light. She looked behind her to ensure no one was following her and made her
way beyond the hill top, well out of sight for anyone in the camp.
She stripped down to nothing and shivered with pleasure as the rays of
sunlight caressed her bare skin. The feeling was less intense than when she had
first crawled out into sunlight, but still enough to make her lie down in the damp
grass and bite down on her lower lip. Time lost all meaning to her, her mind went
blank and was then filled with simple joy and pleasure, wiping out all the dark
feelings that had been swelling up inside her.
A small gasp brought her back to reality. She jumped up and turned
around. She was greeted by the young man who had sang so well last night. His
jaw was hanging open in surprise, his eyes staring at her nakedness. Nala put
her hands on her hips and raised an eyebrow as she eyed the youngster. He
blushed and turned away.
“I'm sorry..I didn't mean to..I was told to..that is..I..” His stammering
increased and began to make ever less sense. Nala took the opportunity to put on
some clothes. She was in no hurry to let the youngster off the hook.
“How much did you see?” she asked while pulling up her brown pants.
“I..er..well..saw your..hair..getting greener..”
“And nothing else?” She pulled the tunic down over her head.
“Well..yes..er..you..naked..”
“Hmm..that must have been enjoyable.” Gloves and boots on. Belt and
swords fastened around her waist.
“Yes..er..I mean..no! I would never..”
“You know spying on people is not very good behaviour.” Cloak wrapped
around her, hood down.
“I know. I didn't meant to!”
“So what did you come here for?” She put her hand on the youngsters
shoulder and spun him around so he had to stare into her greenblue eyes. He
was not that much taller than her.
“I was sent to find you. Breakfast..caravan getting ready to leave..” He
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blushed again as her gaze drilled into him.
“I suppose you will be wanting to tell everyone about what you saw?”
“No! No! I would never..”
Nala pondered the situation. Despite believing the youngsters claims she
was certain he'd slip at some point and talk. On the other hand, what was the
harm in letting members of the caravan see her? She needed the sunlight and
Ramyn did not seem to be a place where she'd get a lot of that.
“Well then, they must be waiting for us already.” Nala tightened her grip on
the young man's shoulder. “If I hear any wild claims from you, you will have a
less than pleasant visit from me. I will also make certain Rilus hears of you and
that you'll never work at a caravan again.”
He nodded silently.
Nala smiled and patted his cheek, “That's a good boy.”
She strode down the hill, the accidental spy in tow. She received many
curious glances as she enjoyed her breakfast and put together her things for
travel. She figured it was something she would have to get used to. She could not
always hide her features and the glances she was getting now would be the same
she would get even among her own people.
She had just climbed on her horse as the caravan leader rode up next to
her.
“Ready to go?” he asked.
Nala nodded.
“Good, good,” he eyed her with some curiosity. “I figured that hood of yours
was to hide something grotesque. I am relieved to see it was to protect something
exotic and beautiful.”
He rode off, shouting orders to move out, before Nala could answer.







The pigeon tilted its head and eyed the seeds on the table. Skander held his
breath and sneaked behind the bird. He had spent quite a bit of his afternoon
coaxing the bird; first to get it inside his room and then to try and grab the
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message strapped to its leg. The bird seemed to think it a game and had hopped
and flown away from everything he had tried.
The bird pecked at the seeds. The wizard closed in and tried to clasp the
bird. It flew away right before his hands reached it. Skander noticed yet another
white stain on his table.
“More shit,” he muttered to himself. There was a knock on the door.
Skander looked to find where the bird was. He found it up on the perches,
looking down on him, head tilted. He was certain it would have laughed at him if
only birds knew how.
“Yes, come in, but close the door quickly!” he shouted.
Cheid entered the room and closed the door admirably fast. The young man
looked around. The room seemed to be in more disorder than usual and his
master had rose red cheeks, as if he had been running the whole morning. He
was startled when a pigeon flew down from the perches and landed on his
shoulder. It cooed.
Skanders eyes widened. “Grab that little bastard!”
Cheid closed his hands gently around the bird. “It's just a pigeon.”
“Just a pigeon, eh? That little bastard has evaded me for hours! It shat on
my carpet, on my desk and it shat on my damn lunch!” The enraged old timer
pointed to a piece of bread and cheese. There was a sizeable black and white
stain on them. “Spawn of the lower planes is what it is!”
The corner of Cheid's mouth twitched as he tried to keep a solemn face.
Luckily Skander was too busy taking off the message from the birds leg to notice.
“There's an empty cage in my experimentation chamber. You can put it
there for now,” instructed Skander as he made his way to his desk with message
in hand. “It'll make a fine specimen for an experiment,” he muttered under his
breath so that the young man could not hear him.
Cheid took the bird with him. He allowed himself to smile and chuckle as
he entered the chamber. He looked around for the cage. There were bottles,
books, vials, candles and instruments most people would never see filling the
room. A large table at the centre of the room, many smaller ones lining the walls.
What wonders the room must have seen, he thought.
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He found the cage under a small table and placed the bird in it. It cooed
again, as if to say goodbye. Cheid found his master slumped in his chair,
unravelled message in front of him on the desk. He looked shocked and his eyes
were watery, as if ready to cry.
“Everything all right?” asked Cheid, feeling concerned.
Skander looked up. “No. Everything is not all right.” He had pain in his
voice like which Cheid had never heard before. He motioned Cheid to read the
message.
“All of them?” asked Cheid weakly before he finished reading the message.
He had to sit down on the chair behind him. “How many were there?”
“Maybe fifty, could be less, could be more. Hard to tell with forest
guardians.”
“All killed.” Cheid shook his head in disbelief.
“Save for one,” replied Skander sorrowfully. “I knew some of the families
there. It was only a few years ago that I visited them last. My dearest friends from
years past. Their daughter survived and she's coming here.”
Cheid looked up. “We must help her then!”
Skander understood where the young man's eagerness was coming from.
Her fate was not that dissimilar from his. The young man understood what it
meant to lose family, to be left alone with no one to help or rely on.
“She is the daughter of one of my closest friends. I will help her how I can,”
said Skander in a determined voice. “She should arrive with a caravan at the
northern gates by tomorrow or the day after. I need you to go there and keep an
eye out for her. Make sure she arrives here at the towers safely.”
“Which caravan will she be with?”
“Look for the mark of Rilus. According to him she will be one of the smaller
figures in the caravan, most likely wrapped in a green cloak.”
Cheid nodded. The master weapon smiths mark was known to almost
everyone. “I will ensure her safety.”







The remaining days of riding went by without much hassle. The weather
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favoured them as no more rain came down. Nala began to feel more comfortable
not hiding herself since the caravan members did not show much interest in her
beyond the initial glances at her oddly coloured hair and skin.
The third day of travel was well past midday when the city of Ramyn came
to view. It was difficult to grasp how vast the city was from the ground level, but
with her keen eyes Nala could see that even the part on the northern shore of the
river left Cerena looking like a small village. Beyond the walls she could see
buildings rising up several stories high. She could see walkways between them
and beyond them, the floating layers of the middle island.
She shook her head. The men of the caravan had told her stories of the
city, but they seemed to pale in comparison to reality.
“Quite a sight, isn't it?” The caravan leader had ridden up next to her.
“It is.” She had to admit that much, but there was no doubt in her mind
that she preferred the comfort of a forest over the city carved out of stone. She
said as much to the man next to him.
He chuckled. “The open road is my home so I can understand your
sentiment.” He took on a more serious expression, “We'll take you as far as the
central island. From there you will have to make do on your own. Unfortunately, I
can't afford to send anyone with you.”
Nala nodded. “You have already done more than I could have expected.”
The man waved his hand dismissively, “Think nothing of it. Fact is, Rilus
owes me one now and that is worth a lot in my books.”
“So I was just another piece of cargo?”
“If you want to think of it that way,” the man admitted. “I'll make no
excuses. I run a business and charity won't take you far in this line of work. But
certainly you have been one of the best cargo we have ever transported.”
Nala smiled. The people of the caravan had not done anything to deserve
anything but thanks from her. Even the youngster that had spied on her had
managed to keep his mouth shut.
“I suggest you pull up that hood of yours. The people in the city have a
certain fascination for all things exotic and you certainly fall into that category.
They're not as well mannered as the men in my caravan.”
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“Should I be prepared for trouble?” asked Nala.
“In Ramyn? Always.” There was no humour in the man's voice.
She nodded and ensured her swords were tightly fastened and close at
hand. She pulled her hood up and gave a last glance at the floating layers of rock.
She lowered her head as the caravan rode through the gates of the northern
section of the city.
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Part Two
Ramyn
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Chapter 10

C

heid had spent an uneventful first day observing the northern
gate. The flow of people in and out of the city had been fairly
constant, but there had been no sign of the caravan he was

waiting for. There was only one gate they could come through so he was certain
they had not gotten past him unnoticed.
He spent the day loitering around until he found a tavern that had a few
tables placed outside for more room. It offered a clear view to the gate so he sat
down there and enjoyed the offerings of the tavern. He stayed there until
darkness fell and the gates were closed. No caravan would enter the city until
first light.
The following morning Cheid was the first customer to arrive at the tavern.
The owner greeted him with a smile as he ordered a pint of beer and some bread
and cheese for breakfast. He figured it would be a long day of sitting around
doing nothing, even though this was the day the caravan was most likely to
arrive. While enjoying his breakfast he watched the people walk by; workers
hurrying with tools in hand, servants running early errands for their masters,
children swarming around their mothers as they made their way to the nearest
marketplace.
The sight made Cheid remember all that he had lost those years ago. He
could barely remember how his mother had looked. He remembered smells and
touches, feelings, but not much else.
He sighed and drank from his pint.
It was his fourth pint by midday. It was then that he saw the caravan enter
through the gates; several wagons, several riders on horses. It was hard to miss
the small figure wrapped in a green cloak. Among the men surrounding her, she
stuck out like a nail from a piece of wood.
Cheid stood up and followed the caravan as it made its way towards the
harbour. He had no trouble keeping up. The street to the dock was always
crowded and walking was in most situations faster than going by horse.
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Nala eyed the crowded street from under her hood. It seemed the mass of
people went on forever. She eyed the towering stone buildings and the walkways
up above that seemed to create a foliage of pure stone.
She did not like this city any more than Cerena.
The wagons cleared way for the caravan and the outriders to make their
way towards the harbour. Nala had to wonder whether she would have a chance
to get on a boat for the first time in her life. She rode closer to the caravan leader
and asked how they'd get to the central island that loomed ahead of them.
“Caravans like ours make use of a tunnel that goes under the river and
comes up at the northern harbour of the central island,” responded the man.
“A tunnel?” asked Nala weakly. She had not expected that. Going
underground seemed an uncomfortable prospect to her.
The caravan leader nodded. “Don't you worry. It's perfectly safe. It's well lit,
there's room enough to put five wagons side to side and stack ten on top of each
other to reach the ceiling.” The man winked at Nala. “Room enough that people
with anxiety about tight places won't feel too uncomfortable.”
“It's not the tightness of space I worry, but the mass of land above,”
muttered Nala.
The caravan leader chuckled, but did not say anything more.
Nala returned to observing the city around her. She noted the people did
not seem that different from those of Cerena. She could see the same sort of
errands being run, though she did notice there seemed to be more people who
were serving others and running their errands for them.
The caravan reached the harbour gates. The guards stopped them and
began to ask questions; where they were from, what was their cargo and
destination. They wanted to search the wagons.
“What's this all about?” demanded the caravan leader from the guards.
“We've always passed without such hassle before.”
“I'm sorry if this inconveniences you, but orders are orders,” responded one
of the guards. “Security on the central island has been tightened after an attack
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on a high ranking member of the elves High Council. She was their ambassador
to Ramyn as well.”
Nala moved closer.
“An attack? Surely such a thing does not warrant all this,” protested the
caravan leader.
“She did not survive the attack and there are other..circumstances..that
cause concern.”
“What circumstances?” asked Nala.
The guard squinted as he looked at her. He seemed to recognize her accent
to be elvish. “The word is it was the cult of Deremoth that made the attack.”
The caravan leader looked at Nala, seemingly surprised by her curiosity
towards the matter.
Nala clenched her reigns as hard as she could. “How long ago did the
attack happen?”
“Three nights ago,” responded the guard. He seemed the talkative kind and
was ready to share more than he should have. “Rumour has it one of the masters
of the Towers is somehow involved, or at least the servant of one.”
The caravan leader whistled, “Quite a mess you've got on your hands.”
Nala did not know the politics of the city, but she trusted the caravan
leaders assessment of the situation. The simple fact that the cult was active in
Ramyn was enough to create a mess. She was certain she would find herself an
opportunity to stick her spoon in it. “It would seem I have arrived in the right
place.”
Her cold voice drew the looks of the guard as well as the caravan leader.
Both seemed surprised and there was a hint of concern on the guards face. Nala
ignored both and rode to the back of the caravan. The guards did not hold them
up for much longer and they slowly passed through the gate to the harbour.
Nala could see the shore of the central island in the distance now. It looked
impenetrable. Save for the low ground of the harbour, the island was nothing but
sheer rock faced cliffs that went up forty feet at places. Where the cliff ended, the
walls surrounding the city began and went up what seemed like another forty
feet. Even Nala found the sight impressive and though anyone trying to attack the
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city would be mad and doomed to failure.
On the left she could see the ramp leading to the tunnel. It was indeed wide
and she could see evenly placed light sources that lit it up like daylight. The
caravan slowly moved into the tunnel. The ramp slowly spiralled down, deep
underground. The walls were pure rock, no dirt or gravel.
Finally the ramp settled to an even, straight line. They were under the river
now. Nala shuffled uneasily in her saddle. She could feel the weight of the ground
above her pressing down and hear the sound of water flowing above her. For
someone who had lived under the open skies the feeling was unsettling at best, a
prelude to pure terror at worst.
She tried to distract herself by examining the tunnel. There was not much
of interest to keep her mind occupied. Just grey stone walls, support beams and
the occasional cart or wagon that was returning from the central island. Most of
the traffic was still headed for the island though there were two clearly marked
lanes to ensure traffic would flow smoothly to both directions.
The caravan came to a ramp that climbed upwards in a similar spiral as
the one they descended on, and soon they could see sunlight. Nala sighed in relief
as she rode out the tunnel. It was as if a large weight had been lifted from her
shoulders.
The guards did not bother them this time as they made their way through
the gates and into the main city on the island. As they exited the harbour Nala
noticed a disc rising to the sky on her left. She stopped and followed it until it
disappeared into a hole in the sky.
Sky!
Where there should have been grey rock there was a sky no different from
the one that had been above her all her life. She gaped up in wonderment, not
noticing her hood had slipped off and that many passing by stopped to look at
her.
“Quite the illusion they have there,” said the caravan leader as he rode next
to Nala. “Makes living underneath a bit more bearable.”
“Illusion?” Of course. She could feel it now. The sunlight that hit her did
not feel as it should have. It was weaker, it did not give her the same feeling of
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pleasure.
“That disc they use to travel from layer to layer. There are a few such
transport points around the city,” explained the caravan leader.
Nala did not respond. She peered past the walkways above her to see the
disc descend back down. She could make out people standing on the disc.
“You should cover yourself up. You're attracting attention,” the man
pointed out.
Nal realized her hood had fallen. She looked around and saw the faces
staring at her. Quickly, she pulled the hood up and hoped she had not attracted
the attention of unwanted eyes. She did not notice the several pairs of eyes that
kept following her.
“We'll take you up to the big marketplace. From there on, you'll have to
make it on your own,” said the caravan leader.
Nala thanked the man and they rode on southwards together with the
caravan.
The marketplace seemed overwhelming to Nala. As far as she could see
there were stands selling food, assorted goods and clothes. To her the
marketplace seemed large enough to hold in the entire city of Cerena.
The caravan stopped by a building that looked to be a weapons shop. A
pudgy looking man came out and exchanged a few words with the caravan leader.
Seeming satisfied the men of the caravan began to unload the wagons.
Nala dismounted and gathered her belongings.
“Do you know where to go?” asked the caravan leader as Nala came by to
say her farewells. She shook her head uncertainly.
“You see those towers to the south?” asked the man and pointed. Of course
she saw them. They loomed high above everything else like giants. “Just head
straight for them. You'll need to climb to the third level to reach the bridge
leading to the towers.”
Nala thanked the man. It seemed inadequate to her, but it was all she
could offer him. She made sure all her belonging were with her and then started
off towards the towers.
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Cheid looked on as the cloaked figure started away from the caravan, right
towards the towers. He was pleased she seemed to know the way, but never the
less felt compelled to follow her. She seemed overly interested in the markets
offerings. She seemed to need to stop at every other stand she came across.
“Maybe an elf, but still a typical woman,” Cheid muttered to himself as Nala
stopped at the tenth stand and left once more without buying anything.
What worried Cheid was that he was not the only one interested in her.
Two men were following her, albeit a bit less covertly than he was. They looked to
be ordinary street thugs, but there was a nagging suspicion in his mind.
Had they seen her when her hood slipped down?
If they had..
Cheid made his way through the crowded market and inched closer to the
two thugs. He noted the clubs they had under their belts, the needlessly many
loops said belts made around their waists and various other little hints.
Clubbers.
They were the sort that looked for exotic visitors, abducted them and sold
them to the highest bidder. Cheid had to admit few would be more exotic than the
young elf maiden. The good thing was there were only two of them and people in
their line of work preferred solitary targets.
Cheid ventured past the thugs and headed straight for the latest stand that
had caught the attention of his target.
“Ah, there you are! Off perusing the market again, eh?” said Cheid in a loud
voice as he came up next to Nala and wrapped an arm around her shoulder.
She turned to look at the youngster. Her green eyes drilled into the man,
trying to decide what to do about such sudden friendliness. Cheid quickly
realized he needed to convince her or he would find himself without an arm.
He noticed the necklace Nala had in her hands. “Jewelry? Again? Didn't I
buy you enough on your last visit?” he continued in a loud voice. In a much lower
voice, he whispered, “I work for Skander. There are two thugs looking to clog you
on the head and sell your pretty face to the highest bidder. Follow my lead and we
will make it to the towers with no problems.”
“How do I know you are what you say you are?” asked Nala. Even in
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whisper the melody of her voice sounded mesmerizing to Cheid.
Cheid doubted she would recognize the pendant Skander gave to a select
few of his associates. “You are Nala Temera. You came here with the help of Rilus.
The Blades killed your parents.” He saw the information was starting to convince
her. “And if you don't come with me, you'll have to deal with those thugs that are
behind us.”
She glanced behind her inconspicuously to verify the presence of the threat
she was being informed of. The young man knew things few people should. At the
very least he seemed the better option. “Lead the way then,” whispered Nala.
“Take my hand,” said Cheid in a hushed tone. Louder, he said, “Come on,
you silly thing. We're late and you certainly don't need any more jewellery.”
Nala hooked the man's arm and allowed him to lead herself through the
market. She occasionally glanced back to see if the thugs were still following. She
saw glimpses of them, but it seemed they soon realized she was no longer the
easy lonely target they had started out with. The two of them continued to walk
towards the towers without further incident.
“Who are you?” Nala finally asked when it was clear they had been
abandoned as potential targets.
“Oh..right. I'm Cheid. Skander's apprentice,” replied the young man.
“I didn't know he had an apprentice.”
“Not a widely known fact, that. Even he sometimes forgets about it,” said
Cheid with a wry smile.
Nala examined the young man. He seemed sincere. He did seem to be
leading her the right way. She decided it was worth seeing where it would lead.
She was confident she could kill the man any time should the need arise.
Cheid filled the silence by giving her a tour of the various places they
passed by. Nala noted the youngster held an impressive knowledge of the many
taverns of the city and said nothing of places that looked to be of much higher
importance.
What intrigued Nala the most was how the city held several layers to it. The
staircases and ramps offered a convenient way to go up and down and the
walkways had ample room for people to traverse. There were railings of sorts to
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keep anyone from falling down and the towering stone buildings had clearly been
built with all of it in mind.
Cheid led her with confidence and chose the quickest route to the towers. It
took a lot less time to reach the towers than Nala had anticipated. She found
herself almost snapping her own neck as she looked up to marvel at the towers
than loomed high above her and seemed to touch the sky itself. The single bridge
leading to the towers had little traffic on it; a few wizardly types heading away, a
few clients going which ever direction.
The guards at the bridge recognized Cheid and offered no trouble. Nala
followed the young man, eager to bring this leg of her journey to an end.







Carefully, Skander grabbed the flask with a pair of metal pliers. He wore
thick gloves to further protect himself from the bubbling liquid inside. You could
never be too careful around potions.
He removed the flask from the slow flame and inched it over the cage on the
next table. He let the liquid cool for a bit. The pigeon inside the cage cooed.
“Told you you'd come in handy,” said Skander and poured a bit of the
liquid over the pigeon. He set the flask down on the table to observe the effects.
At first nothing happened, but then bird began to change. Its feathers fell
off, its beak turned into the nose of an rat, its cooing turned into panicked
squeaking and hair began to sprout around its body. Then the transformation
stopped. What had once been a pigeon was now a mass of miserable flesh with
parts of a rat and pigeon sticking out of it.
Skander sighed.
“Another failure,” he muttered to himself. The mass of flesh squeaked. It
would be hours until the effect would wear off. A wicked smile crossed the old
wizards face.
“Maybe not a complete failure,” he said to himself. He gathered several
small bottles and carefully poured the liquid from the flask into them. He sealed
them tightly, labelled them and set them on a shelf in a cupboard.
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The many shelves were filled with similar bottles. Some were successes,
some were failures; like his attempt today. Though even in failure he found uses
for many of the potions. Turning your enemy into a useless mass of flesh seemed
close to as good as turning a friend into a rat.
A knock on his door brought him to his study. Cheid had returned and he
had Nala with him. Skander eyed the young elf with keen interest. She was not
the same young elf he had seen on his visit. Her whole being seemed to have a
grimness about it – a stark contrast to the carefree and innocent aura that had
been about her during his visit. When she pulled back her hood he was hard
pressed to hide his amazement. He knew what her altered appearance meant.
Rilus had left this little bit of information from his message.
“Nala..I'm deeply sorry about your parents,” said Skander tentatively. The
situation seemed awkward to him. There was a flash of emotion on the young elf's
face, a pain in her green eyes. She hid it quickly.
“I've come to terms with it.” She averted her eyes and stepped deeper into
the room, exploring it with a look of curiosity. She made her way towards
Skander's desk. “And they are not completely gone,” said Nala as she unfastened
the two swords from her waist and put them on Skanders desk. She took a seat
in one of the chairs in front of the desk.
Skander motioned Cheid to sit and made his way behind his desk. “Rilus
sent me a message about your arrival. He was not overly specific about what
happened. If you're up to it, I would like to hear the story from you.”
So, once more, she told her story. It was becoming easier.
Skander looked focused on the story, but took the time to observe his
apprentice. Hearing the details of it all clearly bothered the young man. He
struggled with his emotions. Bad memories haunted him.
Nala finished her story of what had happened in her home woods. Skander
reached to touch the wooden sword laid out on his desk. The tips of his fingers
tingled as they touched the wood and a torrent of emotions tugged at him. He
frowned.
“Your parents seem unhappy with you,” he said.
Nala shifted uncomfortably in her seat. “In Cerena, I ran into one of the
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men who killed my parents.”
“Ah..” Skander could see where this would go, but asked anyway. “What
did you do?”
“I killed him and his companion.” Her voice was calm with nary a hint of
regret.
“I can see how that would upset your parents. They were not ones to accept
needless violence.”
“The goddess brought me back for revenge,” replied Nala in a calm voice.
“That is what I will do.”
“So your plan is to go around killing people?”
“Yes.”
Skander sighed. What was it with young people? They never stopped to
consider the consequences of their actions.
“Going around, recklessly killing people isn't going to make things better,”
said Cheid. Skander looked at the youngster a bit surprised. Well, well, perhaps
he had been too quick to judge the younger generation.
The young man continued, “All it will accomplish is changing you into a
hollow shell of your former self.”
Nala bit her lower lip. She had not expected to be confronted on her
actions.
“You need to understand, Nala, that we are dealing with an organization
that is vast and secretive,” explained Skander. “You going on alone, killing who
ever you run into, is a certain invitation for them to do the same to you. It will
make it harder to find the leaders and put an end to their actions. You are not
alone in wanting these people stopped.”
“What do you suggest then?” asked Nala. She sounded frustrated.
“Work with us. Me, Cheid, a few others. We have our problems in Ramyn,
but that is not our only focus.”
“I heard,” said Nala dryly.
“I have a man working on that group. Tomorrow I will meet a delegation
from the elven kingdom to discuss the matter. I would be happy if you were to
join us.” Skander made the offer sincerely and with warmth in his voice.
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The young elf seemed to think about it. She could see the points the two
men had made. It did not take long for her to make a decision.
“I'll work with you,” she agreed.
“Good. Good,” mused Skander. “I'll arrange for a room for you at the inn
across the bridge. Our guests use it regularly.”
“I do have one question before that,” said Nala. Skander motioned her to
ask away. “Where's the Sun Blade?”
Skander looked uncomfortable. “It is safe.”
Nala raised an eyebrow. “It was the reason everyone in my life was killed. I
need to see it.”
Skander sighed. He leaned down and activated the mechanism to open one
of the many secret drawers of his desk. He pulled out a long, leather wrapped
package and laid it on the desk. He unwrapped it, revealing a long sword with a
sun shaped pommel.
Nala stood up to get a better look at it. She reached out to touch it, but
quickly pulled back her hand after brief connection. She shuddered visibly. A
memory had been triggered. She had seen the gaping maw of the enormous black
dragon. She had seen the man, on his knees, with the Sun Blade sticking out of
the ground in front of him. She had seen the magic unleashed, heard the roars of
pain from the dragon like she was standing right there. The memory of a past
Guardian Spirit.
“Satisfied?” asked Skander. Nala nodded absently and grabbed her wooden
swords. She fastened them around her waist.
Heed their words.
Barely a whisper, but she heard it. She recognized her mothers voice. She
decided this time listening to her parents might be the wiser thing to do.
“I take it we can leave the rest of the talking for tomorrow?” asked Nala.
“Yes, of course. You must be tired from the trip,” Skander voiced an
muffled response from under his desk. He put the sword in a different secret
drawer. “Cheid will arrange the room for you. You're in good hands with him.”
Nala left the room, with Cheid in tow.
“Cheid,” Skander called out just as the young man was about to close the
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door behind him.
“Yes?” He popped his head into the room.
“See if you can entice her to have supper with you. Slip some more
information to her. About Gareth and so on.”
Cheid nodded and closed the door.







“You spoke from experience,” said Nala as she and Cheid stepped onto the
transport disc. It was not a question, but more a statement of fact as she saw it.
“Hm?” Cheid was deep in his own thoughts.
“About the whole revenge thing,” said Nala and peered at the man next to
her from under her hood. The transport disc began its long journey down the
tower. The spirit moving it grinned down at Nala with the face of a young man.
She scowled back at it. On the way up it had shown an unusual amount of
interest in her. It bothered her.
“Ah. That. Yes,” said Cheid absently. After a moment of silence he
continued. He had decided telling Nala most of the story might be of help to her.
She was not likely to repeat it to anyone. “When I was but a child the old emperor
of Ramyn had entrusted my family with the duty of guarding something that was
of immeasurable value to the empire. We failed in that duty. Much of my family
was killed in the effort to fill our duty. Those that survived were made an example
of by the emperor. The name of my family was erased from all books, survivors
were sent to the arena, some were publicly executed; flayed, boiled alive,
sawed..you name it, it was done. Only reason I am alive is because Skander took
me under his wings and hid me from the madness of the old emperor. The tragic
thing is that what was lost was found again only a few years later.”
Cheid glanced at Nala, but could not tell whether the story was having any
effect on her. He continued. “These towers raised me, gave me power. I used that
power. I sought revenge and I found it. The blood of tens of men stains my
hands.”
“You killed the emperor?” asked Nala quietly.
Baffled, Cheid looked at her. He laughed. “No. Others did that. Those men I
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did kill. They were the ones who caused the demise of my family.”
Cheid took a moment. The disc was going past a few highly populated
stories. He continued as more quiet halls were going past them. “It nearly cost me
my life to enact my revenge. It did not heal any wounds inside me. I was not
better off after what I had done. New wounds had been added on top of old ones. I
had no purpose left. Skander saved me once again. He gave me a direction.”
He looked intently at Nala, “Find more in your life than revenge. If you
don't, you will end up lost like I was.”
He could see the young woman ponder what she had heard. What her
conclusions were, he could only hope were ones of sensibility.
“What is it that they stole?” came a question from Nala.
“What they stole?” repeated Cheid. “Why, a child of about my age. The
current empress.”
It took Nala the rest of the way down to digest what she had learned. She
could not deny feeling the similarity between what Cheid had gone through and
what had happened to her, though she was almost inclined to concede Cheid
having gotten an even worse hand dealt to him.
As they departed the transport disc the elemental spirit moving it bid them
farewell with an sorrowful face.
“Curious,” noted Cheid.
“What?” asked Nala.
“The spirits rarely express themselves in such ways. Seems this one is
intrigued by you.”
Nala scowled at the spirit as it rose up with the disc. “I'd rather it didn't.”
Cheid led her across the bridge again and into the inn Skander had
mentioned. The inn was much higher class than Nala had expected, but given the
sort of people that came to visit the towers, it was no wonder there was an inn
near by that would satisfy the needs of someone of means. There was a lot of gold
in the business of magic.
Cheid approached the innkeeper to arrange for the room. Nala grabbed his
arm, stopping him. “If you can, get a room with a window that lets in a lot of
sunlight.”
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Cheid raised an eyebrow, but did not seek to satisfy his curiosity. She no
doubt had her reasons. The innkeeper was more than happy to accommodate the
master of one of the towers though he did make curious glances at the hooded
figure that was to occupy the inn for days to come. Still, Nala had herself a room
with two large windows before she could finish examining the common room.
“How about some supper?” asked Cheid as Nala came back to the common
room from depositing her belonging in her room. “The cook here makes some of
the best meat pies in the city.”
Nala took a moment to finish looking through the common room. There
were some quests sitting at tables; most of them looked to be wealthy merchants
and visiting practicians of the arts the Towers were so known for. There were a
few booths lining the walls with closable curtains for maximum privacy. The inn
was a place where a significant amount of deals were made, some of which bore
the more fruit the less sunlight shone on them.
“Why not?” responded Nala. She found Cheid pleasant enough company
and the fact he had so willingly shared such dark and sensitive things of his past
only raised his worth in her eyes.
The two retired into one of the private booths. Nala found it relieving to be
able to lower the hood of her cape and freely be herself in the company of
someone else. They talked of a lot of things. She listened intently as Cheid told
her of Gareth and his current mission. She had trouble believing there was a man
swinging a sword of her size. It was well into the night as they finished the last
remnants of a meat pie that was just as good as Cheid had promised.
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Chapter 11

D

erian had had a rough time as of late. The new troops he had
so proudly ordered into action had proved to be more trouble
than he had expected. Full control of them had not been

gained. They had not been ready.
The devastation the out of control horrors wrecked before they could be
subdued had been significant. Ten of the most powerful priests and wizards of
the Blades had died or suffered serious injuries. The loss of all but four of the
new troops was even more significant. The event had set back his plans by weeks.
Now, it was time to attempt to gain control of the remaining troops. He was
there personally, standing in his black robe in the middle of an large oval room.
Before him floated four beings that could only be described as monsters.
Tattered clothes hung from their skeleton bodies. A cold fire burned in the
otherwise empty eye sockets of their skulls. Their skeletons were cut off at the
legs, leaving only the torso, head and hands. Even in the glory days of Deremoth,
the effort put into conjuring these monstrosities would have been considerable.
With the highly weakened state of their patron god, the effort had been almost too
much for the Blades. Losing the remaining four would not be tolerable.
Derian gathered his strength. He nodded to the others in the room. They all
knew what to do.
The spell that had held the horrors in place was removed.
Their reaction was immediate. They let out a bone chilling scream and
rushed forward. They bounced back from the protective barrier that had been
placed around Derian and the priests and wizards behind him.
Seeing their physical attacks thwarted, they began to pound the barrier
with spells of their own. Blue flashes of light painted shadows on the walls and
deafening booms echoed throughout the building. The barrier held. Barely.
Derian threw his arms wide and began to chant the incantation. He could
feel the power of his god rush through. Oh, how he longed to be free. How Derian
lusted after the power he would have once his master was free and complete once
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more.
He slammed his hands together. A visible pulse of power rushed out and
slammed into the monsters attacking the barrier. Like leaves of the fall, they
faltered and flew back.
“Heel,” said Derian in a voice filled with power. The monstrosities cried in
protest and prepared to attack again.
Derian slapped his hands together again. Another pulse rippled forward.
The beings cowed and shrieked in agony.
“Heel!” shouted Derian.
Three of the monstrosities floated forward cautiously. They bowed down
before Derian, their skulls touching the floor. The fourth let out a cry of defiance.
Derian slapped his hands together for a third time.
The pulse travelled past the three monstrosities that had been subjugated,
but the fourth one wailed in agony as the pulse hit it. Cracks appeared in its
bones and soon it crumbled down leaving behind nothing but pieces of bones.
“Rise,” commanded Derian the three remaining monstrosities. They did so
and Derian walked to each one of them and drew the mark of Deremoth on their
foreheads. Smoke rose as his finger burned the mark straight into the bone.
“Hide, but be ready,” instructed Derian his new servants. They shimmered
out of sight, but he knew they would be following him as long as he so
commanded. The connection had been made and it was strong.
The priests and wizards behind him relaxed visibly. It had taken all their
efforts just to bring four of them under control. Derian turned to them.
“Brothers and sisters, we have accomplished much today. Rest. Your
strength will be needed again.”
There were sighs of relief and a calm chatter began to fill the chamber.
Derian did not linger, but walked right out. He had places to be. The spy was still
in place in the Towers of Magic. The Blades operating in the city of Ramyn had
made their presence known in a most spectacular manner. It was time Derian
visited the city and delivered on the promise of taking the Sun Blade.
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Gareth raised his sword and shouted out the command to attack. Ten
gladiators, each dressed up to look like trolls with glued on hair and masks that
gave them a fierce appearance, rushed forward towards the prisoners that had
huddled together with their shield and spears. It was an massacre much like the
real battle the scene was based on.
During the Troll Wars a company of five thousand men had ran into a
group of two thousand trolls led by their king. It was one of the first battles of the
war and the humans had been wholly unprepared for the ferocity of the trolls. All
five thousand men had been massacred. No one had been able to find out how
many trolls had perished in the battle, but the general consensus indicated the
number was zero.
For this reenactment Gareth had been chosen to play the part of the king.
He fit the role perfectly as far as outwards appearance went, but inside he loathed
the situation he had been put into.
The crowd cheered and jeered as Gareth moved forward, his huge sword
cutting him a clear path right to the centre of the prisoners. The prisoners
scattered. They were doomed as they lost the little protection their shabby
formation had offered. The gladiators picked out individuals, toyed with them and
finally killed them.
Gareth avoided the bloodshed as much as possible. Dayr would harp at
him afterwards about how he had ignored things they had gone over in practising
for the event. He'd repeat his usual lines about the need for drama.
It took more time to finish all the prisoners than Gareth had anticipated.
His comrades seemed to have a streak of unusual patience for toying today.
Gareth stalked from the arena to the cheers of the crowd. As he walked through
the corridor he bumped into Monster Dunn, who gave him a friendly slap on the
shoulder and commended his performance.
Skander had worked his magic and managed to completely suppress any
information that hinted that it might have been Gareth that was captured in
relation to the assassination of the elven ambassador. All seemed to be as good as
before with Gareth and his relationship to the core group of the Blades.
“We playing cards tonight?” asked Gareth from Dunn.
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“Sure,” responded the big man with a grin on his face. He was looking
forward to squeezing a few more coins out of Gareth. “Stop by a little after
supper. Dayr has a bug up his ass about something and wants to talk it over with
me and the rest of the boys, so we'll deal with that first. Then we'll deal some
cards.”
“Anything I should worry about?” asked Gareth. He tried to play it like he
was concerned Dayr had something in mind that was directed at him.
“Maybe, maybe..” Dunn rubbed his chin. Then he grinned. “We'll find out
tonight.”
“Thanks a lot,” replied Gareth sarcastically.
The Monster slapped his back again and walked away, chuckling.
Gareth felt uneasy all the way to his quarters. Something was up. Had they
found out about his involvement in the case of the ambassador after all? But why
would Dunn let so much information slip so easily? He was a big man, but no
fool. He knew the need for secrecy better than most men. All Gareth could do was
wait for the evening.







Nala spent her morning laying on the floor, naked and enjoying the
sunlight. She had pulled the blankets from her bed to make a soft little nest for
herself. The large windows let in a lot of light, real sunlight, not the filtered kind
that trickled on down from the layers above. The inn was close enough to the
edge of the island to get real sunlight.
She spent time pondering the situation she had arrived at. This Gareth
person Cheid had talked about in the evening seemed to be onto something.
Following a core group of Blades was certain to bare fruit at some point and open
paths to people involved even more deeply in the matter. The question was, would
those paths open in any usable time?
Nala also found herself nervous about meeting the elven delegation. She
had little notion of how they would react to her. Would they recognize her for
what she was? How could they not? Even Skander had managed that, though he
was a crafty old timer.
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More over, Nala had never met an elf that wasn't a Forest Guardian. She
knew that she had been raised differently than a great many other elves. Those
living in the Great Forest and the city of elves led easier lives and focused more
on arts, politics and other such things that Nala's mother had referred to as
'nonsense'. No doubt they would have different notions of her position among the
elves and of what she should be doing. Would they try to use her for their own
gain or otherwise try and involve her in the politics of the elven kingdom?
She reminded herself that there was no room for doubt on what her
mission was. The goddess herself had pointed it to her. She would not allow
others to interfere with that.
A dry smile went across her face. How she had changed. Here she was,
thinking about her own people, wondering how they could turn against her.
Before all this she would have rushed on with gleaming eyes at the opportunity to
meet elves from the Kingdom. No care in the world. Having everything right.
She found herself pondering whether the latent memories of the past
Guardian Spirits had changed her. How could they not? Experiences from such a
vast amount of time, most of them bitter and dark. Even is she was not fully
aware of them, they were still there in her mind, perhaps pushing on her
subconsciousness.
She wondered about the memory flash she had received when touching the
Sun Blade. She knew it was the scene of Deremoth and his dragon brood being
sealed away. Was it that the memories she had were triggered by objects that
held a significance in them? She had tried to access them consciously, but it
always ended up with a splitting headache. If that was the case, she had to admit
that the goddess worked in inconvenient ways.
The day was advancing faster than Nala realized. It seemed to her the first
rays of sunlight had only just slipped in through the windows. A knock on her
door pulled her back to reality.
“Who is it?” she asked in a loud voice as she got up and started to dress.
“It's Cheid. Skander sent me. The elven delegation will arrive shortly.”
“I'll be right there,” responded Nala and rushed to make herself
presentable.
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Cheid turned from the door and stomped down to the common room,
muttering something about women never being ready on time. He did not need to
wait for as long as he had feared before Nala came down the stairs, dressed in her
usual green cape and her swords fastened around her slender waist.
“Shall we go?” she asked.
“We shall,” replied Cheid and bowed slightly and gave her way towards the
door. Nala snorted and walked past him.
They made their way to Skander's chambers. There were a lot more people
on the move than there were the day before. An unusual amount of students were
hurrying around and a great many clients had gathered at the reception area
waiting for their guides. They had to wait for a transport disc a bit longer than
usual, but that was the only inconvenience that faced them.
They found Skander sitting behind his desk, shuffling through papers. The
old wizard seened to always have papers to go through. He looked up as the two
entered the room. “I hope the inn was to your liking?”
Nala sat into a chair. “It's not home, but it will do.”
“Nothing ever is,” replied Skander.
“This delegation. Who belongs to it?” asked Nala.
Skander shuffled away a few papers before leaning back for a response.
“There's Nisoen Dawnvine. He is probably someone you have heard of?”
Nala nodded. “He is the captain of the guards of the High Council. It is a bit
surprising to hear he has come all this way.”
“Not when the ambassador killed was a member of the High Council,”
reminded Cheid from his seat next to Nala.
“Ahnilr Moonfar is the second member,” continued Skander. Nala did not
look like she recognized the name. “She is a high ranking priestess of Loriel. She
has come mainly to ensure the remains of the ambassador are properly looked
after.”
Nala shuffled uneasily in her seat. The priestess would certainly
immediately realize what she was. She tried to convince herself that it would be a
good thing. She would understand her purpose.
“And third, there is Nerduin Stardancer.” Another name Nala did not
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recognize, though the name Stardancer did seem vaguely familiar to her. Skander
explained. “He is the youngest member of the High Council and a member of an
influential family of nobility.”
Nala smirked. “So he is the errand boy of the High Council? Sent here to
keep an eye on things.”
“Could be,” conceded Skander without any humour. “What I have heard of
him tells me he is not one to take lightly, though. There is a reason why he is a
member of the High Council.”
Before Skander could elaborate, there was a knock on the door. An
apprentice entered and informed the room that the envoys had arrive. A moment
later he showed them in.
The first to enter was a young male elf. He was a head lengths taller than
Nala with blonde hair and was dressed in a brown cape made of fine cloth and
underneath it he wore an emerald coloured shirt and pants. A slender sword was
strapped around his waist. He eyed the room lazily and with an air of contempt.
His gaze stopped at Nala and he took on an expression of deep thought.
The man following him was clearly a soldier to the bone. Slightly taller than
the man who entered before him, he wore a finely crafted piece of elven plate mail
with intricate decorations. His brown hair was tied back in a ponytail and his face
showed marks of countless encounters with sharpened steel. Even though he was
an elf, there were signs of old age apparent on him, some wrinkles here and
there. His waist had a much more practical looking sword fastened to it than
what the young male elf had.
Closely following him was a woman of equal tallness to the man before her.
She wore a green robe with golden decorations sown into it, depicting symbols of
Loriel. Her brown hair reached her shoulders and framed her delicate face. Out of
the three she looked to be the friendliest. Her eyes widened as she saw Nala. She
quickly made the symbol of Loriel and whispered, “Mala'd Jal.”
The older elf looked stunned. The younger man, who Nala figured to be
Nerduin Stardancer, made an puzzled look and said, “What?”
“Do you know nothing?” demanded Nisoen Dawnvine while making the
symbol of Loriel. He said it in a voice that seemed to indicate he had had to make
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similar questions a number of times.
“Know your place!” snapped Nerduin at the older elf. He clearly had a
problem with how he was treated by someone who was supposed to serve him.
“What am I missing then?” the cocky young noble asked in a voice of indifference.
“She is Mala'd Jal,” responded Ahnilr Moonfar. Her voice quivered with
excitement. “A Guardian Spirit. Someone the goddess herself has touched and
blessed and sent back to fight the evils that might threaten the elven race.”
“Fight?” asked Nerduin mockingly. “Look at her. She's tiny. What could she
possibly have done to deserve the blessings of Loriel?”
There was an aura of disapproval in the room that the arrogant young
noble missed – or chose to ignore. Skander and Cheid were both scowling at him
while the two more sensible elves looked almost shocked to hear what he was
saying.
“What proof do you have that she has even been blessed?” demanded
Nerduin as he made his way towards Nala. “I'll grant you she looks exotic, even
pretty, but that's hardly proof enough.” He patted Nala on the shoulder as he
walked past her. “Maybe I'll take you back to the Kingdom as a play toy,” he
whispered barely loud enough for only Nala to hear.
Nala's fingernails were digging into her palms. It seemed to be as she had
feared. The elves in the kingdom were different. But such disrespect? What did he
know? Nothing! He had no idea what she had been through. The rage boiled
inside her.
Cheid was the first to notice what was happening. He slowly inched away
from Nala.
“I say she's nothing more than one of those weird Forest Guardian types,”
continued Nerduin with his back turned towards Nala. “They always do odd
things. Rubbing dirt on themselves and dying their hair green doesn't seem past
them..”
“Enough!” It was Nala's voice, but at the same time there was more to it.
There was power in it.
Startled, Nerduin turned around. The air around Nala shimmered as if on a
hot summer day and looked to be alive. There was a glow to her green eyes and
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her hair fluttered as if in a slight breeze. Her expression was that of cold rage.
Cheid gave Skander a worried glance. He saw concern on his mentors face.
He felt it too. There was power in the room. Not the usual kind involved with
magic, but something more raw and wild.
“What do you know of me? Of what I have been through?” Nala demanded
from the noble and stepped towards him. He took a step back. “Were you there to
see my loved one die? Were you there to see my parents get killed before my
eyes?”
Nerduin tried to stammer an answer as he backed into a wall.
“Were you there to feel the pain of the sword entering my gut? Were you
there to bury all the families and friends I grew up with?” Nala closed the
distance between him and the arrogant noble. She grabbed a hold of his shirt.
“You dare question my choice for my tool? You dare to question me?” The
voice was no longer Nala's. Still female, but it sounded alien and lacked the
melody of Nala's voice. Everyone in the room felt the oppressing power that had
invaded the space. It made breathing difficult and made you want to crawl under
a rock to hide.
Skander, despite his vast experience, had trouble believing what he was
seeing. The goddess Loriel was manifesting herself through Nala. He could only
hope the goddess knew the limits and did not force too much of herself into this
plane. If she did, they would all die.
“You wanted proof. I have provided it,” said the voice. “Learn from this
experience.”
The power was gone. The skin of everyone in the room tingled. There was
an audible sight of relief from around the room. Nerduin quickly inched away
from Nala as she fell to her knees and sought support from the floor with her
hands. She was breathing heavily and blood dripped from her nose onto the floor.
The first to reach Nala was the priestess. She knelt beside her. With
shaking hands she took hold of her shoulders and helped her up. Together they
hobbled across the room and the priestess carefully slipped Nala onto a seat.
There was an expression of wonderment and excitement on the priestesses face.
It was likely the first time she experienced the presence of her goddess in such a
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way.
“Well, I believe that settles the matter,” said Skander and coughed
nervously. “Let us hope we don't need to experience a visit from her in a similar
mood another time.” The old wizard gave the arrogant High Council member a
stern look. He turned his attention to Nala.
Sprawled in the chair she seemed barely conscious. Her skin had turned
pale and the priestess was having trouble containing her nosebleed. She was
fussing over Nala like any mother would over their hurt child. To Skander it
seemed a wonder she was even alive after that.
“Why don't we move her over to my bed? She'll need some rest,” he
suggested.
Cheid helped the priestess move Nala while Skander took a seat behind his
desk.
“Esteemed tower master, if you do not mind me asking, who is she?” asked
Nisoen as he took a seat in front of Skander's desk. He looked rattled over the
whole experience, though not as rattled as the arrogant youngster who was still
trying to collect himself together by the door.
“She is Nala Temera, from the forest of Cerena,” responded Skander. There
didn't seem to be any point in with holding information about her. Not after what
had happened.
“Temera?” the old elf tasted the name. It seemed like he was trying to
recollect something. “Not the daughter of Ameter Temera?” he finally asked.
Skander just nodded.
“I know him. A fine man. Did I hear right? She said her family was dead?
Then he is..?”
“Dead,” said Skander. Nisoen looked genuinely sorrowful at hearing the
news.
Cheid and the priestess emerged from Saknder's sleeping chamber.
“She's asleep,” said the priestess as she and the apprentice wizard took
their seats. Nerduin had finally managed to collect himself enough to take the
final seat. He looked distraught and at the same time a bit embarrassed.
“As excited as I am this also worries me,” continued the priestess. “Her
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kind appear only in times of great need for our people. Are matters truly that
bad?”
“I'm not inclined to think so, but certainly there are things afoot that are
cause for concern,” responded Skander and began explaining what he meant. He
told them Nala's story and what happened in the forest of Cerena. The news hit
the priestess and Nisoen hard. Nerduin was the only one who seemed indifferent
to the story.
“What of the assassination of the ambassador?” demanded the young noble
as Skander finished telling of Nala. “What of the involvement of your man in it?”
His two companions seemed ashamed of his behaviour.
“I assure you, my man was involved only in the capacity of having followed
the culprits,” said Skander in a calm voice.
“Then you know who killed her?” asked Nisoen.
“Yes, but..”
“Why have they not been arrested then?” demanded Nerduin. “They can't
be allowed to roam free after what they have done.”
“Because they are being watched in the hopes that they will lead us to their
master, who is the real threat here,” explained Skander.
“And it is your man who is watching them?” asked Ahnilr.
Skander nodded.
“I assume you have some sort of plan?” asked Nisoen.
“I do, but I need your help for that. I need the help of Nala. We all need to
work together if we are to succeed.” In his mind Skander had already decided
Nerduin would play as small a part as possible. He did not seem the kind who
could be trusted to do much of anything without turning it into a drama.
He laid out the rough idea he had in mind. Despite having arrived with only
the purpose of gathering some more information and transporting the body of the
ambassador back to their homeland, the elven delegation seemed eager to help.
The talks went on well into the night, but despite that, Nala remained asleep in
Skander's bed. The visit from the goddess had drained her of all energy.
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Gareth walked through the dark corridor with uneasy thoughts. What
Dunn had said to him earlier in the day was still nagging him. The usual card
evening could turn into a full out brawl if his fears came true and that he was
walking straight into a trap set up just to catch him. The weight of his sword on
his back brought a measure of confidence to him, but he knew that in such close
quarters and against the men he was going to meet it would offer little protection.
He heard laughter echo down the corridor. It seemed they were in good
spirits at least. He was not sure whether that was a good or a bad thing. They
could well be laughing about what to do with his corpse afterwards.
Gareth stopped behind the door, hoping to eavesdrop on their conversation.
They spoke in low tones so all he could hear was some muffled voices and a word
here and there. What he did hear seemed to indicate nothing unusual. He
shrugged his shoulders. Might as well jump off the cliff.
Gareth pushed open the door and entered the room. Everyone was there.
Monster, Obsidian, Dayr and Carrigan. They greeted him with the usual
enthusiasm.
“Ready to play some cards?” asked Gareth as he unstrapped his sword
from his back and took his seat. He ensured the sword was handy in case of
trouble.
“We've got something else in mind tonight, Gareth,” said Dayr.
“Really? Here I was feeling it was my lucky night today,” responded Gareth
casually.
“It might be,” said Dayr. The others in the room had their focus on Gareth.
“What do you know of this incident with the elven ambassador?”
Gareth sharpened up. The conversation seemed to be headed for dangerous
waters. “Not much. They found her hung and gutted like a pig,” he tried to sound
like he didn't care one way or the other. “They found some markings on her. What
was it? Some cult of Deremoth?”
Dayr nodded. “What do you think about that?”
Gareth shrugged his shoulders. “One less elf in the world isn't going to ruin
my day.”
“See? I told you. He's one cold bastard,” said Monster. “Just what we need.”
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Gareth was surprised to hear the big man speak in his favour. He did not
think he had managed to worm his way that close to him. At least it seemed
tonight was not about getting rid of him.
Dayr did not look convinced. “What we need is people we can trust. Can we
trust you, Gareth?”
“As far as you can toss a gold coin,” responded Gareth with a grin that
seemed to tell that as long as there was gold involved, he did not care what was to
be done.
Dayr glanced at Monster Dunn and the others.
“In most cases I'd trust a man who's after gold more than a man who's after
his religion,” said Obsidian. “At least you know his god won't tell him to stab you
in the back.”
Dayr considered the situation for a moment before continuing, “Gareth, you
feel up to working with us?”
“Towards what end?” asked Gareth.
“Resurrecting Deremoth. Killing a few elves. Good gold in it for you,” offered
Dayr. He tossed a pouch of coins to Gareth. He weighed it in his hand. There was
more gold there than he'd earn in three months at the arena. Good gold indeed.
Gareth gave the men in the room the most wicked grin he could muster,
“Who needs killing?”
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Chapter 12

I

t was early morning when Nala began to rouse from her unconscious
state. It took her a moment to realize where she was after carefully
inching her eyes open. She was laying in a bed in a room she had not

seen before. Her head felt like someone had been swinging around inside it with a
sledgehammer. She felt weak and groggy. She noted the curtains that had been
drawn before the window, allowing only a small sliver of light into the room.
She cranked herself up from the bed and wobbled to the curtains. It took
considerable effort from her not to fall flat on her face on the stone floor. She
ripped open the curtains and shivered as the full force of the sunlight hit her. A
small voice escaped her lips. She tried to expose as much of her skin as possible
without stripping naked, though the temptation to do so was considerable. She
figured the place was not right for that.
She could see the palace ground through the window. It seemed
extravagant compared to the city she had walked through yesterday. There were
large gardens and even small lakes. The buildings themselves were full of
intricate details and decorations and instead of being made from grey stone, they
were made a white marble and other much finer stones. She could see small
figures running in formation on the large parade grounds.
There was a knock on the door. “Are you awake, Nala? May I come in?”
came a question. It was Skander.
Of course. This was his bed chamber, realized Nala. “Yes, come on in.” Her
voice quivered, but carried on strong enough for the old wizard to hear.
There was a concerned look on his face as he entered the room, though it
lightened up as he saw Nala standing by the window. She still looked pale, but at
least she was conscious and out of bed under her own power. “Oh, you're up.
Good. We feared the experience might have taken more out of you.”
Nala smiled weakly, “I'm up, but no thanks to you. Closing me in a dark
room. What were you thinking?”
Skander looked uncertain what he was being accused of, but soon
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remembered the details of her story. “Oh, right. You need sunlight.” He actually
managed to look embarrassed at overlooking such an important piece of
information about her.
He took the single chair in the room and moved it into the sunspot so Nala
could sit down and recover. “How do you feel?” he asked as Nala settled in the
chair.
“Like someone probed my brain through my nose with the handle of an
dagger,” replied Nala in a sour voice.
“Do you remember what happened?” asked Skander as he sat down on the
edge of his bed.
Nala closed her eyes and leaned back in the chair, “She got angry.”
“That much is clear,” said Skander dryly. “The question is why? And why
did she manifest herself through you so violently?”
“Proof was demanded, proof was given.” It was all Nala could muster as an
answer. Her memory was hazy at best over the details of what had happened
during the event. She had been gently pushed aside into a small corner of her
mind while the goddess took control. The cold rage of the goddess had not
touched her in full force, but it had been enough to make her seal tighter the
little corner that was still hers. She knew the goddess had tried to be as gentle as
she could with her body, but it was impossible to be used in such a way by a
power like her and come out of it unscathed. She counted herself lucky a monster
headache and a momentary weakness was all that had happened to her.
“Could it happen again?” pondered Skander.
Nala shrugged her shoulders weakly. “Loriel does what she wants, though
personally I hope she has the patience to stay out of things.”
“She did seem less benign than I had thought,” Skander pointed out.
“I've felt the warmth of her love,” said Nala. She did not take offence at
Skanders observation about her goddess. “I've felt her rage. She really does love
us. It is that love that brings out her rage against those who would see us hurt.”
Skander assumed she was talking about Loriel's love for the elves. “Then
why did she direct her rage towards Nerduin?”
“Because he was being an ass? Because sometimes the open palm of a
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parent brings the point across better than mere words?”
“Mm..perhaps,” Skander seemed reluctant to admit that a goddess might
not be as different than any other being.
“What happened to the delegation?” asked Nala. “How did Nerduin seem
after what..happened?”
“The delegations has left. I've arranged matters so that they will help us. As
for Nerduin..” Skander paused for a moment and hesitated. “He did not seem to
learn anything. You might want to keep away from him as much as you can.”
Nala snorted. “As if I'd want to spend time with that arrogant donkey.”
“Ahnilr was quite reluctant to leave you here. To her you are perhaps the
holiest thing she has ever faced,” noted Skander.
“I'm not a thing,” snapped Nala.
“No, of course not,” said Skander in an apologetic voice. “Poor choice of
words. What I mean is, you should know that there are those of your kind who
believe in what you are and will help you.”
“I know,” replied Nala quietly. Her mood seemed to grow gloomier.
“Do you feel up to eating something?” asked Skander. A change in topic
seemed to be in order.
“A bit of bread and cheese would be nice.” She had not realized how hungry
she felt. Her stomach let out a growl, as if awakened by the thought of food.
A small smile crossed Skander's face. He stood up and patted the young elf
on her shoulder as he passed by. “Rest up. There doesn't seem to be much
happening today, but knowing our situation, tomorrow might well be very
different.”
He closed the door behind him, leaving Nala to soak in the sunlight.







Gareth had quite a headache himself, though his was self induced by too
much drinking. He did not want to get up, but knew there were things that
needed doing. He cursed to himself. His new found companions had taken his
joining as an excuse to go out on a binge. Even Dayr had joined in. No doubt all
of them were trying to decide whether getting out of bed was a reasonable venture
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today.
He had learned a lot as the evening had progressed and the strong drinks
had loosened tongues. They had spoken freely, after all, Gareth was one of them
now. There was a lot that Skander needed to know. Most prominently that Derian
was coming to Ramyn.
Gareth grunted as he pulled himself up from the bed. The hangover imp
was hammering away at his temples. The single window of his room let in a
meagre amount of light through it's dirty, misty glass. Just enough for Gareth to
fumble around, wash himself in a vat of stale water from yesterday and find a
clean set of clothes.
“At least I'm not throwing up,” he muttered to himself as he strapped his
sword to his back. He opened the door and stepped out to the shadowy street.
Gareth lived on the first layer below ground. The part he lived in was the
more grimy swath of the city, but he still considered it good enough for himself.
Despite the fake sky above and the ventilation ducts, the air in the lower layer
was stale and filled with pungent odours and it seemed shadier than the layer
above.
He made his way towards the nearest spiralling ramp that led up. There
were beggars to avoid and keeping an eye on your coin pouch was a good idea.
Never knew when someone might bump into you and cut it loose. He was used to
being on alert, even while hungover.
He needed to get word to Skander. He wasn't supposed to meet him until
tomorrow and he was certain this was information the old wizard would want
immediately in his hands.
Gareth sighed. What a pain in the ass the whole job was becoming. Of
course, that was how all of the work Skander threw his way worked out. He
wondered why he never managed to say no to him, despite all the past
experiences. He knew the answer without much thinking. Skander always offered
a fair pay and his jobs had actual meaning to them. They shaped and changed
the empire of Ramyn in small, but often significant ways. Usually the change was
for the better as well, though a few disasters had blemished the path sometimes.
Gareth navigated the narrow streets. There were few shops on this layer
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and those that he passed were barely more than stands embedded into the
building walls with ragged canvas acting as a roof. They offered basic food stuff,
but nothing fancy. All the good stuff was sold on the layer above.
People gave Gareth way as he stepped onto the spiralling ramp that led to
the layer above. He moved fast, even if it meant more sweat from his hungover
body. He figured a little sweating was the best cure for what ailed him. That, and
a pint of ale. He made quick progress and soon popped out of the tunnel and into
the much fresher air of the commercial layer.
He took a deep breath and headed for The Bull's Head. On his way he
stopped by an alley between a bakery store and a butchers shop. He was greeted
by a young boy who might well have been the dirtiest one in the whole world. You
couldn't really determine anything about him, other than that he had blue eyes, a
nose and a mouth. Everything else was buried under ragged clothes, dirt and
long hair.
Gareth slipped the boy a silver coin. “Tell Skander I need to see him. Today.
I'll be at the Bull's Head.”
The boy grinned. “Will do, Gareth, sir.” And off he ran.
He was a good boy. Reliable. Of course, few people that worked for Skander
were anything but. He was a convenient messenger that few people would pay
attention to. Another street urchin blended to the crowd in Ramyn like a turd in a
dung heap.
Satisfied that word would reach Skander, Gareth made his way to his
favourite inn. The arena did not call him today. He doubted Dayr and his buddies
would be out of bed until night fall and even then they'd think he was still passed
out in his own bed. There was no practice scheduled for today so all he'd have to
do to pass the time would be playing cards.
He wondered if he'd even return to the arena. With the news he had there
might not be any need for it. One could always hope.
The Bull's Head was emptier than Gareth had anticipated, but less noise
suited him just fine today.
“Hey, Gareth,” Riligh greeted him as he made his way to the counter. The
innkeeper eyed the large man. “You look like shit.”
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“Thanks,” muttered Gareth. “I feel like it, too. Got anything good for a
hangover?”
Riligh chuckled, “So that's what it is? I've got just the thing for you.” The
big man turned to the line of bottles behind him and seemed to mix several of
them together in a large pint. “Here you go. Bottoms up.”
Gareth eyed the brownish liquid with suspicion, but raised the pint in
salute and gulped it down in one go. He spluttered and coughed as he finished.
“What the hell was that stuff?” he demanded. A shiver ran down his spine.
“Best you don't know. You'll feel much better in a bit,” replied Riligh with a
wide grin.
“Given what that swill tasted like I'd be surprised if I don't feel worse,”
muttered Gareth.
“It ain't medicine unless it tastes bad,” said Riligh.
“An excuse lazy healers who can't be bothered to do a spot of good throw
around to shut complainers mouths.”
“You get real cynical when you're hungover, you know that?” said Riligh as
he wiped clean a mug with a white rag.
“Yeah, I know,” replied Gareth with a glint in his eyes. “But I'm a happy
drunk so it balances out.”
Riligh chuckled. “Only if you spend your hangover with the same people.”
Gareth shrugged his shoulders. “Maybe I'll feel more positive after eating
something.”
“Just leave a coin and I'll bring you something,” said Riligh and shooed
Gareth from the counter, though not before putting a tankard of beer in his
hands. Seemed he also believed in curing a hangover with what it had been
gotten with.
Gareth found himself a calm corner table and settled down to nurse his
beer as well as the throbbing headache. A waitress brought him some fresh
bread, a chunk of cheese and a bowl of soup. Gareth took his time in enjoying the
food. He was in no hurry and the food didn't seem too eager to make friends with
his stomach. In any case it would be hours before Skander received his message
and arrived.
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He began feeling better. It was questionable whether it was the mixture
Riligh had made him drink or the food and the beer he had enjoyed. He began to
think Rilight might have pulled his leg with that one.
Not having anything better to do, Gareth leaned back in his chair and
closed his eyes. A bit of rest seemed the best he could do for himself now. There
weren't many people in the common room so it was unlikely anyone would bother
him even if he nodded off for a bit.
He woke up to a huffing Skander pinching his ear.
“Ow! Alright! I'm awake,” yelped Gareth. He had to blink a few times to get
the water out of his eyes and focus them. The old wizard took a seat opposite to
him.
“So, what's so important?” demanded Skander. “I've got a woman in my
bedroom that needs my attention.”
Gareth raised an eyebrow and grinned.
“Not that sort of woman,” snapped Skander. “She's the daughter of some
dear friends. I'll tell you more about it later. She's a part of this whole affair so
you'll meet her sooner or later.”
Gareth sighed in his mind. More people involved. Seemed matters were
getting more and more complicated.
“So, what news do you have?” demanded Skander for a second time. He
looked impatient. Must be some woman, thought Gareth.
“Last night they accepted me as a part of their group,” said Gareth. “I'm a
fully paid member of the Blades now.”
The expression on Skander's face diluted into one of approval. “Finally.
Anything else?”
“Yeah. Derian is coming to Ramyn.”
That caught the old wizard's attention. He leaned forward. “When?” There
was a mixture of concern and excitement in his voice.
“Even Dayr didn't know the exact day yet. Could be tomorrow, could be
three days from now.”
The look of disappointment was evident on Skander's face. “Any chance
you'll find out the date before he arrives?”
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“Maybe. I'm not certain how much Dayr shares with his own people. Could
be Derian hasn't even told Dayr,” said Gareth.
“Try. Meanwhile, we have our own plan we'll start putting forward.”
“What plan?” asked Gareth. He had not been told of any plan beyond
spying on the Blades working from the arena.
“I'll tell you tomorrow. Come to the tower. You'll meet the other members
you'll be working with.”
“I'll come if I can. I may have this day off, but tomorrow is a whole other
deal,” replied Gareth.
“Hmm..indeed. We can't afford to have you leave the group just yet. Staying
on the inside takes priority.” Skander paused to think. “If you can't make it, I'll
meet you here in the evening and fill you in.”
Gareth felt his hopes of the job being over crushed. Stuck sucking up to
those brutes for who knows how long. He cursed in his mind. Last time I'll take a
job from Skander, he promised himself, knowing it to be untrue the moment he
thought of it.
“Very well,” said Gareth.
“Was there anything else?” asked Skander. He seemed anxious to leave.
“Not really. You go ahead and go look after that woman of yours.” The voice
of Gareth implied he did not fully buy the explanation Skander had offered.
Skander scowled at him, but said nothing more as he rose and left the
table. Gareth ordered some more beer.







Nala was starting to feel better. The sunlight worked wonders even in small
doses and the food had helped regain some of her strength as well. She had
progressed from the bedroom into Skander's study under her own power. Maybe
she'd make it to the inn for the night.
Skander had left to attend to a mystery message he had received. He had
not said much about, but Nala had not expected him to. She had already learned
the old wizard would talk when he deemed it suitable and not a moment before.
She thought it a sensible approach to things given what they were involved with.
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Cheid was engrossed in reading some book about portals. He had spent
some time trying to explain it to Nala, but it went well beyond what she was ready
to comprehend. She had thought herself knowledgeable in the arts, but she had
been taught in practice. The theories those who made research in the area were
complex and something she had not been exposed to that much. She was fine
with it. What was the use of knowing how to scribble down complex formulas
when you could just do what you needed to be done?
She had spent some time trying to find an interesting book from the shelves
that lined the walls, but had found many to be written in languages she did not
know or the subject matter to be equally complex as the portal business that had
Cheid's head in the clouds. So she had taken a nap.
The dream she saw had been a distressing one. Loriel had been taking over
her body again, but this time she was swept away into her instead of being gently
pushed into a safe corner. She was lost. Nothing of her was left.
She woke to Cheid shaking her by the shoulder. She had been mumbling
out loud something incomprehensible in a distressed voice. There was genuine
concern on the young man's face.
“Are you alright?” he asked Nala.
“Just a dream,” mumbled Nala as a response. Perhaps it had been only a
dream, but it had shaken her up none the less. She knew well enough that it
could have just as easily have been reality.
“Skander back yet?” she asked just to get something else on her mind.
“No,” replied Cheid. “Could be he won't return until the evening.”
“I need a bath,” pondered Nala out loud to herself. The dried sweat of last
night had her feeling dirty all over.
“Skander has his own bath..” started Cheid, but went silent before finishing
the sentence as he saw the look Nala was giving him. He quickly shifted his
suggestion. “The inn you're staying at has quite a nice bathtub I hear. Do you
need any help getting back there?”
“I think I can manage on my own,” said Nala. She was feeling much better
and she felt like a bit of time on her own would do her good. There were thought s
she needed to sort out.
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“Alright. Just remember the meeting tomorrow.” Cheid turned his attention
back to his book.
“How could I forget?” asked Nala dryly as she left Skander's quarters and
stepped onto the transport disc. That arrogant noble would be there along with
the rest of the elven envoy. The big man Cheid had told her about would probably
be there too. Skander had something big planned.
“The entrance hall,” said Nala to get the disc moving down.
The face of a young elf shimmered into view. It had a concerned expression.
The disc started to slowly descent. Nala glared at the face. The fascination of the
elemental spirit seemed to continue.
“What?” she finally demanded from it. The face had not taken its eyes off
her.
We felt it. It worries us.
It was like a whisper carried to her by the wind. She could barely make it
out.
“You felt what?”
Her. In you. We worry for you.
So the elemental had felt Loriel seeping into her. Why would it worry them?
“I'm fine. There's no need to worry,” said Nala out loud. The shimmering
face seemed to frown.
“Why do you even care?” she asked.
You are not unlike us. Sister..
What was that supposed to mean? Nala rubbed her temples. She was not
in the mood for cryptic messages from a creature that was not even of the same
plane as she was.
“I'm not your sister,” she snapped at the face. “Now just get me where I
want to go.”
The expression on the face turned almost sorrowful.
You do not understand.
“Damn right I don't,” muttered Nala. The rest of the way down went without
any more cryptic messages from the elemental. As she was stepping off the disc a
warm breeze enveloped her, almost like a hug.
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We are here. Call us if you need to. We will come.
She turned to look back and saw the shimmering face smile at her before
disappearing up to the floor above. She tried to make sense of it, but could not
make heads or tails of what had been said. As far as she knew, the elemental
spirits operating the transport discs could not leave them for anything so how
could she call one even if she wanted to? And why was one even talking to her?
Did they talk to others or was this just another manifestation of their interest in
her?
Nala shook her head. There was too much happening too fast. She wished
she could talk with her parents, but doing so would sap more strength from her
and she needed everything she could muster just to get back to the inn right now.
Maybe she'd have enough rest tonight to be able to do it tomorrow.
By the time she reached the inn she was thanking the goddess that it was
so close. She doubted she could have made it much farther without embarrassing
herself by collapsing on the street.
The innkeeper arranged for the bath. Servants carried the tub straight to
her room and hot water was brought up by the buckets to fill it up. A girl wanted
to stay and wash her back, but she shooed her away. She wasn't that helpless
yet.
After removing her clothing, she slipped into the bath and sighed out of
pleasure. She rested her head on the edge of the bathtub and closed her eyes.
After soaking for a while she soaped herself and took great care to scrub herself
clean. There was barely any heat left in the water when she got out, dried herself
and put on some clothes. She called the servants who emptied the tub and
carried it away.
She had had time to work through some things that had been bothering
her. It was clear to her there would be further problems from that arrogant young
High Council member. It seemed best to try and stay away from him. She could
only hope Skander had not paired them up in his plans.
From what she had heard the two other members of the envoy seemed
much more sensible. The priestess might even be worth the time to get to know
better. She could probably offer her some insight into her current state of being.
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There was still quite a bit of confusion in her about it.
As for what ever Skander had planned, she could not really form an opinion
since she did not know what the plan was. That would become evident tomorrow.
No doubt she had a part to play in it, why would he otherwise have asked her to
join in the briefing about it?
Nala brushed her hair. It was starting to regain a deeper shade of green
once more. She took it as a good sign. Perhaps tomorrow would be a more
productive day that this one had been.
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Chapter 13

T

he chambers of Skander seemed small for the crowd that had
been gathered in it, especially due to the strained relations
between some of the people there. The three elves were there

along with Cheid. Nala had taken over a corner of the room for herself and tried
to stay out of the way of Nerduin. The young noble seemed to have the same
desire, though he did make some contempt filled glances at Nala. Clearly what
had happened the previous day had not phased him.
Nisoen did not seem overly concerned with what had happened nor did he
show any signs of increased interest towards Nala. He remained cool and distant
to her.
Ahnilr on the other hand fussed over to Nala the moment she saw her. She
was anxious to hear how Nala was doing and, after hearing that she was doing
well, a flood of questions was launched that left Nala feeling like a caged animal.
The priestess wanted to know everything; how it had felt, what she had heard,
learned, was there some divine wisdom she could offer her. The answers Nala
tried to provide were not very convincing.
Skander waited, hoping Gareth would make it to the meeting, but as time
went on it became obvious he would not. So he started the meeting and fully
exposed his plan. It was a simple plan that would hopefully draw out Derian, but
it involved a degree of risk for Nala that Skander was reluctant to shove on her
shoulders, but he saw no other choice.
Nala seemed unconcerned when she heard what was expected of her. She
knew the danger it would put her in, but it seemed like the best course of action.
What did bother her was the fact she'd need to put on some fancier clothes and
parade around in public while wearing them. She was most used to her plain
tunic and trousers.
Nerduin did not take kindly to the plan, mostly because he was sidelined
into playing practically no part in it. That seemed to suit everyone else just fine
and his objections were over ruled despite his high position. He fell into a silent
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sulk while the others honed the details of the plan.
By mid day all had been settled and the elven delegation departed shortly
after Ahnilr had taken a few measurements from Nala so proper clothing could be
arranged for her. Only Cheid, Skander and Nala remained in the wizard's
quarters.
“Well, that could have gone worse,” said Skander. He was clearly happy
with himself.
“Maybe for some,” muttered Nala.
“Come now, surely wearing a dress can not be that bad?” inquired Cheid.
“It's not the dress. It's that I have to wear it in public,” said Nala. She felt
uncomfortable enough just taking down the hood of her cloak. Now she'd have to
walk the streets in a dress that would expose much more of her than just the
colour of her hair.
“Well, you did agree to it,” reminded Cheid. Nala glared at him.
“Allright you two. Save the complaining for another time,” said Skander.
“Nala, I believe most will find you a delightful sight in a proper dress.”
“That's what I'm afraid of,” muttered the young elf under her breath.
“You need to attract attention,” continued Skander without acknowledging
her little words of rebellion. “The whole plan rests on that.”
“I know,” said Nala in a resigned voice.
Skander nodded in approval. “Now then, do you want to come with me this
evening so you can meet Gareth?” The question was directed at Nala.
“Better I meet him now than when I need to be killing people,” came a reply
from her.
“Indeed,” said Skander dryly.
The rest of the day went by quickly. Skander had his usual pile of papers to
go through and Cheid was delving deeper into the book he had spent the entire
yesterday on.
Nala found herself a quiet nook and settled down. She took out her swords,
closed her eyes and tried to make contact with her parents. It took much longer
than when she had been closer to home, but they came none the less.
“I'm sorry,” said Nala in her mind to her parents. “I've disappointed you.”
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“There is nothing to apologize for,” came the voice of her mother. The
disapproval she had sensed before was gone. “You did what you thought right.
You seem to have learned from it. In the end that is all anyone can do.”
Nala smiled a bit. Her mother was as always; easily forgiving, always
supporting.
“What do you think of this plan Skander has come up with?” asked Nala of
her parents spirits.
“It is risky,” came a reply in her fathers voice. “Yet it has a good chance of
working.”
“Your part is important,” came her mothers voice. “Take care in how you do
things.”
Satisfied that her parents approved of the plan Nala ventured on to other
matters. “Is Nerduin an exception or are the elves from the Great Forest all like
him?”
There was a moment of silence before her mother spoke. “Nerduin is a
noble and a member of the High Council. He is young. His success at such an age
has developed himself a personality that leaves much to be desired. Certainly
there are those who look down upon us Forest Guardians, but most will show us
proper respect and be courteous.”
“Do not let people like that get you down,” came the voice of her father. It
was a strained voice. The time for communication was running out. “The work we
did at the forest was important. It still is important and needed. Take pride in the
fact you were a part of it.”
“I will,” whispered Nala. She felt the throbbing headache closing in. “I wish
we could talk more,” she though to her parents.
“Take care. Be careful,” came the last words from her parents.
Nala let go of her swords and breathed in deeply. She rubbed her temples,
hoping to alleviate the headache that was coming over her. How she wished there
was more time to talk. She promised herself that if she ever returned home again
she would spend a lot more time conversing with her parents. There was still a lot
she could learn from them.
The though of home struck her. It seemed a long time ago that she had last
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thought about it. What would she do after matters had been settled with the
Blades? Would she return to the forest by herself? The thought seemed a distant
one to her. In honesty, she felt it more likely her life would end before she had to
worry about returning home. Perhaps not in this matter with the Blades, but she
was certain the goddess would have further plans for her. No rest for the chosen
ones of a god.
She sighed and leaned back against the wall. Before realizing it, she had
dozed off. Using the swords strained her and a bit of sleep helped her recover that
much quicker.
She woke to Skander shaking her by the shoulder.
“It's time we go,” said the old wizard.
Nala nodded. She stood up and stretched herself with almost an cat like
intensity. She fastened the swords around her waist and followed Skander out of
his quarters.
An elven face shimmered into view as soon as Nala stepped onto the
transport disc next to Skander. It had its gaze fixed on her with an expression of
adornment.
“The reception floor,” instructed Skander and the disc began to lower with
the usual small gust of wind.
You are better?
“Did you hear that?” asked Skander, looking around.
“Yes,” came a reply from Nala directed equally at both questions. She
sounded annoyed. “It's these elementals. They seem to have a thing about me.
They talk to me every time get onto one of these discs.”
Skander raised an eyebrow, “The elemental spirits talk to you?”
“Not by my own choice,” said Nala.
“What do they say?”
“It's mostly nonsense. I haven't been able to figure out much of anything of
their meaning.” Nala sounded somewhat frustrated.
You'll understand in time.
Skander frowned.
“See what I mean?” said Nala.
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“Most curious.” Skander seemed genuinely intrigued by the whole thing.
“They sometimes manifest a face to a select few, but talking?” He shook his head.
“That's something I haven't heard of.”
“What do you think it means?” asked Nala.
“I don't know,” admitted Skander. “We'll have to talk about it in more detail
once matters settle down.”







Nala found The Bull's Head to be a notch below the inn she was staying at,
but still a very respectable place. She could see the appeal of the place. There was
ample room to sit, places were kept clean and, judging by the smell, the food
wasn't that bad. There seemed to be a variety of drinks available as well.
Skander led her to a corner table and motioned for her to take a seat. He
sat opposite of her.
“Seems Gareth isn't here yet. We should get some drinks while we wait. My
treat.” The old wizard winked and called a waitress. He ordered a beer for himself
and some wine for Nala. As the order arrived and Nala took the first sip of the
wine, she found it to be of higher quality than she had expected. Maybe there was
more to the place than appearances let on.
The door opening caught her attention. In walked the largest man she had
ever seen. He looked to be nearly two feet taller than her and the sword strapped
to his back was close to her in length. Despite his size, the man looked friendly
and walked straight to the pair sitting at the table.
“About time,” said Skander as the large man sat at the head of the table.
Nala studied the sword the big man set resting against the wall next to her.
It was beyond her how anyone could lift the thing, let alone swing it around with
any sort of efficiency, but then she glimpsed at the man and realized that if there
was someone like that, she was looking at him right now.
“Dayr had a bug up his ass all day. Kept all of us training without breaks.
Guess he wanted to make up for the lost day,” replied the big man. His voice
reminded Nala of a distant thunder. The gaze of his brown eyes happened upon
her.
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“This the woman you were talking about yesterday?” asked Gareth of
Skander and tried to peer under Nala's hood. All he got glimpse of was a lock of
greenish hair. He could tell she was small. So small he found himself almost
afraid that if he touched her, he'd break something.
Skander glared at the big man, “Yes. She's here so she doesn't accidentally
stab you when the time comes.”
Gareth grinned, exposing his corner teeth. “I don't allow that until the third
time I meet a woman.”
“Who said you'd have any say in it?” The melody of her voice was all Gareth
needed to hear to know she was an elf. There was something very alluring in how
she pronounced the words of the common trade language.
Skander stepped in before Gareth could respond. “Lets talk about the plan
before you two start a fight.”
Gareth grunted and settled comfortably in his chair. Skander explained the
plan. Nala spent the time sipping her wine and observing the man who would
quite likely have her life in his hands over the next few days. Skander had
absolute trust in him and Nala did trust his judgement, but she could not help
but be slightly worried.
Gareth had few questions after the plan had been explained to him. He
though it was mad and he said as much, but Skander held firm that it would
work and the life he was putting in greatest risk would not be extinguished.
“I still think you're being a right old bastard putting her at risk like that,
but I'll do my best to keep her alive,” said Gareth firmly. He directed the hint of
anger in his words towards Skander. “Now if you'll only tell me how I'll tell her
apart from the other elves?”
Nala snorted and pulled out a lock of her hair from under her hood and
showed it to Gareth. “I'm not exactly inconspicuous. You'll know who's who.”
“I see your point,” conceded the big man.
“Is there anything else?” asked Skander.
“Don't think so. We'll see how things go tomorrow,” said Gareth.
Skander nodded.
“How about some beer?” suggested the big man. “Maybe more wine for the
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lady?” He smiled at Nala.
Skander looked to Nala to see what she thought. There was a slight nod.
“Why not?” he replied.
Gareth called for a waitress and the group moved on to talk of lighter
matters.







The dress Nala wore was more modest than she had feared, but it still
made her feel uncomfortable. It did not help that she was gathering a lot of looks
from the people she and her entourage passed by.
The dress was made of a fine green and white cloth. It felt smooth against
her skin, sliding along it with little effort, unlike the coarse tunic she usually
wore. It left her left shoulder exposed and wrapped around her chest almost like a
strangling snake. It continued on into a long skirt that left her ample room to
move. Despite not being used to wearing such clothes she found her movement
wasn't impeded that much by the hem of the skirt. Her two swords were still with
her, hanging from a thin belt that was prodded up only by the curve of her hips.
Ahnilr had spent the morning combing her hair. A few locks had been
braided so they lined her face while most of her thick, greenish hair flowed freely
down her back.
The whole attire was set up to highlight the best of her features.
Nerduin had certainly noticed her, but Nala was convinced the attention he
wished he was giving her was the kind she would, much to the young nobles
disappointment, meet with sword in hand. It was fortunate the young noble had
been left behind with Skander.
Nisoen seemed as indifferent as ever. He seemed more concerned with
playing out his part as Nala's personal guard than anything else. Ahnilr was
playing the part of her lady companion.
They were headed for the arena. That was where the ambassador of the
elves had visited and it was no doubt the place where she had unwittingly
become a target. It was the perfect place to make Nala's appearance as visible as
possible for the Blades operating in the city. The plan was for her to go in and
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feint interest in hiring a few gladiators for a private showing.
The arena was an impressive building even in Nala's eyes, though it was
diminished greatly by what went on inside. She had been told stories by Gareth
and she found the practice utterly barbaric.
She gathered herself and strutted in, trying to project an aura of confidence
before herself. The two elves followed her, doing their best to fit their roles.
A few questions to passers by and several dark corridors later they found
themselves faced with perhaps the most disgusting looking man they would ever
see. It was hard to believe he was the one responsible for all the gladiators and
renting them out. It was harder still to believe he was the leader of the Blades in
Ramyn. At least if Gareth was to be believed.
He squinted as he saw Nala. She could swear a momentary look of shock
passed his face, but it was gone too quickly for her to be certain.
“Greetings, fine lady,” said the man and bowed. Small bits of something fell
from his hair. Nala shuddered. She did not want to know what. “My name is
Dayr. I hear you're looking to hire a few gladiators for a private showing.”
“That is correct,” said Nala and forced a small smile. The circumstances
were making it difficult to be nice. “Four of your finest.”
Dayr raised an eyebrow. “Expensive.”
“Money isn't an issue,” replied Nala.
“You'll forgive me for being blunt, my lady, but that is a bold claim for
someone I don't know,” said Dayr in a voice with distinct distrust.
“My name is Nala Temera.” She motioned for Ahnilr, who came forward and
produced a heavy pouch from the folds of her dress. Gold coins jingled inside as
she passed it to Dayr. The man weighed the pouch in his hand. “And that is proof
of my claim.”
Reluctantly, Dayr nodded. “Indeed it is, my lady. May I ask what sort of an
event you are looking these gladiators for?”
“A welcoming party. I hear gladiators are quite popular in parties,” said
Nala in a voice that dripped of ignorance.
“Ah, yes, the nobility has found them quite entertaining,” replied Dayr.
“You are new to the city, then, my lady?”
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“Oh, yes. I'm the new elven ambassador to Ramyn. Arrived only a few days
ago.”
Dayr shook his head, feigning sorrow. “A shame what happened to your
predecessor, my lady. Truly.”
“You know anything about it?” asked Nala in an innocent voice. She
observed the filthy man closely.
“Me?” asked Dayr in a voice that seemed sincere in its surprise. “By the
gods, my lady, no decent human being would have anything to do with something
like that.”
“You did meet her,” stated Nala bluntly. That much she knew.
“Only under the same circumstances as I am meeting you, my lady,” came
a quick response from Dayr. Too quick. Nala eyed the filthy man with scorn.
“Shall we go see the gladiators? I have just the men suitable for your
party,” Dayr said and hobbled down a corridor to escapes Nala's eyes. The group
followed him into a large chamber with a sand floor. There was an assortment of
training aids there; straw men, wooden poles, heavy logs to build strength. Four
men were there training.
Nala immediately recognized Gareth, who was swinging that huge blade of
his with his upper body naked. He was even more impressive looking without his
tunic. The other three she did not know, but after observing their training for a
bit she had to admit they were skilled and Dayr had indeed brought her to four of
his finest.
The smallest of them swung his blades with such ease and speed that Nala
felt dizzy after watching him for a while. Facing such a man would be
troublesome. The dark skinned man and the monstrous man, who almost rivalled
Gareth in size, were exchanging blows with their blades, sending sparks flying.
Their technique seemed flawless and there was immense strength behind their
blows. Nala thought it unlikely she'd be able to parry a blow from either man.
All four of the men gave her and her companions looks. Gareth was the one
who made most of the glances. He seemed to direct them especially towards Nala.
She gave the man a small smile as a reward.
The looks from the other men were much less benign. They were a mix of
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apathy, hatred and hostility. It made Nala feel uncomfortable, but she bore
through it. Maintaining appearances was key now.
“Do you find them acceptable?” enquired Dayr after letting Nala and her
companions have a good look at the four men and their training.
“They should do,” admitted Nala. She found herself almost wishing the
party was real and she'd get to see all four men perform. Sadly, the show would
turn out to be real and much more personal.
“Excellent,” said Dayr in a voice dripping with honey. “When will you be
needing them?”
“When was it again?” asked Nala of her companions, feigning bad memory.
“In two days, my lady,” said Ahnilr.
“Right. Two days it is,” said Nala.
“That shouldn't be a problem,” said Dayr. “Where are they to come and
when?”
“Rosewood lane. Just before they light the street lamps,” instructed Nala.
“Nice neighbourhood, my lady.” The complement from Dayr seemed
genuine.
“It's passable,” conceded Nala and looked around absent mindedly. She
had visited the place just before they departed for the arena. It was located on the
southeast portion of the central island, on the same level as the arena was. It
was an area with many similar, high end buildings. It was an anomaly among the
much plainer areas of the island, brought about by the success of some
merchants of ancient times. A noble friend of Skander's owned the building and
had allowed them use of it in this plan. The garden had won Nala over. She had
wanted to stay there for an eternity.
“Is there anything else?” asked Nala in a strained voice. She wanted to get
away from the filthy man.
“I believe everything has been agreed on and the advance payment is done.
Allow me to show you and you companions out, my lady,” offered Dayr.
“No need,” said Nala quickly. “We can find our own way.”
“Very well, my lady,” said Dayr, sounding slightly disappointed.
Nala hurried down the corridors she remembered until she emerged outside
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the arena and faced the chatter of the central market. She breathed in deeply.
“Are you allright?” asked Ahnilr. She sounded concerned.
“I'm fine,” replied Nala. “Staying close to the stench of that man for so long
was a strain. Fresh air helps.”
“We'd smell better if we had rolled in a pig pen,” muttered Nisoen. Dayr had
been enough to unsettle even the experienced soldier that he was.
Nala laughed. It was a genuine laugh that rang as cleanly as a brass bell.
“We should hurry. Skander is waiting for us at the house,” said Nisoen.
“Do you think we made a good enough appearance?” asked Nala in a
slightly worried voice as they walked through the streets.
“We can only hope,” replied Nisoen.







Dayr was busy picking out scraps of food from his hair. How the bits of
food ended up there would have baffled anyone looking to find out, but few would
find appeal in such an venture. Dayr never stopped to wonder. He had other
things in mind than personal hygiene. In the solitude of his chambers that
rivalled its denizen in disgust, Dayr pondered the happenings of that day in the
dim light of a candle.
The appearance of the green haired witch would complicate things. Anyone
who had even a modicum of knowledge of the struggle between Deremoth and
Loriel would have recognized her for what she was. A Guardian Spirit. She was
certain to throw rocks at their plans. He had already feared the worst when the
little bitch had strutted into the arena, but after talking to her for a bit Dayr had
become convinced she did not know she was talking to the very enemy she was
looking for. She was still grasping at empty air, hoping to catch something.
“We need to kill her,” muttered Dayr to himself. “Do her like that other elf.”
“Kill who?” came a voice from behind him.
Dayr spun around and squinted into the darkness. He saw the outlines of a
robe wearing figure.
“Who's there?” he demanded and inched his hand towards the dagger he
had on his belt.
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“I'm disappointed, Dayr,” said the amused voice. “I'd have expected you to
remember me.” The figure stepped into the light and pulled down his hood.
Derian!
Dayr grew pale and fumbled down to his knees. “Forgive me! I was deep in
thought and did not realize..”
Derian waved his hand dismissively to silence him. He looked around with
an expression of disgust. He wondered how Dayr was still alive and not dead from
the many diseases that no doubt permeated the filthy room.
“Who do we need to kill?” asked Derian.
Dayr licked his lips. Nervously, he said, “Um..my lord..a Guardian Spirit
has appeared.”
Derian snapped his attention to the grovelling pile of filth before him. “Are
you certain?” he demanded passionately.
“I talked to her myself..I saw her. I have no doubt, my lord.” Dayr managed
to steady his voice and sound convincing.
“Tell me about her,” demanded Derian with a passion in his voice that
could have bent steel.
Dayr did his best to describe Nala and managed to do an admirable job of
it. Enough so that Derian felt an uncomfortable familiarity with what he was
being told. “Did she give you her name?” he demanded.
“She introduced herself as Nala Temera,” replied Dayr.
“Temera? Are you certain?” The way Derian asked the question made it
abundantly clear this was important.
“Absolutely.” replied Dayr steadily.
Derian paced around the room. So the young elf had survived and become
something more. The pieces began to fall in place in his mind. Her appearance
was the likely explanation to how two members of the Blades were found dead in
Cerena. This time she would be dealt with properly.
“You are right. She must be dealt with. Harshly and quickly.” Derian
stopped and turned his attention to Dayr once again. “Do you know where she
is?”
“She was looking to hire a few gladiators for a party so she willingly gave
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me the address where she will be in two nights. Still, I had her followed just to
see what she does.”
“Good. Good.” Derian started to pace around again. “Despite your other
deficiencies, you have always been an efficient man, Dayr. It is why I chose you to
run things in Ramyn. You can think and you're careful.”
“Thank you, my lord.” There was genuine emotion in Dayr's voice. Hearing
such praise from his master was a rare treat and probably the only time anyone
said anything nice to him.
“How many trustworthy men do you have?” asked Derian.
“There are four who are highly skilled and resilient,” replied Dayr. “One of
them just joined, but I'd trust him to do what is needed. There's a dozen others
who might be suitable..”
“How many people around the Guardian Spirit?” demanded Derian.
“Only two when I saw her, but there could be more,” replied Dayr
hesitantly. “I'd wait for the report from my man,” he dared to suggest.
Derian nodded. “Yes, we must not be hasty. We must plan this well.” He
seemed to remember his original reason for being there. “What of our other plan?”
“It is ready to go. We have only been waiting for your arrival,” replied Dayr
with pride in his voice.
“Excellent.” Derian seemed to beam with excitement. He even giggled,
almost like a child discovering the joy of jumping into puddles of water. “If all
goes to plan, we will sweep away our greatest obstacles in one fell swoop.”
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Chapter 14

I

t took the better part of the next day to have everything set up for the
following evenings party. Skander spent hours laying down spells to
strengthen the walls of the building and creating the illusions to

produce the sounds of a party so their guests wouldn't be suspicious of the
silence.
Their guests would be met by Nala and Cheid along with the two more
sensible elves. Nerduin had been relegated to staying out of the way. No one
bothered to pretend for him any more. He had throw a fit about his small part,
but had been told in no uncertain terms that he could not be trusted and that he
would be a danger to the success of the mission. Ahnilr and Nisoen did their best
to remained on amicable terms with the young noble, but even their patience was
being tested by him. Only reason the two even talked to him was the fact he was
a member of the High Council.
The priestess and Nisoen would greet their visitors and show them to the
garden. Nala and Cheid would be there waiting. They'd spent the better part of
the day finding the good hiding places and planning out what to do if someone
went that way or the other.
Satisfied that they were as ready as they could be, they turned in for the
night and looked forward to the next evening with anxiety.







Gareth had a bad feeling. Something was going on. Despite being allowed to
join the Blades it seemed not everything was yet trusted to him. It seemed there
were a great many things like that tonight.
Dayr had talked long with Monster Dunn and the others. He had been
excluded from the talks. From how the others were acting after the talk it was
clear something big had been announced. They were excited.
Gareth tried to pry information out of them, but he was stone walled every
time and reminded to get ready for tonight. The private showing was an important
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one and everything had to be perfect. Gareth had his doubts, but since no one
was talking, getting ready was one of the few things he could do. All he had were
his own doubts so he could not send any warning to the others. What would they
have thought of him? They'd have said his nerves were failing him.







Nala had settled in the garden of the villa they had been given to use. High
walls surrounded the garden, though the buildings nearby that were several
stories high still had a view into it. It was one of the downsides of having such an
area in the layer of the city where buildings rose so high. The layer above afforded
much more privacy.
The villa itself was made of white painted stone and red tiles for roofing. It
stood out from the usual grey stone buildings. It had several bedrooms, a salon, a
library – everything any well off individual would look for in a house. The perfect
place for a supposed elven ambassador to reside in.
It also had the advantage of confining the targets of the evening into an
area that would be hard to get away from. Climbing the walls would be a tall
order and the only other exit was through the house itself.
The garden itself was an oasis of flowerbeds, well tended trees and bushes
and green grass. Small gravel laden pathways crossed through it and there were
several benches along the way to allow for a quiet rest. It was one of those
benches that Nala was sitting on when Cheid walked up to her.
“Nervous?” he asked.
Nala looked up at the young man. He was dressed in practical clothes,
nothing fancy. She herself was similarly dressed with her usual cloak, tunic and
swords around her waist. There would be no dresses tonight.
“A bit,” she found herself admitting. “I suppose that's how things are before
any major event.”
“It'll be fine,” said Cheid. “There are only three of them.”
“I'd like to think that, but you did not see them practice,” replied Nala with
concern in her voice. “These men should not be taken lightly.”
“They may be skilled with their blades, but they have no magic to support
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them while we have you, a priestess and myself,” countered Cheid with
confidence in his voice.
Nala was not certain how much use Ahnilr would be in a fight, but at the
very least she would be able to help if anyone got wounded. Nisoen would no
doubt be a great help in close combat as would Gareth. She had not seen Cheid
demonstrate any of his powers, but Skander seemed to think highly of the young
man so she was inclined to think he would not be completely useless.
“I hope you're right,” said Nala. “I also hope your masters plan doesn't have
flaws in it.”
“It's a simple plan. Not much that can go wrong with it,” replied Cheid. He
shifted some gravel with his feet. Standing still did not seem to suit him today.
“Unless our enemies have a few surprises up their sleeve,” said Nala.
“Are you always this negative?” asked Cheid.
Nala glared at the young man. He just smiled back.
“Everyone here already?” she asked instead of replying to Cheid's question.
The man nodded. “They just arrived. And they managed to keep Nerduin
away.”
A wry smile appeared on Nala's face. “The toughest fight of the evening has
already been won.”
Cheid chuckled. “How anyone can turn out like that little bastard is beyond
me. He has no common sense and his behaviour is worse than a common
peasants.”
“When you grow up in an environment where no one tells you you are
wrong it is easy to become cocky and ignorant,” replied Nala. She was slightly
surprised to hear herself defend the young noble.
“I suppose so,” said Cheid, but the doubt was clear in his voice. “Doesn't
change the fact he's a bastard.”
Nala giggled. “No. No it doesn't.”
Cheid liked to see a smile on the young elf's face or any indication of joy or
happiness. She was a price worthy to fight over to see in those moments.
“Getting to be about that time,” noted Nala. Cheid looked around. He had
not realized it was already getting dark. The lamp lighters would soon be on the
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streets.
“Seems so. You ready?” asked Cheid.
“Ready as I'll be,” came a reply from Nala as she stood up from the bench
and stretched herself.
The two took their places as the darkness grew deeper. Nala had chosen a
thick tree behind which to hide. Cheid had chosen a thick bush for himself. Both
places were close to the entrance and allowed them to move in fast. Neither of
them would be easy to spot in the dimly lit garden.
Cheid activated the spells Skander had laid out. Lights flared up,
illuminating enough of the garden to give the impression of a party to the outside,
but leaving enough shadows for the two to hide in. A quartet of strings began
playing the favoured music in Ramyn and an additional spell brought about the
buzz of voices any party would have.
They waited. Nala grew more nervous as time went by. What if they didn't
show up at all? But her fears were unfounded. They did show up and right on
time.
They heard the voices come from the house. They could make out Ahnilr
and her greeting. It wasn't long before the quests appeared from the house. There
were four of them instead of the three they had expected in addition to Gareth. It
seemed Dayr had come along to ensure his men performed as agreed upon.
“So, where's the party?” asked the dark skinned man of the group. The rest
looked around nervously. Clearly, things were not as had been agreed upon. The
sounds were there, but no party goer was to be seen.
“What's the meaning of this?” demanded Dayr from Ahnilr and Nisoen.
Ahnilr was dressed in a practical, yet impressive looking set of clothes. Nisoen
had his combat gear on. He was playing the part of a guard after all.
“A change in plans,” said Nala as she stepped into view from behind the
tree with swords in hand.
The men went for their weapons. Nala noted that Gareth also took a step
away from them all to give himself more room to work with.
“What do you mean?” demanded Dayr once more. He sounded vexed.
“We know who you are and what you've done,” replied Nala. “We know
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you're the core group of the Blades operating in Ramyn. We know you killed the
elven ambassador.”
“Well, that is fortunate, because we know all about you as well,” came a
voice from the darkness behind Nala. It was a voice she would know anywhere, a
voice she would never forget. She spun around to face the black robed figure that
had appeared on the gravel laden pathway.
“Derian,” muttered Nala with a voice teeming with hatred. How had he
gotten in?
“Nala Temera,” said Derian. The man sounded amused. “I must admit, I did
not expect to see you again. It seems killing you inside an Elf Tree was a mistake.
We should have dragged you outside and played with you some more.”
“You missed your chance. This time it will be you who dies,” said Nala in a
voice that left no doubt she would do all she could to make the threat come true.
Derian laughed and shook his head. “Such drama. Such arrogant
confidence when you have no idea of the horror you are facing.”
Nala glanced back at the gladiators. They had amused grins on their faces
and they were toying with their weapons as if they had no care in the world. Even
Dayr had pulled a rusty little dagger from somewhere. She noted Cheid was still
in his hideout and seemed ready to give support where it was needed.
She shrugged her shoulders and turned back to face Derian. “Have we
talked enough?”
Derian grinned. “It's almost a shame you are what you are. I like your
straightforward attitude.”
“I'm perfectly happy the way I am,” said Nala and lunged towards Derian,
weapons drawn.
The whole garden exploded into action. Gareth swung his large blade and
swatted Dayr with the flat of it. The filthy man stumbled back several feet before
crashing against the building. He hit the back of his head against the stone and
slumped down unconscious.
“What the hell, Gareth?” demanded Monster Dunn. Obsidian and Carrigan
were too busy dealing with Nisoen and Ahnilr to notice what he had done. The
elves were holding their own and Gareth was impressed at how well the priestess
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held up against Obsidian with her sickles. Where she had hidden them was
beyond him.
“Not much to tell really, Dunn. Put up your blade or I'll cleave you in half
right where you stand,” said Gareth in a calm voice.
“So, that's the way things go, eh?” said Dunn and took a stance with his
sword. “A shame. You were such a lousy card player. Now I'll have no one to
make easy money off of.”
Gareth shrugged his shoulders. “I lost on purpose.” He delivered a blow to
Dunn that had the big man grimacing at the force with which it hit his sword and
rattled the bones in his arms. Sparks flew as the two men exchanged blows, the
sound of their metals meeting mixed in with the others. The spell generated
sounds of the party were drowned out by metal meeting metal.
At first Cheid had trouble deciding where to throw in his weight, but seeing
Dayr flung into the wall, he ensured he would stay down with a small spell that
bound his hands and feet. With that taken care of, he turned his attention to
Derian and Nala. Capturing the leaders would be the most logical and important
goal.
Derian was putting up a good fight against Nala. His sword was there to
meet any blow Nala was trying to land. Being the observer, Cheid was the first to
notice there was more going on than a mere sword fight. It was a distraction and
slowed down any prayers or spells the two might cast, but Derian was certainly
making an effort at it. Black strands of energy were slowly creeping out of his
sleeves and up his arms. In the dim light the torches provided it was difficult to
notice.
Nala pressed on, unaware of the increased danger she was facing. She was
not completely surprised though when the first strand of darkness lashed out at
her. It glanced her shoulder, tearing away a piece of her clothing and leaving
behind a sore spot where it had struck. She was certain it would have been an
open wound were it not for the blessings Loriel had bestowed upon her.
Cheid saw what happened and began an immediate counter spell. Similar
strands appeared from under his sleeves and once the spell was complete, they
lashed out at Derian. There was an electric crackle in the air as the strand
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became entwined and struggled together. Derian jumped back and cut his ties to
the strands of energy. He looked to the bushes where Cheid was.
“So there was one more of you,” he said. A grin appeared on his face. “Time
to take you seriously then.” He spoke a single command and something
shimmered into view beside him.
It stopped Nala in her tracks. Her reaction to it stemmed deeper down than
the mere appearance of the creature. A floating skeleton torso, blue glowing eye
sockets, tattered remains of clothes around it, was certainly enough to startle
anyone and cause fear, but there was more to the creature than that. To Nala,
the very presence of the creature felt wrong, as if an affront to everything that
was good in the world. It sickened her.
She heard the startled yelp of Ahnilr behind her. She glanced back to see
the priestess. She had fallen to her knees and was visibly trembling at the sight of
the creature. The priestess was barely aware enough to dodge the next blow the
dark skinned man called Obsidian made at her. Nala turned her attention back to
the creature only to find it floating right in front of herself. Next thing she knew,
she was flying through the air. She crashed into the building behind her. Dazed,
she shook her head and tried to get up with a grunt of pain.
Gareth had just sunken his blade into Monster Dunn's shoulder and down
towards his chest when Nala flew through the air, barely missing him.
“You piece of shit,” huffed Dunn with his few remaining breaths. “You won't
live much longer.” Blood trickled from his mouth. There would be no tomorrow for
him. Gareth kicked the big man from his sword. He had not gone through the
battle unscathed. There were several cuts in his clothes and dried blood stained
large portions of it.
“We'll see about that,” muttered Gareth and surveyed the situation. Nala
was quickly getting on her feet with a determined expression on her face. She did
not seem to want or need any help.
Nisoen and Ahnilr seemed to be in much greater trouble. The gladiators
had worn them down and hits were beginning to land. Especially the priestess
seemed to be in need of help since the skeleton figure had appeared. What ever it
was, it had gotten her in a bad spot. Gareth didn't really care what the
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monstrosity was, but it did not seem like anything he'd be able to deal with. The
priestess, however, might be able to.
Gareth stuck his sword in and caught the next blow Obsidian directed at
the priestess.
“I'll take care of this,” said Gareth to the priestess and moved in to stand
between her and the dark skinned man. “You see if you can do anything about
that..thing.”
“I will,” replied the priestess with a shaky voice and carefully made her way
away from the fight.
“So, Dunn bit the dust, eh?” asked Obsidian.
“Yup,” replied Gareth in an expressionless voice.
Obsidian spat on the ground. “He was never much good to begin with.”
The exchange of blows continued. The sound of metal hitting metal was
however overshadowed by the booms and lights that the fight of magical powers
produced.
Cheid had thrown many of his best spells at the floating skeleton, but they
seemed to have little effect. His own protections were barely holding up against
the onslaught the creature had released against him. The bush he had been
hiding in was on fire along with several other spots in the garden. The young
wizard grimaced. The fight was not looking good now.
Further concern was the fact Derian had withdrawn from the battle. Where
he had gone, Cheid could not tell, because he was kept busy by the creature he
had summoned.
The creature shrieked in its bone chilling voice and prepared for another
attack at Cheid, but this time it was distracted when tree branches and wines
wrapped around it, constraining its movement. Nala was back in the fight.
Having used her powers to immobilize the monstrosity, she lunged in with
swords in hand, trying to cut the creature and finish the battle. She found it an
impossible task. Her swords met its bones with the same sound as they would a
steel blade. All she accomplished was making the monstrosity angrier. It tore the
branches and wines that it was tangled in and swatted at Nala. She took a
glancing blow to her shoulder that spun her around and threw her to the ground.
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She thanked the goddess the wind had not been knocked out of her.
It lunged at Nala while she was getting up, only to be thrown off course by
a blow of energy Cheid sent its way. It shrieked again in frustration, but seemed
largely unhurt by it. By the time the monstrosity regained its bearings, Nala was
already on her feet and moving away from it. It chased after her only to be
stopped by a bright field of energy.
Ahnilr had gotten away from the thick of the fighting and had had time to
pray to her goddess. She knew what it was that they were facing. She had read
about them in the books of the main temple. Deremoth had used them before to
great effect and the records had indicated that there were few ways to deal with
them. Never did she think she would be facing one such creature. She could only
hope she was strong enough and in the goddesses favour so she could complete
the necessary incantations to dispose of the creature.
The energy field shimmered as the floating skeleton slammed against it
time and time again, but it could not break through it. The field had wrapped
around it before it could escape and it was now neatly imprisoned. The creature
wailed in protests and continued its assault against the field.
Nala jogged next to Ahnilr to ensure her safety.
“Can you kill it?” asked Nala of the priestess.
“I'll need your help,” said Ahnilr in reply. “Lend me your powers.” She
began chanting and praying for the goddesses favour. Nala concentrated and
gathered what powers she could and gave them to the priestess to use. The
goddess responded to the priestess and gave her words the strength they needed.
Combined with Nala's powers, it was enough.
The shimmering field closed in on the creature and began to press it from
all sides. It shrieked again and attempted to escape, but there was nothing it
could do. The field continued to subtract. Bones snapped. Ever smaller bits of
bones snapped until the field was no larger than a pearl. Ahnilr let the field fade
away.
There was an audible pop and an explosion of power that knocked down
Nala, Cheid and Ahnilr, but left those further away standing, baffled at what had
just happened.
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The scream of pain that Nisoen let out woke everyone up. Derian had
appeared again, behind the battle weary elf and had sunken his blade in his side.
It seemed they had had enough. Carrigan left the fight and grabbed the still
unconscious Dayr and dragged him along.
Obsidian was still fully engaged with Gareth, but Derian had a final trick
up his sleeve. He launched a ball of fire towards the two. It forced them to part
ways and allowed Obsidian to run after Carrigan and help him with Dayr.
Gareth, Nala and the rest were forced to duck and cover as the ball of fire
exploded and engulfed much of the garden. It charred clothes and hair, but left
everyone otherwise unharmed.
“That didn't go as planned,” said Cheid as he emerged from behind the
charred remains of his hiding place. Smoke rose from his clothes and he swatted
a few small flames with his hand. The garden had turned quite as the fire had
erased the illusion spells.
“No, no it did not,” said Nala grimly. She was tired and could barely stand
up. She had bruises all over and pain was starting to surface in places she had
not noticed before. Giving so much of her power to the priestess had taken a toll.
Ahnilr had rushed to Nisoen to tend to his wounds as best she could even though
she looked as worn out as Nala did. As Nala looked around, it was clear everyone
was near their limit. She feared the night might not yet be over.







Skander was having difficulty focusing on the papers in front of him. He
hoped the plan was going well and that everyone he had involved was safe. It was
unfortunate that he could not be there with them, but even at times like this
there were duties he could not put aside.
Besides, Cheid was with them. Despite what Skander might show to the
outside world at times, he had immense trust in the youngster and his abilities.
He knew the young wizard had enough skill and power to be a balance breaker in
any fight.
A knock on the door broke his train of though. “Yes, come in!” he shouted
impatiently.
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The door opened and a young apprentice stepped in. He was unremarkable
in almost every way; average height, average weight, brown hair, forgettable face,
brown eyes.
Skander scowled at him. Something did not feel right. “What is it?”
“Master, I have come to you with an question,” said the apprentice. He had
a pleasant voice, though not pleasant enough that you'd remember it a few hours
later.
“I don't have time for questions now. You should come back later,” replied
Skander impatiently and waved his hand dismissively.
“It won't take long,” said the apprentice calmly.
“Ask away then,” said Skander with a resigned sigh. It seemed answering
the question would be quicker than talking the apprentice into leaving.
“Where's the Sun Blade?” asked the apprentice.
“What?” spurted out Skander.
“You heard me, old timer. Where is the Sun Blade?” demanded the
apprentice. His voice had turned from calm to intense.
“Who are you?” demanded Skander from the insolent youngster.
The man chuckled. “That's not important. What's important is the answer
to my question.”
Skander's eyes narrowed. “What makes you think I would know where this
– what did you call it? Sun Blade? – is?”
“Don't play ignorant with me!” shouted the youngster. “I know Ameter
Temera gave you the blade.”
“I see,” said Skander calmly. “You're a member of the Blades.”
The apprentice smirked. “So I am. Now you know I am serious. So, tell me,
where is the blade and you might yet live.”
“Awfully confident for a mere apprentice, aren't you?”
“I've managed to avoid all your probes into finding whether anyone in the
towers was a member of the Blades. You are getting old and weak,” said the
apprentice. There was an aura of abundant confidence around him that Skander
found troubling. There was more to this than met the eye.
“Why should I tell you anything when I know I can crush you like a bug?”
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asked Skander calmly.
The youngsters face turned red with anger. “You may think so. If you do
not tell where it is, I will kill you and tear through these rooms. I know it's here
somewhere. Everywhere else has been looked through.”
Skander leaned forward on the desk. Underneath his hands were busy
drawing a symbol that would release a spell that was stored in the desk. “You
might as well get started since I am not going to talk.”
“You disappoint me,” said the apprentice with a voice filled with contempt.
Skander could sense the magic gathering around the robed figure. He finished
the symbol he had been drawing and released the spell.
The two dragons carved into the front of his desk began to move. They
jumped out from the wood and flew straight for the apprentice. His eyes widened
and he whimpered a command while raising his hand to protect himself. He
managed to thwart the first hand sized dragon with his hand, though the dragon
did clam its jaws firmly into it. The second dragon flew straight for his throat and
reached its target. Blood spewed from the torn flesh and the apprentice slumped
down, gurgling his own blood.
Skander stood up and shook his head. “Fool,” he muttered and began to
move from behind his desk to inspect the still twitching body. He stopped when
something shimmered to view on either side of the youngsters remains. Skander's
blood froze when he realized what he was facing.
Blood Reavers!
They were stuff of legends. The ultimate blessing passed from Deremoth to
his most loyal followers. Relentless, merciless and cruel, these monstrosities
rivalled in strength with the greatest of dragons. They had magic at their
disposal, intellect to rely on and toughness to thwart any sword looking to cut
their bones. Even one would have been a tall order to deal with, but two, that
seemed like certain death.
Skander eyed the two floating skeleton torsos and the cold fires that
burned in their eye sockets. The young apprentice could not have summoned
these. They had already been there, sent by someone else. Someone much, much
more powerful. They had only been a moment too late to save the young fool.
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He needed to act fast and Skander knew it. The Reavers had already turned
their gaze at him. The monstrosities dashed at him just as he pulled up a
protective shielding. The creatures bounced back and wailed in anger. Their
screams echoed into the corridor of the tower, startling the apprentices
wandering the dark halls and waking those who had fallen asleep.
The shield would not hold for long, but it would buy him some time to
think. What could he do? Taking out one of these would have been doable, but
two posed a problem. He could not fight them at the same time. The other would
make use of his distraction with the other one and land a killing blow in a matter
of minutes.
All or nothing.
It wasn't much of a plan, but it was the best Skander could come up with
in the situation he was in. The window behind him offered an escape route, albeit
it could just as easily turn into a long fall to certain death.
The Reavers had began bombarding Skander's shield with their own magic.
Flashes of blue and red illuminated the room. Some of the books lining the walls
caught fire and carpets began to smoulder.
Skander focused and gathered all the magic he could muster while
maintaining the shield. Sweat rolled down his forehead from the effort. As the
power flowed into him and around him he felt like he was swelling up, ready to
burst at the slightest touch. He moulded the raw power into a spherical shape
and tossed it between the two monstrosities.
The orb began to swell. The monstrosities wailed and ceased their attack.
Skander's eyes widened as he realized what was happening. One of the Reavers
was feeding the orb with its own magic while the other was strengthening its own
protections. He had not anticipated that. The explosion would be too much for his
protections.
“Clever bastards,” muttered Skander and started to run for the window, but
it was too late. The blast of energy threw him through the window and lit his
clothes on fire. Barely conscious, wind roaring in his ears, Skander looked up at
what had been his quarters.
The top of the tower blazed in blue fire. The roof had been blown away and
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he could swear the entire tower was still shaking. A figure engulfed in blue fire
sprang from top of the tower and flew towards the central island. It shrieked in
pain. Darkness took over his vision. In the darkness his burning clothes made
him look like a piece of ember falling towards the river below.







The small group hobbled through the streets of Ramyn. Their clothes were
torn and more than one had wounds that bled. They had tried to bandage the
worst ones with strips torn from their clothing, but the smaller wounds were still
left open.
Nisoen was the worst off. Gareth had to support him so he could wobble
on. The big man himself had several cuts that were already healing. His clothes
were in tatters. Those would not mend themselves.
Nala had her swords in hand. She was shaken, but over all she had
escaped with scrapes and bruises. No one had expected the plan to turn out how
it did. They were lucky to be alive.
Ahnilr stumbled along beside Nala. The priestess looked pale. The
encounter had taken a lot out of her, but she had saved the entire group. If not
for her, the Blood Reaver would surely have torn them all to pieces.
“Not much further,” encouraged Nala the group. She received a mix of
grunts and silence as a response.
“Damn that Skander,” grunted Gareth. “Last time I'll take a job from him.”
“Last time I'll agree to a plan by him that leaves him safe in his tower,” said
Nala. She was bitter. Had Skander been there they would now have Derian and
this entire matter would have been settled.
The group hobbled on in the dimly lit streets. Few people were around and
those that were quickly gave way for them. They must have looked as if though
they'd come straight for a slaughtering field.
They made it to the bridge that led to the Towers. Cheid convinced the
guards they were there on Skander's business and they finally let them pass.
They were halfway across the bridge when the top of the tower exploded into blue
flame.
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The entire tower along with the bridge shook, throwing the already weak
footed group on the ground. It took them a moment to gain their bearings once
more.
“No,” muttered a stunned Cheid as he looked up. “It can't be..”
“What's that?” asked Gareth and pointed at a small speck of light that was
falling from high on up.
Nala squinted her eyes. Her keen eyes made out the familiar figure even in
the darkness. She swallowed. “It's Skander,” she said and jumped onto the bridge
railing.
“What?” demanded Cheid in a loud voice and peered up at the speck that
was quickly closing in.
“Shush! Don't distract me,” said Nala without looking back. She closed her
eyes and focused, trying to gather what little power she had left. She could only
hope she'd make it in time. But nothing came to her. She had nothing left to give.
Dammit, I need something. I need help, thought Nala to herself.
We are here.
It was but a whisper in the small gust of wind that flapped her cloak, but
the power that gathered for her to use was real and tangible. She had recognized
the voice, but now was not the time to wonder. She moulded what she had been
given and directed it towards the water below.
In the darkness it was hard to see, but a large, watery hand rose from the
river to catch the small speck of light. Gently, it embraced the figure and carried
it to the bridge. It released its catch in front of the group.
Nala swayed on the railing. She'd have fallen had Gareth not caught her
and gently lowered her onto the bridge, next to Skander. She looked dazed, barely
conscious.
The old wizard looked horrible. His beard and hair were charred, his
clothes and skin were badly burned. Ahnilr knelt beside him and began her work.
A worried looking Cheid loomed behind her.
“How is he?” demanded the worried apprentice.
“He is alive. Barely,” replied Ahnilr. “I'm too weak to help him much. I can
keep him alive for a while, but we need more than that if we want him to remain
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that way for longer than an hour or two. We need to move him to a safe place.”
“What ever he fought, it might come back,” said Gareth as he looked
around concerned. The group had hear the shrieks echoing above. Guards were
rushing towards them from the bridge and apprentices were rushing towards
them from the tower.
“The tower is still probably the safest place we can take him,” said Cheid.
“We can use my quarters.”
Ahnilr nodded and continued her work until a group of guards and student
arrived to surround the group. Cheid took charge of the situation and soon
Skander was carried to the tower on a makeshift stretcher. Gareth hobbled on
behind the group, carrying a limp Nala under one arm and supporting Nisoen
with the other.
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Chapter 15

C

heid looked around dismayed at the former quarters of his
masters. The roof was gone, so were much of the walls and
furniture. Charred pages from burned books fluttered around in

the unconstrained wind that blew to the now open top of the tower. In some
places the intensity of the magical fire had melted even the stone. It was hard to
imagine anything would have survived it – the charred skeleton of someone who
Cheid hoped was no one of importance was evidence of that – but Skander had
along with one of the creatures he had fought.
It was difficult to tell where everything had been, but after a bit of
searching and thinking, Cheid found the place where Skander's desk had been.
There was nothing but a large pile of ash left and a few bits of charred wood.
Cheid shifted through the ashes. He hoped for the best. If the creature had taken
the sword then matters were much, much worse than they seemed to be now.
It took him a while to shift through most of the ash. He was beginning to
lose hope, but then his hand happened upon what felt like the hilt of a sword. He
grabbed it and pulled it out. He recognized the sun shaped pommel and a wave of
relief rushed through him, but that was a short lived joy. As more of the sword
was revealed from under the ash his heart sank. Much of the blade itself had
melted away or been distorted. The Sun Blade was ruined.
Cheid cursed. What would this mean for the seal around Deremoth? Was it
broken already? Was it only slowly weakening because they key had been
broken? He hoped Skander would come to. He was one of the few who could
answer the questions swirling around the young man's mind.
He rescued the remains of the sword from the ash pile. Maybe it could
somehow be repaired and the spell binding Deremoth mended. Cheid had to
admit it was a slim hope, but what else could he tell himself? That all was lost?
That was the sort of talk that would certainly lead to things going from bad to
worse quickly.
He sighed, wrapped the remains of the sword in a piece of leather skin he
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had brought with him and started towards the opening for the transport disc. He
dreaded having to tell Nala that the sword was ruined. She would not take it well
and he doubted the other elves would either. To them it would be as if someone
had opened the gates to their worst nightmares. The fact that each one of them
was still hurting from last evening would do little to dampen the blow.
It was a small miracle the shaft for the transport discs had escaped the
destruction with little to no damage. The disc floated up just as it used to.
Despite there being no roof the elemental spirit tied to the disc was unlikely to
escape.
Cheid stepped onto the disc and instructed it to take him to the dormitory
level where his quarters were located. The entire tower was still abuzz over the
events of the previous night. The fact the master of the tower seemed ready to
croak at any time was enough to have started some wild rumours, but add the
blown out top of the tower to that and some of the rumours were wild indeed.
The disc came to a halt and Cheid stepped off of it and started towards his
quarters. It was a short walk down the corridor. A group of students were
huddled near his door, whispering amongst themselves. Cheid spotted even one
professor there. He did his best to ignore the group. They fell silent and watched
as he passed by. In his mind Cheid was happy he didn't have to face questions
from them. There had been plenty of those already with many being of a nature
he did not feel comfortable answering.
Cheid let out a sigh of relief as he closed the door to his quarters behind
him. It wasn't much of an room and it seemed cramped with all the people
already there. There was room for a bed and a desk, but not much else. Now
there were several priests in there working on Skander.
Nala was standing by the bed. She looked tired and Cheid couldn't really
fault her for that. She had exerted herself quite a bit yesterday. Though compared
to Ahnilr, Nala looked positively energetic. The priestess had had very little rest
during the night, but still she continued working on Skander along with the other
priests. Gareth stood next to Nala and looked grim. He alone would have made
the room seem small, but now he just ensured the cramped feeling turned into
one of being squashed.
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“How was it?” demanded Nala from Cheid. She sounded impatient.
“Not much left up there,” replied Cheid and made an look at the priests.
Not everything could be discussed in front of them. Nala got the hint and did not
ask further.
“How's he doing?” asked Cheid in return.
“Better,” came a reply from Ahnilr who stepped away from the bed and
slumped into the chair by Cheid's desk. The other priests similarly removed
themselves from the bed and Nala herded them out. There wasn't room for them
to rest in the room anyway.
“I think he'll make it,” said a tired Ahnilr.
Cheid looked at his master. He still looked horrible with burnt skin and
charred hair, but he could see the slight improvements the priests had managed.
A wave of relief washed over the young apprentice. Not everything was lost.
“So, did you find it?” demanded Nala now that the room was void of ears
that should not hear everything.
“I did,” replied Cheid in a grim tone. He unwrapped the piece of leather to
reveal the broken sword. The amount of cursing that came from Nala would have
made a sailor blush and Cheid had trouble believing she knew so many
underhanded words. Even Gareth looked at her a bit uncomfortably.
“Can it be fixed?” asked Nala after calming down a bit.
Cheid shook his head. “I don't know. I can't do it, that I know, but whether
anyone can? I just don't know.”
“Is Deremoth free already?” asked Ahnilr.
“Again, I don't know.” It frustrated Cheid that he could be of so little help.
“Skander might know, but when will he wake up?”
“It's impossible to say,” admitted Ahnilr somewhat reluctantly. “He was
gravely injured. It's a small miracle he's even alive. The effects of healing can be
unpredictable. Some might make it and be up in a few days, some might not
make it at all.”
“Maybe some in the elven kingdom might know?” offered Nala.
Ahnilr rubbed her temples. “Certainly. Getting word to them though would
take days and by then it might be too late, depending on what the situation
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actually is.”
“We simply know too little,” said Cheid.
“What about the other tower masters?” asked Gareth. “Surely they must
know something.”
Cheid shook his head. “Three of the Masters are not in Ramyn right now.
The master of the Air tower is, but he is barely two decades older than me. I'd be
surprised if he has read anything overly specific about events that took place
centuries ago.”
“So what do we do?” demanded Nala. “We can't just sit here doing nothing.”
“Well..” Cheid started to respond, but was interrupted by a commotion
outside the room. The door flung open and two guards stepped in with swords in
hand. They wore chainmail with an purple overcoat that bore the symbol of the
empresses personal guard.
“All clear,” said one of them and both took position on either side of the
door. In stepped a woman dressed in fine silks. She was about Nala's height with
a body build that was even slimmer than hers if possible. The woman's blonde
hair was tied in an elaborate arrangement and there was no shortage of
decorative pins and pearls. Her blue eyes scanned the room and seemed to not
everything. Her gaze stopped at Cheid for a moment and look of consideration
appeared on her delicate face. Nala noted with interest that Cheid had turned
pale, though he still looked like a sun tanned farmer compared to the ivory white
skin of the woman who had entered the room.
Cheid was the first to come over his surprise. He fell to one knee and
lowered his head. “Your imperial highness,” he said loudly enough for everyone in
the room to hear. In his heart he hoped she had not recognized him. How could
she? They had been only children the last they met.
Gareth was quick to follow Cheid's example, though even knelt down he
seemed to dwarf the empress.
Nala didn't bother mainly because she had not been raised in such a way.
Showing respect was done in other ways among the elves. She didn't consider her
to be someone she owed allegiance to anyway. That belonged to her goddess and
perhaps the elven High Council, though she was having serious doubts whether
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the council belonged on that list any more.
The empress ignored Cheid and focused her gaze on Nala. She seemed to
examine every inch of her and note every small anomaly that separated her from
any ordinary elf. It made Nala shift uncomfortably, though she did keep her eyes
equally fixated on the empress.
“Empress Eleria,” said Ahnilr in a respectful tone as she stood up and
bowed to her slightly.
“Honoured priestess,” came a reply from the empress with a slight nod of
her head. Her voice was smooth, the kind no one would mind falling asleep to. It
emanated a strong sense of trustworthiness and security. “How is he?” A hint of
genuine concern seeped through in her voice.
“He'll live, your highness,” replied Ahnilr.
Eleria waved her hand. “Please, there is no need for the honorifics. You
seem exhausted, please, sit down.” she motioned towards the chair the priestess
had been resting on. Ahnilr gave a grateful smile and sat back down. “And you,
stand up.” The words were directed at Gareth and Cheid. They both rose, though
Cheid looked like he wanted to crawl under the bed and hide.
“When he'll wake up, I do not know,” concluded Ahnilr.
The empress seemed troubled. “What happened to him?”
“We don't know for certain,” said Nala quite bluntly. “But judging by the
sound we heard, he was fighting a Blood Reaver.”
“A what?” asked Eleria.
“Blood Reaver. A tool of Deremoth and his cult,” explained Ahnilr. “Very
deadly.”
“Deremoth?” the empress seemed even more lost. “You're talking about
things that should not exist in this day and age. What has the old sack of bones
gotten you all into?” The remark surprised Cheid. Clearly, Skander had had
closer contact with the empress than he had let on.
“It's a long story,” muttered Gareth.
“Indeed it is, but it is one she might need to hear,” said Ahnilr and looked
to Nala to hear her opinion.
“I suppose we have no choice,” conceded Nala. “Just send the guards away.
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This story is not for all ears.”
Eleria motioned the guards to leave and they quickly left the room, closing
the door behind them.
“Well then, shall we begin?” asked the empress. She seemed eager to hear
what had brought about the current situation. Nala knew she'd be a whole lot
less eager once the story was told. And she was right.
It took each of them a good bit of time to tell their own part of the story.
The more she heard, the more troubled the expression on the empresses face
grew. She showed true emotion when Nala told her story. There was sympathy in
her as well as anger at the horrible things that had taken place and at the people
behind all of it. Compared to Nerduin, the empress was void of the hubris that
her title might have bestowed on anyone burdened with it. She had a grim
expression on her face as the stories were finished.
“Why didn't you bring me in on this, Skander?” asked the empress of the
unconscious wizard.
“If you do not mind me asking, what is your relationship with him?” asked
Cheid almost sheepishly.
“He has been a mentor and a valued advisor ever since I took the throne,”
replied Eleria. “It was a secret so it's not surprising you did not know, even if you
are his apprentice.” The empress gave the young man a knowing glance.
Cheid shifted uncomfortably. The conversation seemed poised to head for
waters that he did not wish to navigate at this time.
“So, given what we know, what do we do now?” asked Gareth. Cheid gave
the big man a grateful look for shifting the discussion back to business.
“With the Sun Blade broken the matter has clearly progressed beyond what
a small group like yours can do,” said the empress. “You need help. I will give it
in the name of the Ramyn empire.”
“Doesn't change the fact that we have no clues as to what we should do,”
said Nala.
“There are many people I can call upon to give us direction. Priests, great
wizards, scholars and wise men. We will know more once we talk to them.”
“How fast can these people be gathered?” asked Nala.
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“By the evening we will know more,” replied the empress. “We will convene
at the palace. I'll arrange matters so that you will all have access.” She might well
have been the nicest empress in the world, but she was still an empress and was
used to deciding matters and doing things her own way. There was not much the
small group in the room could do to oppose her plan, though they had little
reason to. What hope they now had lied with her.
“We will meet you then,” said Nala. She was starting to like the empress.
She did not fuss over trivial details and went straight to the point.
“I will also arrange my personal guard to hunt down Derian and his
remaining accomplices. They have no place in my city.” The empress looked
determined to clean the stain they had spilled onto the city.
“A good measure to take, even if it is unlikely they're to be found,” said
Gareth. “I doubt they'll return to the arena.”
“Doesn't hurt to try,” said Nala.
The empress nodded. “Good. Now if you'll excuse me, I have a great many
people to contact.” Eleria nodded to everyone in the room and left. They could
hear the heavy footsteps of her personal guard as they walked away.
Cheid looked relieved and dismayed at the same time. He had dodged the
arrow for now, but the coming evening put him right in front of the bullseye once
more.
“Well then, seeing as we have a plan for the time being, I think I'll go get
some sleep,” said Gareth and left the room. Cheid had arranged rooms for all of
them in the tower, much to the protest of some first year students who had to
share a room with them.
“I'd better go see Nerduin and fill him in on what's going on,” said Ahnilr
and rose up. She did not seem eager at all.
“I'll come with you,” offered Nala. She wasn't overly keen on meeting the
young noble again, but letting Ahnilr go alone would have been foolish. Nerduin
was outside the safety of the tower and the priestess was tired. She would be an
easy target for any cult member lurking around.
The priestess gave Nala a grateful smile and the two left the room. Cheid
was left alone in the room with his unconscious master. He stepped on next to
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the bed and looked at the man he had admired for most of his life. In his current
state he did not look like much, just like any other old man, but still in Cheid's
eyes he was a stronger figure than any other he had seen.
“Wake up soon,” he whispered to his master. “We need you.”







The bridge crossing the river was surprisingly empty when Nala and Ahnilr
stepped onto it. The curious crowd of the morning had lost interest quickly when
it became evident that what ever had happened during the night was not ongoing.
Rumours had started to spread, but most of them were way off base and
attributed the explosion to a spell gone wrong or some other sort of accident. Had
they known the truth there would have been a lot more buzzing going on.
“Do you think we should try to contact Loriel to find out whether Deremoth
has awakened?” asked Nala of Ahnilr.
The priestess shrugged her shoulders. “I've tried. On that, she is silent,
despite all the help she has provided in healing Skander.”
“Maybe if I tried?”
“There is nothing to lose by trying,” said the priestess as the two passed the
bridge guards and turned to a street that led to the inn the elven delegation had
been using. A moment of silence passed between the two.
“How did you know how to defeat that monstrosity we faced last night?”
asked Nala, breaking the silence.
The priestess glanced at the hood covered Guardian Spirit. “It was pure
luck. I happened to read a book on the matter when I stayed at the main temple
of Loriel.”
“What's the city of elves like?” asked Nala.
“You've never been there?” Ahnilr sounded surprised.
“Only as a small child,” replied Nala. She sounded a bit bitter. The
sheltered life her parents had provided her was becoming an inconvenience for
her. “I don't remember much of it. My parents never told me much either.”
“You're a true Forest Guardian then.” Ahnilr had a small smile on her face.
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“The city of elves is much like Ramyn in certain ways, but instead of these
towering stone structures, it is built on Elf Trees. It lends the city a much more
lively feel. It's so much greener, so much more beautiful.”
“And the inhabitants?”
“They are not all like Nerduin.” The priestess seemed to have read Nala's
mind. “Mostly they are just like the people here in Ramyn; decent, ordinary folks
going about their business, not caring about the politics of the nobles.”
“How would they react to someone like me?” It was a question that had
been on Nala's mind for some time now. Would she be welcomed into the city?
“The ordinary people would probably welcome you with open arms and
treat you with as much respect as any member of the High Council.” Ahnilr
hesitated for a moment. “As for the nobles and the High Council, I can only
advice you to be careful. Their schemes and plots are complex and I am certain
some would seek to use you to their benefit. Somehow the humans think we are
above such things, but in truth we are just as bad as they are.”
“As soon as there is power, there are those who seek to gain it by any
means,” said Nala. She sounded like she was quoting some text she had read, but
the moment the words had left her lips she knew it was the first time she had
heard those words. Another memory from a past Guardian Spirit seeping
through? Ahnilr was giving her an odd look.
Nala shook her head, “I don't know where that came from. Maybe the past
memory of another one like me.”
“Does that happen a lot?” inquired the priestess.
“Not really.” Nala sounded uncertain. “Ever since Loriel visited me it seems
the memories come in easier when they are needed. I still can't just think of
something and get the answer from the memories.”
A silence fell between the two once more and it lasted all the way to the inn
they were headed to. It was a tidy place, well suited for quests of higher standing.
The common room was looking empty, save for the lonely elf nursing a mug of
wine with a smug look on his face that was enhanced by his apparent
drunkenness. Nala sighed. Nerduin was bad enough sober, what would he be like
when drunk?
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Ahnilr wasn't fazed by the glare the young noble threw her way. After all
that happened, she was not in the mood to indulge the ego of someone she cared
very little for. She was here to update him on the events out of courtesy towards
the High Council.
“Well, if it isn't the witch and her ward,” said Nerduin as the two took seats
at the table. Which was which was not clear from his slightly slurred statement,
but it set both the women in a mood that was less than favourable to the young
noble.
“As you are a member of the High Council, I am here to update you on
what has taken place during the night,” said Ahnilr. Nala could not help but
admire how calm she kept her voice. She had to do her best not to say anything
or reach across the table and tickle the man with the sharp end of her sword.
“Well, lets have it then. Tell your story then leave me be. You've made it
abundantly clear that's all I'm good for,” said Nerduin with a smirk on his face.
His tone did not reflect the words of self pity.
Ahnilr showed considerable patience in explaining the events. As the dark
nature of the happening unravelled, Nerduin began to show more interest. By the
time the priestess finished, the young noble was in full swing.
“You should have taken me with you,” said Nerduin. His arrogant tone had
returned. “None of it would have happened had I been there. Derian would have
been caught.”
“Perhaps,” said Ahnilr in a voice that managed to hide that she though the
young noble delusional. “The situation is what it is. You've been informed and I'm
certain you will keep the High Council appraised of the situation.”
“Oh, I will,” said Nerduin gloatingly. “They will hear every little detail.”
“Good. Now, if you'll excuse us, we must return to the Tower and get some
rest and prepare for the evening.” Nerduin nodded and Ahnilr and Nala rose.
“I'll see you tonight then,” hollered Nerduin after the two. Both turned to
him with a stunned look on their face.
“Of course I will come meet the empress,” said Nerduin. “I am, after all, a
member of the High Council.”
“Of course,” replied Ahnilr, nodded her head and turned to leave. Nala
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followed the priestess out the door. Both women let out a loud sigh as the door
closed behind them.
“By the goddess, I wish I could sink my sword in his gut,” muttered Nala.
“I understand how you feel,” said Ahnilr. “But doing so would not be wise.”
“Wise? No. Satisfying? Yes.”
The priestess chuckled as the two walked the street. “Maybe it's better that
he joins in. Maybe his eyes will finally be opened.”
“If we're lucky the guards won't let him up to the palace layer,” said Nala.
“He'll worm his way past them. He is a member of the High Council after
all,” replied Ahnilr.
“Well, he is a worm after all..”
Both women laughed and continued to chatter about more delightful
matters as they walked back to the Tower.







Nala fondled the pendant around her neck. It carried the empresses
symbol. A herald had brought one for each member of the group. Nerduin
probably never got one, but she still had an uncomfortable feeling that he would
somehow manage to make an appearance.
With the pendants visible, they had had no problems getting to the nobles
layers of the city. The few glimpses Nala managed to get of it left an impression on
her. The privileged ones truly led a different kind of life.
The guards at the transport point to the imperial layer examined their
pendants closely. They even had a wizard test them, but none found anything
wrong so they were allowed to pass. The entire group was together, though
Niselur still needed to rely on Gareth to help him along.
They had tried to make themselves as presentable as possible, changing
their tattered clothes for new, higher quality ones, but they still looked like a
bunch of adventurers who just happened to be wearing fine, but practical clothes.
None of them was willing to sacrifice appearances for functionality in the
situation they were in.
Even though the group was heavily armed, the guards did not bother them
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about the weapons. The power of the pendants surpassed any security concerns
they might have had.
The transport disc emerged from the dark shaft and came to a slow,
smooth stop. The group stepped off of it to a second check by guards. They were
just as thorough as the ones on the layer below. It seemed redundant, but then
they were guarding the heart of the empire. Was anything too much?
The transport disc had come out on a small, stone paved clearing. It was
surrounded by walls nearing thirty feet in height. What was unusual about it was
that they did not seem to be inside the fortress, but rather outside it. The single
gate leading inside was closed and seem nigh impregnable. On top of the wall
they could see archers and spearmen looking down on them. They were ready to
rain down death should the need arise.
The guards found their pendants to by genuine once again and the gate
screeched open. The corridor through the walls seemed almost tunnel like, so
thick were the walls.
The end of the tunnel corridor brought them straight to a large parade
ground. A herald was waiting for them.
“Ah, the quests of the evening, Welcome.” The herald was a pleasant
enough looking young man with sandy hair, green eyes and a body build that left
an impression, but did not make him threatening. “Follow me. The empress is
waiting.”
The group followed closely as the herald guided them towards the palace
that loomed a fair distance away. Nala took the opportunity to look around as
much as she had time to. The parade ground did not offer much to look at; only a
few barracks buildings and the occasional patrol of guards or a bureaucrat
rushing along with a pile of papers in hand.
They entered a palace buildings and were greeted by polished, white marble
floors. The walls were lined with decorative paintings, elaborate tapestries and
paintings of emperors of past. There were the occasional statues and busts
depicting the same emperors. It was hard to compare the sight to anything else
since nowhere else had Nala seen so much luxury and beauty in a such a short
timespan. Gold and silver were used generously and even the curtains lining the
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windows – windows that had clear glass, not the misty kind found in many lesser
buildings – were made from the finest cloth available.
Nala was not the only member of the group that found herself stopping at
times to admire a particular painting. Their guide was thankfully a patient one
and allowed them their moments before hurrying them along. The empress was
waiting for them after all and keeping her waiting too long was unacceptable in
his mind.
They seemed to wander through corridors for hours on end until they
arrived at a pair of decorated door. Their guide turned to them.
“The empress will meet you behind these doors, but before entering I would
like to remind all of you of proper etiquette.”
“We know all about that,” said Nala. She had no patience for further delays
nor was she in the mood to listen to some selfimportant court lackey lecture her
on proper behaviour. “We've already met the empress once today.”
“Right,” the herald looked a bit put off by the blunt answer. “Several others
have already arrived. I am certain you will all be introduced to each other.”
“What are we waiting for then?” asked Gareth. The herald took one glance
at the big man and decided it was better to just let them in instead of stalling
with things the group found pointless. The doors were opened and the group
walked into what looked to be a meeting chamber.
There was a large, round desk in the centre of the room, with room for
twenty people to sit. The wall opposite to the door had a throne and tapestries,
clearly marking it the empresses seat. As the herald had said, there were already
people there. Almost a dozen men stood there, some in pairs engaged in vigorous
talks. Nala could see priests of various faiths, most notably one from the Order of
Salvius, a group dedicated to preserving history and information. There were men
who looked like scholars. Some of them were carrying books with them as if
prepared to cite information from them.
Some turned to look at the diverse group that entered the room. They were
openly curious, some even came over to exchange a few words and enquire what
their role was in the whole matter. The empress had not told them everything,
but enough to get them looking for the right bits of information.
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There was a commotion at the door and soon they slammed open. The
herald tried his best to lecture of proper etiquette, but the figure marching in
would have none of it. Of course, Nerduin would not listen to lectures from
someone who wasn't even an elf. He strode into the room as if he was the
empress herself. He did not stop to talk with anyone, but simply looked for the
nearest seat and made himself comfortable. His entrance and behaviour caused
more than one frown and whisper in the room.
“Well, you were right. He did manage to worm himself inside,” whispered
Nala to Ahnilr.
“Sadly so,” came a reply from the priestess.
The room fell silent as the door opened again and the imperial guards
walked in with the empress closely behind them. She wore a practical looking
dress, though she still managed to look high above everyone else in the room.
Eleria walked through the room and took her seat at the throne. She motioned
the rest to take their seats and for the guards to leave the room.
Nala stuck close to the rest of her group, though she ensured that she was
seated as far away from Nerduin as possible. Ahnilr and Cheid sat on either side
of her while Gareth and Niselur took a seat on her left side, adding two more
bodies between her and Nerduin.
“Greetings and welcome,” said the empress after everyone had taken their
seats. “It has been on short notice, but I am happy to see so many of you have
made it here. Hopefully we will have answers as well.” Eleria let her gaze move
over everyone in the room. “As I stated, the Sun Blade has been broken. What we
need to find out is what effect that has on the seal around Deremoth.”
“Your highness,” said a grey bearded man. He was bald and his skin looked
like old parchment. It took effort for him to stand up. His clothing revealed him to
be a scholar from the imperial library. “While I am certain you have done
everything possible to confirm the facts, I simply can not believe the sword to be
destroyed.”
“It is true,” said Cheid and stood up. He took out the piece of leather and
unwrapped the remain of the Sun Blade from it and placed it on the table for
everyone to see. There was a murmur as the men whispered to each other and
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some rose from their seats to examine the remains more closely. The empress
allowed them their moment of examination before taking control once more.
“The proof is in your hands,” she said and the murmurs died down. “The
question we now need an answer for is how this affect the seal around Deremoth.
Is he already free? Is the seal just weakening?”
“Your highness,” said the priest of the Order of Salvius. He was a gentle
looking man and his voice was a soothing one. “The old books detail the process
with which the seal was created. The power used was immense and the planners
were thorough. From what I and my order have managed to gather, they did not
make the Sun Blade a single point of failure. Yes, if used properly it could have
freed Deremoth immediately, but in being destroyed, it should not have caused
the entire seal to be broken.”
“What does that mean?” asked Eleriel
“The destruction of the key has merely weakened the seal,” replied the
priest.
“Weakened? How much? Will Deremoth be able to escape?” the air was
filled with questions from people around the table. The empress had to tap the
floor several times with a rod that was next to her throne to get silence and allow
the priest of Salvius explain further.
“How much the seal has weakened I do not know, but as I said, it should
not be broken. The more time passes the weaker the seal will grow. Eventually, it
will grow weak enough for Deremoth to escape and torment the world in his
dragon form.”
The room was eerily silent as everyone took time for the words to sink in.
“Can the sword be repaired? Can the seal be strengthened somehow?”
asked one of the men around the table.
“Strengthening the seal would be near impossible,” said the priest of
Salvius. “It took the strongest priests of the time to create it. To strengthen it
would take a similar gathering and I don't see how we could accomplish that in
any sensible time when the threat isn't imminent. It is human nature to react
only at the last moment.”
An uncomfortable silence fell to the room once more. The priest of Salvius
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broke it.
“While strengthening the seal would be difficult at best, weakening it
further is much easier. If the followers of Deremoth concentrate their effort to it,
then they can free their patron god much sooner.”
“How soon?” asked the empress.
“I do not know, but it is safe to say it would be wise to ensure the Blades do
not get the opportunity to do so.” The reply from the priest started another round
of shouting and arguments. A single voice of laughter silenced the room.
Everyone turned their eyes towards the young elf noble who was the source of the
laughter.
“Pray tell, Nerduin Stardancer, what is so amusing?” The voice of the
empress was void of any sort of amusement. The looks he got from around the
table were similarly not amused.
The young elf took a moment to settle down his laughter. “This entire
matter is amusing,” said Nerduin in a mocking voice. “So what if Deremoth gets
released? His followers are few and far between. They pose no threat.”
“Do I need to remind you that they killed your ambassador?”
Nerduin waved his hand dismissively. “She was of little importance. A new
ambassador was quickly found and he's already on his way.”
Nala could not believe what she was hearing. Did he really care so little for
his fellow elves? A fellow High Council member no less? She looked to Ahnilr to
see a similar expression of disbelief that must have been on her face as well.
“We don't need to do anything about this so called problem. The only
reason we're even discussing this is because the people sitting over there utterly
failed and caused it in the first place.” The young noble pointed to Nala and her
companions. “We should be talking about proper punishment for them instead.”
Gareth looked ready to jump up and snap the little weasels neck, but
somehow he managed to keep himself under control. He realized that such action
in front of the empress would not be wise. Best let the fool dig himself a deep
enough ditch that it would collapse on him.
“If there is no problem, as you seem to imply, then why should these people
be punished?” asked the priest of Salvius. He managed to sound respectable even
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in the face of the blatant foolishness Nerduin was exhibiting.
“These people have acted against the followers of Deremoth. Had they not
done so and in the process angered them, then there might have been a way to
resolve the issues peacefully,” said Nerduin.
“There's no negotiating with the followers of Deremoth,” said Cheid. His
voice sounded strained. “They hate elves. All they want to do is kill you and your
kind.”
“Has anyone tried to talk with them?” asked Nerduin. He stood up from his
seat. “This course of action that would have us kill them all on sight is not going
to solve our problem.”
Again, it was Cheid who first noticed the starting change.
“Shit,” he muttered to himself. Ahnilr happened to glance at him then so he
nudged her to look at Nala. The priestess understood immediately.
Nerduin continued his assault against the logic of everyone else in the
room, including the empress. The expression on her face was one of carefully
hidden contempt.
Ahnilr placed her hand on Nala's shoulder. “Nala, are you alright?” It was
said as a whisper.
The young elf took a long time to answer. “She's coming.” It was all she
could muster to say through gritted teeth. Struggling against letting the goddess
in was like standing in the middle of a large rapid and trying stop the flow of
water with your hands. Her attempts to get through were gentle enough, she did
not wish to harm Nala, but there was a sense of urgency in her that indicated
that her patience was not infinite.
The air grew thicker. The magical energy gathered around Nala. She tried to
hold on, but it was too much for her to handle. She found herself gently guided to
that safe corner of her mind. The goddess used a gentle touch with her, tried to
reassure her that everything would be alright, but it was not enough to
completely drown out the panic that was taking over her.
“You little worm,” the voice thundered in the room. Everyone seemed to
shrink into their chairs as Nala stood up and jumped on the table, her gaze fixed
on Nerduin who was now stuttering. The atmosphere in the room changed into an
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oppressive one. It was clear to everyone there was more to Nala than her slender
appearance let on. “You call yourself an elf? You call yourself one of my
children?” The strange voice spoke with Nala's mouth as she walked on the table
to face the young noble. Her face was a mask of rage.
Nerduin managed to gather himself and stare back at Nala. “You have no
place here. Go back where you came from.” It was said weakly, but the defiance
was there.
Nala's eyes narrowed. “You dare deny me?”
Nerduin seemed desperate. He pulled a dagger from under his clothes. “If
you do not go willingly, I will send you by force.”
“Fool,” said the voice. Before she could say more, Nerduin lunged at her
with dagger in hand. The dagger met Nala's skin with a bright blue flash. The
blue light engulfed the young noble. He shrieked in pain and dropped the dagger
that had already partly molten. The light turned into flames and dug into his
flesh. He tried to run, but got no further than a few steps before his legs gave
way. As he hit the floor he was nothing but a charred corpse.
“The Flames of Purification,” whispered Ahnilr to herself in disbelief. The
implications of how they had dealt with Nerduin were grave indeed.
Startled eyes from around the table looked at Nala. Some, those lucky few
who could still breathe and move, inched away from her. Guards burst into the
room, swords at hand, but they froze as soon as they took their first steps into
the room. Nala turned to face the empress who seemed calm considering what
had just happened. The empress managed to motion to the guards that the
situation was under control.
“The priest of Salvius is right,” said the strange voice with Nala's mouth.
There was no indication of even acknowledging that she had just killed an elf, an
noble no less. It did not indulge in the formalities one might expect when
speaking with an empress. She commanded and expected her will to be done.
“The seal is not broken. You must prevent the followers of Deremoth from
weakening it. You must send a group to Moroth's Tooth to guard what is there.
Nala must be in that group. You must also talk to Skander. He has a last trick up
his sleeve.”
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The oppressing feeling that had taken over the room lifted. Nala slumped
down onto the table as the sighs of relief were breathed around the room. Ahnilr
rushed next to Nala to see how she fared. The guards stepped deeper into the
room and kept a close eye on Nala and the charred corpse of Nerduin.
“How is she?” asked Eleria with a slightly startled voice. Others in the room
began to quiet down as it became obvious the danger had passed.
“She's out cold. The dagger seems to have done nothing to her,” replied
Ahnilr.
“What was that?” asked one of the scholars. Others muttered in an
approving tone. They wanted explanations.
“That was the voice of a goddess,” said the priest of Salvius. He seemed
calm and largely indifferent to what had happened. “I believe we have been given
a direction in which to go.”
Further questions filled the air, but no more answers were given. Nisoen
had knelt beside the smouldering body of Nerduin. He seemed distraught despite
the obvious dislike he had held for the man. Most of it was the sense that he had
once more failed in his duty to protect those who had been entrusted in his care.
He looked at the still unconscious Nala, hoping to invoke some reaction of hate
from within himself that would allow him to perform his duty and arrest the
woman, but nothing like that came to him. It was clear in his mind Nala had not
done the deed, but the goddess had. How could he, a mere mortal soldier, seek
justice against someone like that?
Cheid cursed in his mind. Not that he minded Nerduin being dead, but his
death was certain to cause problems down the line and those problems would
stack up on Nala, not the goddess that had caused it. If they were to follow the
instructions received then the fastest route to Moroth's Tooth would take them
through the Great Forest and the kingdom of the elves. There would be no way to
avoid questions. He remained seated and tried to formulate some sort of a plan.
Gareth sat in his chair, stunned. He had witnessed something he never
thought possible. Never did he expect to see it coming from someone like Nala. At
first glance she was as threatening as a small puppy, but if you got too close
there was a row of sharp teeth waiting for you. Now it seemed that row of teeth
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belonged to a dragon. And here he had feared for her safety. He shook his head
and stood up and walked to Ahnilr.
“Need any help?” he asked.
The priestess looked at him. There was concern on her face. “If you could
carry her? I'll ask the empress to arrange a room for her.”
Gareth nodded. Gently, he lifted Nala from the table. She felt light in his
hands. He looked at her unconscious face. She looked calm with her eyes closed,
though that serenity was somewhat broken by the piece of cloth Ahnilr had
stuffed in her nose to stop the bleeding. None the less, the protective instinct
inside Gareth kicked in and he vowed in his mind to see things through with the
young elf and ensure she made it through alive.
Slowly, the meeting dispersed. Gareth carried Nala to a room the empress
arranged. He noted that two guards followed them. It seemed a sane precaution
from the empress considering what had just happened. It was late so the empress
had arranged rooms for everyone from their small group, but Gareth did not feel
the need to rest. He spent the night sitting next to Nala's bed, watching over her.
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Chapter 16

I

t was morning when Nala came to once more. Her head was killing
her again and she felt like someone had stuck a straw inside her and
sucked out every drop of energy she had.

Before even opening her eyes she remembered what had happened. Despite
knowing it was not her fault, despite the fact that she had despised the man, she
felt tears roll down her cheeks at the memory of him burning to death. Why? Why
had the goddess done that? His dagger had certainly not posed any threat to
either her or Loriel. There must have been some reason. The goddess would not
kill an elf on a whim, would she?
She felt a gentle touch on her cheek as someone wiped away a tear. Nala
opened her eyes, expecting to see the comforting face of Ahnilr, but to her
surprise she found herself looking at the face of Gareth.
“Ah, I'm sorry. I didn't mean to wake you,” the big man said and looked
ashamed.
Nala smiled weakly. “It was time to wake up anyway.”
“How do you feel?” asked Gareth. The genuine concern that shone through
in his voice warmed Nala's heart.
“I've been worse,” replied Nala.
Gareth chuckled. “That's not very reassuring coming from someone who
has been dead.”
Nala managed a laugh herself even though it made her head throb even
more. “It's just a headache. A bit of food and a lot of sunlight and I'll be good as
new.” She looked around and was relieved to see the room had a window and that
the curtains were drawn open, letting the light in. The room seemed luxurious
compared to others she had seen. There were soft carpets covering the floor, a
real high quality mirror, a desk, several comfortable looking chairs. Even the bed
she was in was large enough to hold three more people and the mattress felt like
she was resting on a piece of cloud.
Gareth noticed the way Nala was looking around. “The empress was kind
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enough to give us all rooms in the palace for the night.”
“Despite what happened?” asked Nala weakly.
“She knows it was not you. That it was the goddess and her judgement that
took Nerduin's life. To be honest she seems almost grateful about it.” Gareth tried
a smile, but it soon died when he saw that Nala was not amused.
“Why did Loriel do that?” asked Nala out loud to herself.
“Ahnilr has a theory about that,” said Gareth. “She'll discuss it with you
once she return from the Tower.”
“The Tower?”
“They're trying to wake up Skander to see what that last trick up his sleeve
is.”
“Will they be able to? He wasn't that well off yesterday.” Nala had her
doubts whether the old wizard would ever wake up, despite his bold claims about
having an understanding with death.
“Skander's a tough nut. Tougher than me,” said Gareth. “He'll pull
through.”
Nala just nodded. There wasn't anything she could do about it. Right now
she needed rest. With help from Gareth she got up and took a seat by the
window.
“You really like the sunlight, don't you?” asked Gareth as Nala sighed with
pleasure.
“It's..complex, but I don't think I could live without sunlight,” replied Nala
as she looked out the window at the towers and ceilings of the imperial palace
and the garden beyond them. “I was changed, my life tied to an Elf Tree. I think
in the process I became partly a tree.”
“Ahnilr told me your story,” said Gareth. He had thought his half
bloodedness was a difficult thing at times, but it paled in comparison to what the
young elf before him had been pulled into. “At times it's not easy being different,
but if you keep in mind that it is what we do that most defines us in other
peoples eyes, then you are bound for a better life.”
Nala smiled up at the big man. “The goddess promised me I would not walk
my path alone. I'm glad you have happened upon it.”
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Gareth shifted uncomfortably and looked away feeling a bit abashed. “I'll go
see if I can't find you something to eat.” He was quick to leave the room.
Nala chuckled to herself as the door closed behind the big man.







“Well?” asked Cheid from Ahnilr. The priestess was leaning over Skander,
praying and channelling healing powers to the old wizard. Even compared to
yesterday he was looking much better. The priestess did not respond.
Cheid shifted for a better look. He had his doubts whether the old wizard
could yet be awakened. He needed more time to recover. Maybe the goddess
would grant extra favour today? After all, she had made it clear yesterday that
they needed to talk with the old wizard. In the process she had also created a
whole bunch of new problems and Cheid had spent the better part of last night
working on them in his mind. Despite that, solutions were few.
Skander coughed, showing the first sign of life since his fall from the Tower.
Ahnilr leaned back and looked relieved. Cheid stepped closer and took hold of
Skander's hand.
“Master, can you hear me?” he asked, looking equally relieved as Ahnilr.
The wizard coughed again and opened his eyes. He had trouble focusing
them. “Where..?” He coughed again. His throat was dry as a desert.
Ahnilr handed Cheid a cup filled with water and he helped the wizard take
a few sips. “You're in my room,” explained Cheid. “You've been out of it for a few
days since the explosion. It's a small miracle you're even alive.”
Skander breathed in heavily. There was a rasping sound every time he did
that. “What has happened?” he asked, struggling with every word.
Explaining it all took quite a bit of time from Cheid, but it was needed for
Skander to fully appreciate the situation. Otherwise he might not have been
willing to discuss the last trick he supposedly had. As the story progressed, he
seemed to gain strength, contrary to fears Ahnilr had expressed about him being
up for a long time.
“Shit,” muttered Skander as Cheid finished his story. The word seemed
insufficient to sum up the mess that had cropped up, but it was all Skander had
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the strength for.
“We believe that following the course of action Loriel gave us is the wisest
right now. What we need from you is the last trick from your sleeve,” said Cheid.
He feared that Skander might slip back to unconsciousness at any moment, so he
pushed on hard to get what was needed.
“It's hidden,” said Skander. He still struggled to produce every word.
“Where? In your study?”
The old wizard shook his head. “In the library. Section on spirits. Third
shelf. Fourth book from the top row. Page five. Read..first..letter..every..line..”
Skander closed his eyes and fell unconscious.
Cheid looked to Ahnilr who took a quick look at Skander. His breathing
was calm.
“He's just asleep,” said the priestess. Cheid let out a sigh of relief.
“Let us hope the book is where he said it would be,” said the apprentice.
“And if it isn't?” asked Ahnilr.
“Then we'll have to talk with him again.”
Cheid left the room for the library. The priestess remained behind to
monitor Skander. The corridors were empty of student. Many of them were in
class during this time. The fall of the Tower Master was not allowed to disrupt the
daily routines too much. He was, after all, not that involved in the daily teaching
activities. He mostly just managed things on a larger scale and made decisions
regarding filling position and so on. The day to day teaching and other duties
were handled by lesser masters.
Cheid stepped onto a transport disc and instructed it to take him to the
library level. The library level actually took several floors of space. It was one of
the few places in the Tower than had stairs leading from floor to floor. Much of
the space was filled by shelf after shelf filled with books, but there were a few
islands of tables and chairs to allow for on location research. Cheid found a few
student doing just that when he arrived. They greeted him with a silent nod, but
otherwise left him to his task.
He hurried through the corridors the shelves created. It was an familiar
place for him and he knew exactly where he needed to go. He enjoyed the
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atmosphere of the library and often went there when he had spare time. The
smell of the old books and the silence took him to places in his memories no
other place would take him. For inexperienced students the library could become
a maze where they got lost and there were librarians available to guide such
students or fetch the book they wanted for them.
It took Cheid but moments to find the right shelf, find the right book and
flip to the right page. He looked around to ensure he was alone and then read the
first letters of every line on the page in a soft voice that did not carry far. He felt
the familiar tug of magic at work when he finished, but saw no obvious effect
immediately.
Then, a floor stone rose just a few feet away from him. It floated up all the
way to eye level with Cheid. The young wizard put the book back in the shelf and
looked into the hole the stone had left behind. He found a box in the hole and
took it out. The stone floating above him descented silently back in place. How
many other such hideouts did the old wizard have stashed around the tower? It
was a clever way to ensure items were safe even from such disasters that had
struck the Tower Master.
Cheid examined the box. There was nothing particularly interesting about
it. Just a normal wooden box of about two feet in length and a foot in width. He
opened the box, hoping what was inside would be more interesting.
There was dry hay inside and Cheid had to dig in a bit to reveal what was
underneath. He lifted out a cylinder made out of wootz steel that barely fit inside
the box. On one end it had a hollow spike and on the other a handle that could
be pressed down. The cylinder itself was hollow with a latch that opened, allowing
something to be placed inside it. Cheid dug around the box some more and
happened upon a glass container that was filled with a cloudy liquid. The
container seemed to fit inside the cylinder perfectly.
He shook his head and placed the items back inside the box. How this was
going to help them was beyond him, but the goddess and his master had deemed
the items valuable to the cause. He needed to talk with Skander some more to
find out what the item was and what it was supposed to be used for.
Cheid grabbed the box under his arm and started to make his way back to
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his quarters. He was certain the cloudy mixture was one of his masters many
potion mixtures. The question was what sort of an mixture was it? Trying it
would have been madness since it was as likely to kill you as it was to do
something beneficial to you. The hollow cylinder seemed to be a delivery system
for the mixture, but for what would you need such a huge dose?
“Sometimes I wish you'd share more with me, master,” muttered Cheid to
himself as he walked the empty corridors to his room. Skander was still
unconscious despite Ahnilr leaning over him again with prayers. She stopped
when Cheid entered the room and set down the box on the single desk in the
room.
“Is that it?” asked the priestess and moved to examine the box.
“Yes, but I have no idea what it is or what its use is,” replied Cheid.
Ahnilr opened the box and examined the cylinder and the glass container.
She had to shrug her shoulders and admit she had no clue either.
“We need to talk to Skander again,” said Cheid with a determined voice.
“I don't think we can. Not today.” There was a reluctance in the priestesses
voice towards waking up the old wizard again.
“This isn't the time to be hesitant,” said Cheid. It pained him to say it, but
he knew that if it was him laying there unconscious, his master would have
slapped him until he woke up and spilled the information. “We need to get
moving as fast as we can.”
The priestess did not seem convinced, but she returned to the bed and her
prayers again. It took a lot of effort out of her, but Skander awoke once more.
“Master, I got the items, but we have no idea what they are or how to use
them. We need you to tell us,” said Cheid. Skander looked confused for a
moment, but then the memory came back to him.
“It is a device I had crafted for a particular occasion. It is pure chance it
might now become useful,” said Skander. He still had trouble talking and the
words came to him with a slight struggle. “The liquid will kill anything. I mean it.
I've tested it on enough exotic beings to say that with certainty. The problem is
you have to inject a large amount of it into what you want to die. That is what the
cylinder device is used for. You put the liquid container inside it, stick the hollow
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needle into your target and push the piston at the top to push the liquid out.”
“What are we supposed to use it on?” asked Cheid.
Skander managed a grin. “Deremoth's dragon, of course, should he break
the seal.”
Cheid looked at his master in disbelief. “How are we supposed to manage to
do that?”
“You should hope you don't need to figure that out, but now you have
something to fall back if you need to,” said Skander.
“Let us hope we do not need to,” said Ahnilr as she checked on Skander.
“He needs to rest now. We have what we wanted.”
Cheid nodded. “You should do as the priestess says, master. We will handle
things from here on.”
“You damn well better,” muttered the old wizard. “I don't want to wake up
to a world where Deremoth roams free.” Skander closed his eyes and seemed to
fall asleep.
“We should go see if Nala has awoken. We need to talk to the empress as
well,” said Ahnilr after ensuring Skander was comfortable.
“They'll think we've lost our minds when we tell them about this thing,”
said Cheid as he picked up the would be dragon slaying device.
“Are you sure we haven't?” asked Ahnilr as she gathered her things and
opened the door.
“No. No I'm not,” Cheid had to admit. The chain of events leading up to this
point was far from sane and the choices made along the way were perhaps not
the wisest, so the though of having lost his mind did not seem too far fetched to
him.







Nala felt full. Somehow Gareth had managed to find enough food to host a
small banquet. Even her ravenous hunger had not been enough to eat it all and
even Gareths help did not change the situation that there were still several
chicken legs on a large platter, along with baked potatoes, roasted pork, gravy,
cheese and an assortment of fruits.
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“What did you do? Loot the garrison for all its food?” asked Nala as she
leaned back in her chair and nibbled on some grapefruit. It was her first time
eating them and she found them quite delicious.
Gareth gulped down the bit of chicken he had just ripped off the leg in his
hand. “I just asked the nearest servant for some food. I guess they eat a bit
differently here in the palace.” He raised a large mug and gulped down a bit of the
beer.
“I guess so,” replied Nala as she eyed the large man sitting opposite to her.
She was not unaware that the man had saved her life on the bridge to the Tower.
Were it not for him she'd have fallen to the river below and an almost certain
death. She was not unaware that the man paid special attention to her. She
found it more likely he had grabbed a servant by the collar, carried him with him
to the kitchen and ensured they got an ample portion of food by intimidating the
kitchen staff. Not that she minded a bit of harmless extra attention. It actually
made her feel nice and Gareth was far from the worst man she had ran across.
“You're not fully human, are you?” asked Nala of the big man. It was on
impulse that she asked the question.
Gareth stopped eating and looked at Nala. “No, I'm not. My mother was
human, but my father was a troll.”
“How did that happen?” asked Nala. It genuinely intrigued her. From what
she had gathered trolls were not the most likely of the races to get intimate with
another one, especially a human.
Gareth shrugged his shoulders. “I suppose it was the usual. Woman meets
man, they fall in love and so on.” He bit into to the chicken leg again.
“You mean you don't know?” asked Nala.
“My mother died when I was seven. My father, well, I never met him. What
little I know about him is what I can remember my mother telling me.” Gareth
spoke in a calm voice that didn't show any emotion.
“I'm sorry. I didn't know.” Nala felt bad for asking about a painful past.
Gareth smiled. “Don't worry about it. Nothing to be done about it. Do I wish
my life had been different and that my mother had lived longer and that I'd met
my father? Sure. Have I lived a bad life despite all that has happened? No. I'm
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mostly proud of who and what I am.”
“Mostly?”
“Everyone makes mistakes at one point or another in their life,” replied
Gareth. His tone made it clear it was not a subject he wished to discuss further at
this time.
Nala nibbled on the grapes in silence. Gareth continued devouring the
chicken legs. The silence was closing in on being uncomfortable when there was a
knock on the door. Nala rose to open the door. The food, sunlight and rest had
done their job. She was feeling much better, almost normal by now.
It was Cheid and Ahnilr and both of them seemed pleased to see Nala up
and walking. Cheid frowned at Gareth who remained seated and enjoying the
food.
“Weren't you supposed to look after her?” asked Cheid of the big man.
“Who do you think got her all this food?” asked Gareth, not phased at all by
the glare he received in response. He just grinned and grabbed another chicken
leg.
“Gareth told me you were talking to Skander. Did he tell you what you
needed to hear?” asked Nala of the two after they had found a seat for
themselves.
“He did,” replied Cheid.
“Though it wasn't exactly what we might have hoped for,” added Ahnilr
dryly.
They explained briefly what they had discovered. The look of disbelief was
equally great on Nala's and Gareth's faces.
“Damn that old bastard. I knew he had crazy ideas at times, but something
like this?” Gareth sounded like he had trouble believing what he was hearing.
“He is right, though,” said Nala. “Where we previously had nothing to fall
back on, we now have something.”
“Even if that something is as crazy as jumping from the top of the Towers of
Magic and thinking you'll grow wings on the way down,” muttered Gareth.
Nala glanced at the big man with a stern look on her face. He raised his
hands in surrender and returned to emptying the table of food. Ahnilr had a
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small smile on her face as she observed the two.
“So what do we do now?” asked Nala.
“We'll talk about that when the empress gets here,” replied Cheid. “She
needs to weigh in on the matter as well.”
Nala nodded. Eleria was likely the one to help them the most so taking her
words of advice would be wise. She looked around and suddenly realized Nisoen
was not in the room. “Where's Nisoen?”
“He's resting,” said Ahnilr. “His wounds still take a toll on him. I'm amazed
he managed as well as he did yesterday.”
“A soldiers pride,” said Gareth from the table. He had yet another chicken
leg in hand.
“Shouldn't he be here as well?” asked Nala. The old soldier could well have
some ideas that the others might not think of.
“It's better if he rests,” said Ahnilr. “I have a feeling we will need him at full
strength where we'll be going next.”
Cheid nodded in agreement. It was then that the door opened and the
empress entered. She did not bother knocking, it was her palace after all. She
wore a surprisingly common looking attire, something you might find on a
wealthy merchants daughter. She waved everyone to remain seated, though none
of them had started to get up. It was a force of habit for her.
“How was Skander?” Eleria asked as she had taken a seat.
“Better,” replied Cheid.
“Did you find out what his last trick is?” The empress wasted little time in
getting to business.
Cheid showed the empress the device they had found and explained its use.
Ahnilr gave some more information on Skanders condition in the process.
Eleria shook her head. “I was hoping it would be more than a device that
asked for a suicidal wielder, but I suppose it is better than nothing.”
“The question is, where do we go from here?” said Cheid.
“The goddess pointed out our path,” said the empress. “We must send a
group to Moroth's Tooth. Your friend Nala must be in that group.” The empress
looked at the green haired elf. She was uncertain whether sending her on the
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journey was the wisest thing to do. The events of last evening had done nothing
to increase her trust in the goddess or her choice of tools.
“The fastest way there is by boat to Wroth and from there to Serum and
then through The Great Forest,” said Cheid. “If we can get help from the elves the
trip would go that much quicker.”
“Nisoen and I will certainly do our best to ensure help is given,” said Ahnilr.
She did not mention that the fate of Nerduin would make that a more difficult
task than it should have been. She did not wish to lay additional burden on
Nala's shoulders. “We'll go with the group in any case. We still have our original
duty to fulfil.”
“Of course.” The empress nodded her head to Ahnilr.
“I might as well go too,” said Gareth. Everyone turned their eyes at him.
“Don't look so surprised. The old man paid me to see this through and that's
what I'll do.”
Ahnilr had a small smile on her face. She was certain there was something
entirely different than gold behind the man's motives, but she though it best to
let him have his little lie to hide behind.
“How about you, Cheid?” asked Nala. The young wizard had proven quite
useful during the encounter with Derian and his monster and would no doubt be
equally useful in the future. He was also the one Nala had known the longest in
the group and she hoped he would come along if only to give her a slightly more
familiar face to look at during the journey.
The young apprentice had to think about the situation for a bit before
responding. He did not wish to leave Skander alone in his current state, but then
again the old wizard would have demanded he go with the group to keep an eye
on how things progressed. He had to admit that he wanted to go as well, if only to
ensure the safety of Nala, so in the end the decision was quite easy for him. “I'll
go with the group,” he said.
“Well then, it seems we have our group,” said the empress. “I'll arrange my
personal ship to transport you to Wroth. From there on, you'll be on your own.”
“Thank you. That's more than we could ask for,” said Cheid. Nala nodded
in agreement as did Ahnilr. Expecting the empress to try and extend her powers
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beyond the borders of her domain was not going to bring about much results. The
relations with the neighbouring kingdoms were not that good to begin with, and
seeing soldiers from the empire march in their lands would only further strain
relations. Gaining support by diplomacy would have taken too long. They could
only hope the elves would be inclined to offer extra assistance.
“We do still have one problem,” said Ahnilr. Everyone turned to look at the
priestess. “We do not know where, exactly, Deremoth lays sealed.”
The mood in the room sunk like a rock thrown into a lake.
“The area around Moroth's Tooth isn't small. Searching would be a futile
attempt. It could take years to find it. We need clear directions,” said Cheid.
“Where do you suppose we'd get them?” asked Gareth.
“I don't know,” admitted Cheid.
Nala knew. The moment Ahnilr had mentioned they didn't know where
Deremoth was, a memory had rushed into her mind. She had seen the cave
entrance and how to get there. She had seen the previous Guardian Spirit
venture in with torch in hand, chasing after someone. She had seen the large hall
like opening that followed the long, downward sloping tunnel. The dragon
encased in crystal like substance filled much of it. She felt the same feelings as
her predecessor did at the sight. The mixture of disgust and fear. The dragon
invoked terror even in its sealed form. The memory faded as her predecessor
ventured closer to the sealed creature.
“I know where we need to go,” said Nala. This time everyone turned to look
at her with a surprised expression.
“How?” asked Ahnilr.
“The memories of my predecessors. One of them visited the site. I know
where it is,” replied Nala.
“Are you certain? It had to have been centuries ago. Much could have
changed,” said Ahnilr.
Nala nodded. “There were enough permanent land signs for me to find my
way. They can't have all changed.”
“Well, another problem solved then,” said Eleria. “I'll continue efforts back
here to come up with a solution to strengthening the seal. Maybe there is
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something yet we can do about it.”
“Lets hope there aren't any more problems,” muttered Gareth.
“You should all rest while you can,” said the empress. “Let me arrange the
details of the journey and round up what you need equipment wise.”
“I'd like to take a last look at Skander to ensure he is well taken care of,”
said Ahnilr.
“I've got a few things I need to wrap up the the Towers,” said Cheid.
“I need to sort a few things out myself,” said Gareth.
The empress eyed all three of them as they rose to leave. “You don't know
the meaning of rest, do you?”
“We'll have a day or two to rest on the ship,” said Cheid. “Besides, some
things you just have to do yourself.”
“Fine, fine,” conceded Eleria. “Just make sure you're at the docks by
sunrise.”
“Of course,” replied Cheid and left the room. Ahnilr and Gareth followed
him, leaving only the empress and Nala in the room.
“And how are you doing?” asked the empress of Nala.
“Much better,” replied Nala. She felt a bit uncomfortable being alone with
Eleria.
“Does what happened last evening happen often?” There didn't seem to be
anything besides pure curiosity behind her question.
“It was only the second time it has happened,” replied Nala. “Though both
instances have happened within a few days.”
“You think it'll continue to happen?”
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “I honestly don't know. What the goddess
does and why is sometimes beyond me.”
“So you wouldn't have killed Nerduin?” asked the empress.
The question surprised Nala. Would she have? Earlier that day she had
wanted to sink her sword in his guts, but given the opportunity would she really
have done it? She had to sort her thought for a moment before answering. “No, I
wouldn't have killed him had it been up to me.”
Eleria smiled a bit and stood up. “That's what I wanted to hear. You have
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the room for the night. I can arrange your belonging to be retrieved from the inn
you're staying at so you can rest some more.”
“Thank you,” said Nala and returned the small smile.
Even though she was feeling better, some more rest would not hurt. As
soon as the empress had left the room she put herself in the sunlight and
relaxed.







Calling the ship luxurious would have been an understatement. It wasn't a
large ship, only two masts, but it pushed the boundaries for what could sail up
river. It had intricate decorations along the railing with ample use of gold paint.
The figurehead in the front was carved to look like the empress herself and the
paint job on it almost brought it to life.
Nala and Ahnilr had their cabin at the stern of the ship. It was large
enough to hold them both comfortably and the décor made it seem like they were
inside an highend inn instead of a ship. Gareth, Cheid and Nisoen had their
cabin at the bow of the ship and even though it was slightly less luxurious, it still
left them with comfortable enough settings.
The harbour was coming to life with the first ships of the day arriving and
leaving. The massive iron chains that blocked access to the harbour during the
night had been lowered so ships could pass. Nala stood by the railing and looked
on with curiosity as the people at the docks went about their business.
There were carts loaded with good passing by, a few sailors whose evening
had gone on too long rushing to their ships and harbour officials with their clerks
rushing about to ensure the empress got her share in docking fees and taxes.
The smell was different from what she had expected. By the stories she had
heard and read there should have been a smell of fish, but instead the dock was
filled with scents from spices, burning incense, paint and fresh tar as the crews
did some small repairs and waterproofing before setting out again.
What caught Nala's attention was the small column headed for the ship she
was on. She could make out Ahnilr and Nisoen leading it. A wagon followed the
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two elves. Nala felt a lump form in her throat. The wagon held the remains of the
elven ambassador as well as Nerduin.
She watched on as the wagon rolled to a stop and crew from the ship lifted
out the two bodies. They were in wooden boxes, wrapped in cloth and covered
with ice. The benefits of being of someone of significance. You could expect
priests to take the effort of preserving your remains until they could be put to
ground with the proper ceremonies in the proper place. A commoner would have
found his corpse rotting away until the smell started to bother the caretakers at
which point they'd dispose of the body the way they saw fit, unless the family
happened to claim the body before then.
Nala looked on as the bodies were carried aboard the ship and below deck.
Seeing the two bodies brought back the thoughts the rush to start their journey
had swept away. How could she have done that to Nerduin? Nala knew she
wasn't responsible, but it still bothered her that she had been used to kill an elf,
even if that elf had been a selfish bastard that might even have deserved it. It had
not been her choice and that was what bothered her. Would the goddess do it
again? Was she to be a mere tool used in things that went against her own
ideals?
She turned away and returned to observing the docks. The horses pulling
the wagon had been led onboard and now a large crane and a system of ropes
and pulleys was being used to load up the wagon. It would be their transport
once they reached Wroth.
Gareth and Cheid had yet to return. They had brought their things aboard,
but had left to make some last minute acquisitions. What more they needed
besides what the empress had already supplied the group with escaped Nala.
A gentle hand on her shoulder startled her and made her jump a bit. The
small laugh from Ahnilr calmed her down.
“I'm sorry. I didn't mean to scare you,” said the priestess.
Nala looked a bit abashed. “I was just deep in thought.”
“Thinking about what?” asked the priestess as she leaned on the railing
next to Nala.
“About Nerduin,” admitted Nala.
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The priestess turned to look at her with concern. “I should have spoken to
you about it sooner, but the travel preparations got in the way. I'm sorry.”
Nala looked back at the priestess, curious.
“Do you know what Loriel did to him?” asked Ahnilr.
“She killed him,” said Nala bluntly.
“No,” said the priestess firmly. “She tested him and he failed. For that he
was judged.”
“Tested him for what?” asked Nala. Her curiosity had been awakened.
“Whether he was pure. Whether he had been tainted. The flames burned
him because he had dealt with things he should not have.”
“Stop being cryptic,” snapped Nala. Between the elemental spirits that had
taken a shining to her and other matters, she was in no mood for further puzzles.
“I've had enough of that in recent days. Just tell me what really happened.
Explain it to me.”
The priestess looked a bit surprised to hear Nala say that to her in such a
tone, but she began to explain none the less. “The Flames of Purification is what
she used. It is something the priests of Loriel can use to test the loyalties and
dealings someone has had. It sniffs out the dark bits someone has touched. It has
varying degrees of effect; some might receive nothing, some might get a small
burn on their fingertip and some might be consumed completely.”
“So Nerduin had dealt with something he shouldn't have?” asked Nala.
Ahnilr nodded. “It can't have been just a small connection. He must have
really been in deep contact with something – or someone – who had considerable
evil in mind. It tainted him to the very core, otherwise he would not have burned
to death.”
Nala though about the revelation. It seemed to offer an explanation to some
things that had been creating doubts in her mind. Could Nerduin have been the
one who had revealed the location of the Sun Blade and led Derian and his ilk
straight to Nala and her parents? That seemed plausible given the new
information. He had been a member of the High Council so he would have had
access to the information.
“You look like you've just realized something,” said Ahnilr as she examined
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Nala's face.
Nala hesitated for a moment, but then decided Ahnilr could be told of her
suspicions. “I and my parents have talked about how the Blades knew to come
looking for us. Our only conclusion was that someone on the High Council must
have spoken where he shouldn't have. With what happened to Nerduin, it could
be that he was the source of the information and handed it out willingly.”
Ahnilr considered the idea for a moment before reluctantly admitting that
there was a good chance it might be true. “However, there is yet no proof to
conclusively say that. Still, it is certainly something we should keep in mind once
we get to the Elven kingdom.”
“Probably something we shouldn't talk about too openly,” said Nala. She
knew enough to understand that such accusations needed solid proof behind
them and that talking about such things without any would lead to problems for
yourself rather than your intended target.
“Agreed,” said Ahnilr. Something caught her attention at the docks. She
saw the big man that stood above the rest of the people like a man on a horse
would. Gareth and Cheid were returning. “Looks like our two companions are
returning. We'll be able to set sail soon.”
Nala peered to the crowd and saw the two. Both were carrying packages in
their hands. “Good. The sooner we get moving, the better.”
The two men walked the plank to the ship and stashed their shopping’s in
their cabin before returning to the deck. They made their way to Nala and Ahnilr.
“You find what ever it is that you went shopping for?” asked Nala.
The two men gave her a boyish grin. “Sure did.”
Their grins made Nala think they had something planned. “What did you
buy?” she asked with a suspicious voice.
“It's a secret,” replied Cheid and winked at her. The young wizard looked
happier and more relaxed than he had in days. Despite everything that had
happened, it seemed an adventure was enough to push away any dark clouds
hovering in his mind.
Nala turned to look at Gareth, hoping for a more comprehensive answer
from the big man, but he offered no more information. He had the same aura
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about him as Cheid did. The two seemed to share the almost child like enjoyment
of travel and promise of future adventure. The thought that they'd be able to visit
the Elven Kingdom no doubt played a part in their good mood, despite the dark
nature of the rest of their journey.
The captain of the ship walked over to the group. He had a white
moustache that gave him a certain air of respectability. His skin was well tanned
from all the hours spent on deck. “Is all of your group aboard?” he asked in a
coarse voice.
“We're all set, captain,” replied Cheid.
“Good. We'll head out then. The empress instructed us to ensure your safe
arrival to Wroth and that is what we'll do.” Without saying any more, the captain
turned and began shouting orders. The crew hustled around in a seemingly
chaotic manner, but the effectiveness of their actions left nothing to doubt. The
ships was under way faster than any of Nala's group could have imagined.







Derian looked back at the city of Ramyn from top of his horse. The escape
had taken him longer than he had anticipated. The city guard had been alerted
quickly to their presence and they had had to spend the entire day avoiding
patrols until they could finally slip through the checkpoints with the aid of a few
loyal members of the Blades among the guards.
Not all had gone to plan. Losing two of the Blood Reavers was a big blow to
the strength of the Blades. He had sorely underestimated his adversaries. That
priestess in particular had been an unwelcome surprise.
Not all had gone badly though. The Sun Blade had been destroyed. Though
not the optimal outcome, he was happy to take it. It would be a slower road to
freeing Deremoth, but it was a road that had previously been closed. Now all they
needed to do was walk the path and cut down anyone who got in the way.
The two gladiators and Dayr had escaped with Derian. They would no
doubt prove useful down the road. He was certain there would be people coming
to them. They might get there slower than they did, but they would come. He had
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the advantage of knowing where Deremoth laid shackled. Knowing how difficult
the place was to find he had no doubt it would take anyone else a considerable
amount of time and energy to find the way in. That left plenty of time for Derian
and his companion to work on weakening the seal and gathering more bodies to
defend the location.
He whipped the horse into motion, his companions following him. They
rode through the open plains, straight towards Moroth's Tooth.
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Part Three
Fallout
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Chapter 17

T

he ship sailed smoothly up the river, pushed by the gentle breeze
that blew from down the river. Nala spent much of the first day
on the deck, enjoying the sunshine and looking at the ships crew

as they went along performing their duties. It was her first time on a ship so
everything about it intrigued her. The crew respected her privacy and despite the
curious glances she gathered with her appearance, they did not approach her
unless she made the initiative to ask something. They were happy to give her
questions answers. Perhaps the fact she was showing genuine interest in their
duties and life aboard a ship helped them accept her more readily.
Nala did note that the gentle breeze seemed to carry with it whispers that
only she could hear. Sometimes when she was leaning on the railing she could
swear she heard whisper coming from the water below. She figured they were
similar elemental spirits that had talked to her in the Towers of Magic and gave
them little notice.
As evening fell and the sunlight began to wane, large lanterns were lit at
the stern and bow of the ship. The ship lowered anchor for the night since sailing
in the darkness would have been too dangerous and the crew needed rest from
the rowing as well.
For Nala and Ahnilr, there was no worry as they settled in the comfort of
their cabin. Cheid and Gareth had their own at the bow of the ship. The calm
river made the ride a smooth one so Nala had no trouble sleeping. There was no
heaving or rocking that could have made her sick. She slept soundly and well into
the next day. Even then she would not have woken up had it not been for Ahnilr
and a tray of food that made her mouth water.
“Good morning, though I suppose it is almost mid day,” said Ahnilr with a
small smile.
Nala rose from under her blanket and rubbed her eyes, still groggy from
having just woken up. “Good morning,” she mumbled and ruffled her greenish
hair. Her nightgown was slipping over one of her shoulders.
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“Breakfast?” asked the priestess and motioned towards the tray of food she
had brought with her.
“Yes, please,” said Nala and stumbled to the small table and sat on a chair.
Both of them were fastened tight to the floor so they wouldn't move around
should the ship sail in rougher waters.
Ahnilr spooned her a bowl full of stew and cut her a thick slice of bread
and cheese. It almost made Nala feel like she was back home and her mother had
just kicked her out of bed. It had not been that unusual and it had often ended
just like the situation was now; her sitting at the table half asleep while her
mother put breakfast under her nose.
“What's the matter?” asked Ahnilr. Nala's thoughts must have shown on
her face.
Nala managed a smile, even if it was a sorrowful one. “Just thought about
my mother,” she replied to the priestess and spooned in the first mouthful of
stew.
Ahnilr said nothing further. Even though her own family was well and alive,
she had seen plenty of those who had lost loved ones. For a long time some
things would remind them of events they had experienced together with those
who had been lost. It was part of the process of grieving and it was best to let
them live those moments in peace. The expression on Nala's face told the
priestess enough to let her be and enjoy the meal in silence.
“When will we arrive in Wroth?” asked Nala as she finished her meal.
“I heard it was a six day trip up the river, so maybe five days from now,”
replied Ahnilr.
Nala ruffled her hair a bit more, but found her fingers stuck in a tangle.
She sighed as she raked her fingers through the locks of hair to untangle it.
“Do you have a brush?” asked Ahnilr.
“I do.”
“Go get it then. I'll brush your hair,” said the priestess. “Otherwise your
hair will be in tangles for the rest of your life.”
Nala trudged over to her backpack and dug out the brush she had taken
from her parents room. Ahnilr sat on the bed she had been sleeping in and Nala
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sat down on the floor in front of her. Even though the tangles in her hair
demanded some firm approaching, it was soothing to just sit and have someone
look after her.
It also brought back memories for her of times when her mother had done
very similar things. Nala had to blink hard not to cry.
“There's nothing wrong in crying,” said Ahnilr. The priestess seemed to
have an uncanny ability to read Nala's mind. Perhaps it was her body language
that allowed her to so accurately see what the young elf was thinking.
“I promised myself I wouldn't cry over their loss any more,” said Nala in a
steady voice. “I spent several days doing just that.”
“It's not good to suppress emotions like that,” replied Ahnilr and continued
brushing Nala's hair. “They might seep out when you least want them to.”
It was easy to forget that Nala did not have centuries of wisdom and life
experience to rely on. She had mere decades that made her almost a child in the
eyes of her fellow elves. The fact she had been chosen by the goddess to fulfil a
role that anyone would have trouble with did nothing to better the situation. The
memories of the past Guardian Spirits were not consistent enough to offer her the
wisdom she sometimes needed.
Ahnilr had seen that and decided she would do her best to guide the young
elf where she needed it. She felt it an obligation as a priestess of Loriel to help her
chosen one, but as a person she would have done the same thing. Nala seemed
worthy of help even without the goddesses touch.
“What will you tell the High Council?” asked Nala suddenly. There was
concern in her voice and Ahnilr could not blame her for it. There were those who
would likely blame her for Nerduins death instead of the goddess, his family likely
being at the top of the list of those who would do it.
“I'll tell them the truth,” she replied to Nala. It was all she could really do.
Lying would not lead to anything good.
“How do you think they'll take it?”
“Most of the High Council will accept it once they meet you. It's hard to
deny what you are.” A particularly nasty tangle happened upon the brush and
demanded the priestesses attention for a moment.
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“But some will not?” asked Nala, wincing as the priestess worked on the
tangle.
“Nerduin's family is likely to ignore the facts. They have pull in the High
Council that might cause a few members to side with them.”
“So they'll blame me?” asked Nala weakly. The thought laid a burden on
her. She had not wanted Nerduin dead, but the goddess had deemed otherwise.
There was nothing she could have done to prevent it, but now she'd likely face
consequences for it? It did not seem right to her.
“Possibly,” replied Ahnilr. The tangle had been smoothed over. “But you
should not allow that to deter you from being who and what you are. Be proud of
yourself.”
“How can I?” asked Nala. “Even I sometimes think that hiding behind the
excuse that 'Loriel did it' feels weak.”
“But it's the truth,” said Ahnilr sternly. “In the end that is what will
prevail.”
“We can hope,” said Nala silently. Ahnilr continued to brush her hair. The
tangles were gone now and the hair was becoming smooth and shiny. The
priestess put down the brush, leaned forward and embraced Nala from behind in
an affectionate manner.
“You have friends who will stand by you, no matter what. That alone will be
enough to help you overcome anything,” she said to Nala.
The embrace from the priestess had come as a surprise to Nala. It felt like
forever since someone had given her such an hug. It seemed to fill a need inside
her and she instantly felt better. The words of the priestess further made her feel
better. She turned around and threw her arms around the priestess, returning
her embrace.
“Thank you,” she whispered to the priestess while fighting away tears. This
time they were not ones of sadness, but of happiness.







Cheid stood on the deck of the ship, leaning comfortably against the railing
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and watched as the scenery slowly passed by. Despite everything, this was his
first time going upriver into Wroth. The young man intended to enjoy what he
could during the journey, despite the gloomy circumstances surrounding it.
“First time going this way?” asked Gareth as he settled next to the young
wizard.
“Yeah, it is,” replied Cheid. “You ever been to Wroth?”
“I have,” said Gareth. “A couple of times. When you work for Skander as
long as I have, you end up travelling quite a lot. I suppose some might call it a
perk of the job.”
“Some might call it a downside,” said Cheid. The young wizard was the sort
who enjoyed the stability a steady home provided. The occasional excursion to
somewhere else could be fun, but in the end there was no place like home in his
mind.
“Some might,” admitted Gareth. “I never much minded.”
“How long have you worked for Skander anyway?” asked Cheid. Skander
had never told him much of the people working for him.
Gareth pondered the question for a bit. How long had he worked for the old
wizard? It was hard to remember a time he hadn't. “Probably around twenty
years,” he finally replied.
“That's a long time,” said Cheid.
Gareth nodded. “It started out as a simple bodyguard job, but over the
years it turned into secret missions and all sorts of other, more dangerous,
things.”
“He has a habit of doing that,” said Cheid with a small smile. “He'll first
give you a little something and before you know it, you're in it knee deep with no
way out.”
Gareth chuckled. “Sounds exactly like him.”
“I hope he'll be all right,” said Cheid. The topic had brought back some of
the worries he had over his health. “He did look much better when we left.”
“He's a tough old bastard,” said Gareth. “If he's not dead yet, he'll be better
in a weeks time.”
Cheid just nodded. Deep inside he knew the big man was right. Few were
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as tough and resilient as Skander. His age was a testament to that considering
the lifestyle he led and the dangers he faced.
“Nisoen still resting?” asked the young wizard just to keep the conversation
going.
Gareth nodded. “He may not be as tough as Skander is, but he's no softie
either. A lesser man would still be bed ridden and not going anywhere.”
Cheid smiled a little. “Ahnilr has a good touch in that regard.”
“That woman can work wonders,” admitted Gareth. While he felt the pain of
any injury just as others, he had never really experienced anything that had him
in bed for a long time. He couldn't really relate to such injuries, but he could
appreciate that the priestess did a wonderful job of shortening such situations for
others.
“I'm glad we have someone like her with us,” said Cheid.
Gareth couldn't argue against that.
“When do you suppose we'll arrive in Wroth?” asked Cheid just to break the
silence.
“Tomorrow, the day after at the latest,” replied Gareth. “The ship's making
good time even against the current. The wind has been in our favour.”
“I wouldn't mind a few more days on this ship. Once we get off, I doubt we'll
have as comfortable places to rest in,” said Cheid.
“I know what you mean. I'm not looking forward to sleeping on the ground,”
said Gareth.
“At least the company doesn't seem to be too bad,” said Cheid with a small
smile.
“Now that Nerduin is gone,” grinned Gareth. Despite everything his remark
made Cheid chuckle. He'd never admit it in public, but the big man was right.
Now that Nerduin was gone, they were left with a group that got along quite well
and had already been through a trial by fire and survived it. Still, hearing the
name reminded Cheid of something he had meant to discuss with Gareth.
“You know some will blame her for his death, right?” asked Cheid of the big
man.
Gareth nodded. “I figure there will be some.”
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“We need to look out for her,” said Cheid. His voice was determined.
Gareth nodded again. “I'll do my best to keep her safe.”
Cheid turned to look at the big man and extended his hand to him. “That
makes two of us.”
Gareth turned to the young wizard and took his hand. “Lets hope that's
enough.”







It was late afternoon as the ship sailed into view of Wroth. Compared to
Ramyn the city seemed tiny, but would likely have dwarfed many other cities.
High walls surrounded the city and a total of three rings of walls sectioned the
city, making it a fortress that few would want to attack. Unlike Ramyn, most of
the buildings were of wood and few reached more than two stories in height.
The ship sailed into port. The insignia of the empress of Ramyn attracted
quite a crowd. It was rare to see a ship baring those symbols dock in the city
without prior announcement. The captain had to do a whole lot of explaining to
the dock officials about his business in the city, though he did manage to do it
without drawing too much attention to the small group that was being left in the
city.
It took a few hours, but finally the group was cleared to leave the ship. By
then it was too late to move out so they sought an inn for the night. The wagon
and horses made that an challenging job, especially since they needed to guard
the wagon so nobody sneaked in to mess with the bodies. Losing either one of
them would have made entering the Elven kingdom that much more difficult.
Finally they found an inn with a suitable stable to accommodate all their
needs. Nisoen decided he would sleep with the wagons to ensure they remained
untouched during the night. Nala and Ahnilr shared a room while Gareth and
Cheid had a similar arrangement.
Having settled in, the group gathered in the common room to enjoy some
supper before turning themselves in for the night. There was a buzz in the
common room. They could over hear several references to the ship of Ramyn's
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empress and the wild guesses as to the business it had in the city. There were
mentions of a small group that had departed the ship, but fortunately no one
seemed to make the connection to them.
The supper was uneventful and the food wasn't the best, but it filled their
stomachs. Gareth seemed to like the beer most of all. It was amazing to look how
much the big man could stuff inside himself.
“We're being watched,” said Cheid out of the blue. No one else had noticed
anything.
“You certain?” asked Nala. She glanced around, but saw nothing but guests
of the inn enjoying the evening. No one stood out. The rest of the table seemed to
do the same, though no one did it too obviously.
“I'm certain. The man with the purple cloak. By the window. He has been
following us ever since the harbour,” said Cheid.
“A member of the Blades?” pondered Ahnilr. “Or an agent of the king of
Wroth, keeping an eye on the empresses possible spies?”
“What ever the case, we should be mindful of the fact that we are being
watched,” said Cheid and sipped some beer from his mug. “Especially you,
Nisoen. Be careful tonight.”
“I will. It's not the first time I'm guarding something alone,” replied the elf.
He looked to be doing a lot better. The wound on his leg had healed up fairly well,
much of that thanks to the efforts of Ahnilr, and he seemed to be in good spirits
regarding the journey the group was on.
“I doubt the Blades would have us picked out yet, but it never hurts to be
careful,” said Gareth. “Derian was not caught so he might have managed to
spread the word.”
“Unless he's too busy gathering his followers to where Deremoth is,” said
Nala. She doubted Derian cared about the small group headed his way. He'd have
plans to deal with them in the mountains, not in the cities where it was more
difficult to place a trap or ambush someone and a body drew inevitable attention
from the city guard.
“Well, we'll see how the night goes,” said Nisoen as he stood up. “I think I'll
turn in for the night.”
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Ahnilr gave the elf a look that conveyed her concerns for his safety. She
received an encouraging smile in return.
“Best I turn in as well,” said Cheid and stood up. He looked to Gareth, but
the big man shook his head and pointed to the just filled mug of beer he had in
hand. Cheid shook his head, left the table and climbed up the stair to where their
room was.
Nala and Ahnilr spent a bit more time at the table talking with Gareth and
drinking wine, though both of them took care not to drink too much. Both women
made their way to their room at the same time. They left Gareth at the table. He
was still gulping down beer and nibbling on some of the leftovers of their supper.
The night passed without incident. Even Gareth managed to finally get up
the stair without too much stumbling or noise. The morning brought with it light
rain. It was the fine, misty sort of rain that made clothes cling to your skin and
everything damp, but didn't really form puddles on the ground.
The group ate their breakfast and gathered their belongings and were on
their way right after the morning buzz of people hurrying to their workplaces.
They made their way to the southern gate of the city and from there took a raft
across the river. The canvas covered wagon was large enough to hold them all
even with the two coffins so they didn't need to buy horses. They'd need to
abandon them anyway once they entered the Great Forest.
Cheid was happy to note that their shadow did not follow them further
than the raft. It felt safe to assume he had been working for the powers of Wroth
instead of the Blades.
Gareth grumbled about the rain as he sat on the drivers perch next to
Nisoen. The wagon had just rolled off the raft and begun making its way around
the lake and towards Serum, which was the last city before entering The Great
Forest. It served as a sort of gateway between the elven kingdom and the human
world. The journey would take them almost a month, even with the fairly well
maintained road that they had to travel on. They figured that with the help of the
elves, they would make good time on the rest of their journey.
Cheid, Nala and Ahnilr sat in the back of the wagon, in the shelter the
canvas covering it offered from the rain. Compared to the ship the wagon offered
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a bumpy ride, but it still beat riding on a horse in the rain. They entertained
themselves with stories and the occasional game of cards. For Nala the card
games were a new curiosity that she found quite enjoyable, not least because she
seemed to have luck on her side and won quite a few of the games, despite her
lack of experience.
The journey itself offered very little to entertain. A few hills here and there
broke the flatness of the grass plains and farmlands. Small villages and
farmhouses could be seen from the distance, but none of them held enough
appeal to make the group divert their course from the main road.
The road was mostly empty of other travellers. A few farmers with their
wagons occasionally passed them by and a single group of travelling performers,
but even they stopped the group only to ask how the road ahead of them was.
Nala figured Gareth was scaring off any would be conversation strikers with just
his presence and the others in the group tended to agree, though they welcomed
the uninterrupted pace.
During the night the wagon offered them much needed shelter that was
sorely lacking in the open plains. Despite the first days rain, the rest of the
journey went under a sunny sky. It was a windy day when the group finally
arrived in Serum.
It wasn't much of a city, more a collection of wooden buildings lumped
together. Logging seemed to be the main industry there as they passed several
sawmills on their way through. How that fit in with the nearby Elven kingdom
was a bit of a mystery. Nala knew from her own upbringing that cutting down
trees was deeply frowned upon. She was certain there was considerable tension
between the people of the city and the elves of the forest.
She even asked about it from Cheid and Ahnilr. They had to admit that the
relations were strained and that there had been incidents where loggers had
found arrows whistling their way and there were cases where lone elves had
found themselves beaten by the loggers. Wroth had had to negotiate with the
elves several times on the matter and now there was an unsteady peace, but for
how long that would last was anyone's guess.
“Should we spend the night in the city of roll on into the forest?” asked
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Gareth as he peeked inside the wagon. They had rolled to a stop right by an inn.
“How long do we have to travel to reach the Elven City?” asked Cheid.
“It's probably a full days journey until we meet the first patrol,” replied
Ahnilr. She did not specify how much longer it would take to get to the city from
there. “With the wagon it might take longer. The road isn't exactly the best and it
ends abruptly after a while. We can't really move these coffins without the help of
an patrol.”
“So, spend the night here and move on in the morning?” asked Gareth.
“That seems like the wisest choice,” admitted Ahnilr.
Gareth nodded and instructed Cheid to drive the wagon to the stable
behind the inn. The inn itself wasn't much to look at compared to what they had
seen previously, but it would beat sleeping on the ground. Despite the rundown
appearance at least the inn was clean and the keeper seemed to take pride in
ensuring the food he served was excellent.
It was an uneventful evening and night. Gareth was the one who gathered
the most interest, but even that was lukewarm at best and didn't go further than
a few curious looks. The elves were ignored as if they weren't there, which seemed
odd considering the strained relations. Perhaps the locals simply wished to avoid
starting any troubles.
The morning broke with a clear sky and a slight breeze. The group ate their
breakfast and moved on with their wagon. They followed a small dirt road that led
into the forest. Soon they were deep in the forest.
The trees surrounding them seemed ancient and towered high above them.
Thick foliage let through small slivers of sunlight to lessen the shadows of the
forest.
Nala felt at home among the trees and the sounds of the forest animals.
The same could be said of Ahnilr and Nisoen, but Cheid looked around himself
nervously, as if expecting an attack any moment. Gareth was calmer, perhaps
because he was travelling inside the wagon this time, but even he seemed a bit
cautious.
They followed the dirt road as far as it took them. It finally wound up at a
small clearing. There was no obvious way forward from there, just untouched
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forest in every direction. This was as far as they would go with the wagon.
“What do we do now?” asked Cheid. Nisoen sat beside him at the drivers
seat.
“We wait,” replied the battle hardened elf.
They did not have to wait for long.
Nala looked on with curiosity from inside the wagon as the patrol emerged
from the forest. She counted twenty elves, each with a longbow in hand and a
sword at their side. They were dressed to blend in and that they did, though Nala
had to admit her Forest Guardian brethren at home had done a better job of it.
Not that an inexperienced eye would see that. To most they were invisible among
the undergrowth.
“What brings you to the Elven Kingdom?” demanded the patrol leader in
elvish. He was young, perhaps a few decades older than Nala, which made it all
the more interesting that he was leading a patrol like this one.
“We're attending to business set to us by the High Council. We are bringing
home two fallen brethren, both former members of the High Council,” said Nisoen
in the common trade language so Cheid and Gareth could follow the
conversation. “I am Nisoen Dawnvine. In the name of the High Council I relieve
you of your patrol duty and ask you to help us escort our fallen ones back home.”
The elves of the patrol seemed stunned at the news. The patrol leader was
the first to gather himself enough to talk. He had switched to the common trade
language was well. “We were aware of the demise of the ambassador, but not of
another members of the Council falling. Who is it that we have lost? Who was
responsible for it?”
Nisoen hesitated. Should he tell the full story? He never got to make the
decision as Ahnilr stepped out of the wagon and spoke.
“The one who fell was Nerduin Stardancer,” said the priestess and looked
on at the elves gathered around the small clearing. She was wearing her
priestesses robe to reassure the elves of their cause.
“What happened, honoured priestess,” asked the patrol leader.
“Loriel judged him,” came the short reply from Ahnilr. Murmurs filled the
air as the elves pondered the cryptic answer.
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The patrol leader motioned for his men to quiet down. “What do you mean
he was judged by Loriel?”
“Nerduin raised his hand against the Mala'd Jal,” Ahnilr wanted to
continue, but the murmurs and out right shouting from the elves of the patrol
made that impossible. She waited for the patrol leader to get things under control
again, though even he seemed to have difficulty containing his questions. Finally
things quieted down and Ahnilr could finish her explanation.
“The goddess put him to the test with the Flames of Purification. He failed
and was burned to death.”
That caused another round of murmurs among the patrol.
“What you are saying is disturbing news indeed, honoured priestess,” said
the patrol leader. “It has been centuries since there last was a Mala'd Jal and that
Nerduin fell in the circumstances you describe is perhaps even more disturbing
and unbelievable. Given all that, how are we to know your story is true?”
“Because I'm here,” said Nala as she emerged from the shelter of the
wagon. The hood of her cape was down, allowing everyone a good view of her
appearance. She felt uncomfortable under the investigative eyes of the patrol, but
she bared through it.
The murmurs filled the air once more. As Nala looked around, she saw
expressions of disbelief and looks of curiosity. Some turned into expressions of
delight and reverence, some into concern and fear. Her appearance was a double
edged sword. She brought with her the blessings of the goddess, but at the same
time she was a sign that a grave threat loomed over the elves. What surprised her
was that everyone seemed to see her for what she was and accepted it.
“Mala'd Jal,” said the patrol leader and bowed to Nala. She didn't really
know how to respond to it so she just nodded her head.
“Considering all that you have presented me with, I have no choice but to
agree to escort you to the city,” said the patrol leader. A few members of the
patrol were still whispering to each other excitedly, but most seemed to have
calmed down and come to grips with the situation.
A few orders and a bit of time and the group was on its way. Four elves
carried each of the wooden boxes with the bodies. Two elves were left behind to
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keep an eye on the horses and the wagon and the clearing in case anyone else
was seeking passage to the elven kingdom. They also served as guards against
anyone who might have been following the small group.
Nala felt a bit of joy walking through a forest once more. Compared to the
stone laden streets of Ramyn the ground felt soft under her feet and much more
comfortable to walk on. Had she asked Cheid about it she might have gotten a
different opinion of which was more comfortable. The young wizard seemed to
have trouble finding his footing and moving without being scratched by every low
hanging tree branch or bush.
The patrol leader held a tight pace and by evening Cheid and Gareth were
sweating profusely and seemed ready to collapse at any moment. They were not
used to trekking in the wild. Even Gareth, who thought he was in good condition,
had to admit he was not prepared for this sort of exercise.
Nisoen looked a bit worse off still, mainly due to his wound still acting up
occasionally, but he managed on without complaints. Ahnilr made some
concerned glances at him from time to time, but said nothing since the veteran
seemed determined not to let anything get the better of him.
Nala seemed to be the one to enjoy the trek the most. There was a slight
tingle in her legs, signalling small protest at the strain, but she found it
invigorating. It had been a while since she had aches that came from something
other than a fight.
What the others around her did not notice was the elemental spirits that
she seemed to attract. Many of them brushed past her and the others, some of
the earth spirits she stepped on unknowingly, but they all greeted her as a sister
and welcomed her to the forest.
She did her best to act normal and ignore the spirits, but she had to
wonder what was going on. The spirits at the Tower had been baffling enough,
but now there was a small army of them from different elements greeting her. She
realized it was something she needed to talk about to someone with more
knowledge than her. Perhaps her parents or Ahnilr or a High Priest of Loriel.
There was bound to be one in the elven city after all, who else would know more
about Guardian Spirits and their powers?
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It was getting dark when the patrol leader finally ordered a stop. Chedi and
Gareth slumped down immediately to catch their breath. The elves tried their
best, but could not hide the small smiles as they passed the two to set up proper
camp.
“You two all right?” asked Nala as she walked up to them.
“Fine, fine,” gasped Cheid. “Just a little short of breath.”
“Good exercise,” said Gareth in between breaths.
Nala smiled. “There will be more of it tomorrow.”
The two men groaned. They knew their muscles and joints would be sore
and stiff tomorrow, making the trek that much more worse.
“Don't tease the boys,” chided Ahnilr as she passed by.
Nala pretended to pout, but it soon turned into a mischievous giggle.
“You're enjoying this, aren't you?” asked Cheid in a accusing tone.
“What's there not to enjoy?” asked Nala innocently. “This forest is so
beautiful.”
Cheid grumbled something Nala could not make out, but she could guess
the general nature of his words.
The evening went along peacefully. Small fires kept the group warm along
with some elven wine, music and good stories. The elves had plenty to share, but
the small group they had picked up remained reluctant to share details of what
had brought them to the forest, besides the return of the two bodies.
The night passed by without incident and they continued their travels after
a quick breakfast. Cheid and Gareth had been right to fear the continuation of
the journey. Their muscles cried in protest, but both pushed on with grimacing
expressions on their faces.
It was two more days until they reached the edge of the city.
Ahnilr had compared the elven city to Ramyn and Nala had to agree that
there were some similarities, but in her mind the city was different from Ramyn
like day from night.
Where Ramyn was cold and lifeless stone, the elven city was vibrant and
full of life. There were birds and other animals as much as there were elves. The
Elf Trees towered higher than the stone buildings of Ramyn, but there were no
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walkways connecting them to each other, save for the groups of trees that
belonged to members of the same family. Some such groups comprised of tens of
trees and seemed to create a small town of their own.
The ground was mostly grass and other undergrowth you'd expect to find in
any forest. A few beaten paths crisscrossed it, but largely everything was left in
its natural order.
Much like Ramyn though, there were elves going about their daily chores
just like people in any city would. Even then they took care to preserve the
natural order of things and avoided stomping on the plants that gave the city the
closeness to nature that was sorely lacking in any human settlement.
Many of them stopped to look on with curiosity at the group that passed
them by. It was an unusual sight in the city, most notably because of the two
humans, but also because they were clearly transporting two bodies.
Nala wore her cape, hood up, and tried to remain in the shadow of Gareth.
The big man proved a good distraction and allowed her to go unnoticed. She did
not wish to make her appearance in public just yet. It would create too much
commotion and right now it was more important they get through the city with as
little commotion as possible. They had no time to deal with a crowd that might
gather to hinder their progress.
Cheid had to admit that the city of Elves was more than he had imagined.
He found himself thinking it wouldn't be a bad place to settle in. There was a
calm that was lacking in many human settlements. There didn't seem to be the
usual noisy market or merchant hogging their goods on every passer by. What
shops he saw were content with putting a small sign indicating their presence
and trusting the customers to come should they find a need for their goods.
Gareth found himself thinking along much the same lines as Cheid. He had
travelled and seen many places and cultures, but the elven city had captured him
the moment he stepped foot in it. He had to admit it had been difficult to tell
where the city started and the forest ended. An army could pass right by without
ever knowing what they had missed. There had been no walls to hold out enemies
or gates with guards to inspect those coming and going. To Gareth it seemed like
an oversight, but the city still stood after millenniums so who was he to question
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the effectiveness of it?
They walked through the city, along the beaten paths. The further inside
the city they got, the larger the Elf Trees became. It made sense that the older
trees were towards the centre of the city and the younger, smaller ones made up
the outer edges of it.
The patrol stopped at a large tree that had several others bonded to it.
Combined, it rivalled in size with the arena in Ramyn, but it stood many stories
higher than it.
Ahilr came up to Cheid, Gareth and Nala. “This is where the High Council
meets. Nisoen and I will go in first to ensure the bodies are given to the right
people and then we're going to brief the council on what has happened.”
“What about us?” asked Gareth.
“I'll have you escorted to one of the waiting halls. You'll probably be called
once we're done briefing the council,” replied the priestess.
“Probably?” asked Cheid.
Ahnilr shrugged her shoulders. “It's up to the council. I can only guess
what they'll do, but I'm confident that after hearing what we have to say, they will
want to talk with you.”
“Well, what are we waiting for then?” asked Nala.
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Chapter 18

T

he hall where the group had been guided into to wait made it
difficult to believe they were inside a tree. In size the hall
compared favourably to those they had seen in the imperial

palace of Ramyn.
The walls lacked many of the elaborate tapestries, but they were replaced
by the intricate forms the grains of the wood formed. In many ways the walls were
more beautiful to look at than the tapestries or paintings of the imperial palace.
There was much more details to be discovered in them.
There were windows, but they were simple and functional ones whose only
purpose was to let the light in. There were chairs and tables in the room. They
seemed to grow directly from the floor.
Gareth and Cheid were quick to find themselves a seat to rest their weary
legs. Ahnilr and Nisoen were tending to the bodies and their proper treatment,
leaving Nala alone with the two men.
Even she found it hard to believe an Elf Tree could grow to such scale.
Compared to this her parents tree seemed tiny. Then again, the age difference
between the trees must have been hundreds, if not thousands of years. They were
likely tended to differently as well.
There was a commotion in the hallway outside the room. Nala could make
out the shouts and crying. A mother calling for her son. Nerduin's mother,
figured Nala. She was tempted to step out and meet her face to face, try to
explain what had happened, but she realized now would be the worst of times for
that. Instead, she headed to the table where Gareth and Cheid sat and tried to
block out the noises from the hallway.
“What's the commotion about?” asked Cheid as Nala sat next to him. Their
ears were not as keen as hers.
“Nerduin's mother,” replied Nala quietly.
“Ah.” Cheid glanced that way with slight concern. Gareth seemed to ready
himself to fight off anyone looking to come even close to them.
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Their fears were unnecessary this time. The voices began to gain distance.
Nala sighed out of relief. She hoped they could move on from the city before she
had to face anyone from Nerduin's family, but she feared that was a dream that
would not come true. She doubted the High Council would be up to making quick
decisions. They'd likely debate the matter for at least a few days. They'd probably
want to test her as well, but she was determined not to play along with games
like that. The goddess had proven what she was plenty of times already and it
seemed that every time she needed to do that it led to further problems for her.
She feared being pulled into the politics of the High Council. Nothing good
would come out of it.
“How long until they'll see us?” asked Gareth.
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “You heard what Ahnilr said. Even she didn't
know when. It could be an hour, it could be it goes until tomorrow.”
“I hope they'll bring us some food then,” said Gareth. The big man seemed
to always take any chance he could to enjoy some food.
“I'm sure they'll look after us,” comforted Nala the big man.
They waited. The most excitement the group got was when Cheid paid
homage to the throne. He came out all worked up and proceeded to ask questions
from Nala.
“What is that liquid in the pit below the seat? How do you keep it smelling
like I had just stepped into a forest?”
The young elf looked a bit baffled to have such obvious questions thrown at
her, but she soon remembered Cheid was visiting an Elf Tree for the first time. Of
course he wouldn't know about such things and the same held true for Gareth.
“It's all thanks to that liquid,” she began to explain and both men listened
to her intently. “It's something the trees themselves produce. It absorbs all the
waste our bodies produce and turns it into sustenance for the tree. It has the
benefit of also masking any smells as you noted.”
“Compared to the outhouses and crap shafts we have in Ramyn it sounds
like a huge improvement,” said Gareth.
“Don't they fill up rather quickly?” asked Cheid.
“The liquid is quite potent in what it does,” replied Nala.
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“Do you think they'd mind if I take a sample of it?” asked the young wizard.
He looked to be completely serious about it.
Nala had trouble not laughing out loud so hiding her amusement was a
huge failure. “If you want to stick your hand down there I doubt anyone will stop
you. Just don't come touching me after you've done that.”
To her disbelief the young wizard dug out an empty vial from one of his
pockets and returned to retrieve the sample then and there. Nala had to harp at
the youngster several times to go wash his hands after he was done.
It was several more hours until they were directed into the meeting
chamber of the High Council.
It wasn't an impressive room, but much like the one they had been waiting
in. The only difference were the twelve high chairs of which two were empty. The
other ten each had someone sitting in them. Six were men, four were female, and
each one had an air of importance around them.
“Ah, there they are,” said an old elf and motioned the three to come forward
and join Ahnilr and Nisoen in front of the ten. He was the first elf that Nala had
seen that actually looked old. His skin was like parchment and the long hair that
flowed down his back was grey. Most unusual for an elf. Despite his appearances
his voice was strong and carried well.
The chairs formed a half circle and Nala and her companions stood in the
middle of it, giving the council members a clear view of all of them. They looked
on curiously and examined Nala as closely as they could from the distance. It was
impossible to tell what they were thinking. Not showing your thoughts was a skill
one could not do without in the High Council.
“Greetings to you, travellers. I am Lonaac Silentflame, the head of the elven
High Council,” said the old elf. Cheid and Gareth made an courteous bow and
introduced themselves in return, but Nala remained silent and made no gesture
to acknowledge the council.
“What of you, Nala Temera?” asked the old elf and looked at her intently.
“Have you no greeting for us?”
“I assume you already know who and what I am,” replied Nala calmly. “Why
don't we get on to the business at hand?”
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The old elf let out a rasping chuckle. “I can see your father in you. He was
always straight to the point. It is a shame what happened to him and your
mother.” Lonaac sounded like he genuinely meant it. His reaction caught Nala off
guard and made a chink in her defiance, but she continued on anyway.
“The question now is, what will you do about the current situation,” said
Nala.
“Indeed,” admitted the old elf. “The situation calls for decisive action.”
“Before we do that,” interrupted a female voice from the left side of the
table. “We should asses her part in the death of Nerduin Stardancer.”
There they were; the words Nala had feared would come at some point. She
looked to Ahnilr, but all the priestess could do was shake her head slightly with
an apologetic expression on her face. She had not been able to convince all of the
council of the true nature of the events.
“We have already discussed the matter, Inorinn,” came a male voice from
the right. It sounded strained. “The council will not take action in the matter at
this time.”
“Then the council is populated by fools,” replied Inorinn. “We can not let
the death of a member of this council pass by without an thorough investigation.”
“The priestess of Loriel has already provided us with all the details of the
event,” came another male voice. “There is nothing to investigate.”
“We are to take her word for it then?” asked Inorinn. Her voice left little
doubt as to how high she valued the word of Ahnilr.
“She has sworn it in the name of her goddess,” said Lonaac. “The decision
has been made. This council will consider the matter closed.” His voice left little
room for arguments, though judging by the way Inorinn shifted in her chair, the
matter was far from settled in her mind.
“My apologies,” continued the old elf, directing his words to Nala and her
companions. “The internal debates of the council are not something you should
have to witness.”
“I came here expecting that some would not accept the truth at face value,”
replied Nala. “Best I can do is be myself despite it.”
She ignored the snort that came from right of the table. She had no doubt
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as to who was the source of it.
“An admirable attitude,” said Lonaac with a slight smile. He shifted in his
chair before continuing. “The council has received a report of what has taken
place. The situation is distressing to say the least. Deremoth can not be allowed
to break free from the seal holding him. We must move to stop the Blades from
further weakening the seal. We must also investigate any possibilities in
strengthening the seal and fixing the Sun Blade.”
Nala began to feel better about the situation. It seemed the council was
willing to take action and take it quicker than she had dared to hope for.
“However,” continued Lonaac, “we must carefully consider how we proceed
from here. The council has yet to form a solid plan. It is my hope that in the
coming days we will be able to come to an understanding.”
“With all due respect to the council,” said Cheid. “This is not the time to
debate or play politics.” The young wizard sounded annoyed. Nala was not the
only one who saw the time wasted.
“We understand your concern, apprentice of Skander,” said the old elf.
Cheid was a bit surprised at the way he was addressed. He was not accustomed
to people calling him that. “But we must make the decision in accordance with
our rules. It is our intention to help you, but we must ensure that help does not
come at a too high a cost to us.”
“When will you make a decision?” asked Nala.
“We will call for you when we do,” replied Lonaac.
“Do not waste too much time or you will find Deremoth and his dragon
plotting out the sky above you,” said Nala, turned away and walked out. She
ignored the murmurs from around the table. Gareth and Cheid followed her after
making a somewhat more amicable exit. Ahnilr followed quickly behind the two
men.
“Well, you gave them something to think about,” said Cheid and broke the
silence. The young elf came to a stop and the small group huddled together in the
hallway.
“We can't waste time here, no matter what they decide,” said Nala. “I say we
give them two days and then we head to Moroth's Tooth on our own if need be.”
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“I agree,” said Gareth.
“Or we could leave tomorrow,” said Cheid. He clearly did not put much
faith in the council making a decision quickly.
“With their help everything would be so much easier so I'm willing to give
them a bit of time,” said Nala. “And there are things I wish to do here for myself,”
she added and looked at Ahnilr. The priestess nodded slightly in return.
“I'll arrange it,” said the priestess. What, exactly, that would be was left a
mystery for the rest of the group. “I hope the council will make a decision by
then, but what ever they decide, I will come with you.”
“Is this her?” came a voice from behind Nala, interrupting the groups
negotiations. The words were said in elvish. She turned around and came face to
face with a blonde haired elf. She was dressed in the colours of mourning, but
still managed to look radiant. Nala had a sinking feeling she knew who she was
facing. The woman measured her from head to toe with an expression of
contempt and hatred. She was taller than Nala so she had no problem looking at
her down her nose.
“Lady Stardancer,” said Ahnilr and bowed slightly.
Nerduin's mother, thought Nala. She wanted to say something, but found
no words came to her.
“I see it is her,” said the woman, completely ignoring Ahnilr. “For the
murder of my son, I hope the council will punish you in accordance with our
laws.”
“If they don't, I will arrange something for her,” came a younger voice from
behind the mother. She looked to be a smaller, younger version of the Lady.
Gareth took a step closer to Nala just in case even though he did not understand
the words. The tone of the voice told him enough.
“Shush, dear,” said Lady Stardancer and turned to the younger elf. “I know
you adored your brother, but we adhere to what the council decides.” The look
the younger elf gave Nala would have killed her on the spot if that had been
possible.
Everyone in the group was wise enough not to tell them the council had
already decided they would do nothing. Hearing the news from them would have
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upset them even more than it would when they heard it from the council.
“Are you going to meet the council, Lady Stardancer?” asked Ahnilr to steer
the conversation away from Nala.
“We are,” replied the woman as she turned to look at Ahnilr. “Now if you'll
excuse us, we have no more time to waste on your sort.”
The group watched as the two elves marched past with two guards in tow.
Nala sighed out of relief as they were out of sight. It had not been as bad as she
had feared.
“What was that about?” asked Cheid.
Ahnilr and Nala gave the two men a quick briefing on what had been said.
“I think we should leave before the council tells them the bad news,” said
Cheid. Gareth nodded in agreement.
“Good idea,” said Ahnilr and they all hurried along the corridor and
outside.







Nala, along with Cheid and Gareth, had hoped they would have time to
wander the city, but given the situation it seemed unwise, at least on the part of
Nala. Even the inn they were staying at seemed dangerous at times as people
flocked to see Nala as word spread of her presence.
Initially Nala just tried to ignore them and enjoy her food and drink in
peace in the common room, but at times those who came to see her got into
arguments with others and some approached her with questions she did not have
answers for. The presence of Gareth and his large sword seemed to keep most
away, but some were still courageous enough to approach her. The big man had
to shove several people away from her because they got too enthusiastic and
grabbed her. It got so bad that Nala had to confine herself in her room while
Gareth stood outside with his sword visibly laid out as warning to anyone looking
to talk with her.
She could understand the curiosity. She knew she'd have the same
reaction were she normal once more and someone like her came to where she
lived. It only saddened her that some took the matter with such passion that it
caused concern for her own safety.
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“Quite a bit more passionate these elves than I expected,” said Cheid from
his seat.
Nala turned from the window to glance at him. “We're really not that
different from anyone else,” said Nala and returned to admire the view from the
window. The least she could do to enjoy the city. “We're curious just as anyone
else. Sometimes that takes too big a hold.”
Cheid hemmed. “I have a habit of doing that myself at times.”
“I've noticed,” said Nala with slight humour in her voice. More grimly, she
continued, “I expected I'd gather some attention, but I never expected it to get like
this.”
“It would have been nice to tour the city,” said Cheid longingly.
“You're free to go if you want to,” said Nala. She didn't want to hold back
the young wizard. “Gareth is plenty enough to keep everyone away.”
“I don't want to leave you in a bind,” said Cheid, but his voice gave away
that he was just a few words away from giving in and leaving.
“Just go,” said Nala. “I've got some things to do anyway that you probably
shouldn't be seeing.”
The young wizard gave Nala a look that said more than the words following
it. “All right, I'll go.”
The young wizard gathered his belongings and left the room. Gareth gave
him a questioning look as he passed by.
“She told me to go explore the city,” said Cheid.
“Be careful,” said the big man.
“I will,” replied Cheid and waved his hand as he went down the stairs.
Truth be told he didn't expect much problems for himself. It was Nala that was
more a concern. He might gather a few curious looks, being a human, but other
than that he'd probably be left alone.
As he walked through the common room his suspicions were confirmed. He
got a few looks, but that was it. He stepped outside and looked around. There
were elves going about their business as if any other day. Nothing seemed out of
place.
Cheid had trouble deciding where to go. He didn't exactly know the city or
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what was there so he ended up wandering around without much direction. He
visited a few shops that seemed interesting. He had to admire the craftsmanship
that the carpenter had put into the furniture on show at his shop. The reverence
for the material shone through much brighter than on any humans work.
He also happened upon a wine makers shop who was kind enough to offer
him some samples. Likely because he was an exotic visitor and had a few stories
to share that the shop keeper seemed to enjoy. In the end he left with a wineskin
full of some of the best wine he had ever tasted.
It was hard for Cheid not to stop all the time to admire the city. There was
so much beauty and life there that it was hard to forget you were in the middle of
the largest elven city. At times it felt almost as if you were in the middle of a wild
forest with no one else around. The elves certainly knew how to get around
unnoticed and generally left everyone to their own business, unless they
happened to be someone they knew and felt like changing a few words with.
Even a curiosity like Cheid was largely left alone. Only the children
occasionally got close to him and asked a few question in elvish. Cheid had to
shake his head and try to let them know he did not understand them. Usually the
children ended up pointing at him, laughing and running away. Cheid tried to
shrug it off, but he had a nagging feeling they were mocking him.
It wasn't until he reached some of the older trees that he began to worry
whether he should turn back. He was starting to lose track of where he was.
“Well, if it isn't the human companion of that thing,” came an elven voice
beside him. Cheid turned even though he didn't understand the words that had
been spoken in elvish. He did, however, recognize the young woman who had said
them.
“Young lady Stardancer,” said Cheid in a forced courteous tone and bowed
slightly. He was unsure whether his common trade words would be understood.
He noted the two guards that were with the lady. He needed to tread carefully
now.
“Hmh, my mother is Lady Stardancer. I am Tibiniah Stardancer.”
Cheid was relieved that the response came in a language he could
understand. “Of course. My apologies, Lady Tibiniah.”
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“So, where is that murderous companion of yours?” asked the young
woman.
Cheid did his best to ignore the tone and insulting words. “She is resting at
the inn we're staying at. The journey here was quite long.”
“To think the council would let her off without any punishment. It's
intolerable,” complained Tibiniah. “You can tell her that the council might not do
anything, but I will.”
“With all due respect, I would suggest against that,” said Cheid.
The young elf snorted. “Of course you would. She's your companion.”
“True, but I am also thinking about you. Nala is not someone you can take
on. Worst case, you will end up dead and your mother will suffer another loss,”
replied Cheid with a calm voice that had no hint of boasting or threat in it. It was
a simple statement of fact.
Tibiniah seemed to consider the words for a moment, but only for a
moment. The hatred she felt was stronger and soon surfaced once more. “I don't
know why I even stopped to talk to you. Give my regards to that murderer. We'll
settle the matter some way.” With that, the young elf maiden walked away, her
guards in tow.
Cheid sighed out of relief. He looked around, trying to decide which
direction to go to. He hoped to return to their inn and convey the encounter to
Nala. She needed to be aware that she was a target and the words that had been
said in the hallway of the High Council had not been said merely in the heat of
the moment.







Nala had spent an uneasy night at the inn. She couldn't quite get to sleep
properly and just ended up tossing around in her bed. The encounter Cheid had
had with Tibiniah bothered her. She hoped it would remain at the level of angry
words.
She was grateful when the first rays of morning sunshine came through the
window. Today she would get to talk to the High Priest of Loriel. Hopefully he
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would have some answers for her as to the elemental spirits and why they were
so attracted to her.
Nala put on her usual attire and fastened her swords around her waist.
She found Gareth fast asleep outside her door. She poked the man a few times to
wake him. He seemed a bit ashamed to have been caught dozing off while he was
supposed to be on guard, but Nala forgave him quickly. In her mind the man
should have been in his own bed sleeping. The journey had taken more of a toll
on him than her.
The group enjoyed a satisfying breakfast in the common room and waited
for Ahnilr to arrive. She would guide them to the temple, though Cheid would be
left behind. He wanted to go explore the city some more and Nala saw no reason
why he shouldn't. It was an hour more until Ahnilr arrived. Gareth strapped his
large sword to his back and off they went.
The main temple of Loriel was a sight to behold. Statues of her, carved from
Elf Wood, guarded either side of the entrance. The doors were filled with carvings
that told of her exploits and symbols to bring her favour and protection to those
who entered with clear minds.
The temple comprised of three Elf Trees that were bonded together. In the
centre there was a branch covered clearing that served as the main hall and had
the altar. The trees surrounding it housed quarters for priests, acolytes and
others who attended to the temple. There was a library, classrooms – everything a
temple that taught new priests and worshippers needed.
Nala gathered curious looks and many whispers as Ahnilr guided her
through the halls to the quarters of the High Priest. Gareth had been left to wait
by the entrance to the temple. Some of the more attuned acolytes even knelt
down to show her respect, which just made her feel uncomfortable. She did not
feel worthy of such reverence.
“I wish they'd stop doing that,” she muttered so only Ahnilr could hear her.
“Doing what?” asked the priestess.
“The whole kneeling down thing.”
“You could tell them to stop,” said Ahnilr, sounding slightly amused.
“Somehow I get the feeling they wouldn't listen,” said Nala and scowled at
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another acolyte who had knelt down. His face grew pale as he saw Nala's
expression. She quickly tried to smile reassuringly to try and save the situation,
but it was too late. There was no telling what horrors the acolyte now expected in
his future. Nala sighed with a look of resignation on her face.
“You're probably right,” said Ahnilr. The priestess had seen the incident.
“Just ignore them and try not to think about them.”
“Easier said than done,” muttered Nala.
There were two acolytes standing watch at the High Priests chamber door.
They took one glance at Nala and opened the door. She was expected and the
instruction to let her in immediately had left no room for doubt.
The room she entered reminded her much of Skander's room. The large
desk dominated the room and brought the attention of anyone entering straight
to the person sitting behind it. The walls were lined with shelves of books and
religious apparel. There was even a small, personal altar of Loriel in one corner of
the room. A few chairs in front of the desk offered guests a comfortable looking
seating.
The man behind the desk rose up to greet Nala and Ahnilr. He was taller
than Nala by a foot or so. His robe made it hard to tell much of his body build,
but his hands were slim which suggested he was a thin man. His brown hair was
cut short, which was unusual for an elf, and his equally brown eyes examined
Nala closely.
“Mala'd Jal,” said the man, using the elven name for what Nala was, and
bowed slightly. Nala was pleased the man did not kneel down. “I am Anorl
Emberrat, the High Priest of Loriel.”
Nala nodded. “Greetings, High Priest. Thank you for seeing me.”
The priest motioned for the two women to sit down and took his seat
behind the desk. “Please, call me Anorl. I find too much formality to be..confining.
I hope I can call you Nala?”
Nala smiled. He looked to be a man she could get along with. “Of course.”
“Now, I understand there was something you wished to discuss with me?”
There was curiosity in his voice, but at the same time there was a hint that it was
he who would have rather asked the questions.
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“I was hoping you could maybe tell me more of what I am. There are things
happening that I'm finding confusing.”
“What sort of things?” asked Anorl.
Nala told him of the spirits that had been coming forward to speak with
her. She told of the happening at the Tower where they had come to aid her.
Some of the things she told Ahnilr was hearing for the first time.
The High Priest leaned back in his chair as Nala finished. He looked to be
in deep thought and it was a while before he spoke. “What you need to
understand is that when Loriel made you the way you are – a story I would
certainly like to hear, by the way – you became something that is not entirely of
this plane of existence.”
“I know I became bonded to the Elf Tree of my parents,” said Nala.
Anorl nodded. “Certainly, but that is not all. You stand between the planes,
almost as a spirit yourself, perhaps as a sort of a gateway between them. The fact
that I hear the goddess has used you to express herself has further contributed to
that situation, bringing the spirits attention to you. They see you for what you are
and accept you as one of them. Their sister.”
“So this has happened with others like me?” asked Nala.
“The details are few in many cases, but there are indications that your
predecessors had the ability to communicate with the elemental spirits,” replied
the High Priest.
“But what does that mean for me?” asked Nala. She looked to Ahnilr who
looked to be deep in her own thoughts, pondering what she was hearing.
“That I do not know,” replied Anorl. “What you do need to come to terms
with is that you are no longer a mere elf. You are a tool for the goddess and you
have been forged together with the Elf Tree of your parents and the spirits of the
elemental planes. We do not call your kind Guardian Spirits for nothing.” The
High Priest used a stern voice to convey the seriousness of what he was saying.
Nala had to admit to herself that she had already abandoned the idea that
she was like the other elves, but she had not realized how large the difference had
grown. She found herself in a world that was much more vast than the one she
had lived in prior to being touched by the goddess.
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“Just remember that doesn't mean you're alone,” said Ahnilr.
Nala nodded. It was then that a memory was nudged free from the locks
the goddess had imposed on them.
The memory was old, much older than anything that had surfaced before.
It was from the very first Guardian Spirit. It was hard to tell what was going on,
but it was obvious the Guardian was dying.
He had wounds all over and looked on the brink of losing his
consciousness. He was at a clearing, bare footed and sword in hand. He found a
soft spot of dirt and dug his feet deep into it. He stuck his sword in the ground
and leaned against it as he concentrated.
Elemental spirits began appearing. They whispered to him much like they
did to Nala, but at the same time they seemed to have much more influence over
him. He seemed to struggle against them. The spirits did not relent. They seemed
to be the ones in control.
Other elves appeared in the clearing. They had concerned looks on their
faces, some carried swords and bows of their own. The Guardian pleaded for
them to stay away, but some ignored him and moved closer. The spirits swirling
around him lashed out at the elves, killing two of them. A pained expression took
over the Guardians face as he saw what happened. He cried out for Loriel and her
mercy.
The spirits around him seemed to mock him and tried to influence him
more, for him to kill more. Nala felt the desperation of the Guardian. If the spirits
got their will, he'd kill everyone in the clearing and from there on everything
beyond it. He had relied on the spirits too much. They had began to rule his
actions instead of the other way around.
Another presence entered the clearing. The goddess had heard the plead of
her chosen one and come to his aid – or so Nala thought. She heard the
goddesses voice as if she was inside her own head.
“You've filled your duty, but in doing so you have betrayed me and sold
yourself to the elemental spirits. Instead of ruling them you have become their
slave. Now, may you serve as a warning to those who come after you and at the
same time give my blessing to the race of elves.”
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Nala felt the rush of power that swept over the clearing. She heard the cries
of the Guardian. She was certain they would haunt her for the rest of her life as
would the sight of the Guardian turning. His feet seemed to sink further into the
ground. Where there had been two feet there now was one. His body stretched
and small branches began appearing from all around his body. It was becoming
impossible to tell what he had been before, but Nala immediately recognized what
he had become; an Elf Tree. The growth was extremely accelerated and in a
matter of minutes the tree had reached a point where it dropped its first seed.
“My children,” came the voice of the goddess to the elves still in the
clearing. They looked startled and fearful. A slight breeze lifted the first seed of
the tree from the ground and floated it over to the elves. “This is my gift to you.
Plant it, tend to it and it will provide you with homes worthy of you.” More seed s
dropped from the tree.
Nala jumped up from her seat and backed away, causing the chair to fall.
She breathed heavily and looked around startled. Ahnilr and the High Priestess
both looked at her with concern.
“Everything all right?” asked Ahnilr. “You looked horrified and then you
jumped up like that.”
Nala swallowed. Her throat was dry. She still heard the screams of the first
of her kind. “It was just a..memory..”, she mumbled and lifted up the fallen chair.
“Must have been some memory,” said the High Priest and eyed Nala as she
took her seat again.
“It was,” said Nala with a quivering voice. “I saw the moment the first seed
of an Elf Tree was given to us.”
“A great day in our history,” admitted Anorl. “But surely it should not upset
you so?“
“Perhaps history has polished off some of the rough edges of it,” replied
Nala.
“What do you mean?” asked Ahnilr. “What did you see?”
Nala hesitated, but decided it was best to tell the story as she had seen it.
The two listened intently as she described the event. Ahnilr expressed genuine
surprise at hearing what had happened, but the High Priest did not show any
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emotion towards what he was hearing, even though it painted quite a different
image from what the official story for the first Elf Tree seed was these days.
“Time certainly has made the story gentler,“ said Ahnilr as Nala finished.
“They don't even mention the first Guardian Spirit.”
“Did you know this?” asked Nala of Anorl. Ahnilr turned to the High Priest,
equally curious to hear his response.
“The details of the story have been lost,” said Anorl. “I had suspicions that
there was more to it than what is told today, but to hear the true story like this..”
He shook his head. “Even in light of this, the story we tell our children is accurate
even though it leaves some details out. Perhaps for the better.”
“I certainly would have liked to know the details a bit earlier,” said Nala. It
seemed to her the deal she had made with the goddess was getting worse at every
turn. New problems and dangers cropped up from around every corner. Now she
had to worry about standing her ground against the elemental spirits.
Anorl spread his hand in an apologetic manner. “The history of the
Guardian Spirits is one that is sorely lacking in details. Perhaps that is the will of
the goddess, but rest assured, I will have your account of the events written down
so they may be read by others.”
Nala had a suspicion said writing would be buried deep inside some library
where no one was likely to find it. She was becoming increasingly aware that
certain matters pertaining to the goddess and, indeed, the history of her worship
had been smoothed over time.
“I thank you for your time, High Priest,” said Nala and rose once more. “I've
gotten the answers I sought.” Even if the answers themselves did not satisfy her.
Anorl smiled. “I'm glad I could be assistance. You are always welcome
here.”
Ahnilr rose and bowed slightly and followed Nala out the door. They walked
the corridors, towards the exit. They did not speak. Nala had her hands full just
trying to sort everything out and trying to come to terms with the fact the elves
were living in trees that were, essentially, the children of the first of her kind. She
had trouble believing Loriel would have handed out such a severe punishment to
someone she had herself chosen, but she had seen the memory. There was no
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denying it.
“Oh, we're leaving already?” asked Gareth as the two women exited the
temple. He was casually leaning against the wall.
“I have some more business to take care of in the temple. I'll meet you later
at the inn,” said Ahnilr and returned to the temple. She had no doubt Gareth
remembered the way back.
“Well, I guess it's just the two of us then,” said the big man. Nala nodded
absentmindedly and started walking. Gareth gave her an odd look, but said
nothing. Clearly something had happened that occupied her mind now.
They had barely gotten a few hundred feet from the temple when something
caught Gareths eye. He reacted immediately.
“Watch out!” he shouted and shoved Nala out of the way. The small elf
stumbled and fell to the ground. Once she regained her bearings and turned back
to look she saw Gareth laying on the ground. Two arrows were stuck in his chest
and one in his left thigh.
Another volley of arrows came after her. One missed, two found their
target, but even the steel tipped arrows failed to penetrate her skin more than a
quarter of the length of the tip. Still, the depth was enough to cause a small
wound and have the arrow stick to her. One was stuck in her stomach and
another near her chest.
Still baffled, Nala glanced around herself. She saw the three figures with
bows in hand. They turned to run, but not before she could get a good look at one
of them. She recognized her, despite the cloak she was wearing. The elves on the
street looked at the scene baffled, no one knowing really what to do.
Nala grimaced and pulled out the two arrows. The wounds did not worry
her for they were shallow and not enough to cause much harm. Before anything
else she crawled to Gareth to see how he was doing. The arrows seemed to have
missed everything important and the man was already grunting and trying to
gather the strength to pull out the arrows. Nala grabbed hold of his hand and
pushed it to his side.
“Just rest. Let Ahnilr take care of it,” she said to the man. She looked
around and saw the priestess already rushing out of the temple towards them. At
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least someone had had the sense to pass the word to the temple.
“Are you all right?” asked the priestess of Nala as she knelt beside Gareth
and started to work on getting the arrows out.
“I'm fine,” replied Nala. At least physically she was. The arrows had been
meant for her and it pained her to see Gareth have taken them for her. It angered
her because she knew what had led to this. Before she realized it, she was
standing up and looking to go after the would be assassins.
Sister..
Sister..
What is the matter?
The whispers came to her. She glanced around and saw a few elemental
spirits from the plane of air swirling near her. She hesitated. Given what she had
seen, did she want to have anything to do with them? She decided that in this
situation their help was worth the risk.
“Did you see the three bowmen?” asked Nala of the spirits.
“No,” Ahnilr began to reply, but she quickly realized Nala was not talking to
her. She returned to pulling out the arrows from Gareth.
Yes.
“Can you guide me to them?”
Why?
“They tried to kill me, but ended up harming my friend. I can't let that go.”
The air around Nala stirred as the spirits swirled around her. She could feel
the spirits were upset over hearing someone had tried to kill her. Their anger
seemed to fuel her own.
Follow us.
“Ahnilr, I'm going after the people who did this. Take care of Gareth.”
The priestess tried to object, but she was too late. Nala was already walking
away with purpose in her steps. She saw the slight shimmer whirling around her
and worried that the spirits might be influencing her to further their own goals.
The spirits guided Nala through the city. All the time more and more of
them gathered around her and soon there were enough of them that they started
to become clearly visible. She began to attract even more attention thanks to that,
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but everyone was kept away by the combination of her expression and the ever
growing amount of spirits around her. The air swirled around her and pushed
around a wall of bubbly water. The ground around her feet seemed to be rippling
and alive as the spirits from the plane of Earth followed her.
It was a longer walk than she had expected, but it only gave her more time
to gather the anger inside her. It was a part of the city where the very oldest trees
were. Some even had walls made up of bushes and small trees surrounding them
and gates of elf wood, which was highly unusual for what she had seen of the
city. Most places were open and you could easily walk in to greet the residents.
Here.
They came here.
The spirits around her were abuzz and it was difficult to hear anything else
but their voices. Nala eyed the gate before her. She doubted it would be opened
for her, but it was better to try than to simply use violence as the first option. She
tried to push open the gate, but it did not budge. A small window appeared in the
and someone peered through it.
“Who goes there?” came a question. Nala could barely make it out from the
noise the spirits were making.
“I'm Nala Temera. I have business with a lady of the house.”
The window closed. It did not seem like a good sign to her, but she waited
patently. The window soon opened again and the same eyes peered through it.
“You are not welcome here. Be gone.”
Nala sighed. “Either you open the gate or I will open it.”
She was fully aware that she had attracted a crowd of curious onlookers
behind her, but she wasn't going to let the matter slide. Not after what had
happened.
“Threat's won't do you any favours,” said the voice behind the gate and the
window closed.
“Fine,” muttered Nala and took a step back. “Will you help me?” she asked
of the spirits surrounding her.
Yess..
Yes.
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“Good. Let me guide you in return,” she said and focused on conveying her
thoughts to the spirits. She found herself battling against their will. They sought
her to do much more than force open the gate. It was a struggle, but the
incidents with the goddess seemed to have given her some tools against their
attempts.
Soon, a large stone fist rose from the ground before her and smashed into
the elf wood gate. She felt a bit sorry for having to ruing such a nice piece of
craftsmanship, but they had left her no choice. The first hit seemed to do nothing
but cause a lot of noise, but after the fourth one the gate flew from its hinges and
smashed into the inner yard.
Nala stepped through the ruined gate. She was greeted by what looked to
be one of the most well tended to gardens she had ever seen. Had the
circumstances been different she might have been inclined to stop and admire
the sight, maybe even take a seat there and just forget what ever she had come
for, but today was not one of those days. She was more concerned about the four
guards that had their bows aimed at her.
“Leave. Now,” said one of the guards with a commanding voice. They all
looked a bit nervous at the sight of her, but at the same time it was obvious they
were prepared to do their duty towards the household they were protecting.
“I'll leave when I have what I came for. I have no desire to hurt any of you
so just let me pass.”
“We can't allow that,” said the guard.
Nala drew out her swords. “A shame.” She stepped forward. The guards let
their arrows loose.
Immediately the spirits swirling around her became more active. The
combination of air and water spinning around her intensified and swatted away
the arrows flying towards her. The ground below the guards gave way and they
sunk in, unable to chase after her or fire their arrows in any sort of effective
manner. They were no longer a threat to her so she just ignored them and walked
past them, towards the large tree looming in the middle of the garden. She hoped
that she would find what she was hunting for there.
There were more guards waiting at the tree, but their arrows met the same
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fate as their companions and the guards themselves quickly found themselves in
similar pits they could not get away from.
The door to the elf tree offered little resistance compared to the gate. A
single hit from the stone fist sent it flying inside. There was a frightened yelp as
Nala stepped inside. She saw her prey standing in the large reception hall she
had stepped into along with her two accomplices.
“Begone!” yelled the young female elf from behind her two companions.
“You're not welcome in this house.”
Nala chuckled. “Seeing as you just tried to kill me and wounded my friend I
had little doubt about it, Tibiniah Stardancer.”
The young elf grew pale. No doubt she had expected to escape without
being noticed. Maybe it was the situation she found herself in, but she said
something to her two companions and they pulled out their swords and rushed at
Nala.
The swirling spirits made things difficult for them, but they pushed on
none the less and actually managed to come close enough for Nala to have to
block their hits with her own swords. Given the advantage Nala had, the fight was
a short one and both men soon found themselves disarmed with wounded hands
that didn't allow them to continue the fight.
Nala walked up to the young elf maiden and pointed a sword at her. “I
should kill you right here,” she said coldly.
Sisterr..
Kill her..
Kill..
The spirits around Nala whispered and egged her on. They had no moral
qualms with ending the life of someone not of their plane. Nala found herself in a
tug of war with the spirits and it was becoming harder and harder to say no to
their demands.
The young elf lifted her head and looked at Nala down her nose. “You killed
my brother. The council refused to act on it. Justice needed to be served.”
Nala shook her head, but before she could respond a gasp from the stairs
leading to the upper levels caught her attention. She turned her head slightly and
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saw the Lady of the Stardancer family. The older woman had a look of shock on
her face.
“Killing my son was not enough?” she asked of Nala coldly. “Now you've
come to kill my daughter as well?”
The accusation hurt Nala. She knew full well the pain of losing family, but
here she was, threatening to rob another ones daughter from the world. She let
her swords fall to her sides. The spirits around her protested. They wanted her to
kill both of them.
“I did not kill Nerduin,” said Nala. “Loriel did, but even she can't be blamed.
The Flames of Purification do not lie. Your son had dealt with forces he should
not have and he paid the price for it.”
“Liar!” shouted Tibiniah, but was quickly silenced by the stern look her
mother gave her.
“Inorinn did not tell us this,” admitted Lady Stardancer.
“Inorinn?” asked Nala. “Have you not spoken to the full council?”
“No,” came a reply.
It was then and there that Nala lost all desire to harm the young fool who
had tried to kill her. She was but a pawn in a game she was not even aware was
being played. She put her swords to their scabbards and dismissed the spirits
surrounding her. They were reluctant to go and she suspected at least a few
lingered around despite her wish, but at least she had been able to will most of
them away. She had retained control over the situation.
“You're being used,” said Nala and turned to look at the Lady. “Inorinn is
using you in her own political games. Speak to the full council or even other
members of it. You'll hear the truth.”
“She wouldn't dare,” muttered the Lady, but it was clear she was beginning
to have doubts of her own.
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “Believe it or not, she is. If it were up to me
your son would still be alive, but sometimes the choice is taken from us.” She
sounded genuinely sad. “You've already lost enough. I'm not going to take your
daughter. There's no point. You're just being used without knowing it.”
She turned around and began walking away. The two women looked at her
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slightly baffled that she would give up so easily when she had wrecked through
so many obstacles to get to where she was. She could have killed both of them
and they knew it.
Nala walked through the garden and the ruined gate. The guards she had
encountered were still struggling to free themselves. All they could do was watch
as she passed them by. She gave one of them an apologetic smile.
The crowd of curious onlookers was still outside the gate and an immediate
buzz began when Nala walked out. She did her best to ignore them and started to
make her way back to the temple. She hoped Gareth had not been hurt too badly.
It was clear to her that the sooner they got out of the city and back on the road
again the better off they'd be. The political games could not be allowed to derail
their mission.
She had no trouble getting back. No one dared to bother her as word
spread of what had happened. She did notice that some of the curious looks had
turned into ones of caution. They were starting to understand that she brought
with her more trouble than good things.
Nala approached the temple. At least Gareth had been carried from the
street to somewhere more private. An acolyte spotted her and ran to her to guided
her to where Gareth and Ahnilr were. The temple had an extensive infirmary to
tend to the sick and wounded and they had arranged a bed for Gareth, though
the big man did not seem to have much use for it. Nala was hard pressed to tell
he had even been wounded. Were it not for the bandages around his chest and
leg, he seemed to be doing just fine. He was eating with as good a appetite as
ever.
“What happened?” demanded Ahnilr as Nala stepped into the room. Gareth
turned his attention from the food to her as well.
“Tibiniah Stardancer,” replied Nala.
“Did you kill her?” asked Gareth.
“No,” replied Nala. The relief on Ahnilr's face was immeasurable. Nala told a
shortened version of the events, leaving out certain bits pertaining to the
elemental spirits. The two did not need to worry themselves with it.
“Political schemes,” muttered Gareth with disdain. “Nothing else quite as
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dirty as that in the world.”
Ahnilr nodded. “Hopefully they will talk to the full council and get the entire
story. Maybe that will cool down the young Tibiniah.”
“I have my doubts,” said Nala. “Still, I'd rather not kill her now, knowing
what I do.”
“Well, tomorrow's our last full day here,” said Gareth. “Lets just stay out of
sight and out of mind. Then quietly sneak out in the morning.”
“I'm inclined to think that is the best plan,” said Ahnilr.
“Fine,” conceded Nala. “But will your wounds be healed by then?” she
asked of Gareth.
The big man gave her a wide grin. “With the help from Ahnilr, I'll be as good
as new by tomorrow.”
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Chapter 19

T

he

journey

had

gone

relatively

well

for

Derian

and

his

companions, despite the fact he had pushed the horses so hard
on the first day that they had nearly died of exhaustion. It was

not out of fear of someone getting there before them that he pushed the animals
hard. It was his own desire to be there quickly that drove him. He also didn't
mind putting as much distance between him and Ramyn as possible.
Dayr, Obsidian and Kerrigan offered little complaints on the pace he set,
mostly because they feared the man enough to understand the words would not
be received well.
The open countryside had not cared of their passing. Few farmers looked
on curiously as they rode past like they were being chased by a dragon, but none
got in their way. The few times they stopped at some unknown village that wasn't
even worthy to be mentioned on a map they ran into positive surprises. They
found a few members of the blades that joined on their journey. One even had
messenger pigeons that allowed Derian to send word to a wider area.
Derian knew they would need the help once they reached their destination.
There were creatures roaming the mountain that made no distinction on what
god you worshipped. As long as you had flesh around your bones, you were a
target for them to feast on. They'd lose men just getting to the cavern that led to
the imprisoned god. Keeping it would demand even more men. He hoped the word
would reach at least a few wizards or priests that were members. Their help
would be invaluable. He feared the single Blood Reaver he had left would not be
able to cover everything that was needed, though it would certainly be of great
help.
By the time the group reached the edge of the Great Forest it had grown
from four men to a full dozen. Still less than Derian had hoped for, but at least he
now had a priest and a wizard from Voroth to offer support.
The group did not enter the forest, but rather travelled along the edge of it.
They feared that if they tried to take the route through the forest an elven patrol
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would happen upon them. That was an encounter they did not wish for. The best
choice for them was to head south where the strip of forest they had to cross was
much thinner. After that they'd need to cross the river and pass the Norther
Guardians, a series of large towers the Kingdom of Mandor had built long before
the Troll Wars to guard their northern border. The towers were still in use today,
though with much lessened garrisons. Still, combined with the river, they formed
perhaps the most well guarded border you'd run upon. The advantage the group
had was that no one would be looking for them in Mandor. They were just
another group crossing the border.
Derian pondered whether he should send a few men to Deslen to buy some
weapons and supplies. Those who had joined from the small villages had brought
with them a horse and clothes, but not much in the way of anything useful in
killing. A few rusty swords would not cut it in the mountains. On the other hand
a few days delay seemed unacceptable to him. The journey had taken a long time
already.
In the end he decided the supplies would be worth, so after they crossed
the river and entered Mandor, they headed south for a bit more and sent a few
men to the city to gather what was needed. Derian figured that the days added to
the journey still left them well ahead of anyone else looking to enter the
mountains in search of Deremoths cavern.
The men returned from their supply run with several extra horses that
carried food, armour, weapons and other items that would be needed in the
mountains. A few clothe changes and they began to look more of a mining
expedition than a bunch of rabble that had decided to leave their home villages. A
few pickaxes and other mining equipment completed the image.
The items were not only for the disguise, but also because they might prove
useful. The area around Moroth's Tooth was far from stable and tremors could
well have caved in the passage to the sealed dragon. Derian hoped that would not
be the case, but it was better to be prepared for the worst than to be without the
tools to solve the situation should it arise.
So they rode on and faced little difficulties. Even the patrols that they
encountered passed by without giving them much notice. A mining expedition
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was not that unusual an sight, even if they were a bit late in moving out. In his
messages, Derian had instructed two locations where to meet up and they were
now headed for the second one, right at the base of the mountains.
To his relief, there was another dozen men there, two of them wizards and
three priests. Now he had a force together that he felt comfortable to brave the
mountains with. Getting to the mountains had been the easy part. Getting to
Moroth's Tooth alive and well, that was a whole other challenge.
After a days rest, the group ventured on, towards their goal.







The morning sunlight woke Nala. She almost wished it hadn't, but then she
remembered this was the last day they would spend in the elven city. She hoped
the council would reach some decision.
Given the events of the day before she expected the day to be a boring one.
They had decided to stay indoors and together to avoid any problems wandering
around alone might cause. On the other hand, it mean she didn't need to be
anywhere so she let out a content sigh, turned her side and buried herself under
the blanket once more. She was just about to fall asleep again when there was a
knock on her door.
Muttering to herself, she reluctantly slithered from under the blanket and
went to the door. She cracked it open only slightly to see who it was. It was
Ahnilr.
“What is it?” asked Nala groggily.
“The council has made its decision,” said the priestess. “They want to see
us as soon as possible.”
That woke Nala right up and she quickly threw on some clothes and
secured her swords around her waist. Gareth and Cheid were already ready and
waiting for her when she came down stairs to the common room. She barely had
time to grab a piece of bread for breakfast before they left to meet the council.
Shivers ran down Nala's spine as they entered the Elf Tree of the High
Council once more. She recognized the tree from the memory she had
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experienced in the High Priests quarters. This was the first Elf Tree. Part of it was
the very first Guardian Spirit. It bothered her slightly that apparently no one
knew the full history or at least no one spoke of it in public.
The full council was there to greet them in their chamber. Lonaac was the
spokes person for the council as usual.
“Thank you for coming,” said the old elf.
Everyone in the small group bowed slightly.
“I assume the council has reached some sort of decision?” asked Nala after
the minimal formalities had been tended to.
Lonaac nodded. “Indeed we have, but before that I would like to offer you
an apology.”
Nala raised an eyebrow. She had not expected that, nor had anyone else in
the group.
“A member of this council has caused you problems by acting against the
orders she was given. We did not hear of this until Lady Stardancer demanded to
see the full council.” The old elf seemed genuinely upset over the matter. “Rest
assured that we will deal with the matter with the severity it demands.”
Nala nodded. “What of the young lady of the Stardancer family?”
Lonaac looked like he had dreaded and expected the question. “Do you
wish to present charges against her?”
Nala glanced at Gareth. Personally, she had no reason to seek further
retribution against the young elf. She felt her visit had been sufficient and the
fact they had been used in a plot unbeknownst to them was enough to alleviate
any guilt on their part. Gareth shook his head. He felt the same way it seemed.
“We have no reason to charge her with anything. I hope the council will see
the matter as we do,” said Nala.
Lonaac nodded. He was visibly relieved.
“However, there is something you should consider when you punish this
council member of yours,” continued Nala. Lonaac looked curious. “You should
consider that it was only the High Council that knew where the Sun Blade was
kept, yet somehow the Blades found their way to me and my parents. I've
suspected that someone on the council leaked that information to people they
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should not have. What happened with Nerduin and now with this member of the
council, you should investigate the matter thoroughly.”
There was a heated mutter around the table as the council members
discussed the matter. Such a heavy accusation against one of their members?
That was unprecedented. Lonaac listened in on all sides. Some were willing to
investigate the matter, others opposed it and felt there was not enough evidence,
but in the end the decision was made. As the discussion died down, he nodded.
“While it pains us to admit it, it does seem your accusation has some truth to it.
You have the word of the council that the matter will be investigated fully.”
“Thank you,” said Nala.
“Now then, why don't we move on to what we came here to discuss?” asked
Lonaac.
There was visible anticipation on the part of Cheid, Gareth, Ahnilr and
Nala.
“You must understand that the elven kingdom is already facing a threat,”
continued Lonaac. “The Northern Barbarian tribes have ventured into the forest
in the west and are causing problems. Much of our readily available forces are
there and we can't pull them away to help you.”
Nala tried to keep her composure. So they would not get the aid they had
hoped for. They'd make do without, then.
“But we can't ignore your mission either,” continued the spokesperson. “As
such we will provide you with what aid we can without increasing the risk in the
west. We will provide you with transport that will take you to the southern edge of
the forest in a few days. We will also send with you a dozen of our finest men.”
Nala felt relief. It was certainly less than they had hoped for, but at least it
was something. The quick transport alone was a valuable help.
“I believe you have met captain Relait Skytracer?” asked Lonaac as an elf
stepped beside him.
The name was unfamiliar to Nala, but the person who stepped next to the
old elf was not. It was the captain of the patrol that had guided them to the city.
His name had never come up during their journey, despite everything, but he had
given the impression of being a dependable sort.
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The captain nodded to everyone in the group. “It seems we meet again. I
have personally chosen the men who will join us and I can vouch for every single
one of them. They are the most skilled in their respective fields.”
“The council believes time is of importance on this mission so we have also
dispatched a message to the kingdom of Mandor,” continued Lonaac. “They have
garrisons all along the river. They will provide you with horses, food and any
other equipment you might need. We also explained the situation to them and
asked if they could provide additional men. Whether they are willing to do that or
not, we do not yet know, but we have had nothing but good relations with them
ever since the Troll Wars and they have helped us on more than one occasion, as
we have helped them. I would be surprised if they did not offer at least a few men
to guide you to the mountains.”
The bit of news made Nala feel better. The council had indeed made
decisions. While she had hoped for more from the elves themselves, the fact that
they were asking their allies to be involved in the matter showed they took the
matter seriously. The fact they had chosen a captain the group was at least
slightly familiar with further convinced her that they sought to help them the best
they could in their current situation.
Now all they had to do was gather their belongings and follow the councils
instructions. They would depart the next day.







Nala, Cheid, Gareth and Ahnilr arrived together at the clearing they had
been instructed to meet on. The dozen other elves that were to accompany them
were there as well, along with several lightly built wagons. They seemed barely
strong enough to carry a few people, but on closer examination it became
apparent they were made of Elf Wood and were thus far more sturdy that they
looked to be. They could probably carry six or seven people each along with their
belongings. To see such an amount of the precious wood in one place was a sight
in itself and made the wagons more valuable than anything Nala had seen before.
There was nothing in view that could pull them, so she had to wonder what
sort of transport they were. She wasn't the only one who had noticed it.
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“So, how are we going to get to the edge of the forest? Walk?” asked Cheid.
Ahnilr smiled. “The same way Nisoen, Nerduin and I got to Ramyn so
quickly. With those wagons.”
“But there's nothing here to pull them,” said Gareth.
“The High Council will see to it that there will be,” replied Ahnilr
mysteriously. She did not seem willing to spoil the surprise.
Relait came walking over to them. He had a bow over his shoulder and a
sword at the hip. He wore a light leather armour that did not seem to hinder his
movement much while still offering some extra protection against anything
looking to harm him. The cloak he wore had leaves sown into it and brown
patches in it, making it the ideal disguise in any forest. It reminded Nala of the
clothes many of the elves at her home forest used to wear.
“You have everything with you?” asked the young captain as he got close
enough.
The group made one final check before agreeing that they did, indeed, have
everything.
“Nisoen asked me to convey his apologies that he could not join you in this
final leg of your journey,” said Relait. “The council has tasked him with an
investigation that he felt was just as important to see through.”
Nala smiled. So the council had handed Nisoen the duty of investigating the
trouble making council member. That certainly made her feel better. Nisoen could
be trusted to do a proper job of it and leave no stone unturned. At the same time
she felt slightly disappointed that he would not be joining them. He was certainly
someone they could have used on the journey.
“A shame,” said Gareth. “He's a good man.”
The others in the group seemed to agree, but Nisoen had made his own
decision and they had to respect that.
“So, captain, how do we plan on getting to the edge of the forest?” asked
Cheid. Maybe the captain would have a looser tongue than Ahnilr did.
Relaits raised an eyebrow. “You have not been told?”
“The priestess over here refused to explain things to us,” said Gareth.
The captain looked at Ahnilr and a small smile grew on his face. “Then I
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shall not spoil the surprise.”
“Bunch of coconspirators,” muttered Cheid. The young wizard did not like
to be held in the dark. More importantly, he wanted to learn everything he could
while travelling the world; be it for leisure or on a mission like this. Duty is no
excuse for not learning, had Skander said to him many times and it was a lesson
he had taken to heart, and doing so had served him well so far.
They waited for some time before things started to progress.
“Ah, here he is,” said Ahnilr.
The group turned to look and saw the elf walking towards them. He was
dressed like a wizard would for any official occasion. The robe was far from
practical, but served to present a certain aura that was expected of wizards. The
decorative embroidery on it told he was among the most highly skilled wizards.
Had he been at the Towers of Magic, Cheid figured he would have been on par
with Skander as far as rank went.
“Everything ready?” asked the elf in the melodic language of the elves.
“We're all set, honoured wizard,” responded Relait.
“Good. I may begin then?”
The captain nodded and cleared everyone away from the wagons.
Cheid looked on with great interest as the wizard began his work. Maybe
he'd show something he had not seen before. Everyone who was attuned to magic
felt it gathering in the clearing. The familiar tingle went through their bodies and
made some shuffle.
The first shimmers began to appear by the wagons, where the horses
pulling them would normally have been. What was materializing there took the
form of a horse. Even after it had completely come into being, it was translucent
and you could see through it as if it was clear water.
“Interesting,” muttered Cheid. He was unsure what exactly the creature
was. It wasn't an elemental or even an elemental spirit. Some other creature from
the elemental planes? There were all sorts of beings in those plains, many
unknown to the outside world. Exploring the planes was dangerous at best and
few had the skill to do it without ending up as a corpse their students would find
shrivelled up in the morning.
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Glass like strands began to extend from the creature that wrapped around
the wagon. Its blue glowing eyes examined the clearing and everyone in it with
indifference.
The elf wizard began summoning another creature. It appeared much in the
same manner as the first one, though it did seems slightly larger than the first
one.
“What are those things?” asked Cheid from Ahnilr.
The priestess looked a bit surprised the young wizard did not know.
“They're from the plane of Air. We call them Wind Riders.”
“You mean we're going to fly to the edge of the forest in those wagons?”
asked Gareth weakly.
“Yes, that's the plan,” said Ahnilr.
Gareth looked horrified at the idea. He'd rather have walked the distance
and suffered some more muscle pains.
Cheid and Nala on the other hand had a gleam in their eyes that told of
anticipation at experiencing something new. Their eagerness was infectious even
to Ahnilr who had ridden the wagons several times. She had always enjoyed it.
The third creature had finished materializing and attaching itself to the
wagon. The elf wizard seemed slightly tired, but looked just as ready as ever to
continue on.
“Well then, shall we go?” asked Ahnilr of the rest of the group. The dozen
elven warriors were already loading up their belongings to the wagons.
They piled their belongings inside the wagon. The wizard took the drivers
seat while Nala and the rest of her group, along with the captain, took a seat in
the back of the wagon. There was no canvas covering the back so despite the high
corners they had a good view of everything around them.
As they took a seat, the glass like strands moved closer and wrapped
themselves around their waist, fastening them to the wagon tightly. Gareth tried
to fight against the things, but even his strength wasn't enough to break it.
“Just leave them be,” said Ahnilr to calm everyone down. “They're the only
thing that will keep you from falling down once we're in the air.”
Gareth immediately stopped fighting the thing, though his uncomfortable
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pose made it clear he did not fully trust the thing.
“He's coming with us?” asked Cheid as he saw the wizard taking his seat in
the front.
“He has to. He'll have to let the creatures go for the night and summon
them again in the morning.” said Ahnilr. “But he'll take us only to the edge of the
forest. He'll return here after that.”
Cheid seemed to perk up. “Maybe I can talk with him to learn a bit more,”
he mused to himself.
“You can try,” said Ahnilr. She did not believe the wizard would be willing
to share secrets that easily.
Nala did not pay much attention to the conversation. She was too busy
observing the creature pulling the wagon. It seemed to puff up slightly and then it
began to walk. It was a steady, slightly angel climb. It was as if the creature was
walking up a ramp instead of thin air. Soon they were high above the tree tops,
soaring towards the south at a pace that put the fastest of horses to shame.
They'd have no trouble reaching the edge of the forest in a few days at the pace
they were going.
The wind ruffled Nala's hair as she peaked beyond the safety of the wagon.
She smiled at the sight of the forest that had turned into a green mat. It was like
a much more detailed version of the map Skander had produced back when he
was explaining the world to her. As she turned to look up the white clouds were
closer than she had ever seen them. She almost hoped they would climb higher
so she could touch them.
She saw the two other wagons flying next to them. She admired the
creatures pulling them. Despite the speed they were going at, they seemed to be
on a gentle trod instead of running at full speed. She had to wonder how fast the
things would go with a lighter load or even with just a single rider.
She turned back inside the wagon with a wide grin on her face. She found
Cheid had a much similar look on his face. Gareth on the other hand looked pale
and was clinging to the wagon with all his strength.
“Come on Gareth, it can't be that bad?” asked Cheid. “It's as smooth a ride
as on the ship to Wroth.”
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“It's not the smoothness of the ride,” said the big man. “It's that I know
there's nothing below me that I can put my feet on should the wagon fail.”
“Who'd have thought, the big man is afraid of heights,” said Cheid jokingly.
Gareth put one hand on Cheid shoulder. “At least I know who I'll use to
break my fall.”
Nala giggled and the two men were soon grinning at each other like two
boys who had just gotten away with stealing a freshly baked pie. Even Relait had
trouble keeping a grin off his face. It seemed every time they took to the road the
atmosphere of the group got less tense and more open.
They had no problems during the day and as evening began to slowly creep
up to them, they settled down to ground at a small clearing they had spotted from
high up. They set up camp and began preparing the last meal of the day. Guards
were posted.
After the wizard had dismissed the creatures, Cheid made his advance
towards him. The wizard was reluctant to discuss the details of the spell, but
Cheid kept at it. At least he was getting other bits of information out of him and
learning things he had not known before.
Nala found herself playing the part of an observer. She didn't really have
anything particular to do so she spent her time watching and learning. The elves
were quite proficient in setting up the camp and setting up a perimeter to ensure
they night went undisturbed. Even though the elves claimed the forest for
themselves, it was far from being a tamed one. There were still beings and
animals there that could pose a danger to an reckless traveller.
She looked on with amusement as Cheid struck a conversation with the
elven wizard and tried to pry the secret of the magnificent flying creatures out of
him. He didn't seem to have much success in that area, but clearly he was
learning something because he kept on talking with the wizard.
Gareth made himself useful by gathering some dry wood for the camp fires
and helped with getting water for the cooking from a nearby creek. From where
Nala was looking at things the big man seemed to be recovering from the flying
quite well. Certainly there was no longer any sign that the arrows that had struck
him were giving any trouble. It was amazing how fast he had healed and he
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claimed his healing powers were weak compared to a full blooded troll. It made
Nala wonder how their armies had ever been defeated during the wars.
What remained of the evening went by quickly as the group enjoyed the
food that had been cooked up and shared a few stories between themselves. Nala
and Cheid were excused from guard duty and so would have been Gareth, but he
insisted on doing his part. Much to the groups relief, the night went by without
incident.







Nisoen felt a slight sting of guilt as he watched the wagons soar across the
sky. He had hoped to at least say farewell to them in person, but his duties had
prevented that. He wished them well. Though he had not spent as much time
with them as Ahnilr had nor interacted with them as much, he had grown fond of
the group and the mission they were on certainly warranted all the help it could
get. He had hoped the council would have done more, but given the situation they
had been unable to.
The task the council had given him had seemed more important to him
than being on the mission. He was but a single sword that could easily be
replaced by another, but on the investigation he could offer something many
others couldn't. He knew the impact of it and, knowing Nala, he wanted to do
everything he could to get to the bottom of it. He was certain the Guardian Spirit
would approve of his choice in the matter.
Returning from his thoughts back to reality, Nisoen stepped inside the High
Councils tree and continued on to a small room with guards on the outside.
Inside, there was a table as well as two chairs. Nisoen took a seat in the other
chair and eyed the woman opposite to him. Inorinn eyed him back with contempt.
“Council member Inorinn, do you know why you are here?” asked Nisoen.
The woman snorted and refused to answer.
“You're here because you failed to obey the councils orders. You gave the
Stardancer family false information which led to a severe incident,” continued
Nisoen. He saw no reaction from the woman.
“You are also being investigated in relation to leaking information about the
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where abouts of the Sun Blade and as a result causing the death of tens of Forest
Guardians.” Nisoen saw a slight twitch on the woman's face. She knew
something.
“The council has given me great freedom in investigating this matter. I
suggest you cooperate so we can keep things civil.”
“And if I don't? You'll do what? Torture me?” Inorinn laughed mockingly,
but the look on Nisoens face soon stifled it.
“I hope we won't need to go there,” said Nisoen steadily. “Of course, there
are other ways. For a start, we can go with the Flames of Purification if that
makes you feel more comfortable.”
Inorinn grew pale. Her determination wavered, but it was only a
momentarily lapse. She soon gathered herself and presented the same stone wall
of calmness that she had before.
“Let me ask once more. Why did you not tell the Stradancer family the
whole truth?” asked Nisoen.
The council member looked hesitant. “That was simple political scheming,”
she finally replied.
“Would you kindly elaborate for someone who does not understand the
political scenery that much?” asked Nisoen.
The woman sighed. “The Stardancer family is an old and important one. My
hope was that young fool of a daughter the Lady has left would have gotten
herself killed while assaulting the Guardian Spirit. That would have shamed the
family as well as left them without any heirs. A perfect opportunity for my family
to strengthen its position in the council and among the nobility.”
Nisoen found himself at a loss for words. He had know the politics could
get heated at times, but for someone to so casually manipulate others into such
acts? He had believed better of his kind.
“Don't look so shocked,” mocked Inorinn. “You think this is the first time
someone in the council has schemed to have others die? Funny how there was no
investigation in those cases.”
“What of the Sun Blade?” demanded Nisoen.
“That was all Nerduin,” said the woman and leaned back in her chair,
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almost leisurely.
“What do you know of it?”
“The young Stardancer certainly was involved with things he should not
have been,” said Inorinn. Even she seemed a bit disgusted with it. “I tried to find
out more, but I never got enough evidence. He met some shadowy figures during
certain times, but my agents never got close enough to hear what they discussed.
More than a few lost their lives trying to find out.”
“You thought that if you could expose what he was up to, you'd be able to
shame the Stardancer family,” said Nisoen dryly.
Inorinn grinned. “You're a quick learner, captain.”
“What of these shadowy figures? Is there anything more you could tell
about them?”
“What's in it for me?” asked the woman.
Nisoen had expected the question at some point. “The council has only
tasked me with the investigation. The verdicts are all up to them. All I can do is
note that you were helpful and hope the council takes that into consideration.”
Inorinn pondered the response before continuing. Nisoen suspected she
was tallying up the favours that were owed to her and whether the single gesture
from her would be enough to turn a few heads and get her a lesser punishment,
maybe even get her off the hook completely.
“Do your best and you will have yourself a deal,” said the woman.
“You have my word,” assured Nisoen.
The woman leaned forward and spoke in a soft voice. “The young
Stardancer was not the only one who met the shadows. There was another
member of the council as well.”
It was a good hour later that Nisoen exited the room and instructed the
guards to look after the council member with utmost care. She was now more
than a suspect. She was a witness.
What she had told had Nisoen feeling uneasy. Things had taken a turn for
the worse and he found himself in a mess much deeper than he had thought. It
was a delicate situation and he would need to tread very carefully in his
investigation.
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He was starting to wish he had flown off with the wagons as he walked
down the corridor.







The ride in the sky was much less comfortable on the second day. Rain
poured down on them and whipped them like any horse driver would. The speed
they were going at made the rain drops sting when they hit bare skin so everyone
was huddled up tightly inside their cloaks. The rain did force the the wagons to
slow down some, but not enough to cut the sting out and the group did not want
to delay their arrival by more than they already had.
“Who ever designed these damn things should have given rain a
consideration,” muttered Gareth to himself as he pulled the hood of his cloak
deeper over his face.
“You can't put canvas on these things,” said Cheid next to him. “It'd
interfere too much with the creatures ability to pull the wagons.”
“Well they should have built the wagons like a walnut then,” said Gareth,
sounding vexed.
“A walnut! You're a genius,” said Cheid enthusiastically and tried to
scribble a few notes down on a piece of paper, but the pouring rain made it a
difficult task. He finally made a small shelter from his cloak and managed to
write down what he had wanted to.
Gareth shook his head. How the young wizard could be so enthusiastic in a
situation like this was beyond him. As far as he was concerned they should have
stayed on the ground until the rain stopped. Better yet, they never should have
agrees to fly in the damn things.
Nala was still enjoying the ride despite the rain. It might have been a bit
bumpier and a whole lot wetter, but it revealed an entire other view on the world.
The dark clouds above looked a lot more ominous closer up and the rain gave the
landscape below a different look,
Back home the rainy days had been some of the best she could remember,
mainly because she had the luxury of being able to spend them inside by a warm
fireplace reading a book or training with her father in the training room. Those
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days had been true family days where they spent much of the time together.
Those memories still made her like the rainy days, even if she was outside
getting trenched.
As she looked forward, past the wizard guiding the wagon, she could see
the edge of the dark clouds coming nearer and the sunlight bathed landscape
that awaited them. It was hard to estimate how long it would take to reach the
edge of the rain front, but it seemed it would not take more than an hour, if that.
They would get the opportunity dry themselves before having to set up camp.
“Do you think we'll reach the edge of the forest today?” asked Nala of
Ahnilr, who was sitting next to her. She had to raise her voice to overcome the
wind and rain.
“With this rain slowing us down, we might not,” replied the priestess. She
was huddled under her cloak much like the others. Her mood was closer to that
of Nala's. She had the same appreciation for rain, albeit for different reasons.
Everyone on board sighed out of relief as they flew out from under the rain
clouds and sunlight hit them. They wanted to shrug off the wet cloaks, but the
wind was chilly enough that even a wet cloak was better than not having one. The
only positive side of the wind was that their clothes would dry faster.
Nala pulled down her hood and let the wind ruffle her hair as she peered
over the wagons corners. Even if the ground below was the same green forest in
every direction she could see, the sight of it never seemed to grow old to her. She
bet she could spend her days happily zipping along the sky and admiring the
landscape.
Time did not seem relevant up in the sky and before she knew it, she could
see the edge of the forest coming in closer. To the west she could see mountains
looming on the horizon. They had not flown directly south, but rather slightly to
the southwest so they would arrive as close to the mountains as possible. That
meant a shorter trip to Moroth's Tooth by land.
The wagons settled down on the river bank that began right at the edge of
the forest. They were left on the wrong side of the river.
“Why didn't we land on the other side?” asked Gareth as they unloaded
their belongings. There was not much sunlight left in the day so to him it did not
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seem like they'd get across today.
“We'd rather not show the wagons to too many people,” replied Relait.
“But how will we cross the river?” asked Cheid.
The captain motioned to a few of his men and they hustled into the forest.
Soon they came out, dragging behind them small boats that could carry four
people at a time.
“This is a common crossing place for us. There are always several of these
small rafts hidden,” he explained to the surprised Cheid.
Nala was more interested in the stone tower that loomed up river, on the
other side. Even at the distance where she could barely see it, it seemed huge.
“What's that tower?” she asked.
“It's one of the Northern Guardians,” replied Ahnilr and put down a bag she
had just lifted from the back of the wagon. “They're positioned all across the river.
Mandor built them long before the Troll Wars and they've stood guard over their
northern border ever since.”
“That where we're supposed to meet our help?” asked Nala as she squinted
and tried to make out more of the tower.
“That's the plan. We can only hope they've had enough time to get the
message and gather what the council asked for,” said Ahnilr.
Nala nodded and helped Ahnilr get the rest of their belongings from the
wagon. After all of them had been emptied the wizard said his goodbyes and rose
to the sky with the two other wagons in tow. He wanted to get a good start on his
return journey before the sun set completely. He was an important figure in the
elven circles of magic and he was needed back in the city as quickly as possible.
That was partly the reason why he didn't fly the across the river or further.
With the three boats they found from the forest it took more than one trip
to get everyone across the river, but they still had sunlight left to make it to the
tower. It wasn't a large river at that spot so crossing it didn't take that much
time, even if the current was fairly strong and they had to fight it to keep from
drifting too far down river.
They hid the boats the best they could before heading towards the tower.
The formation seemed to mould itself, with Nala and Ahnilr in the centre, the
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elven warriors surrounding them and Cheid and Gareth in the lead along with
Relait.
As they came closer to the tower they could see a wall surrounded it that
made it look like a small fortress. They saw no gate, but they could see a road
slither away from one side of the tower so they figured it to be on that side.
They saw men at the walls, some began pointing at them as they came to
view. They had no reason to hide their approach and preferred it even that they
were clearly seen.
As they made their way around the tower they were greeted with an open
gate, even if it was blocked by a row of men with spears in hand. A single man
dressed in shining plate mail stepped forward. There was a large oak engraved in
his chest piece, no doubt a sign of his order. He did not wear a helmet, which left
his head exposed, giving the group a good view of his brow moustache, green eyes
and brow hair. He looked to be near middle age and it was clear from his
presence that battles were not unknown to him. A broadsword hung at his side.
Its pommel had a distinct oak shape to it as well.
“Greetings. I take it you are the group your High Council sent word of?”
asked the man in a strong voice.
“We are,” replied Relait. “I am glad word reached you in time.”
“We have prepared everything that was asked for; horses, food, other
supplies,” explained the man. “I am Derrick Beasther, the commander of this
outpost. Please, come in. I'm happy to offer what little comfort our little garrison
can offer you before you set on your journey.”
The men blocking the gate parted to allow the group in. The inner yard was
dominated by the large tower, but there were stables and other buildings as well.
“We've set aside one of the barracks for you,” said Derrick and pointed to a
wooden buildings that looked large enough to house forty men. “Lots of vacant
space these days. They don't keep us as well equipped and manned as they used
to.”
Relait thanked the commander and instructed his men to the buildings.
Nala and her companions put their stuff inside and then followed Derrick inside
the tower as he had invited them for a small dinner so he could brief them more
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thoroughly on what they had gathered for them.
They were taken to a room with a table that had ample room for the six of
them, though they were joined by another man. He was young, barely in his
twenties, with sandy hair that was cut short and a boyish smile went across his
face as he waved a greeting to everyone. He wore well made, but practical clothes.
The only indication of any sort of battle readiness on his part was the sword
fastened to his side.
“Ah, Leo, you're here. Good,” said Derrick and motioned everyone to take a
seat. He sat at the end of the table while everyone else took their seats on the
sides, with Leo sitting on the left from the commander.
“Everyone, this is Leo Serkin. He will be your guide into the mountains. He
has been there many times and knows his way around and is aware of the
dangers you will encounter.”
There was a round of introductions to get everyone acquainted. The two
men were nothing but courteous to everyone.
“Will you be sending any other men with us?” asked Cheid as the
introductions had been taken care of.
“No,” said Derrick and spread his hands in an apologetic manner. “As I
said, we're under manned as is. We're the closest tower to the mountains and we
need every man here to guard our border. It is quite often that a group of orcs or
other unwelcome beings come down from the mountains to cause problems.”
The captain saw the looks of disappointment on the faces of his guests and
quickly continued, “Do not take Leo lightly. Despite his young age, he is a Knight
Defender. He wouldn't know the mountains as well as he does if he wasn't a
tough one.”
Nala had no idea what it mean, but it seemed to impress Ahnilr and Relait
as well as Cheid and Gareth so she let the matter rest. She trusted their
judgement enough to leave the questions for later.
“You flatter me too much, commander,” said Leo. His voice was smooth and
had a pleasantness to it that was hard to resist. He turned to talk to the rest of
the group. “Rest assured, I will guide you through the mountains safely and aid
you in your mission as best I can.”
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Nala and the rest had hoped they would have gotten at least several more
men with them, but they were willing to take what they could.
“What about the supplies?” asked Cheid.
“We have horses for each of you as well as a few extra ones to carry
supplies,” replied Derrick. “Food, water, clothes for the cold mountains;
everything that was asked for.”
The door opened and a young servant entered, carrying a platter filled with
food. Another followed with a similar platter and another one carrying clay pots
filled with drinks.
“Ah, food. Shall we eat and hash out the rest of the plan?” asked Derrick.
No one seemed to have any objections to it, especially Gareth seemed eager
to dig in to the food, so they spent the rest of the evening plotting their journey
and ensuring they did, indeed, have everything they needed on the trip. Leo
proved his worth in the planning and offered several suggestions and bits of
knowledge that proved useful and made their plan that much more solid.
By the time everyone was ready for bed, they had a plan they thought
would stand up to any threat they had considered.
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Chapter 20

N

isoen felt slightly uneasy as he approached the Elf Tree of the
Stardancer family. The discussion he was about to enter would
be a delicate one with little room for error.

He found the gate still smashed in, but at least it had been lifted to lean
against the frame that had once held it in place. Two guards stood at the gate.
They both looked determined to keep anyone out. The visit from Nala seemed to
have lit their spirits to not fail again.
After informing the guards of his name and intentions and that the Lady of
the house was waiting for him, the guards became much more friendly and one of
them guided him into the garden. It was a warm, sunny day, so it wasn't that
uncommon that meetings were held outside in gardens and such.
They found the Lady sitting by a small table amidst some lilacs. It was a
private sort of corner in the garden as the plants created almost a room like
fixture around the table. There was an extra chair for Nisoen to sit on. The guard
that had guided him stepped some way away, but remained close enough for the
Lady to be able to call him should the need arise.
“Captain Dawnvine, please, sit down. To what do I owe the pleasure?”
asked the Lady as she sipped some honey tea from a finely crafted cup. She no
longer wore the colours of mourning, but a green dress that made her look almost
majestic. Her green eyes stared at Nisoen intently, making him feel almost
trapped.
He took a seat opposite to her. “Thank you for seeing me, Lady Stardancer.
You are likely aware of the duty the council has bestowed upon me?”
“I am,” she admitted. “How goes the investigation into the actions of
Inorinn? I trust she will receive proper punishment for her lies?”
“Alas, I only investigate,” lamented Nisoen. “The punishment is for the
council to decide, but I believe they will have little choice based on the results of
my investigation.”
“Good,” said the Lady firmly. “I hate being used in others political games.”
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She poured some more tea for herself. Nisoen declined when she offered him
some as well.
“But I doubt this is why you came to talk to me, dear captain,” she said.
“Why don't you get to the point?”
A small smile briefly crossed Nisoen's face. “To be honest I have come to
ask for your help.”
“My help?” asked the Lady, sounding surprised.
“To be more precise, the help of your daughter,” continued Nisoen. He
hesitated for a moment before adding. “There has been some new information
about the dealings that may have led to your sons untimely demise.”
“And how might my daughter be of help in the matter?” asked the Lady.
“She is set to likely replace Nerduin in the council, is she not?” asked
Nisoen. Given what had happened it seemed an unlikely outcome for anyone
observing from the outside, but the council had its own inner workings and
reasons for choosing who was on it and who wasn't.
“There is the possibility,” admitted the Lady.
“I will be honest with you, Lady,” said Nisoen. “There is proof that your son
had dealings with some shady figures. What is of concern is that he was not the
only one in the council. He was pulled in by that person. What I need your
daughters help with is to lure out that person so we can catch her and bring her
before the council for judgement.”
Lady Stardancer took a moment to digest what she had been told. Of
course, the fact that the council might still be compromised troubled her. After
all, she was a firm believer in the rule of the council. If it was corrupt, it was of
dire consequences for the elves in the long run. But more than that, someone had
enticed her son to the path that had taken his life. Deep down she had know her
son could not have gone down such paths on his own, but now there was an
actual opportunity to reveal who it had been. She could not let that slide away.
“My daughter is still somewhat distraught over the loss of her brother,” said
the Lady finally. “But I will talk with her. Come visit again tomorrow. I will have
her ready to aid you by then.”
Nisoen felt relieved. Lady Stardancer had turned out a lot more sensible
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than he had hoped for. “Thank you, Lady. I will make full note to the council of
your willingness to help me.” He began to rise from his chair, but was stopped by
the Lady.
“Promise me one thing, captain,” demanded the Lady in a voice that left no
room to argue. “Do not let anything happen to my daughter.”
“Of course. Her safety will be of utmost importance,” assured Nisoen and
he truly meant it.
The Lady nodded and called the guard to show Nisoen the way out. He felt
pleased. The first pieces of his plan were falling into place. He hoped the young
lady of the house would prove as level headed as her mother, but given what he
had heard of her from Ahnilr and from other sources, he feared keeping her safe
might prove a difficult task. She was not exactly known for her consideration nor
calmness.
Still, out of all the choices he had, this was the only one he had any
confidence in for success.







The first rays of sunshine crept beyond the horizon and hit the top of the
tower. Nala was there to greet them. She leaned against the battlements, resting
her chin on her hands, looking on at the sunrise. She had woken early and found
herself unable to fall asleep again, so she had gone wandering and finally found
herself at the top of the tower.
There was a carefully constructed pile of wood behind her, ready to be lit
and convey a call for help to the towers down river. It was simple, yet effective.
She could see the next tower looming in the distance.
A gust of wind made her wrap the cloak tighter around herself. The wind
came from the mountains so there was a chill to it that seemed unusual even for
the late summer they were in. She only hoped they'd be able to get to Moroth's
Tooth and back before winter hit them. A winter in the mountains was not
something she looked forward to. Then again, she wasn't sure they'd be coming
back. It wasn't like they had anything with them that could prevent the seal from
degrading. All they were hoping for was to ensure no one was increasing the pace
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with which the seal was weakening. If they had more men with them they might
have gotten away with leaving a small garrison to guard the place, but as it stood,
they had too few to leave behind while some went back home, so they would
probably end up spending the winter in the mountains waiting for spring and re
enforcements.
Looking down, she could see some the first ones starting to wake up. The
night guards were winding down and getting ready for their piece of sleep. It had
been surprisingly easy to get to the top of the tower. The guards had not given her
any problems, in fact, they had even given her directions and a few tips on what
to look at, They had been right that the view to the mountains was a nice one.
Nala feared the coming trip would do much to lessen her opinion of them.
She started to make her way down the long, winding stairs. Climbing up
had served as good exercise and the way down was no different. By the time she
reached the ground level almost everyone was up and about. She could smell
breakfast being cooked by the kitchen staff and the young boys who were there to
be trained were rushing about, getting ready to serve the food to their seniors.
She bumped into Ahnilr on her way to her room and found her direction
changed towards the large dining hall where breakfast was served. She took the
moment to ask a few questions that had been on her mind.
“What's a Knight Defender?” she asked from Ahnilr.
The priestess turned to look at her with a bit of surprise on her face, but
soon remembered there was a lot the young elf did not know. “They're the finest
warriors the kingdom of Mandor has,” she explained. “Their numbers are few; I'd
be surprised if there was much more than a hundred of them, so having one with
us is quite a significant gesture from Mandor.”
“Still, he's only one man,” said Nala.
“Perhaps, but you need to keep in mind that it was the Knight Defenders
that turned the tide in the war against the trolls,” said Ahnilr as the two entered
the dining hall. It was slowly starting to fill up. “They have more than a sword at
their disposal.”
“You mean magic?” asked Nala as the two took a seat and a young boy
brought them food and drink. It was a simple breakfast with a thin soup, fresh
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bread and some honey and cheese.
Ahnilr shrugged her shoulders. “I don't think anyone outside their order or
the highest ranking members of the Mandor military know exactly what it is that
they use.”
She took a bite out of a piece of bread before continuing. “There are many
legends of them. What is true and what is not is hard to say as an outsider, but
one thing seems to be commonly accepted to be true; you do not want to face a
Knight Defender in battle.”
“Are they really that good?” wondered Nala as she spooned some soup into
herself. It was a bit salty, but it seemed to fill her right up.
“I suppose we'll get to find out,” said Ahnilr with a small smile.
The answers she had gotten did not make Nala feel much better about
having the young Leo as their only additional man, but she wasn't about to turn
him away either. Maybe the legends Ahnilr had referred to had a grain of truth to
them. At the very least the man seemed to know his way about the mountains
which was valuable enough on its own.
Cheid and Gareth entered the hall along with the elves. There was still
plenty of room for them so they had no trouble getting their share of the food. A
short hour later everyone had gathered to the courtyard with their belongings
strapped on the back of their horses and the extra supplies on a few extra pack
horses.
Remembering the last time she had ridden, Nala was not looking forward to
the trip. She'd rather have walked, but recognized that the horses would take
them to their destination much faster.
“Ah, good to see all of you are ready,” said Derrick as he walked to the
group with Leo in tow. The young man was dressed in well made travel clothes.
The only sign of higher status was an intricate embroidery of a shield on the
sleeves of his tunic. He did not seem to have anything besides his sword to fight
with nor did he have any armour, which made Nala wonder what sort of a knight
he was supposed to be. The horse he was leading did not seem to have anything
but small supplies packed on its back. Certainly no armour there either.
“We are. Thank you for everything you have done, commander,” said Relait.
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“The elves will not forget the friendship you have shown.”
“Friends help each other out,” said the commander with a small smile.
“Your patrols have saved us enough times from the creatures of the mountains
that this can't even begin to repay for it.”
Relait bowed slightly. “Until next time then, commander.” He extended his
hand and the commander gripped it strongly.
“Safe journey,” said Derrick and directed the words to everyone in the
group.
Without further ceremonies, they mounted their horses and rode out the
gates, setting their sight on the mountains before them.
With Leo in the lead, they kept a good pace for the entire day. Seeing as
there was not much to do while riding other than to enjoy the scenery and talk,
Nala decided it was a good time to prod the young knight a bit and see what he
really was. She increased the pace and rode up next to him.
“Mind if I join you for a bit?” she asked.
“Not at all,” replied Leo. “The journey goes quicker with a bit of talk.”
“So, what will we be facing once we reach the mountains?” asked Nala.
The young knight glanced at her. He wasn't overly certain what the position
of the young elf maiden was, but clearly there was something special about her,
the colour of her hair told as much. The others of the group had a different sort of
attitude towards her. “At first our biggest worry will be the terrain and maybe a
few wild animals,” he began to explain. “Once we get further along the mountains
and closer to Moroth's Tooth, we'll face a lot more than that.”
“I've heard there are evil beings living there,” said Nala.
Leo chuckled. “Evil? That's barely adequate to describe some of them.”
“You've seen some of them then?”
“Some,” admitted Leo. “I once led a small exploration team to the
mountains. We were attacked by Silverfangs.”
“Silverfangs?” asked Nala. While she had learned about many creatures
under her parents guidance, those had mostly been ones she was likely to
encounter in forests. She knew little of creatures of the mountains.
“Nasty creatures,” said Leo. “They're man sized with silver fur. They walk
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on two legs and haw long, sharp claws as hands. Their heads are like a wolves
with big fangs and they hunt much like wolves; in packs.”
Nala shivered. They sounded nasty indeed.
“We lost half the expedition to them,” continued Leo. “They're so quick and
strong that any man has trouble standing up to them. Even the trolls are afraid
of them.”
“You'd think they weren't afraid of much of anything, seeing how quickly
they heal,” said Nala.
Leo chuckled. “The problem with Silverfangs is that they eat their prey
whole; skin, flesh, bones. Everything. Even a troll can't heal itself when it's being
digested in small pieces in ten different stomachs.”
“I can see how that would be a problem,” said Nala, feeling a bit queasy.
“But don't you worry, we'll keep them off no problems,” said Leo
confidently. “We're all fighter in this group. The expedition I led was mainly
comprised of miners that had little experience in fighting.”
“I certainly have no desire to make closer contact with such creatures,” said
Nala.
They rode on in silence for a bit before Nala broke it. “What exactly is a
Knight Defender?” she asked.
Leo gave her a curious look.
“I grew up quite isolated,” explained Nala a bit abashed. “My parents never
taught me much of the world beyond our forest.”
“Then I take it you do not know much of Mandor either?” asked Leo.
Nala shook her head.
“The backbone of Mandor is its knights,” began Leo. “There are five orders
together. There is the Order of Oak, which commander Derrick is a member of.
Their responsibility is guarding the northern border along the river. The border
with the mountain is largely under the responsibility of the Order of Elm. The
south, including the sea, is under the watchful eye of Order of Seashell.
Internally, the cities and roads are guarded by the Order of Komondor.”
“That seems to leave the Knight Defenders very little to do,” said Nala.
“You'd think so, but that still leaves quite a bit for us to do,” replied Leo.
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“Though we are few, we are tasked with guarding the King and Queen as well as
some other important people when the need arises. We help the other Orders on
occasion as well.”
“So how do you become one?” asked Nala.
“Each Order sends their best to be tested and those that are chosen
undergo the needed training,” replied Leo. “There are years when no one is
chosen.”
Nala watched the countryside pass by and the mountains come closer. The
whole order of knights seemed overly complex to her.
“I don't see you carrying any sort of armour. Seems a bit odd for a knight,
to me,” said Nala.
Leo gave her a smile. “It comes when I need it.”
“Magic?”
Leo grinned. “Something like that.” Clearly, he was not about to share the
secret with Nala so she let it go. Instead she asked questions about Mandor. Leo
was happy to tell of his homeland and the way he described things and talked of
them made it clear he had a deep love for it.
They barely noticed the time passing by. Nala found herself telling Leo of
the elves and her home forest, though she left out the dark sides of her story. She
paid back the secrecy Leo had hidden behind and offered cryptic answers when
the man asked why she looked so different from other elves.
They rode until there was little sunlight left. They'd reached the foot of the
mountains, but needed to ride south for a while before venturing further in.
Nala had been right in fearing her muscles would not remember how to
ride. She dismounted and winced as she stretched herself.
“You all right?” asked Cheid.
“First time riding in a while,” replied Nala and winced as a joint let out a
popping sound when she stretched. “Takes some getting used to. Can't say I'm
looking forward to it.”
“There'll be many more days of it ahead of us,” said Cheid with a small grin
on his face.
“You're enjoying this, aren't you?” asked Nala and glared at the young
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wizard.
“What's there not to enjoy?” asked Gareth innocently as he dismounted as
well. “It's fast, the countryside offers a nice view and you don't have to strain
yourself walking.” He had a similar grin on his face as Cheid.
Nala snorted and scowled at the two grinning men. This was payback for
her remarks in the forest, she was certain of it.
They set up camp for the night, assigned guard duty and made some hot
soup to fill their stomachs. The journey was only starting so they still had a few
fresh ingredients with them to work with. In the end they'd only have dry rations
to keep the hunger away unless they managed to hunt themselves some meat or
forage berries from the mountains, both of which seemed an unlikely prospect.
It was early morning when they broke camp and continued riding. It was
late afternoon when they broke from their southward heading and entered the
rocky mountains.
Nala found herself ever more thankful that Leo had come along. She was
certain that had the man not been there, they'd have had to turn back at least a
few times because of a dead end or some other obstacle that blocked their way.
As it stood, Leo guided them down the right paths and, more importantly, safe
paths. They avoided many of the winding paths that led upwards towards the
peaks and travelled mainly on the ones that remained close to the level the plains
they had ridden on earlier were. They made good time and as darkness began to
fall they found themselves on a wider part of the path that offered the perfect
place for setting up camp.
They hadn't yet needed to climb up too high up any slope, but the air was
still quite a bit more chilly than on the plains they had ridden just earlier that
day. The gusts of wind that came down from the mountains brought with them
clear promise of autumn.
Throughout the day they had seen little sign of life. An eagle soaring high in
the sky and a few mountain goats that looked on from high up as they passed by
was the most they had seen. As far as the group was concerned that was how
things were welcome to go all the way to the goal of their journey.
They had trouble finding enough firewood to get a decent fire going, but in
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the end they managed. Gareth got lucky and found what looked to be a stash of
some sorts left by previous travellers that had passed by. There wasn't much
firewood in it, but enough that they could have a fire for the night and even some
left over that they could take with them. It was certain there would be less and
less wood available as they ventured deeper into the mountains.
Once the wood had been found it wasn't long before they had a good fire
going and some food cooking up. By the time darkness had settled everyone had
their stomach full and the guards were taking their positions while the most tired
ones had found their bedrolls and lied down.
Nala, Cheid, Gareth, Leo and Relait were still sitting around the fire talking
when Nala heard something.
“Do you hear that?” asked Nala.
The group went silent and listened. All they heard was the crackling of the
fire and the shuffling of their horses that were tied down nearby.
Gareth and Cheid shook their heads, but Ahnilr and Leo nodded. They had
heard it the same as Nala.
“Listen,” said Nala to quiet everyone else again.
They listened. Then they all heard it. Something dragging against the stone.
Small clinks, as if metal hitting stone. A low growl.
“Silverfangs,” said Leo quietly.
“I thought you said we shouldn't encounter them here?” demanded Nala.
“Something must have driven them here,” said Leo sounding worried. “Get
everyone ready,” he said to Ahnilr. The priestess nodded and started to go around
the camp, waking those who had fallen asleep and alerting others to the
approaching danger. The elves were professionals and they were ready quicker
than Leo had hoped for. Bows were readied and swords drawn. Just in time as
the first Silverfang roared loudly and appeared in the camp fires light.
It walked like a man and stood over six feet tall. Even from under its thick
fur you could see the muscles that gave the creature an even more fearsome look.
Its hands ended in five claws that were like long daggers. It's yellow eyes
examined the group around the fire and drool glistened on the nearly eight inch
fangs that protruded from its lower jaw. The tail behind it whisked around like a
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whip. They heard growls from all around the camp fire.
Gareth made the first move and rushed towards the creature with sword in
hand. By the time he reached it three arrows were already sticking out of it and a
mighty blow ended the creature with a yelp of pain.
Similar yelps could be heard all around as arrows flew into the darkness
and found their target. The elves had no trouble fighting in the darkness, but
Gareth, Cheid and Leo needed the camp fires light to have any chance.
The Silverfangs hit by arrows were happy to give them the opportunity as
they rushed in to catch those who hurt them. The arrows didn't really seem to do
much more than annoy them.
Leo grabbed his sword and went into the fray. He did not stop to think that
they had not seen him fight yet and those that had time to see him, stopped for a
moment to admire it.
As soon as his sword had been drawn, a steel like liquid flowed from the
sword and wrapped around him like a second skin. It only took seconds and by
then he had a shield in his other hands, made of the liquid that had turned as
hard as steel. It covered him all around, leaving only his eyes, nostrils and mouth
exposed, though the helmet it formed had bits that protected those areas as
much as possible. He looked like a steel statue come to life.
One swing of his sword lobbed off a hand from the nearest Silverfang and
his shield blocked the strike of the claws from the other. They screeched against
the metal with a tooth jarring noise. A clawed hand grabbed his arm, but the
armour reacted by producing sharp spikes that sunk deep into the furry hand
gripping it. It let go and Leo was quick to follow it with a strike of his sword.
Cheid had no time to admire Leo or his skills. He was busy with his spells.
He whipped the nearest creature with the same black energy strands he had used
in the fight against Derian. The creature howled in pain and tried to get away, but
the strands wrapped around it and squeezed the life out of it.
Nala had planned on using her own magic to support Cheid, but
circumstances had forced her into close combat. Her two swords whirled fluidly
in the air, blocking all attempt by the creature in front of her to get in a strike.
The creature was taller than her with greater reach, but she was more agile and
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that allowed her to hold her own. Her swords slashed at the creature, causing
deep cuts and gashes that stained its silver grey fur a dark red. Finally, as the
loss of blood slowed the creature down, she landed a blow in the creatures throat
and finished it off. She looked around to see where she was needed.
Ahnilr and Relait were teaming against one of the creatures. The sickles of
the priestess were dripping with blood as was Relait's sword. They seemed to
have the situation under control.
She saw one of the elves lose his footing on the stone that was made
slippery by blood. A Silverfang was on him as soon as he hit the ground. Nala
rushed towards the tangled couple and sunk her longer sword in the creatures
side. It howled and jumped away, almost ripping the sword from Nalas hands,
but she managed to hold on. Despite the wounds the Silverfang had inflicted on
him, the elf on the ground managed to pull himself up and sink his sword in the
creature before it could get too far away. That gave Nala the opportunity to free
her sword and sink it in again. Finally, the creature slumped to the ground.
Nala breathed in heavily and looked around herself once more. She saw
Gareth cut down what looked to be the last creature. Leo was walking around the
camp in his fluid like armour ensuring the monsters that were down were indeed
dead. It didn't seem like they had lost anyone. Nala counted at least ten dead
Silverfangs.
Upon further examination of their situation they found one of their horses
missing. By the trails it looked like a few of the creatures had managed to sneak
away and drag the horse with them. While the loss stung it wasn't a journey
ending loss.
Other than that one loss their group had gotten away with a few deeper
wounds and scrapes that Ahnilr was already patching up. Everyone was still fit
for travel.
“Seems we got away pretty easily,” said Nala as she joined Leo, Cheid,
Relait and Gareth.
“A battle hardened group like this won't have problems with these
creatures,” said Leo as he put away his sword. The armour flowed off from him,
into the scabbard of the sword. “Still it worries me. They shouldn't be this far
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away from Morok's Tooth. Something has driven them off from their normal
grounds.”
“What ever it is, I doubt it'll be as easy as these things were,” said Gareth.
He was wiping off blood from his sword with a piece of cloth.
“We'll have to worry about that when we get there,” said Cheid. He seemed
more tired than the others. Even a few spells seemed to take a larger toll than
swinging a piece of metal for the same time.
“Well, we'd better drag the corpses off if we want to sleep tonight,” said Leo.
Sunrise was still a long time coming and they couldn't move in the darkness.
Relait barked a few orders in elvish and the corpses were dragged a fair way
into the darkness. Gareth was an immense help in accomplishing the task. They
posted several more guards just in case the creatures that had fled returned.
Those that were not on guard tried to sleep, but it proved a difficult task for
anyone else but the wounded who enjoyed the benefits of Ahnilr's healing powers
and the sleepiness it instilled on them.
Gareth and Cheid finally fell asleep after an hour of trying as did Nala, but
it wasn't long after that that she woke to noises. She immediately jumped up from
under her blanket and reached for her swords, but Leo grabbed her hand and
shushed.
“Quiet,” whispered the young man. “We don't want to attract their
attention.”
Nala listened to the dragging voice and low growls. “What is it?” she asked
quietly.
“The remaining Silverfangs,” replied Leo. “They've come to claim their food
for the next few days.”
“You mean..?”
“Meat is meat to them,” said Leo grimly. “They don't care if it's their own
kind.”
Nala felt a bit sick upon hearing that. What sort of lowly creature would eat
its own dead?
“Look on the positive side,” said Leo cheerfully. “We won't have to smell
them in the morning.”
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Nala grunted. She couldn't find words to respond with. One thing she was
certain about; there would be no more sleep for her tonight. She tried, but ended
up only tossing around on her blanket, trying to listen out for any sounds that
would tell of the return of the Silverfangs.
She wasn't the only one and as soon as the first rays of sunlight crept over
the horizon the whole camp was abuzz; packing things up and cooking a quick
breakfast. Where they had piled the dead Silverfangs they only found a pool of
blood and drag marks telling which direction their companions had taken them.
They were happy to note they were moving in the opposite direction.
Ahnilr checked on the condition of those who had gotten wounds before
they embarked for the day. The loss of one horse meant some redistribution of
carrying supplies, but in the end it didn't slow them down at all.
They hoped what lay ahead of them wouldn't be much worse than what
they had encountered during the night.







Tibiniah Stardancer looked nervous as Nisoen stepped into the room. Her
mother had told her of the request made by the man and she had refused, but no
one refused the Lady for long. She had made arguments that left her little room to
weasel out of lest she wanted to be expunged from the family books. To say she
was less than enthusiastic to take part in what ever the man had planned was an
understatement. The only thing that aroused even slight interest for her was the
possibility of finding out who had tempted her brother to meddle in the affairs of
beings he should have killed on sight.
She had also received word that morning the she would be made a member
of the High Council. She was to begin her duties today with an official ceremony
following later on. Being down two members and a third under investigation put
the council in a position where they felt they needed to act quickly to restore to
full numbers to maintain their ability to make decisions.
It seemed the day would be a busy one for her.
“Greetings, Lady, lady Tibiniah,” said Nisoen as he took a seat.
The young woman just nodded and glanced at her mother who was sitting
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next to her.
“So tells us, good captain, what is your plan?” asked her mother. She never
missed a beat. Always to business, seemingly always ready for what ever was
thrown at her. Tibiniah envied that side of her. The calmness and determination
was something she sorely lacked on many occasion and that made her wish she
was more like her mother.
“As I understand it you are to start your duties in the council today?” asked
Nisoen of the young elf.
She nodded.
“I would like you to get close to Aliris Weaseed. She has been implicated as
the person who introduced your brother to the mystery beings that tainted him,”
said Nisoen.
“How am I to do that?” asked Tibiniah.
“Ask her for guidance,” suggested her mother. “You are, after all, new to the
council. You will need someone to guide you through their routines.”
Nisoen nodded. “That's a good plan. All you need to do is get close to her
and drop hints that you are interested in continuing where your brother left off.”
“What if she doesn't go for it?” asked Tibiniah. She didn't feel comfortable
with her part.
“Then we'll have to think of something else,” admitted Nisoen. He hated
that he could not offer another plan to them, but he didn't have enough to go
after Aliris directly just yet. “Of course, we'll follow you to ensure your safety.
Help will never be far away.”
“What if she notices?” asked Tibiniah.
“She won't notice. With everything that has been happening, there are
guards everywhere to begin with. A few extra ones won't arouse her suspicions,
especially near a new member of the council,” replied Nisoen. The council had
indeed strengthened security around themselves. Partly it was because Nala had
appeared. The council knew full well that her kind were always a sign of troubles
to come.
“So what am I to do today?” asked Tibiniah.
“The council has summoned you to begin your work with them, have they
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not?” said her mother. “You do as they instruct. If the opportunity presents itself,
then try to get close to Aliris.”
Tibiniah nodded.
“Officially, I am here to escort you to the council,” said Nisoen. Despite
heading an investigation he had not been relieved of his usual duties. “As soon as
you are ready, we can leave.”
“I'm as ready as I'll ever be,” said the young elf and rose from her seat.
Nisoen had to admit that she did, indeed, look ready. Her hair was
arranged elaborately above her head and the mix of green and white cloth that
made up her dress suited her well and gave her a look of nobility fitting for
someone carrying her family name.
“In that case, if you will excuse us, Lady,” said Nisoen as he stood up and
bowed slightly.
“By all means,” replied the head of the house and gave her daughter an
encouraging hand squeeze as she passed by.
Nisoen led the way and as the two exited the Stardancer home tree they
were joined by several guards that formed a protective wall around them. Tibiniah
glanced at the guards nervously. She was not used to having so many. Usually
she only had two and even then she knew them by name because they'd been
with her for so long. Now, surrounded by unknown ones, she found herself
missing her own guards.
They gathered a few curious looks as they walked through the elven city. It
was not every day that you saw guards sporting the colours of the council
escorting someone in such a manner, especially someone who, to their
knowledge, was not a member of the council. Though rumours would start to fly
after such an display, it would not be officially announced until the proper
ceremonies had been conducted.
The young elf found her nervousness growing as the council tree came
closer. Despite claiming to be ready, she felt woefully unqualified to be on the
council. What did she know of the world outside? Her entire life had been spent
in the elven city and a large part of that tucked away safely behind guards and
the walls of their house. She saw no reason why the council would have picked
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her.
Her fears seemed to calm down as they entered the councils tree and
walked down the corridors that Tibiniah knew from previous visits. She regained
some measure of confidence as she realized there were things she knew quite
well. She knew the city, she knew her own kind. This was knowledge she could
offer the council. Of course, all the members were not expected to know
everything. There were so many of them so each could offer a different view on
matters.
“Wait here,” said Nisoen as they reached the door to the councils chamber.
“I'll tell them you are here.” He entered the chamber and left Tibiniah waiting with
the guards. He wasn't gone long before the door opened and he motioned for the
young woman to enter.
The full council was there, save for the members that had been lost or were
under investigation. She knew most of them, not personally, but through gossip
and general knowledge of the council.
“Ah, the young Stardancer,” greeted Lonaac as Tibiniah stepped closer. She
had seen Lonaac a couple of times before, in the council chamber as well as at a
couple of social events, but his age always surprised her as did the fact he
apparently did not notice the age himself.
The young woman bowed slightly. “Greetings, to the council,” she said with
a forced, calm voice.
“I take it you know why you are here?” asked Lonaac from his seat. The fact
they skipped a lot of the usual pleasantries told volumes of their mindset.
“I do,” replied Tibiniah.
“Good, good,” the old elf nodded his head. “We must apologize that we have
to take you in without the proper ceremonies and celebrations, but the times call
for quick action on our part.”
“I understand,” said Tibiniah. “A lot has happened that would cause
concern for all elves.”
Lonaac raised an eyebrow. “Indeed. Perhaps more than you know.”
The words sounded ominous to the young elf. It must have shown in her
body language as the old elf gave her an encouraging smile.
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“For today, you don't need to worry about the troubles and decision the
council is facing,” said Lonaac. “You'll spend the day with one of our elder
members, learning what we do and how we do it. Do you have any wish as to who
you would like to guide you?”
“I would be honoured if Aliris Weaseed would see me worthy of her
guidance,” said Tibiniah. The opportunity had presented itself and she had
grabbed it.
Lonaac turned to one of the council member, a brown haired woman with
blue eyes. It was impossible to tell how old she was, but she couldn't have been
much past the middle age for an elf. She nodded and Lonaac turned back to
Tibiniah.
“It seems you have your guide,” said the old elf. “We will leave you two to go
through things.” The old elf stood up from his chair with the support of his
wooden staff and hobbled past Tibiniah and out the door. The rest of the council
followed him, save for Aliris. She looked at her young colleague with great
interest.
“I must ask,” said the elder council member in a surprisingly gentle voice.
“Why did you choose me?”
“My brother made mention of you at times,” said Tibiniaha nervously. “He
said you had been a great influence on him and of great help. I was hoping you
might offer me your wisdom as you did for my brother.”
A small smile crept on the face of Aliris. “He did? That was most kind of
him. It is unfortunate what happened to him.”
Tibiniah had trouble keeping a steady face. Hearing condolences from the
person responsible for the whole thing did not sit well with her and she wanted to
jump at her and rip her eyes out. “Thank you,” she forced herself to say in a voice
that tried to sound sincere. “I hope I can be of much value to the council as he
was.”
“Don't worry, Tibiniah,” said Aliris as she stood up and walked over to her.
“I will ensure you fit right in and learn the ropes quickly.” The older council
member placed a hand on the younger elf’s shoulder. “Come, lets get started,”
She led Tibiniah to her seat and began explaining the details of her duties
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and responsibilities.
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Chapter 21

N

ala looked around nervously at the high walls of rock that
surrounded her. The small canyon forced them into single file
and left them vulnerable to attacks from above. She did not like

it, but they had not found any other way to move forward.
It was the groups second day in the mountains and they could now see the
peak of Moroth's Tooth on occasion as they climbed through a higher point in the
terrain. Since the encounter with the Silverfangs they had encountered few
creatures that posed any significant threat to them. A single Rock Smasher had
ran across the group on its hunting trip, but had decided it was better to run
than fight.
Rock Smashers were large, grey skinned beings that got their name from
the fact they used large rocks as weapons that ended up smashing most human
sized victims like a boiled potato. Despite sounding fearsome, they were unlikely
to cause problems unless encountering an entire clan of them or disturbing their
nest.
A more sinister obstacle had been the purple ooze that had inhabited a
cave they'd eyed for shelter for the night. It was sheer luck that all it had gotten
was a dagger from one of the elves who, for some reason, had stumbled when
entering the cave to ensure it was safe. The dagger had landed on the ooze and
the following sizzling sound had alerted them of danger. Torches had been thrown
in which revealed the ooze that covered the cave from floor to ceiling. Had anyone
actually ventured into the cave the consequences would have been less than
pleasant given the fact the dagger had begun to melt the moment it hit the ooze.
So they had spent that night on the outside. Cheid had been most eager to
get a sample of the purple ooze, but Nala and Gareth had managed to talk the
young wizard out of it. They'd rightly pointed out that he did not have the needed
tools to retrieve a sample of it safely and that now was not the time to take undue
risks. Grudgingly, the young wizard had relented and given up.
Nala sighed out of relief as she exited the canyon with her horse. The path
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widened quickly and allowed the group to form up once again in a more suitable
fashion. She rode up next to Leo. Gareth and Cheid were already talking with him
with Ahnilr close by as well.
“How long do you suppose it'll be before we reach Moroth's Tooth?” asked
Nala when the conversation between Leo, Cheid and Gareth died down. They had
been talking about Leos armour, though mostly it had been Cheid asking
questions, Leo dodging them the best he could and Gareth grumbling about how
he had never seen the need to use armour. Of course, it was quickly pointed out
to him that not everyone had the benefit of troll blood flowing in their veins.
“With luck we'll reach the base of it late tomorrow,” said Leo as he looked
forward at the now visible tip of it. “I'd hate to get there right as it gets dark,” he
added.
“Why is that?” asked Cheid.
“That's when the worst of the creatures come out,” replied the young
knight. “I'd rather we have time to seek a proper shelter and set up camp with
time.”
“Why don't we start looking for a suitable camping place after midday, set
up camp there and then move on in the morning?” suggested Ahnilr. “A bit more
rest before entering Moroth's Tooth would do good for all of us.”
Leo nodded. “That sounds like a reasonable plan.”
“I'll tell Relait,” volunteered Gareth and stopped his horse so the elf captain
could catch up to him.
“Once we reach the base of it, then I can't really guide us much further,”
said Leo. “We'll have to start relying on Nala.” He still wasn't exactly certain how
the young elf could know the way, but seeing as the others seemed to place their
trust in her ability to guide them properly, he went along with it.
“Are you certain you can find the right path?” asked Cheid from Nala. He
saw the doubt on Leo's face and wanted to try and put it to rest.
“I have several landmarks in mind,” said Nala. “We're approaching from the
right direction so we shouldn't have any problems finding them.”
“How can you know when you've never been here?” asked Leo. He had had
enough of not knowing.
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“One of my predecessors has been there,” replied Nala. “I have his
memories.”
“How?” demanded Leo. He was determined to finally get to the bottom of
what made Nala so special.
“The goddess Loriel gave them to me,” replied Nala. It was not like they had
been hiding things from Leo. He just never got to asking the right questions. She
continued to explain the event to Leo in a condensed form, leaving out bits of
information that weren't overly relevant to the story. They rode on and night
began to set as she told the story.
Setting up camp had formed into a routine that flowed along calmly and
smoothly like a river. Everyone knew what they were to do and they went about
their duties quickly and efficiently.
Nala found herself wondering what had happened to the elemental spirits
that had been pestering her all throughout their journey. As soon as they had
entered the mountains there had been fewer and fewer of them. Today, she had
not seen a single one. While she liked the fact she didn't have to deal with them,
she had to wonder what had driven them away.
The night passed by without incident. They broke camp early in the
morning and began travelling. It was pure luck that they avoided a large group of
orcs. They were taking a lower path than they were and it looked like they were
dragging with them everything they owned. They were in a hurry too. Nala and
her companions watched in silence as they passed underneath before continuing
their journey.
The sight did make them wonder what was going on. What were the orcs
running away from? Perhaps the other creatures had done so as well. From what
Leo had told they should have encountered at least something besides Silverfangs
after having ventured this deep into the mountains. Something was going on and
it made Nala feel nervous.
By midday they found a suitable place for a camp and they enjoyed some
well deserved extra rest before the final leg of their journey. They set out early the
next morning and made it to the base of Moroth's Tooth when daylight was still
plentiful and they had ample time to get to where they wanted.
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Nala recognized the landmark immediately. The withered down tree and the
torch like shape of the rocks were unmistakable. They were getting close to the
entrance to the tunnel that would lead them to Deremoth.
“We're getting close,” said Nala. “We'll need to head east for a bit from here
until we come by a large boulder.”
“We should proceed with care,” said Leo. “The terrain is getting rough for
the horses and we don't know if there will be others that have made it here before
us.”
“How long do we have to go?” asked Cheid.
Nala had to dig through the memory before answering. “It's not long from
the boulder. Maybe an hour by foot.”
“In that case we should make camp at the boulder and proceed on foot with
a small group to scout,” suggested Cheid.
Gareth nodded beside him. “No reason why we should all rush forward.
Caution never hurt anyone.”
“I tend to agree,” said Leo.
Nala shrugged her shoulders. She didn't really mind either way, as long as
they finally got there. “Lets do it that way then.”
It didn't take the group long to reach the rock Nala had described. Nala,
Leo, Cheid and Relait left the others to set up camp by the rock while they headed
forward to scout. It took slightly longer than Nala had anticipated to reach where
she believed the entrance to the tunnel to be, but not much.
It was pure luck that Leo noticed the watch before the group got spotted.
He pulled everyone behind a bunch of rocks that hid them from view.
“There's a lookout,” he whispered to the others. “Up on that cliff to the left.”
Nala peaked above the rock and spotted the guard exactly where Leo had
said he would be. He lowered herself back down and cursed. It was a human.
“We're not the first here,” she said quietly.
“The Blades?” asked Cheid.
“Most likely,” said Nala.
“I wonder how many there are,” mused Leo.
“Can we get past the guard?” asked Relait.
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Nala shook her head. “He has a perfect view of the only path leading to the
place. He'll spot anything approaching beyond this point.”
Cheid grinned. “What if he had nothing to see?”
“What do you have planned?” asked Leo. During the trip he had talked with
the young wizard enough to know he was a resourceful one.
Cheid rummaged through the pockets of his tunic and cloak. He pulled out
several small vials that were tightly sealed and examined the labels. Finally he
found the right one. He showed the vial to the others.
“If I drink this, I'll make me invisible for a short amount of time. Long
enough to sneak past the guard and scout ahead what's there waiting for us.”
“You have any more of those?” asked Leo.
“Just one more. Best save it for later if we need it to get past the guard
again,” replied Cheid.
“Shame,” muttered Leo.
Cheid spread his hands apologetically. “Gareth and I tried our best, but
there wasn't much left of the potion cabinet of Skander.”
“So those were the additional supplies you two went after before we left,”
said Nala.
Cheid winked at her. “Figured some of the many potions he has would
come in handy. There are a couple of nasty ones that'll help us should we need to
fight our way to the tunnel.”
“Enough talk,” said Relait. “This isn't the place for it.”
Cheid nodded. He broke the seal on the vial and drank the cloudy liquid
inside. He shuddered at the taste of it, but forced himself to gulp it all down. At
first it looked like nothing would happen, but then his form began to slowly fade
away until nothing else was left but his clothes. His seemingly floating clothes
were an odd sight to behold.
Nala raised an eyebrow.
“I did say it would make me invisible,” came Cheid's voice out of nowhere
as he began removing his clothes.
“Well, that's impractical,” said Leo in a voice that was strained by effort not
to laugh.
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“Just wait here until I get back,” came Cheid's voice from next to the pile of
clothes he had shed off. He did not sound amused. They heard light footsteps as
he walked away down the path.
“I just hope the effect of his potion doesn't wear off while he's in the middle
of their camp,” said Leo. “Though the look on their faces might be worth seeing.”
Nala and Relait stifled their laughter with their hands.
They waited in silence for the return of the young wizard. As time passed
they began to get nervous. He had said the potion would last for only a small
amount of time and it felt like they had waited more than a hefty amount of time
already.
The first sign of Cheids return was his trousers rising from the ground and
getting pulled on. “Damn I'm cold,” he muttered and pulled on more of his
clothes. His voice shivered so his complaint seemed more than valid.
“Well?” demanded Nala.
“We'd better return to the camp,” said Cheid. “We're in a bit of trouble.”
Nala felt like protesting, but when Relait and Leo just nodded and began
making their way back, she had no choice but to follow. By the time they reached
camp the effect of the potion had worn off and Cheid was fully visible once more.
The camp had been set up in a sheltered nook of the large rock that had
guided them to where they were. The fire they had lit could barely be seen, so
sheltered it was. The gusts of wind that blew by quickly dissipated any smoke
from it in the opposite direction from where Nala and her companions returned.
“Well, what did you see?” asked Gareth as they approached the camp fire.
Some of the elves gathered around as well. They were just as curious as Gareth.
Cheid looked for a comfortable seat before starting his report. The others
followed his example, thinking it might be a long one. Cheid first explained how
they'd ran into a guard before going to details on what he discovered after getting
past him.
“Past the guard, the path winded down to an open area before a large
tunnel opening. They've set up camp there,” said Cheid. “I'd say there's about two
dozen of them.”
“Who are they?” asked Leo.
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The expression on Cheid grew grim. “It's Derian and the Blades.”
The mood amongst his listeners took a similar turn. They had hoped to
reach the place before the Blades, but it was now clear they had failed.
“Worst part is, Derian has some wizards and priests with him on top of the
raw muscle he has managed to pull together,” continued Cheid. “I saw at least
Brand Roamer amongst them. He's a wizard of some note from Voroth.”
“Did you hear anything about what they're doing here?” asked Relait.
Cheid nodded. “The bad news is that they've found the way to where
Deremoth lays. The good news is that it seems they are having trouble weakening
the seal around him. ”
“What about where their camp is? How hard would it be to attack it?”
asked Leo.
“Very difficult,” said Cheid. “There's really only one way into the camp and
that's the path I took. They'll spot anyone going down it almost immediately.”
“Couldn't we take out the guards?” asked Gareth. “Attack in the dark? That
would give our elven friends the advantage.”
Relait rubbed his chin. “Attacking in the dark might work. At least we could
snipe the guards.”
“What about the priests and wizards?” asked Ahnilr. “I can be of help, but
Derian alone would prove an difficult adversary. If he has help..” the priestess let
the words hang in the air. Those that had fought Derian once before remembered
how hard it had been. Then Nala remembered something else as well.
“Did you see any Blood Reavers?” she asked from Cheid.
The shoulders of the young wizard slumped. “I had forgotten about those,”
he admitted. “He has at least one left, that we know, even though I did not see it.”
“What are Blood Reavers?” asked Leo. Some of the elves around him looked
to be as curious about it as he was. Ahnilr explained the creature to them.
“Oh,” said Leo. From the description the priestess had given they sounded
like something he did not want to encounter.
“I can take care of it,” said Ahnilr confidently. “Especially if Nala lends me a
bit of her strength like she did before.”
Nala nodded. Of course she would help the priestess. The plan was starting
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to take form.
“We might be able to take out the wizards and priests with a few lucky
shots and some of Skanders potions,” said Cheid and rummaged through his
pockets producing small vial after vial of different coloured potions. Some were
thick and gooey while others looked like water. “Can your men still shoot their
arrows accurately if we attach these to them?” he asked from Relait.
The elf captain picked up a vial and weighed it in his hand. “It'll be
difficult,” he finally said. “But I think we can do it. Though wouldn't normal
arrows do the job just as well?”
Cheid shook his head. “We're dealing with wizards and priests. They might
have protections in place against arrows, but such wards usually only extend to
smashing solid objects. When the vials hit the protections they will shatter and
spill the liquid inside on the targets. Most protections against arrows simply do
not work on liquids. That will be enough to take them out.”
From there the rest of the plan came together quickly. They tried to poke
holes in it and make it fail, but eventually they had to admit it was as good as it
was going to get under the circumstances. They all agreed that they could not
afford not to try.
The atmosphere in the camp was nervous as they waited for the sun to
travel beyond the horizon. There were preparations to be made; arrows to modify,
swords to sharpen, stomachs to fill. Everyone knew it might well be the last meal
they ate so extra effort was put in to make it a good one.
They departed the camp while there was still a little light left. Walking the
distance would take enough time for the darkness to fall completely. The horses
they decided to leave behind since they made a lot of noise with their hooves
clicking against the stone. On foot they could move silently enough that the
guards wouldn't hear them coming.
They didn't even get to where they had spotted the first guard during the
day before Cheid motioned everyone to stop. He knelt down and examined the
ground and the stone slopes nearby.
“What is it?” asked Leo as he and the other got closer.
“A trap,” said Cheid quietly and continued to examine the ground. Nala
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could sense it as well. There was magic in it.
“Can you disable it?” asked Gareth.
Cheid spent a few more moments looking around and sensing what sort of
a spell it was. It was Free Magic, of that he was certain, which meant it had been
cast by Brand Roamer. The others he had seen in the camp could only use the
elements and those were unable to construct a spell like this.
“I believe so,” said Cheid finally. It wasn't a complex spell.
“Well, get to it then,” said Leo.
The group backed off and gave the young wizard some room to work with.
To most it seemed like he did nothing but stand there, but those adept at things
magical could sense the work he did. It took him a while, but finally he motioned
to the group that it was safe to move forward.
“We'd better be careful,” he said. “There might be more of these traps.”
They moved onward with more caution. It wasn't a long trip to where the
guard had been during the day and they encountered no further magical
obstacles. It was getting dark, but the keen elven eyes could still see the guard
sitting high in his place. When the guard lit a torch for himself he became an
easy target. A single, well aimed arrow through his throat was enough to make
him slump down on the ledge without making a sound.
The group rushed on by towards the enemy camp. As they got closer they
could all feel the change in the atmosphere. Those that had been with Nala
during the times the goddess had made use of her found the feeling familiar, even
if it was much lesser in strength. It was clear they were coming closer the
Deremoth and it offered an explanation for why they had not encountered much
of the horrors that had given Morok's Tooth its reputation or why the elemental
spirits had left Nala alone. They had all been driven away by this new oppressing
power.
They got the camp in their sight. It was down a small slope and they could
freely examine it from shelter. The fires made it easy to count those who were
awake and choose targets. A single guard had stood from where they were
observing the camp, but an arrow took him down just as easily and quietly as his
companion before.
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The group spread out, each bow carrier announcing their target before
departing. The priority was in getting the wizards and priests. Everyone else was
a secondary target.
Cheid, Gareth, Ahnilr, Nala, Leo and Relait remained together. They'd
charge down with the rest once the first volley of arrows had been released.
Gareth tugged at the bag he was carrying, trying to find a comfortable place for it.
There was their last hope if everything went badly.
Relait let out a bird song, signalling the start of the attack.
Some of the arrows found their target without problems, some encountered
a flash of energy that shattered the small vials attached to them, some a wall of
fire the heat of which consumed the arrow, but only cracked the vial attached
and caused the hot liquid to fly onwards. All around, the liquid spilled on
unaffected by the protections and landed on their targets. It did not take long for
the effect to kick in.
By the time Nala and her companions were rushing down the small slope,
one wizard had ballooned beyond recognition and finally popped as if pricked by
a needle; spewing blood, gore and broken bones all around. One bone shrapnel
found its way through the air and hit a guard that was rushing towards Nala. The
man screamed in pain as the sharp fragment sunk into his cheek, allowing Nala
to sink her sword in his gut with no resistance.
The effects of the potions were drastic and demoralizing to the Blades. One
wizard had turned into an unrecognisable mass of flesh that lacked arms and
legs. A priest was running around screaming as his face was melting like ice in
the warmth of the spring sun. The camp was in chaos.
Nal and her companions made full use of the confusion. They hacked away
mercilessly at anyone crossing their path as they rushed towards the tunnel
entrance. Leo and Gareth cut a path for them like a pair of scythes would in a
field of hay in the hands of skilled farmers.
A sudden ball of fire lit the darkness, making everyone blink their eyes to
regain their vision. It seemed a wizard had escaped the volley of arrows. Nala and
her small group ignored it. The plan was for the elves to handle the outside while
the small group rushed into the tunnel to secure it and take care of anyone inside
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it.
As they got closer, Nala saw familiar figures at the entrance. She saw
Derian, his face twisted by rage as he saw who were coming towards him.
Gareth saw the same thing, but his attention was drawn more to Dayr,
Obsidian and Carrigan who were standing next to the dark priest. He swung his
large sword and swatted away a man trying to get near to him. Leo lunged
forward and skewered the man with his blade. Gareth grunted approvingly. The
young knight played well with him.
Relait danced in next to Leo and cut a deep wound in the side of a man
trying to sneak up on him from the side. The ease and grace with which the elf
captain moved would have been mesmerizing were it not so deadly.
Cheid and Ahnilr were keeping the rear, though seeing the path of death
cut before them they had little work to do.
Nala saw Derian duck into the tunnel along with Dayr and the two former
gladiators. She cursed. It seemed they'd be forced to encounter the most
dangerous one of them all in the tunnel.
She looked around as they reached the tunnel entrance. The elves seemed
to have the situation under control. It saddened her to see at least two of the
elves lying on the ground in a pool of their own blood, but there were a whole lot
more Blades in a similar position. Those that remained standing and fighting had
trouble remaining so against the skilled elves. She spotted the wizard that had
dodged the initial volley of arrows. His luck had not held for long as ten arrows
stuck out of him, making him look like a porcupine. Two charred corpses laid
nearby. Nala hoped they had been enemies and not friends.
“You still got it?” asked Cheid of Gareth.
The big man tapped the bag on his back. “Safe and sound.”
“Lets go then,” said Leo and pushed forward. The others followed him to the
torch lit tunnel.







Tibiniah had spent the past few days getting used to her new duties and
learning what he could from Aliris. The senior council member had proven to be a
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good teacher and despite her misgivings against her, Tibiniah found herself
falling into her new role much easier with her help.
She had tried to drop small hints to Aliris that she was open to getting in
the same boat as her brother had, but so far she had barely gotten a nibble out of
her. Even the faked hatred that she showed towards Nala at times did not seem
to convince her. In truth, Tibiniah hoped she could meet the Guardian Spirit
again and apologize for her actions.
Aliris was clearly cautious about letting anyone in on what ever she was
into, though Tibiniah got hints of it from spending time with her. The opinions
she raised were radical at times, to say the least. Even Tibiniah found herself a
bit shocked at times.
Tibiniah picked up a book from the floor and placed it in the shelf next to
the first volume in the series. The council had assigned her a chamber where she
could work in peace and arrange small meeting and other things her duties
required. It was the same chamber her brother had used and it still had many of
his belongings in it, though much of it was in disorder after Nisoen's men had
rummaged through the room looking for any clues as to who he had been
working with.
As she looked around the room she saw much of her brother there. The
extremely detailed map of the Great Forest that covered one of the walls had been
one of his favourites. It had been a gift from his father when he had been but
fifteen years old and he had spent days examining every detail of it with great
enthusiasm. Even as he grew older she had caught him looking at the map many
times. To her it had looked like it offered him a distraction from what ever was
troubling him.
She picked up another book and placed it on the shelf. There were still
many books and pieces of parchment on the floor and some of the furniture was
out of place. Her only consolation was that at least they had managed not to
break anything. The disarray was bad enough and would take her quite a bit of
time to clean up. She did not trust the servants to do it.
A knock on the door awoke her from the tediousness of the cleaning. She
opened the door and found Aliris standing in the hallway.
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“May I come in?” asked the senior council member.
“Of course,” replied Tibiniah, sounding a bit startled. She had no expected
her for it was supposed to be her day off from her instructing.
Aliris entered the room and looked around. Her disapproval was apparent.
“They left you with quite a mess, didn't they?” she asked as she lifted a book from
the floor and leafed through a few pages.
“They did,” admitted Tibiniah as she closed the door. “And I'm reluctant to
allow the servants to clean it since a lot of the items here belonged to my brother.
I don't want them damaged any further.”
“We'll have to talk to captain Nisoen about how his men conduct their
searches,” said Aliris and set down the book on the large writing desk that took
up much of the wall opposite to the door. “He might have the authority, but that
doesn't mean he can just come and wreck a council members room, even if that
member has passed on.”
“But that isn't what I came here to talk with you about,” continued the
woman.
“What is it then, may I ask?” said Tibiniah as she removed some books
from a chair and offered Aliris a seat. For herself she had the chair behind the
desk that she was happy to take.
“I've found you to be much like your brother,” observed Aliris. “Though
there are differences, your views are much the same. It makes me glad the
council decided on you as his replacement.”
“Hearing that from you means a lot,” said Tibiniah. In her mind she was
cursing the lying wench before her.
Aliris nodded to acknowledge the kind words. “I would like to introduce you
to certain people, much as I did your brother.”
Tibiniah couldn't help but feel elated. Finally, things were progressing.
Finally, she was getting closer to meeting those truly responsible for all the grief
and pain.
“Who are these people?” asked the young elf cautiously. Playing a bit of
suspicion and curiosity would make her seem more reluctant than she really was.
“It's best you meet them for yourself without any preconceptions,” said
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Aliris in a reassuring tone. She even smiled, which, despite all the misgiving
Tibiniah had towards her, still made her look beautiful and charming even to her.
“Don't worry. I wouldn't introduce you to any danger.”
The young elf feigned the need to think about it for a bit and leaned back in
her chair. A moment of silence passed between the two before she gave her
answer. “All right. I'll meet them. When and where?”
“Good,” said Aliris, sounding very pleased with herself. “Are you free
tonight?”
Tibiniah nodded.
“Even better. Come to my quarters for supper. We'll meet them then.”
“I'll see you then,” said Tibiniah with a small smile. She watched Aliris rise
from her chair and exit the room. She sighed out of relief and slumped back in
her chair the moment she was alone. She never knew faking emotions could be so
straining. At the same time she could not help but feel that things were finally
moving forward. Maybe she would be able to drop the acting if all went well
tonight.
That reminded her that she needed to let Nisoen know of the new
developments. She left the room to try and find the captain.
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Chapter 22

T

ibiniah found herself worrying as she walked down the corridor
towards the quarters of Aliris. Nisoen had assured her that she
would have people following her in case something went wrong,

but she could not see anyone besides herself and the two usual guards she had
tailing her where ever she went. She hoped the meeting would go well and
without incident, but the fact she was going to meet people who were responsible
for a lot of grief, in her life as well as many others, did not make her feel any
better about it.
She had hoped it would take longer to get to where she was going, but she
stood in front of the door before even realizing it. She took a deep breath and
nervously knocked the door. She tugged at the sleeve of her dress to straighten
out a crinkle. It was a practical dress, far from the finest she had, but it would do
for the occasion.
Aliris opened the door and welcomed her in. The council member seemed
relaxed and wore a dress that put the practical choice of Tibiniah to shame. The
young elf found it an odd choice for a simple private occasion.
The quarters were more roomy than what Tibiniah had. While she had a
single room, albeit a large room, Aliris seemed to have a whole houses worth in
her use. She had entered into a room with a fireplace, a dining table and several
comfortable looking chairs sprinkled around the room. Two doorways led away
from the room and she could make out a study beyond the other while the other
had the door closed. Perhaps it was her bedroom or maybe she had a kitchen as
well?
The dining table was all set. Plates, utensils, serving platters that were
covered, no doubt hiding within was their supper. What surprised her was that it
was set for only two people. Wasn't she supposed to meet others? Aliris must
have noticed the look she gave the table.
“Our other guests do not really eat anything,” she explained as she guided
Tibiniah to the table. The young elf took a seat and found the chair surprisingly
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comfortable for a dining table.
“Will they be joining us soon?” asked Tibiniah.
“We have time to eat,” replied Aliris and lifted the covers from the serving
platters, revealing an assortment of foods from roasted quail and honey cakes to
fresh looking dark bread.
They enjoyed their food, though Tibiniah had no appetite to quench. She
nibbled on her portion sparingly and focused more on keeping the conversation
going with Aliris, even if what they talked about had little meaning to her.
They finished eating, but remained seated at the table. Their guest was late
and Aliris was trying to fill the waiting time with some talk about current gossip.
Tibinah did her best to hide her boredom.
She was startled as a figure appeared in the chair opposite to hers. The
dark hood covered its face and the long sleeves hid his hands. Its voice was dry
and rasping as it spoke. “Good evening, esteemed council member.”
Tibiniah could not help but notice the tone with which the words were
spoken. There was no effort to hide the amusement with which he expressed
himself.
“We've been waiting for you, Vinecaster,” said Aliris. She sounded relieved
that she no longer needed to drone on about the latest scandal that had rocked
the gossipmongers.
“Apologies,” replied the figure. “Certain matters had arisen that needed my
attention.”
Aliris eyed the hooded creature, but let the matter slide. “This is Tibiniah
Stardancer,” she introduced to the figure. “The sister of Nerduin.”
The hood shifted slightly as it turned to examine the young elf. Even
though she could not see its face, she felt uncomfortable under its examination.
“It is good to meet you,” she said in a voice that sounded weak even in her mind.
The hood tilted slightly. “It is indeed.”
“She had indicated willingness to follow in her brothers footsteps,” said
Aliris. “We can always use new people to aid us in our goals.”
A dry laugh shook the hooded figure. “That may have been the case until
now. Things have changed.”
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“What do you mean?” demanded Aliris.
“Our master will soon awake and roam the world once more,” said the
rasping voice. “It is time to lay the path for him.”
“You're making no sense,” said Aliris. “We have an agreement and I expect
you to hold to it.”
“The agreement is of no concern any more,” said Vinecaster and stood up.
A withered down hand emerged from the sleeve and pulled out the sword that
had been hidden by the many fold of its robe. “The time for chaos is here.”
Quicker than Tibiniah had thought possible, the figure closed the distance
to Aliris and sunk the sword through her throat. Her nearly severed head drooped
forward as the sword was pulled out. The creature turned to the young elf.
“Two council members in the same room. She was of use to the last
moment,“ came the dry voice from under the hood.
Tibiniah told herself to move, but her body did not listen to her mind. She
sat in the chair and watched the figure walk around the table. She regained
control of her body just as the figure got close to her and lifted the sword to
strike. She tipped the chair to the side just as the sword started to come down.
The sword hit the arm of the chair with a thud as Tibiniah rolled onto the floor
and screamed in pain.
She had not been quick enough. She should have let go of the chair as it
began to fall. Almost in shock, she stared numbly at the stump that had once
been her pinkie finger. Blood flowed from the wound. She sobbed and tried to
crawl away. Why weren't the guards coming in to help her? Surely they had heard
her screams.
She stumbled up on her feet and turned to see the hooded creature tugging
the sword free from the chair. “Stay away from me!” she screamed and stumbled
towards the door.
“Oh no,” came the dry voice once more. “I can't. You're a member of the
High Council. You must die just as the others will.” Having freed the sword the
robed figure began to close the distance to the young elf.
Frantically, Tibiniah looked around her, trying to find something she could
use as a weapon. The best she found was the poker of the fireplace so she started
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making her way towards it. She had to press her injured hand against herself to
try and stem the bleeding which made it hard to move swiftly in her mindset, but
she made it to the fireplace before the robed figure caught up with her. It seemed
almost as if it wished for her to put up a fight.
With her good hand she grabbed the poker and turned to face her enemy. It
seemed futile to try and face it with the meagre weapon, but what else was she to
do?
The moment the robed figure got close enough she tried to hit it with the
poker. Her strike was blocked with the sword almost arrogantly and returned
with a blow that sent the piece of black iron flying from her hand. The young elf
stumbled backwards, towards the door.
The figure closed the distance and raised its sword. Tibinah fell on her
back. She started to back towards the door, pushing with her feet and leaning on
her good hand.
The sword began to come down. The young elf was certain it would be her
end, but then the door to the room slammed open. She could hear fighting come
from the hallway, but she put in extra effort to make her way towards the noise.
It had been enough. The sword that would have cut deep into her shoulder now
instead scraped through her clothes and skin with barely its tip and left behind
nothing but a shallow, red gash.
“Tibiniah!” She recognized the voice. Nisoen. She doubled her effort to get to
him. A wave of relief went over her as she saw the captain armour clad feet beside
her. She saw blood drip from the sword in his hand.
“Get behind me,” said the captain and prepared to face off the robed figure.
Tibiniah did as she was told and dragged herself to rest against the wall
right by the door. As she peaked to the hallway she saw several elves fighting
robed figures that looked much like the one in the room. There were bodies on
the floor; some elves, some robed figures.
She turned away from the sight and closed her eyes. At that moment she
couldn't comprehend the gravity of the situation. She breathed heavily and tried
to arrange her thoughts, but found it an impossible task. When the sound of
metal hitting metal came close to her she opened her eyes and saw Nisoen locked
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in combat with the robed figure that had been after her. There was nothing for
her to do but watch.
Nisoen was a skilled swordsman, but so was the robed creature. He was
hard pressed to keep up with it. When ever his sword seemed to find a weak spot,
somehow, his opponents sword found its way to block it. His only consolation
was that he was making the creature move hard and its robe seemed to hamper
that somewhat. More blows were exchanged, more missed strikes, more close
calls. Finally Nisoen had a blow with his sword that looked like it would find its
target, but to his disappointment it only ripped off the hood from the robe.
What was revealed was the dried up, grey face of a man. It looked like
something you'd find in a decade old, dry grave. Still, the structure of his bones
made it look like he was an elf.
“What in Loriels name are you?” asked Nisoen as he caught his breath.
Losing the hood seemed to have startled the creature a bit.
A wicked grin appeared on the face of the creature. “We work for our
masters glory.”
“The Blades?” demanded the elf captain.
A dry laugh came from the creature. “They are different, yet, serve the same
master.”
The brief exchange of words ceased and the swords resumed their talk.
Nisoen felt the burning in his muscles. He had had to fight through two such
hooded figures to get to the room and now the one he was facing turned out to be
quite a bit tougher than they had been. The longer the fight went on the greater
the disadvantage would grow for him, he feared.
It was a small mistake that the creature of Deremoth made, but it was
enough for the experienced elf captain to take advantage of. His sword found its
target and sunk deep into its chest. Nisoen quickly pulled the sword out and
struck a second time and a third time. Finally, satisfied that the threat was gone,
he breathed in deeply and turned to Tibiniah.
The young elf still rested against the wall. She had managed to tear some
cloth from her dress to wrap the bleeding stump of her finger. Her torn dress
revealed more of her skin than Nisoen felt comfortable looking at so he took off
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his cloak and wrapped the young woman in as he knelt down. The fighting in the
hallways seemed to have ceased and as he took a glimpse he saw only his own
men standing, some rushing towards the room to aid him.
“It's all right,” he said softly to Tibiniah. “They're all dead now.”
The young elf looked up to him. “What of the other members of the
council?”
He shook his head. “I don't know. I have to go find out.”
Two of his men entered the room, swords in hand and ready to fight, but
they quickly saw there was no need for it any more.
“Guard her,” said Nisoen and rose on his feet. “Guard her with your life.
She might be one of the few of the High Council that still live. I'll send a priest
this way as soon as I run into one.”
The men nodded and the other one knelt down next to the young woman to
see if he could do something to help her. At the very least he could bandage the
hand better than she had been able to.
Nisoen stormed out of the room and walked down the corridor with a
purpose. He needed to check on the other council members. The sight he
encountered in the first quarters did not give him much hope. The guards laid
dead on the ground and the council member sat in his chair while his head was
somewhere on the floor. Nisoen did not stop to look for it. There was nothing he
could do for him now.
Similar sights greeted him where ever he went. On his way to Lonaac's
quarters he finally encountered a priest and sent him to look after Tibiniah. Her
importance was becoming more and more pronounced.
Nisoen's heart sank as he saw the dead guards before Lonaac's door. The
story was going to be the same here as well, he feared. The door was slightly ajar
as he pushed it completely open. He fully expected another body and that he got,
only it was the body of a robed figure with Lonaac sitting in his chair and poking
it with his wooden staff. The old elf was breathing heavily, as if he had ran from
one edge of the forest to the other, but seemed to be otherwise well off.
“Are you all right?” asked Nisoen as he stepped deeper into the room.
The old elf raised his head and looked at him. “Ah, Nisoen. I'm quite all
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right. Just not as young as I once was.”
“You killed it?” asked the captain. He was still having trouble believing the
old elf had somehow managed it. He saw no visible wounds on the dead body.
“Don't look so surprised,” said Lonaac. “I didn't get to be my age by being
helpless.”
“Do you know what it is?” Nisoen had to ask. The old man was probably the
only one who might know them off hand.
“A Lost One,” replied Lonaac with a voice filled with sorrow. Nisoen had
heard the name before, but had been unable to connect the myth to what he had
faced.
The Lost Ones had once been elves, a long time ago. Their minds had been
twisted by Deremoth, making them his servants and followers. He'd changed
them, sucked out everything that made them elves and replaced it with his own
vision of what they should have been. It was nothing more than a myth in the
present day, a story to scare the kids with, but somehow it had become reality.
“They've attacked other members of the council as well,” said Nisoen finally.
The old elf shuddered. “Who survives?” His voice made it clear he did not
expect to hear many names.
“I fear Tibiniah Stardancer might be the only one besides yourself,” said
Nisoen. He had only two rooms left to check and he held no hope of finding
anyone else still alive.
The news seemed to give the old elf a few extra centuries of age. He tried to
get up with the help of his staff, but needed Nisoen for extra support.
“This is a grave day for us,” said Lonaac as he headed for the door with
Nisoen at one arm. “Take me to the young Stardancer.”
Nisoen wanted to argue against it, but could not. Best he could do was
gather guards with him as they walked through the corridors. A few he sent to
check on the remaining two rooms. The news he received in return was as he
feared. Every member of the council, even the imprisoned Inorinn, was dead. Two
survived; the youngest and the oldest. The wound inflicted was deep and he
feared what it would lead to for the elves.
They found Tibiniah in much better shape than Nisoen had left her. The
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priest had managed to stop the bleeding and bandage her wounds properly,
though her hand would be disfigured for life. Reattaching a finger was beyond
the priests powers.
The room and the corridor in front of it was crowded. There were dozens of
guards now and the noise of their running and the earlier fighting had aroused
servants, clerks and others to gather to see what was going on. The news was
starting to spread. The first ones were saying they had known something bad
would happen, after all, why else would the Guardian Spirit have appeared?
Lonaac poked the body of the Lost One with his staff as Nisoen explained
the situation to the young elf. The news didn't seem to hit her too hard. Of
course, she had already known that they had gone after the other members of the
council so she'd had time to prepare herself for it. Still, part of it was masked by
the simple disbelief that so many could have been killed so easily.
“What do we do now?” she asked weakly. She looked pale, probably
because of the blood loss.
Lonaac turned from the body and examined the young woman. “We
rebuild,” he said firmly. “We still live and the people need the guidance of the
council more than ever.”
“But there's only two of us,” said Tibiniah.
“New members will be found,” replied Lonaac as he hobbled over to the
young elf. He put his hand on her shoulder. “It might sound cold, but none of us
is irreplaceable. As long as there are elves, there will be a High Council. That is
the way of our people.”
The firm squeeze of his hand seemed to give Tibiniah strength and
confidence. Of course they would rebuild the council. There was no other choice.
The High Council was the pillar that supported the Elven Kingdom and kept it
from crumbling down.
“What do we do first?” she asked, ready to take on the challenge posed to
her.







Nala had expected an earthly smell of dirt and gravel as they entered the
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tunnel, but instead found herself encountering the smell of torches burning as
well as the stench of sulphur. The flickering light from the torches was barely
adequate to allow them to see enough not to stumble on the loose rocks that
littered the floor. The further they went down the tunnel the more they felt it. The
oppressing feeling that sought to stop their breathing and freeze their muscles.
Nala sought comfort from gripping her swords tighter. She dared not fully
contact her parents, but she did do enough to make a brief emotional contact
with them. The encouragement and love they sent her way was enough to make
her go forward without trouble. She saw the others struggle more than her, but
even they dug deep down in themselves and pulled out what was needed to
advance.
They began to hear voices echo from ahead of them. They couldn't make
out what was being said, but it was clearly a heated discussion. The tunnel began
to widen and soon they found themselves in a large cavern.
The area was well lit with several torches and oil lamps, but they could still
not see the ceiling. What they could see was Derian and his henchmen waiting for
them, weapons in hand. However, it was not them that drew the attention of the
group. It was what laid behind them. It was the dragon of Deremoth.
It was still encased in the crystal like substance that had embraced it for
centuries without being harmed. The great maw was still open, as if frozen mid
roar, and the yellow eyes were open, but unmoving. The wings were partly open,
filling up much of the cavern. Even in its current state the sight of the creature
sent shivers down everyone’s spine and they could feel the overwhelming strength
seep through the protective casing.
Some rocks rose up next to the dragon, allowing someone to walk up to its
eye level and down along its neck towards its body. Tools could be seen scattered
around the stone ledge, telling of the attempt the Blades had made in weakening
the crystal like casing. It seemed they had not made much progress.
“Kill them!” shouted Derian and pointed at the group that had emerged
from the tunnel. It seemed there would be no banter this time around. The Blood
Reaver shimmered into view and instantly lunged towards the group. It looked
like it had already suffered damage. Parts of its bones were charred and others
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had visible crack on them. It had not escaped the magical explosion at the tower
unscathed.
Gareth, Relait and Leo formed the first rank for the group and they clashed
against the former gladiators and the few companions they had. The Blood Reaver
flew right past them, its master having told it the most important target. Nala and
Ahnilr stood before it, holding hands and in deep concentration. Cheid stood
behind them to offer them support and right as it looked like the flying
monstrosity would crash into them it bounced off from a magical shielding. Its
wail echoed in the cavern, giving it an even more chilling effect than it would have
otherwise had.
Nala and Ahnilr intensified their efforts as the hovering creature slammed
against the shield with its own magic. The women could feel the response from
their goddess as power flowed into them. The priestess began casting the spell
that had defeated the Blood Reaver at the house where they had hoped to end it
all.
Gareth found himself fighting Obsidian. The former gladiator looked ragged
with an unshaven face and filthy clothes. It seemed they had not had much time
for washing up, though the big man found it likely that he looked as ragged as
his opponent. There was no banter between the two men, only the sound of metal
hitting metal flowed between them.
Out of the corner of his eye he could see Leo in his fluid like metal armour
put down Dayr with little problems. Gareth grinned. It was a sight he would have
liked to see many times over, but he had his own fight to concentrate on.
He had remembered Obsidian to be more formidable. There was little
strength behind his hits and the speed was nothing he couldn't keep up with. It
seemed the battle had been decided even before it started.
Gareth let out a satisfied grunt as his sword dug deep into the dark
skinned man's shoulder. His sword dropped to the stone floor with a chink and
he slumped down after it.
The big man pulled out his sword just in time to see Relait put down
Carrigan. By the looks of it the gladiator had received the same treatment he had
so loved to dish out. His clothes were all torn up from the many cuts that
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brandished his corpse. He turned to look and saw Leo cut the throat of the last of
the Blades.
It was then that a bright flash blinded everyone and a wave of power made
everyone fall down. The spell to take out the Blood Reaver had been successful,
but the effect it had was more dramatic than previously.
The wave of power slammed into the sealed away dragon.
The whole cavern shook. They could hear a loud crack and a low growl that
resonated throughout their bones. It took everyone a moment to gather
themselves and for the dust to settle. The sight that greeted them was not one
they had hoped to see.
A piece of the crystal like casing had fallen off, exposing the neck of the
dragon inside. Several cracks could be seen criss crossing what remained of the
casing. Even more disturbingly the yellow eyes of the creature were wandering
around, finally fixating on Nala.
Even from the distance and through the weakened seal, she could feel the
hatred that burned in those eyes. It was like someone had wrapped their hands
around her throat and were slowly squeezing the life out of her.
Cheid rushed to Gareth and grabbed the bag from his back.
“I'll need your help,” he said to the big man as he pulled out the wooden
box from the bag and grabbed the cylindrical metal object inside. He placed the
liquid container inside and secured it by slightly pressing down the piston. A bit
of liquid dripped from the hollow spike at the end.
“What do you need?” asked Gareth.
“We need to pry one of the scales from its neck so I can stick this thing
inside it,” explained Cheid.
“You're crazy,” replied Gareth.
Cheid grinned. “Got a better idea?”
Gareth shook his head. By the gods he wished he had, but it seemed they
were content at watching him do the craziest thing imaginable. “I'll go first,” he
said to Cheid and gripped his sword tightly. “You ready?”
The young wizard nodded and the two began to run towards the rocks that
would take them up to the same level with the dragon. It was a rough climb and
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the closer they got the more they felt the effect of the hybrid dragongod. By the
time they got within touching distance of it every step and breath had turned into
a conscious struggle that drained strength from them. The task felt daunting
when they got to the crack in the seal and saw the scaly neck of the creature up
close. A single scale was half the size of Gareth and looked to seamlessly meld
into the next one, making it difficult to see any way of ripping it off.
The large blade of Gareth was probably not the best suited for the task, but
it was all they had. The big man tried to wedge its tip underneath the scale, but
found it an impossible task. He hit the scale with all his strength behind it, but
caused nothing more than a small scrape. He continued to work on it, expanding
the scrape and furiously trying to rip the scale off or even just cause a large
enough dent that Cheid could stick his device into it and reach the dragons flesh.
The efforts paid off and they finally had a gaping gash in the scale that left
flesh exposed. Cheid was quick to stick the hollow tip in and push down the
piston, injecting the liquid to the flesh.
The effect was immediate.
More of the seal shed off the dragon as it flexed its muscles. It was waking
up and the seal had been weakened enough that it was able to chip it away bit by
bit. One large wing flex and it had half of itself free.
Gareth and Cheid looked on in disbelief for a moment before turning
around and running as fast as they could to get away from the waking monster
and to the relative shelter of the tunnel that had led them to the cavern.
“Wasn't that thing supposed to kill it?” huffed Gareth as they ran.
“That's what Skander said,” replied Cheid. He feared his master might have
over estimated the potency of his concoction.
The whole cavern shook as the dragon thrashed itself to freedom. Derian
stood in the middle of it, grinning widely. Finally, his master would be free again.
He forgot all about Nala and the others. In the face of the fully awakened
Deremoth, they were of no consequence in his mind.
He watched as the dragon settled and folded back its wings and examined
the room. It was a magnificent sight and even though the overwhelming presence
had grown stronger it did not seem to affect Derian much.
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His elation lost its edge as the dragons left foot gave out from under it. It
tried to balance with its wings, but to no avail. It crashed down on its side and let
out a deafening roar that dislodged rocks from the cavern ceiling. It tried to lift
up, but found its right side to be losing strength as well.
“What's going on?” asked Leo as Gareth and Cheid came up to them. Nala,
Ahnilr and Relait were equally eager to hear.
“It seems Skanders potion is starting to work,” said Cheid. A large rock
came crashing down the ceiling, landing only a few feet away from the group. “I
suggest we get out of here,” he added as he glanced at the writhing dragon. He
saw rocks fall around Derian. He only hoped one would hit the man and crush
him. “The whole cavern's going to collapse if it keeps that up.”
More rocks fell as the group started to make their way back outside. They
had to shield themselves from the small bits of fine dust and rock that fell from
the tunnel ceiling. Nala could only hope they had done enough to kill the
wretched thing. She knew there was nothing more they could do.
They were covered in dust as they emerged from the tunnel. The ground
shook and a deep rumble could be heard. Then a cloud of dust pillowed out of the
tunnel along with large chunks of rock. The whole tunnel had collapsed, no doubt
along with the cavern.
The elves that had been left behind rushed to the group to help them
further away from the tunnel. There were still rocks rolling down the side of the
mountain and there was no telling how much more rabble would come down.
“Well, that's that, I suppose,” said Cheid as he caught his breath. They
were all sprawled along the ground by a camp fire.
“Deremoth's dead?” asked Relait.
“At least the dragon is. No way it survived that,” said Leo.
“Deremoth isn't dead,” said Nala. She felt the difference, perhaps because
of her closeness to the goddess. Perhaps some of her emotions were seeping
through to the young elf.
The group turned to look at her.
“The portion of him that was in the dragon withdrew before it died,” she
explained. Memories emerged, giving her the benefit of understanding the
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situation better. “He was half here, half in the plane of the gods. He was strong
here, but weak in the gods realm. The fact that half of him was sealed away here
made him weak over all. Now, he's fully back in the realm of gods.”
“We have failed then,” said Ahnilr. She looked more shaken up than the
others.
“We did what we could,” said Nala. She stood up and brushed off dust from
her clothes. “Deremoth is not free to roam this world. He lost his precious vessel.
He's once more bound by the same restrictions as the other gods.”
“But he's free,” said Gareth.
Nala nodded. “His followers will gain strength. We'll just have to deal with
them when the time comes.”
It was little comfort in their situation, but they had managed to avoid the
worst and done their best to mitigate any damage. It did not feel like much of an
victory and it showed on the faces of everyone standing in the light of the camp
fires.
“So what now?” asked Relait finally to break the depressing silence that
had fallen over the group.
Nala turned to the captain. She smiled a bit. “How about we go home?”
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Epilogue

S

kander sat behind his desk. He looked completely healed from the
ordeal that had befallen him and even his quarters seemed no
worse off than before. It had been a pleasant surprise for Cheid to

see his master doing so well upon his return, but now, sitting across from him,
he felt uneasy knowing that not everything had gone as planned on their journey.
He had just finished telling about the journey to the older wizard.
“So, Deremoth is whole again,” mused Skander as he leaned back in his
chair. “That'll mean a lot of work for all of us.”
Cheid nodded in agreement. “No doubt the Blades that remain are already
busy gathering support and gaining favour from their patron god.”
“What of Nala?” asked Skander. “I had expected her to return with you.”
Cheid explained what had happened to the elven High Council. It had been
a shock to all of them as they had returned to the lush city. “She decided to
remain wit the elves for a while. They were busy trying to get her to take a seat in
the High Council, but she seemed less than willing.” The young wizard shrugged
his shoulders. “Her plan was to help them set things up and then return to her
parents forest.”
“And Gareth?”
A small smile appeared on Cheid's face. “He chose to remain with Nala to
ensure her safety.”
The corners of Skanders mouth twitched in amusement. “Good. Someone
needs to keep an eye on her and I trust Gareth to do just that.”
“What now?” asked Cheid. It was a question he had heard asked many
times during the past month and every time the answer seemed unsatisfying to
him. He hoped his master could offer a satisfying one.
“We watch,” said Skander and stood up. “We listen and we act when
needed, just as we have done until now.” He turned to look out the window
behind him. The sun was setting, painting the sky a combination of orange and
pink.
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“It's a new era for us,” he continued. “One, I fear, will be much darker than
what came before it, but we have our pillars of light around which to rally.”
The words did not make Cheid feel any easier, though he found himself
agreeing with all that was said. His only hope was that the pillars would be strong
enough.
“Almost forgot,” said Skander and turned around with a wicked smile on
his face. “The empress expressed her wish to talk with you. In private.”
Cheid's heart sank and he sighed. He'd rather have ventured into
Deremoths cavern once more than face the empress and explain everything about
the past to her.
It seemed life would not be so different for him after all.
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